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ABSTRACT

This compilation summarizes significant enforcement actions that
have been resolved during ono quarterly period (January - March -

1992) and includes copies of letters, liotices, and Orders cent by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to licenscos with respect to
these enforcement actions. It is anticipated that the
'information in this publication will be widely disseminated to j
managers and employees engaged in activities licensed by the NRC,
so that actions can be taken to improve safety by avoiding future 3

violations similar to those described in this publication, j
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ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS RESOLVED
'

January - March 1992 ;

i

INTRODUCTION

This issue of NUREG-0940 is being published to inform NRC ,

licensees about significant enforcement actions and their j
resolution for the first quarter of 1992. Enforcement actions
are issued by the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Materials
Safety, Safeguards and Operations Support (DEDS), the Deputy
Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulatior, Regional
Operation and Research (DEDR), and the Regional Administrator.
The Director, Office of Enforcement, may act for the DEDS in the
absence of the DEDS or DEDR or as directed. The actions involved
in this NUREG_ involve NRC's civil penalties as well as
significant Noticca of Violation. '

An_ objective of the NRC Enforcement Program is to encourage
licenseca to improve their performance and, by example, the ;

performance of the licensed industry. Therefore, it is
anticipated that the information in this publication will be
widely disseminated to managers and employees engaged in
activities licenced by NRC, so all can learn from the errors of
others, thus-improving performance in the nuclear industry and
= promoting the public health and safety as well as the common
defense and security.

A brief summary of each significant enforcement action that has i

been resolved in the first quarter of 1992 can be found in the
section of this report entitled " Summaries." Each summary
provides the enforcement action (EA) number to identify the case
for reference purposes. The supplement number refers to the
activity arma in which the violations are classified according to ,

guidance furnished in the U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission's
"Generai Statement of Policv and Procedure for URC Enforcement
Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,. Appendix C,_ 57 Fed. Reg. 5791 (February
18, 1992).. Violations are categorized in-terms of fivo levels of
severity to show-their relative importance within each of the
following activity areas:

Supplement I - Reactor Operations
Supplement II - Facility Construction
Supplement III - Safeguards __ ,

supplement IV - Nealth Physics
Supplement V - Transportation
Supplement VI - Fuel Cycle-and Materials Operations
Gupplement VII - Miscellaneous Matters
-Supplement VIII - Emergency Preparedncas.

|
L
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Part I.A of this report consists of copios of completed civil -

pensity or-order actions involving reactor licenseos, arranged
alphabetically. Part I.D includos copies of Noticos of Violation

-

that were issued to reactor licensees for a Savority Lovel III ,

-violation, but for which no civil penalties were assessed. Part
II.A contains civil penalty or Order actions ./..olving materials
licensees. Part II.D includes a copy of a Notico of Violation
that has boon issued to material licenseos, but for which no
civil penalty was assessed.

i

!
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SUMMARIES
i

I. RFACI il LLCElth3;LS
t

A. Civil Pe.Dqllies and Orders
,!Arizona Public Service Company, Phoenix,- Arizona

(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station) Supplement 1, *

EA 91-182
|

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposit< n of Civil
Penalties in the amount of $162,500 was issued February
3, 1992 to emphasize the need for adequate command and
control of any activities that may affect safety-related
equipment, the need to thoroughly ansess industry events
and experience, and the need for clent designation of

- responsibilitica and control of activities such au
refueling including strict adherence to procedural
controls. The action was baued on two plant evento of ,

which the first involved a partial loss of offuite power
-that occurred on Novomber 15, 1991 and resulted in Unit
3 operating It natural circulation. The second event
involved coro.a.*Nerationc on Unit 2 without a senior
reactor _operato1 present as required by Technical
Specifications. The base civil penalty was escalated a
total of 125% tor the first event. The licensee
responded and paid tna civil penalties on March ?, 1992.

Carolina Power and Light Company, Raleigh, North Carolina-
-

(Brunswick Steam Electric Plant)-Supplement 1, EA 91-150

A Notice of Violation cr.d Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $125,000 was issued January 3,
1992 to emphasize the importance of ensuring the
development and implementation-of offectivo corrective
actions to achieve sustained improvement in the work
control and: independent | verification processes. The
action was based on the licensee's failure to take
adequate corrective actions for previous violations in-
.the area of-work control. The first involved inadequate
. system' lineup verificablons which resulted in residual
heat removal Loop B being-Impro;arly returned from the
suppression pool cooling to the standby mode of ,

operation. -The=second exat;.plo-involved inadequate ~
oversight of maintenance on.Dicael' Generator No. 3. 1"he
base' penalty was escalated 150%' based on cacalation for
both NRC11dentification and poor.past performance. Tho'
licensee responded and paid the civil penalty February
14,-1992.-

,
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Carolina Power and Light Company, Raleigh, North Carolina"

(H. B. Robinson !!uclear ' Plant) Supplement 1, EA 91-142
,

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $37,500 was issued December 16,
1991 to emphasize the 1oportance of ensuring that
engineering design control and interfacon are fully
functional in all required aspects of design change
review. The action was based on four examples of
inadequate design review for safety-related equipment.
Three of the examples involved the safety injection
pumps and the fourth involved the reactor protection :

system. The base civil penalty was mitigated by 251 for
licerisce identification. The licensee responded and
paid the civil penalty on January 30, 1992.

Commonwoalth Edison Company, Downers Grove, Il1inois
(Dresden station, Unit 3) Supplement IV, EA 91-152

-

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
,

Penalty in the amount of $25,000 was issued December 17,
1991 to emphasize the need for adequate planning and
communications for work-performed in high doce rato--

areas, the need for radiation protection technicians and
ALARA coordinators to promptly identify and correct-

radiol;gically nonconservative practices, and the need
for experienced radiation workers to recognize and !

question substantial radiological practices. The action
was-based on violations that resulted-in unplanned
radiation exporure to workers engaged in instmetion
activities in the Unit 3 drywell. The base penalty was
mitigated by-50% i'or licensee identification. The
licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on January
16, 1992.

Commonwealth Edison-Company, Downers Grove, Illinois
(Dresden Station, Unita 2 and 3, Supplement I, EAn 91-164
and 91-165

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties in the amount of $187,500 was issued Januar/
9,-1992 to emphasize the need for appropriate management

_

control and-_ cognizance in the conduct of operations,-and;

the need for offcctive use-of post-maintenance tests.
The action was based on violations involving (1) an
inoperable containment isolation valvo, and (2) four
events resulting from procedure adequacy-adherence
problems that are significant in that they are
indicative of management's inability, despite past
similar events,-to offcctively-deal with personnel
performance problems. The-licensee responded and paid
the civil penalties on February 7, 1992.

NUREG-0940 4
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Consumers Power Company, Covert, Michigan (Palisades Nuclear :

Generating Station) Supplement I, EA 91-125

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil ,

Penalty in the amount of $100,000 was issued January 15,
1992 to emphasize the need to establish and implement
improved controls in the general area of design, and !
specifically in the piping and pipe support area, as ;

well as the control of the licensco's contractors. The ,

action was based on design control deficiencies !

associated with piping and pipe supports that occurred
during the steam generator replacement outage. The base
civil penalty was escalated a total of 100% for NRC
identification ar.d past poor performance. The licensee
responded and paid the civil penalty on February 14,
1992.

Duke Power Company, Clover, South Carolina
(Catawba Nuclear Station) Supplement 1, EA 91-191

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $15,000 was issued February 14, -

1992 to emphasize the importance of ensuring that ;

developed-and implemented corrective actions are ,

effective in precluding the occurrence of similar ,

violations. This action was based on repetitive failures
involving configuration control and independent
verification problems. The licensee responded and paid
the civil penalty on March 16,.1992.

Duke Power Company, Seneca, South Carolina
(Oconee Nuclear Station) Supplement I, EA 91-167

A Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil .

Penalties in the amount of $125,000 was issued February
3, 1992 to emphasize the importance-of maintaining an
appropriate safety perJpective, continued awareness and '

control of critical plant-operations in the shutdown
configuration, and the impicmentation of adequate
corrective action. The action was based on two Severity
Level _III problems related to a degradation of decay
heat removal event and an over-pressurization of low

-

~

pressure injection system piping event. The first
problem' involved multiple examples of failure to follow
procedures and inadequate procedures and the failure to
identify the non-operational status of a nuclear safety-
related system. The base civil penalty was escalated by
50% based on-the-licensco's-poor prior nerformance. The
senond problem ~ involved multiple examples of failure to
follow procedures and the failure to take corrective
action -The~1icensee responded and paid the civil
penalt) March 3, 1992.

.
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Houston Lighting and Power company, Houston, Texas
(South Texas Project Electric Generating Station) Supplement
VII, EA 91-055

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil i

Penalty in the amount of $50,000 was issued December 12,
1991 to emphasize the importance of ensuring that

'

records kept of the conduct of licensed activities be
cocplete and accurate and that licensed activities are
conducted in strict compliance with regulatory i
requirements. The action was based on two violations ,

involving falsification of preventive maintenance
'

records for safety-related valves. The licensee
,

responded and paid the civil penalty on January 10, i

1992.
.

Philadelphia Electric Company, Wayne, Pennsylvania f
(Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station) Supplomont I, EA 92-001

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
;

Penalties in the amount of $285,000 was issued February
21, 1992 to emphasize the importance of ensuring that
the reactor is (1) operated safely and in accordance

1

with-the Technical Specifications; and (2) conditionu '

. advert a to quality, when they exint, are promptly
identi l.cd and corrected. The action was based on two
violations' associated with the Automatic *

Depressurization System (ADS). The firrt' violation
involved ~the incorrect installation of thermal
insulation around all of the Unit 3 ADS safety relief
valves, which rendered them inoperable for an entire
operating cycle. This violation was classified at a
Severity Level II because the common r. ode failure in i

conjunction with an inoperable HPSI system for over 500
hours, seriously compromisedLthe ability of the Unit to
handle-certain design basis accidents _(small break-

LOCAs). The civil penalty-was escalated 100% for <

duration. The seccnd violation concerned the licensee's
' failure to_take adequate corrective action-for this
problem at Unit 2. . Specifically, the NRC inspector
found the-insulation incorrectly installed _on one valve
after the-licensee had inspected it prior to returning
the reactor to-power about two months earlier. This-
' Severity Lovel III violation wan' escalated for NRC,

identification poor past per.formance and duration. The
licensee respon,ded and paid the. civil penalty on March
20, _1992.

.

|
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l
Portland General Electric Company, Portland Oregon ;

(Trojan Nuclear Plant) Supplements I and IV, EAs 91-181 and j

91-190 ]

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil 1

IPenalty in the amount of $100,000 was issued February
14, 1992 to emphasize the importance NRC attaches to 1

effective and timely corrective actions. This action
wac based on the licensco's failure to implement
adequate corrective action in three programmatic areas ;

valve maintenance, radiation protection, and fire
protection. The six individual examples in those arcan-

were classified as a Severity Level III problem due to a
significant failure to fully correct conditions adverse !

to quality and management's failure to offectively '

utilize QA findings to identify areas needing attention.
Tho civil penalty was escalated 100% for multiple
occurrences, and 50% for poor past performance. A 50%
mitigation was deemed appropriate based on the licensees <

comprehnnsive corrective actions. The licensee
responded and paid the civil penalty on March 16, 1992.

Southern California Edison company, Irvine, California (San
,

Onofre, Unit 1) Supplements I and VII, EA 91-198

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of civil
penalty in the amount of $50,000 was issued February 21,
1992 to emphasize the importance the NRC attaches to
properly maintaining fire protection systems and to
providing complete and accurate information to the NRC.
This action was based on the licensee's failure to
maintain the Halon fire protection system in the 4160
volt switchgear room' operable and the failure to provide
the NRC complete and accurate information in the
Licensoo Event Report submitted-regarding that
situation. The licensee responded and paid the civil-

penalty on-March 16, 1992.

TU Electric, Dallas, Texas
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station) Supplement I,
EA 91-189

A Notice of-Violation and Vroposed Imposition of Civil
.Ponalty in the amount of $25,000 was issued February 18, a

1992 to emphasize the importance of positive
communications, attention to detail, and awareness
during plant evolutions to ensure that all safety

- systems are properly aligned as required by system ,

- -operating procedures. The action-was based on the ,
~

licensee's failure to properly align two residual heat
removal crosstic valves-prior to entering Mode 3 during
a Unit 1 startup on-December 4, 1991. The condition

-NUREG-0940 7
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Went undetected for 51 hours prior to licensee
discovery. The base civil penalty was mitigated 50%
based on the licensee's comprehensive corrective action. '

The licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on
March 19, 1992.

Washington Public Power Supply System, Richland, Washington
(Washington Nuclear Project No. 2) Supplement I, EA 91-183 !

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $25,000 was issued February 6, !'

1992 to emphasize the importance the NRC attaches to ?

properly maintaining and controlling the operability and ;

configuration of safety-re]ated systems. The action was
based on violations of the Technical Specification
governing the operability of containment atmospheric
control system. In one instance, it was discovered that
both trains of.the CAC system were inoperable from.

initial plant startup because-of the installation of-
improper flow control valves. The base civil penalty
was reduced by 50% because of the licensee's good
corrective actions. The licensee responded and paid the
civil penalty on March 6, 1992.

-Wisconsin Electric Power company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(Point' Beach Nuclear Power Station) Supplement I, EA 91-149

A Notice of Violation-and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties in the amount of $150,000 was issued January
10, 1992 to emphasize the need for timely notification
- and reporting of events, and the prompt identification
and correction of significant deficiencies. The action
was based on the licensee's failure to (1) adequately
test the main steam isolation valves and report
malfunctions encountered during operation, and (2) take
adequate corrective-action to prevent recurrence of

~

; hose failures. The base civil penalty for-the second
violation was escalated 50%-for NRC identification and
50% for the licensee's poor performance in that area.
The licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on
February 5, 1992. ;

Wolf Crock Nuclear-operating Corporation,-Burlington, Kansas.
-

_(Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station) Supplement I,
EA 91-161

A Notice of' Violation and: Proposed. Imposition of Civil' *

Penalty in the amount of $150,000 was issued ~ February
~20, 1992.to emphasize the need for the_licenbec to

appropriately respond to known or suspected MOV.
deficiencies. The action was based on the licensee's

NUREG-0'940 8-
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failure-to take prompt corrective action for
deficiencies related to safety-related motor operated
valves, and the failure to take prompt corrective action
in response to weaknesses in the MOV testing program j
that had been identified by a contractor. The base
civil penalty was escalated for NRC identification, the 4

I

licensee's poor past performance in the corrective
action area and the duration that the deficient
conditions went uncorrected. The licensee responded and
paid the civil penalty March 20, 1992.

B. Ssygr_ity_Leyo1 IIL.yinl011nm_,Ep_C1XLLEenally

Commonwealth Edison Compcny, Dt.unars c.;ve, Illinois
(Byron Station, Unit 1) Supplement 1, EA 91-173 i

!

A Notice of Violation was icsued January 7, 1992 based ;
on a violation involving the inoperabic containment |

spray system. -The consequence of the violation lo that
the containment spray system which is designed to r

mitigate a serious safety event was not able to perform
its intended safety function. A civil penalty was not
issued because it was determined that full mitigation
was appropriate due to the licensee's extensive

'

corrective actions and the good past performance of the
Byron Station.

New York Power Authority, White Plains, New York
(Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant) Supplement I, EA 92-009

A Notice of Violation was issued March 10, 1992 based on
'

the f ailure of the licensee to ass: 'e control of.the
position of the automatic voltage control rhoostat for
emergency diesel generator (EDG) 33, a safety related
system. A civil penalty was not proposed because the
violation was identified by the plant operator, and was
reported to the NRC by the licensee's' staff and
corrective actions, subsequent to the identification of-

the incorrectly-positioned rhoostat, were prompt and
comprehensive.

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, Hartford, Connecticut
(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3) Supplement I,
EA 92-008

'

A Notice of Violation was issued February 21, 1992 based
on an event which occurred at Unit 3 involving the

-

disabling of the supplemental Icak collection and
release system, following a June 9, 1991 reactor trip.
A civil penaltyLwas not proposed because of the-prompt
and comprehensive corrective actions of'the licensee and
the licensee's prior good performance.

NUREG-0940 9
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Omaha public Power District, Omaha, Nebraska
(Fort Calhoun Station) SupploJent I, EA 91-184

,

t

A Notice of Violation was issued January 22, 1992 based
on a violation involving the circumvention of plant

.

procedures and primary containment integrity ;

requirements-on 20 occasions in a 6-wcek peiled while ,

sampling water from the reactor coolant drain tank. A
civil penalty was not proposed because the licensco |
discorered the event and reported it to NRC, the

,

promptness and extensiveness of the licensco's
.tcorrectivo actions, and the licensco's generally good

past-performanco in tbo two years preceding the event. '

Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, I
New Jersey (Salem Nuclear Generating Station) Supplomont I, i

EA 92-007

A Notico of Violation was issued March 17, 1992 based on
violations associated with the novoro damage to the |

turbine and gonorator at Unit 2 an a result of a turbino
overspeed event. The event was principally caused by

.

the failure of three separato turbine control solenoid
valvos to function duo to mechanical binding of the ,

devices. A civil penalty was not proposed because (1)
the violation was identified and reported to the NRC by
the licensee, (2) the licensco's correctivo actions woro
prompt and extensivo, and (3) the licensee's good past
performance in the operations area; specifically, its
reduction in personnel errors and overall control room
performance.

,

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power ~ Corporation, Brattleboro,
Vermont (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station) Supplement I,
EA 91-170

A Notice of Violation was issued January 10, 1992 based
on violations involving-the-loss of offsito power at the-

facility in April 1991, while the reactor was-at 100%
power.- The violations included two exampics of the
failure to preparo and maintain a_ written safety
evaluation prior'to making cortain changes at the
facility so as to ensure that the changes did not
involvo unroviewed safety-questions.nA civil penalty was
not proposed because_of the licensco's corrective !

actions and past performance.

NUREG-0940 10
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II. MATERIALS LICENSEES ,

A. Civil Penalties RDd-QIdqIE i

Alt & Witzig Engineering, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana I

supplomonts IV and VI, EAs 91-119 and 91-148 i

A Notico of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil |'

Penalty in the amount of $3,700 and Demand for
Information was issued December 18, 1991 to emphasize !

'

the need for continued and lasting ofrective management
control over activities authorized by the licenso and to
ensure adherence to regulatory requirements. The action .

iwas based on a Soverity Lovel II violation for
deliberately excooding the auchcrized possession limit
for byproduct material, a violation for use of 1.iconsed- I

matorial by untrained and nonsupervined individuals, and
a problem that collectively represen*;s a breakdown in i

the radiation safety program. The base civil penalty
'

was escalated based on NRC identification of the
violations, poor past performanco, multiple occurroncos
and duration. The licensco responded and paid the civil
penalty on January 27, 1992.

Curwood, Inc., Oshkosh, Wisconsin Supplomont VI, EA 91-177

A Notico of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $250.00 was issued December 30, .

'1991 to emphasize the importance of offectively managing
the licensee's radiation safety program to assure that
licensed materials.are properly secured and events
involving licensed materials are promptly reported to .

the NRC. The action was based on the loss of a '

moasuring gauge, containing a 25 millicurio scaled .

.sourco of_ americium-241, possessed by the licensco under
a general licenso. The base civi) penalty was mitigated
by 50% lased on the licensoo's extensivo corrective ,

action. The licensco responded and paid the 11vil
. penalty on January 28, 1992.

Department of Voterans Affairs, Dallas,. Texas
Supplomonts IV and VI,'EA 91-117

ALNotice.of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in-the-amount of $6,250 wac issuod October 9,
.1991 to~omphasize-the importance.of the licensoo
establishing and maintaining offective management :

Lsystems to ensure thatfall radiation safnty requirements
are mot.- The action was based-on 17Eviolations of NRC
requirements, the-most significant being the failure to
have performed a full calibration the telethoropy#

unit in 19 months (the maximum permissible interval is-
.

-12 months) and the failure to have performed complete
~

:
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i
monthly spot checks of the unit for 11 months. The tlicensee responded on November 7, 1991 and paid the i

civil penalty on December 27, 1991. -

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd., Pearl City, Hawail
,

EA 90-190

An Order Modifying License (Effective Immediately) was ;

issued November 2, 1990 based on observations by NRC !
personnel of the licensee's radiographers willfully

1

violating NRC requirements during October 1990. The
Order prohibited the use of the individual for a period
of three years. The individual also gave falso
information to the NRC. The individual requested a
hearing November 18, 1990. The Hearing Board issued an
order on June 25, 1991 affirming in part the staff's
order.- In September 1991 the licensee requested
termination of its license. The license was terminated
on September 27, 1991 and the Commission on March 5,
192 vacated the Hearing Board Order. +

Lone Pine Coal Company, Danville, West Virginia
Supplement-VI, EA 91-192

A' Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties-in the amount of $2,375 was issued January 15,
1992 to emphasize the importance of maintaining an
effective radiation safety program and complying with ;

regulatory requirements and license conditions. The !
-action was' based on violations involving (1) the removal '

of a licensed device by a licensee employee who was ;
neither qualified nor authorized to remove or service
the device and (2) two examples where licensed devices
were removed from service and stored unlocked and
unsecured in unrestricted areas at licensee coal minen.
The licensee responded and paid the civil penalties on -

February 13, 1992.

Monmnuth Medical Conter, Long Branch, New Jersey
Supplements IV and VI, EA 91-174

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty-in the amount of $3,125 Was issued December 24,
.1901 to. emphasize the importance of management attention
and.nversight to ensure that-(1) licensed activities are
conducted safely and-in accordance with requirements and
(2) appropriate corrective measures are taken when?
problems-exist at{the facility.- The action was based cn1
1violationscinvolving failuro to: (1) maend the license
prior to moving-the Nuclear Medicine Department,-(2)
implement ~the. radiation safety program through'the

.
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Radiation Safety Officer, (3) failure of the Radiation |

Safety-Committee to hold quarterly meetings, (4) provide i
required training to radiation workers, (5) calibrate
survey instruments, (6) maintain accurate records of
patient radiation doses and (7) appropriately perform
dose calibrator tests. The base civil penalty wa- |

escalated 25% because the NRC identified the violations.
Th3 ',1censee responded and paid the civil penalty on
December 27, 1991.

overlook Hospital, Summit, New Jersey
Supplement VI, EA 91-163

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty'in the amount of $3,125 was issued on December
12, 1991 to emphasize the importance of improvement in ;

the management. attention and oversight provided to the
'

radiation safety program. The action was based on a
violation wherein an individual administered a
radiopharmaceutical without awaiting a written and
signed physician order as required. As a result, a
patient received an incorrect iodine-procedure that
involved a dose of 1554 rads to the thyroid. The base
civil. penalty was increased 25% for past poor
performance due to inadequate corrective actions for a
similar problem in May 1990. The licensee responded and
paid the civil penalty on January 9, 1992.

Photon Field Inspection, Inc., Saginaw, Michigan
Supplement VI, EA 89-098 i

A Notice'of Violation and Proposed Imposition of civil *

Penalty in the amount of $7,500 was issued June:7, 1989
to emphasize the need for' adequate = management. control
over the licensee's radiological safety-program. _The
action was based on the licensee's failure to obtain NRC
authorization prior to facility relocation, provide
annual retraining to radiographic personnel, perform

'

quarterly management audits, perform quarterly physical
inventories, calibrate survey instruments, leak tout s

- sealed sources at required frequencies, complete
.

shipping. papers for transport of radiographic sources,- |
and n.aintain_ records _of_ byproduct material. receipt. .The
-licensee-responded in two. letters ~ dated: June 26, 1989
denying several of~th?-violations and-requesting
mitigation of the civil penalty. An Order Impoting

~

civil Penalty in_the_ amount ofi$5,625_was issued October-
30, 1989. The licensee failed _tofpay the civil penalty
and the' action:was_ referred to the' Department of

. .

d
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Justico. The licenseo ceased doing business. A consent
judgment was entered and approved in the U. S. District
Court. The former owner agreed not to apply to the NRC
__or an Agreement State for a now license for himself and
not to engage in activities licensed by the NRC or an ;

Agreement-State for a period of five years. The civil
penalty was considered settled without payment unless !

- the agreement is violated.

Shared Medical. Technology, Inc., Rice Lake, Wisconsin
Supplement VI, EA 9?.-026

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of_ Civil
Penalty in the amount of $2,500 was issued February 25, 1

1992 to emphasize the significance of a violation that
'

could have placed the public at risk and the need to
offectively implement the licensee's controls over
licensed materials. The action was based on the loss of
two packages of technetium-99m while in transit from the
licensee's facility in Minnesota to area hospitals. The ;

licensco responded and paid the civil penalty on March
'17,-1992.

St.. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center, Paterson,
New Jersey, EA 91-175 ,

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties in the amount of $6,250 was issued December
-26,_1991_ to emphasize the importance of.long lasting
corrective actions and that they result in continued

,

improvement in the management attention-and oversight
provided to the radiation safety program. The action
was based:on (1)_a violation of NRC requirements which
contributed to a therapy procedure misadministration at
the facility; and_(2).a violation _ involving the failure
|to report that therapy-misadministration. The penalty

'

was escalated 50% because of the licensee's past.

performance.. The licensee responded and paid the civil-

penaltiesfon January 20, 1992.-

Thomas > Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Supplement-IV,,EA 92-004

A Notice.oi Violation and Proposed Imposition of CivilL

Penalties in thofamount of $8,750 was. issued January.27,.
,

1992 to emphasizeithe importance of ensuring proper-
security of licensed _ material and1immediate notification
of the NRC-when_ required. The action was' based _on
violations of NRC requirements _ involving the failure to
(1) maintain security of . radioactive material on

.

L
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numerous occasions, including one which resulted in the i

loss of 3 millicuries of sulfur-35 at the facility; and ;

(2) report the loss of radioactive matorial to the NRC !

- in a timely manner The baso civil penalty for the !.

first violation was escalated 200%, and mitigated 50% !

for the second violation. The 11consoc responded and !

paid the civil penalties February 26, 1992.

triad Engineering, Inc., Winchester, Virginia
Supplements IV and VI, EA 91-178

A Notico of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil ,

Penalty in the amount of $500 was issued December 23, '

1991 to emphasize the importance of consistently
following procedures and complying with regulatory
. requirements and license conditions. The action was
based on a violation which involved the failuro to
secure a Troxler moisture /donsity gaugo. The gaugo -

was unattended at a construction sito and a bulldozer i

ran over the gaugo. The licensco responded and paid
the civil penalty on January 17, 1992.

.

Tulsa Gamma Ray, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma
- Supplements IV, V, and VI, EA 89-223

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of civil
,

Penalty in the amount of $7,500 was issued December 29, *

1989 to emphasize the importance of strict adherence to
radiation safety requirements and the need to have a
T Jram that ensures that regulatory requirements are
mee. ~ The action was based on ton violations in the
following programmatic areas: - 1) job-sito radiation''

safety practices; 2) personnel radiation exposure
evaluation'and recordkooping; 3) radiography device '

inventories; and 4) transportation of radiography
devices. The licenson-responded' February 22, 1990 and
after reviewing the responso the NRC-staff concluded
that all but one of the violations occurred. An ordor ,

Imposing civil Penalty in the amount of $6,750 was -
1

issued June 6, 1990. The licensee requested.a hearing
Ron July 3, 1990. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
assessod a $4,275 civil penalty in a December 10, 1991
decision. The licensco paid the civil penalty on March .

_ 27,.1992.

University of-Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico
supplements IV and~VI,.EA 91-089

,a
- A Notico of-Violation and Prcposed Imposition of Civil-
Penalty in the amount of $6,250 was issued. August 28,
1991 to emphasize the nood for stronger management - |

oversight of licensed 1 activities, more effective control
of-radiation programs, and effective implementation of i

( - NUREG-0940 15
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corrective actions. The action -as baued on 15
violations which include failurc tot occure licensed
material against unauthorized removal, conduct leak
tests of scaled sources at the required intervals,
properly c"aluate dosimetry data, survey,

radiopharmaceutical waste storage areas, properly label <

) radioactive material containers, adhere to Radiation I

Safety Committee meeting requirements, properly maintain !
sealed source inventory records, and maintain Icak test '

records for sealed sources. The licenuce responded L

September 27, 1991 After considering the licensee's
response, an order Imposing Civil Penalty in the amount
of $5,830 was issued December 30, 1991. The licensee- ;

paid the civil penalty on January 15, 1992.

B. Sfqy.qtity Leyel III VWlatigndiq_glvl1 PenttLty

Century Inspection, Inc., Dallas, Texas
Supplement VI, EA 92-031

A Notice of Violation was issued March 17, 1992 based on
the failure of an employee to wear a film badge, direct-
reading pocket dosimeter or alarm ratemeter while
conducting radiography. A civil penalty was not
proposed because the licensee's performance had been
good, and the licensee took prompt action to address
the violation and actions to preclude a recurrence.

. Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee
Supplement VI, EA 91-186

A Notice of Violation was issued Januarf 29, 1992 based
on the inadvertent transfer of a raffinate solution
containing a higher than normal concentration of uranium
from raffinate columns to a storage tank and
subsequently to the waste water treatment facility. A
civil penalty was not proposed because the licensee ,

identified and reported the violation, and initiated
prompt and thorough corrective actions to prevent
recurrence. ,

Raritan Day Medical Center. Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Supplement IV,_EA 92-022

A Notice of Violation was issued March 5, 1992 based on
a violation involving a missing cobalt-60 sealed source
of_approximately 19.3 microcuries. A civil penalty was
not__ proposed __because the licensee _ identified and
reported thu violation, and the licensee had a past
_ good enforcement history.
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Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, Gore, Oklahoma
Supplements IV and VI, EA 91-153

A Notice of Violation was issued January 27, 1992 based
on the failure to conduct radiation surveys as
necessary, to inform and instruct individuals working'

in restricted areas of the preconco of radioactive
materials and the precautions to be taken, to exerciso
adequate radioactive contamination controls over i

materials being taken from the facility, to report
events to NRC in accordance with established
requirements, to establish proceduros for all activition
involving radioactive or hazardous materials, to follow
procedures that had been established, and to comply with
license conditions and requirements designed to ensure
the protection of the environment. A civil penalty was
not proposed based on the significant actions the
licensee is taking as required by an order dated October
3, 1991, and the fact that the licensee is prevented
from operating the facility until many of the
improve;nents are in place.

,
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UNITED STATES . !y* 4 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
{ .i , j REGION V

k .
.P WALNUT CAEEK, CAUFORNIA 94596-5368
/ 1450 MARI A LANE

%
*****

FEB 3 1992

Docket Nos. 50-528, 50-529, and 50-530
License Nos. NPF-41, NPF-51, and NPF-74

.

EA 91-182 )
1

Arizona Public Service company ;
ATTN: -Mr. William F. Conway

Executive Vice President, Nuclear
Post Office Box 53999, Sta. 9012
Phoenix, Arizona G5072-3999

Dear Sir: *

OUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTIES - $162,500
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-521 529, & 530/91-47
AND 50-529/91-49)

This refers to inspections corducted between October 27, 1991 and
December 2, 1991 at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station.
The results'of these inspections were do unented in NRC
Inspection Report Nos. 50-528, 529, & 530/91-47 and 50-529/91-49,
each dated December 12, 1991. The reports document our-review of
the partial loss of offsite power event which occurred on Unit 3
on November 15, 1991, violation of Technical Specifications
relating to refueling activities identified by you and reported
by Licensec Event Report 91-06, and of three other. procedural ;

violations that occurred during refueling activities at Unit 2 on
October 27, 1991. All of these issues were discussed with you1

and your staff during an enforcement conference held in the
Region V cffice on December *.8, 1991. Our discussions during the
enforcement conference were-summarized in Meeting Report No. 50-
528, 529, 530/91-51, transmitted to you on January 17, 1992.

The enclosed Sotice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties (Notice) concerns all of the above issues. With
respect to the f3 T* avent, the partial loss of offsite power due
to a crane boom inacac'ing the east 13.8 kV transmission line,

,y ,aur staff to adhere to procedures, properlynumerous failures
plan evolutions, ca..uaunicata using prescribed Lothods, and
properly astess and-incorporate industry experience demonstrate a
significant loss of command and control both pricr to and during
=the event. Similar procedural and communications problems were
apparent in.the second event. .Your staff's failure to ensure
supervision of core alteration activities by a senior reactor--

-operator (SRO), and your staff's failure to ensure direct
communication between the control room and the personnel at the
refueling station, resulted in the control element assemblies

NUREG-0940 I.A-1
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FEB 3 1992
Arizona Public Service Co. -2-

being lifted approximately one foot out of the reactor core
without un SRO present, and without the control room knowing of
'the evolution.

Witr'n the general areas dercribed above, the first event. ,

demonstrated numerous individual weaknesses in the conduct of
. activities at Palo Verde. Those weaknesses are described in the
enclosed Notice and included the failure to adhere to a number of
crane-operating precautions and procedures, work planners
unfamiliar with the work to be conducted, designation of an
individual as responsible for the work to be performed without
providing him the necessary information relative ta his
responsibilities, excessive hours of work for a nuuber of the
individuals involved, and improper communications with the
control room when reporting the event which resulted in the
controi room operators taking soce improper actions. In
addition,xthis event is of particular concern to the- NRC because
of Arizona Public Service Company's (APS)-failure to-benefit from
the lessons learned at other plants that have had similar power
losses, which have been documented in NRC generic correspondence
previously provided to APS.

The second event is aos concern to the NRC in that it demonstrates
a-lack of sufficient management-involvement in refueling
activities. . At the enforcement conference, your staff narrowly
focused on the refueling contractor's failure to follow the
procedure as the-primary cause of the event. .However, in
-discussing the involvement of the senior reactor operator (SRO)
Lin the refueling activities leading up to the event, your staff
; stated-that the SRO had-not attended the pre-work briefing; did
ot have-a copy of the procedure._with her; was not in closa.

P vimity=to the personnel conducting ~the work; and was-confused
'12 which part of the procedure was in progress. Collectively,

t. demonstrates that the actual cause of the event was APS
mars ament's failure to clearly define responsibility and
acco;atabil y for refueling activities, and its failure to
e.ec e.that reactor core alterations were clearly and directly
' ape rised:by a' licensed SRO, as required by.the Technical
4 + Afications.

In accordance withithe " General Statement of Policy-and Procedure
:for NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), 10-CFR Part 2,
; Appendix!C (1991), the violations Lssociated with the November
15, 1991 partial loss of offsite power event have collectively
been categorized as a Severity Level III problem. .In addition,
the' failure to properly. supervise core alterations has been
separately categorized as a Severity Level III violation.

Three-additional violations identjfied in NRC Inspection Report
50 ~29/91-49 have each been categorized at Severity-Level IV, and
are listed in-Section II of the enclosed Notice. These
violations. involved the faliure to establish tne water-level

>
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required by: procedure during core alterations; the f ailure to
perform boron sampling as required by procedure; and the failure
of operators to follow procedures when the 120 volt A.C. abnormal
condition was annunciated in the control room. These violations
furtherN'emonstrate a lack of sensitivity to the need to control-
refueling activities.

Corrective actions immediately following the partial' loss of
offsite power event were adequate. However, your corrective
actions focused too nkrrowly on the procedural aspects of th2
problem-rather than the broader deficiencies. With regard to the
refueling event,-your initial actions corrected procedural
inadequacies, and the corrected procedures allowed you to
completeitte activity. However, these corrective actions while
prompt =were not aggressise or comprehensive. Additional
violations related to the rsfueling activities, as set forth in
Section II-of the Notice occurred gubsequent to tha resumption
-of the core alterations. Further, as discussed above, at the
enforcement conference, you failed to demonstrate that you fully
assessed the root cause of the event.

-The events diccussed above indicated the need for adequate
command and-control of any activities that may affect safety-
related equipment, the need to thoroughly assess industry events
and experience, and the necd for clear'designatien of
responsibilities and control of activities such as refueling
including strict adherence to procedural controls. To emphasize
these| areas,-I have-been authorized, after consultation with the
Director; office of Enforcement, and.the Deputy Executive

-

Director for' Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and
Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of civil penalties (Notice) in the cumulative amount
of $162,500 for tho'two Severity Level III issues. The base
value of-a civil penalty for-a Severity Level III violation or
-problem is $50,000. The escalation and. mitigation factors in'the
Enforcement policy were considered for each matter as discussed
below.

'For the: Severity Level III ptaclem regarding the loss of offsite
power event, the base civil penalty was escalated 25% because
_your corrective actions were narrowlyJfocused and did not sddress
the underlying deficiencies.: ~The_ base civil penalty vas also
escalated.an additional 100% for prior notice of:similar events.

,'

The:NRQ had ' Mued:two Information. Notices prior to the event
a)erting APS' wanagement.to the need for increased vigilance in
-the area'uf-activities affecting shut-down plants (in particular-
' loss of AC-powerfas a result of activities similar to those that
were involved with this event). Furtier, the Director of the
Office.of. Nuclear-Reactor Regulation wrote personally to senior
APS management to-reemphasize the message-of the Information
Notices. The other adjustment faccars in the Policy were
considered.but no_further. adjustments.to_the base civil penalty-

, _

\
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were considered appropriate. _Therefore, _on balance, the base
civil. penalty has been escalated a total of 125 percent.

For the refueling violation, the base value of the civil penalty
was mitigated 50 percent for your identification and reporting of
-the violation. The base civil penalty was escalated 50 percent
because, although your immediate corrective actions to ensure the
presence of an SRO during-core alterations were prompt, you did
not address the overall issue of lack of clear responsibility and
control over the evolution. As discussed above, additional
violations related to refueling were then identified following
the resumption of core alterations. The othet= adjustment factors
in the Policy were considered, but no further adjustments to the
base civil penalty were considered appropriate. Therefore, on
balance, no adjustment to the base civil penalty has been deemed

_

appropriate.

You are required to respond to this_ letter and sneuld follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed. Notice when preparing your
-response. In your response, you should document the specific
actions taken and any additional-actions you plan to prevent
recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatorf requirements.

In accordance with 10 OTR 2.790 of the NRC's'" Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter and-its enclosure will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are
not rubject to the clearance proceduros of the Office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

.. -s -

0b :_ -

(~ bg,p J. B. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosura: Notice of Violation and-
Proposol Imposition of Civil Penalties

-See next page for cc's

NUREG-0940 1.A-4
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cc: v/ enclosure:-Mr. O. Mark DeMichele, APS-

Mr. JamesLM. Levine, APS
Mr.' Jack N.-Bailey, APS
Mr. E. -Cr Simpton, APS
-Mr.LStephen.Guthrie, APS
:Mr'. Thomas R. Bradish APS
Mr. Robert W. P&ge, APS
Ns. Nancy C. Loftin Esq., APS
Mr. Al-Gutterman,-Newman & Holtzinger, P.C.
Mr. Jameo A. Boeletto, Esq., Assistanu Counsel, SCE Company
Mr. Charles B. Brinkman, combustion Engineering, Inc.

lir. William A. Wright, Acting Director, Arizona Radiation
Regulatory Agency

Chairman,-Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
Mr.1 Steve M.-Olea,' Chief Engineer, Arizona Corporation Commission
Ignacio R. Tronceso, El Paso Electric Company
Roy P. Lessy,. Jr., Esq., Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer and Feld
Bradley W. Jones, Esq., Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer and Feld

i

z
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION -
AND

PPOPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Arizona Public Service Company Docket Nos. 50-528,
Palo Verde Nuclear _ Generating Station 50-529, & 50-530
Wintersburg,- Arizona License Nos. NPF-41,,

NPF-51, and NPF-74
EA 91-182

During an NRC inspection cor. ducted between October 27, 1991
through December 2, 1991, violations of NRC requircoents were
' identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy
and-Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory. commission proposes to
impose twofcivil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic
Energy Act of.1954, as amonded (Act), 42 U.S. C. 2282, and 10 CTA
2.205. The particular violations and associated civil penalties
are set forth below:

I. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty.

A. Technical Specification 6.8.1 for Palo Verde Units 1,
2, and -3 states that " Written procedures shall be
established implemented, and maintained covering ...,

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A
of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978,

- and those required for implementing the requirements of
NUREG-0737."

Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A.
Paragraph 9, recommends procedures for parforming
maintenance that can affect the performance of shfety-
related equipment.

'1. Procedure No. 30DP-9MP01, Revision 4, dated August
29, 1991, " Conduct of Maintenance," Section
3.5.16, states that "necessary precautions shall
be-taken~whenever work is done, such that the
activity ... will not accidentally damage or
remove equipment from service, thus compromising
essential plant safety functions." Section 3.5.9.

directs that rigging activities be accomplished in
accordance with Procedure No. 30AC-0MP13, Section
3.9.6.1, which requires that "When working with or

~

around cranes that-are within-a boom's length-of
any power line, an electrical checker shall be
required. Ensure that a qualified signalman and
checker are stationed at all times within view of
the operator to warn him when any part of the
machine or its' load is approaching the minimum.
safe clearance."

-NUREG-0940 I.A-6
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Notice of Violation 2--

Contrary to the above, on November 15, 1991, while
- installing a new electrical bushing on the phase A
main transformer, an activity that might
compromise the electrical power supply to vital
electrical. busses, an electrical' checker-and
signalman were not stationed at the work site at
all' times; other necessary precautions were not
taken in that licensee personnel made no
allowances for out-of-level conditions, as
recommended in the crane vendor's manual; the crew
using the crane was required to work without
adequate rest and had been awake for approximately
18 of the 26 hours prior to the incident; the work
planners were not familiar with'the details of the
work being conducted, including the need for a
mobile crane; and Amendment A to-Work Order No.
526228, controlling the crane job,-which
- designated the Senior Electrician as an
independent observer of the job and respcnsible
for.the job, was not provided to that individual
nor was he otherwise informed of his added
responsibilities.:

2. Paragraph 5.0 of Procedure No. 30DP-9MP01
references the Palo Verde Accident Prevention

- - Manual. The Accident Prevention Manual, dated
- January 4, 1990, requires, in Paragraph 29.9(c),
-that cranes used for work in the vicinity of bare
-conductors-energized =at voltages of 600 volts or
greater.be grounded. This manual further
requires, in Paragraph 29.7, that at least 2 feet
clearance be maintained between the uninsulated
boom section and the 13.8 kV powur'line energized
conductor.

Ccntrary to the above,.on November 15, 1991, the
crane used=to replace _the-electrical bushing on
-the phase A main transformer was not grounded, and
''the two foot clearance between the uninsulated-

boom section and the 13.8 kV power.line energized
conductor was~not maintained.

3. Procedure 40AC-P02, " Conduct of Shift Operations,"
Step 3.2.5.1 states that " formality in
communications-will be emphasized to reduce
operating errors due to assumptions, ambiguous
directions, and misunderstandings between

NUREG-0940 1.A-7
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Notice of Violation -3-

operations personnel." Step 3.2.5.2.3 states that
"all' communications _ directing or reporting
completion of-an operatinq activity must include

identification of the originator and intended...

recipient _if other than face to face communication
identification'of each valve or cooponent... ...

(and) acknowledgement of receipt and understanding
of direction including as a minimum repeating back
each valve or-component "

....

Contrary to the above, on November 15, 1991,
operators failed to identify the originators of
calls to the control room, failed to ensure
correct identification of the overhead power lines
being reported as a problem, and failed to
acknowledge receipt ar.d understanding of
information-passed to the control room-via
telephone. -These communication errors caused
incorrect action te be taken by control roora
operators, resulting in the loss of forced
circulation in the Unit 3 reactor coolant system.

B. Technical Specification 6.8.1 for Palo Verde Units 1,
2, and 3 states in part that " Written procedures shall
be established, implemented, and maintained covering

* '

..-.-a. The applicable procedures ... required for
implementing the requirements of NUREG-0737."

NUREG-0737, Section I.C.5, states that the licensee
"shall prepare procedures to accure that pperating
- information pertinent to plant safety originating both
within and'outside the utility organization is
continually supplied;to operators and other personnel -

and incorporated _into training and retraining programs.
These procedures shall clearly identify organizational
responsibilities for ... the feedback of-pertinent
. information to operstors and other personnel,_ and the.
Incorporation of such information into training and
-retraining programs; provide means to_ assure that...

affected personnel become aware of and understand-
-information of sufficient importance-that should not
wait for emphasis through-routine. training and
retraining programs; .=..(and) identify the
administrative and-technical review steps necessary in

.

translating' recommendations by the' operating experience
assessment group.into plant actions (e.g., changes to
procedures; operating- orders) ."

Procedure-No. 95PR-ON01, Revision 3-(Industry operating
Experience-Review Program), dated-June-13, 1991,
paragraph 2.4, prescribes-that Unit Plant Managers and
- Directors are responsible for ensuring that lessons

.

1
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Notice of Violation -4 -

learned from industry events are ef fectively i

incorporated in Palo Verde Nuclear Generatinc Station !

(PVNGS)' operations. |*

The-NRC advised the licensee of the significant~ hazards
'

attendant with using mobile lifting equipment in
-proximity to transmission lines by Information Notice
'(IN) No. 90-25, dated April 16, 1990, and IN 90-25,
Supplement I, dated March 11, 1991, each titled " Loss
'of Vital Power with Subsequent-Reactor Coolant System
Heatup." In addition, these hazard potentials were
reinforced in a letter from Dr. T. Murley (NRC) to Mr.

-W. F. Conway (APS), dated March 21, 1991, titled
" Operational Events While Shutdown."

Contrary to the above, as of November 15, 1991, the
lessons learned from the above formal NRC
communications were not effectively incorporated into

'

PVNGS operations, training and procedures to prevent
the occurrence at Palo Verde of the type of event
described in the NRC-communications.

This is n' Severity Level III problam (Supplement I).
Ci"il Penalty - $112,500

C3 -Unit 2 Technical Specification 6.2.2.d provides that
"All CORE ALTERATIONS shall be observed and directly
supervised by either a licensed Senior Reactor operator
or Senior Reactor Operator-Limited to Fuel Handling who
has no other concurrent responsibilities'during this
operation."

Technical; Specification 3.9.5, applicable during core
alterations, provides that " Direct communication shall
be maintained between the control room and personnel at
the refueling station."

Contrary to the above.-on October 27, 1991, with the
reactor in Mode 6 (refueling), .at approximately 12:10
PM (MST)~, a core alteration involving. withdrawal'of the
control element assemblies at.least one foot from the
core into the upper guide structure was conducted
without a licensed Senior Reactor Operator or_ Senior
Reactor Operator-Limited to Fuel Handling present-and
without direct communications established between thecontrcl room and personnel at the refueling station.

This is a-Severity Level III violation applicable to Unit 2
(Supplement I). Civil. Penalty - 550,000

NUREG-0940. I.A-9
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-

II. Violations Not Assessed a Civil Penalty
,

A. Unit 2 Tecb.nical Specification 6.8.1 states in part:
" Written procedures shall be established, implemented,
and maintained covering the activities recommended...

Lin Appendix A of Regalatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2,
Feoruary, 1978" (" Reg. Guide").

!

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 Revision 2 i

recommends procedures for safe operation and shutdown
'(" Ops. Procedures").

_j

Procedure 40AC-90P02, "Cotduct of Shift Operations,
Step 3.2.1.5, which imp) aents in part the Ops.
Procedures recommendati ar. of the Reg. Guide, requires-

;
that "Onshift personnr1 shall be aware of and '

responsible-for plant status ... They shall be
attentive'to instrumentation end respond to abnormal
indications until corrected or verified to be false by
other instrumentation."

i

Contrary to the above, on October 27, 1991, Unit 2
onshift control room personnel were not attentive to
plant instrumentation in that they failed to respond to
an abnormal alarm indication caused by the transfer of~

'the Ptic-D27 bus power supply.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).
B. , Unii i Technical Specification 6.8.1 states in part:

*Mritten procedures shall be established, implemented,
and maintained covering the activities recommended...

in Appendix-A of Regulatory _ Guide 1.23, Revision 2,
February, 1978" (" Reg. Guide").

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33-Revisien 2
recommends procedures for preparation for refueling and
refueling equipment operation.

Procedure 420P-22212, " Mode 6 Operations," Stop
25.3.15.2, which. implements in part the refueling-
procedures recommendation of the Reg. Guide, provides

1that, prior to removing the gate between the fuel canal
and the spent fuel pool, the fuel canal and Spent Fuel

. Pool (SFP) shall be sampled to ensure that adequate
boron concentration is maintained,

haREG-0940 1.A-10
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Contrary to the abcVe, on October 27, 1991, with the
reactor in Mode 6, the licensee failed to obtain boron
samples of the SFP and the fuel canal prior to opening
the gate,

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

C. Unit 2 Technical Spec' cation 6.8.1 states in part:
" Written procedures na.. be established, implemented,
and maintained covering the activities recommended...

in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2,
February, 1978" (" Reg. Guide").

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 Revision recommends
procedures for preparation for refueling and refueling
equipment operation (" Refueling Procedures").

Procedure 420P-22212, " Mode 6 Operations," Step 5.3.3,
which implements in part the Refueling Procedures
recommendation of the Reg. Guide, requires that the
Refueling Pool be filled between elevation 127 feet 6
inches and 128 feet 6 inches prior to Step 5.3.4, which
directs the lowering of the Upper Guide Structure (UGS)
lift rig working platform to its lower stop.

Procedure 40AC-90P02, " Conduct of Shift Operations,"-

Step 3.3.2.1.2, provides that " Procedures shall be
completed in the order identified unless deviations are
allowed by the procedure or authorized by an approved
Special Variance."

Contrary to the above, on October 27, 1991, the
Refueling Pool level was less than 127 feet 6 inches
when Step 5.3.4 was accomplished to lower the UGS lift
rig working platform and a Special Variance had not-
been euthorized.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Arizona Public
Service company is hereby required to submit a written statement
or explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties.
This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1)

*admission or denial of the-alleged violation, (2) the reasons for
the violatjon if adn'tted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3)
the corrective steps that have been taken and the results
acnieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be
achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time

NUREG-0940 I.A-11
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specified-in this Notice, the Commission may issue an order or a
demand for information as to why the license should not be
modifjed, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may-be given to
Lextending_the response. time for good cause shown. Under the
authority of Section Id2 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this
response sh' tl be submitted under. oath or af firmation.

Withinfthe same time as provided for-the response required above
under 10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by
letter addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check,' draft, money order,
or electronic transfer payable the Treasurer of the United States
'in the cumulative amount.of the civil penalties proposed above,
or.may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in
part, by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the
Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, and order
imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the Licensee
elect to file an-answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205
protesting the| civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer
should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation"

-and may: (1) deny the violations listeo in the Notice, in whole
or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show
error in this Notice,-or (4) show other reasons why the penalty
should- not co- imposed. In addition to protesting the civi.1
penalty, in whole or_in part, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of_the penalty.

-In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors
~

addressed in Section V.B.;of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C.(1991)
should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10
CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or
explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference
-(e.g., citing page.and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition.
The attention'of the Licensee-is directed to the other provisions-
of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil

,

pena?.ty.

Upon failure to pay any' civil penalty due which subsequently has
:been-determined-in accordance with-the applicable provisions of-

'

10 CFR'2.205,=this matter may be referred to tne Attorney
i. General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or

mitigated,-may be collected by civil action pursuant to Sectioni

| 234c.of:the.Act, 42,U.S.C.-22820.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Viol: tion, letter-
with payment of civil panalty, and Answer to a Notice of
Violation) -should be addressed to: Director,~ Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document <

Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with1a copy to the Regional

p
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Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission, Region V, and
a copy to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector at Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station.

Dated at Walnut Cr ek, California
this 34, day of fuu ,.1,i 1992

/

.
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Occket Nos. 50-325 and 50-324
License Nos. DPR-71 and CPR-62
EA 91-158

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. Lynn W. E' ry

Executive Vice President
Power Supply Groups

Post Office Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Gentlemen:

SUSJECT: NOTICE OF V!0LATION AND PROPOSED :PPO$iTICN OF CIVIL PENALTY -
5125,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05, 50-325/91-26 AND 50-324/91-26)

This refers to the Nuclear 9'gulatory Comission (NRC) inspection conducted by
Mr. R. Prevatte on October 5 - November 8,1991, at the Brunswick Steam Electric
Plant. The inspection included a review of the facts and circumstances related
to six incidents of failure to follow procedure, three of which were identified
by your staff, two that were self-disclosing, and one that was identified by
the NRC Resident Inspection staff, in addition, one incident irvolving an
inadequate work procedure was self-sisclosing. The report documenting this
inspection was sent to you by letter dated November 22, 1991. An enforcement
conference was held on December 3,1991, in the NRC Region II office to discuss
the violation, its cause, and your corrective actions to preclude recurrence.
A summary of tne conference was sent to you by letter dated December 10, 1991,
in addition, we have reviewed your letter of December 11, 1991.

The 71olation in Part I nf the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imcosition of Civil Penalty (Notice) involves two examples of inadequate
corrective action for previous violations concerr.ing work control and indepen-
dent verification inadequacies. The first example in the ' violation involved
the improper alignment of a Unit 1 B train Residual Heat Removal (RHR) heat
exchanger bypass valve that resulted from a failure by control operators to
follow a procedure that required independent verification to assure correct
alignment. This event, which occurred while the unit was at 100 percent power,
was identified by the NRC Resident Inspection staff during a walkdown of the
control board. The second example in the violatinn involved a maintenance
mechanic who performed diesel generator air intake valve adjustments without
using a required maintenance instruction critical to the task of valve timing
adjustment. The procedure required that the link _ shaft actuator be centered
prior to adjusting the air intake valves. 'Because the link shaft actuator was
:not centered, the valves would not open and close at the: correct time during
engine operation. The work control process associated with this particular
maintenance activity did not reveal that documentation for work critical to
engine operation was missing prior to running the engine. Additionally the
maintenance mechanic worked on this task for appruimately nine hours with

NUREG-0940 I.A-14
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Carolina Power and Light Comoany

virtually no supervision by the three' levels of supervisory management assignea
to the diesel generator attivities and there was no quality control o,ersight
or interface involved in this activity.

This violation with two examples i;1ustrates that yout* corrective acticns to
adcress previous similar violaticns have teen inadequate. On May 31, 1991, y.u
were informed by letter of an enforcement action that included a Notice of
Violation and Proposed Impositior, of Civil Fenalty (EA 91045) that involved
three violations relating to work control and independent verification issues.
We noted at the time that "when (the violations were] evaluated collectively
and in conjunction with other recent violations of a similar nature, they
represet a continuit.g human perfcrmance p*oblem tPat it of significant concern
to the NRC." In your July 1, 1991, response to the above enforcement action,
you listed various corrective steps that wculd be taken to avoid further similar
vi ol a t ions . For example, the "Please Listen" training program designed to
stress quality communications and self-checking techniques was to be completed
by Septemoer 27, 1991; supervisors were required to increase their time in the
field; Quality Control and Nuc' lear Assess ent Department surveillances were to
be increased on work activities; senior management was to meet with supervisors
on expectations; perfor: nance standards and empicyee coaching were to be
implemented to help avoid further violations; and the Corrunications, Command
and Control Man'ual (BSP-50), issued in April 1991, set out specific guidelines
that required individual work activity to be under the command and control of
a designated individual who would ensure that everything occurred in conformity
with an adopted plan, with approvec instructions, and in accordance with
established principles. _ Notwithstanding those actions, the violations at issue
here occurred shortly'thereafter.

Other recent enforcement actions also addressed problems associated with your
work control process' and _indepencent verification activity, EA 91-023 which
was sent to you by letter dated March 26, 1991, involveo a series of breakdowns
in the work control process which allowed a " shutdown" computer point calibra--

- tion precedure to be perirred while Unit 2-was operating thereby causing a
reactor trip. EA 90-15a which was sent to you by letter dated November e,
1990, involved the intentional failure.to follow procedures and falsification
of documents relating to the completion of procedural requirements associated
with a maintenance surveillance test and the intentional disregard for indepen-
dent verification requirements.

The examples in'Part I of the Notice represent continuing' work control and
independent verification-problems that have yet to be_ adequately addressed by

-your corrective actions for previcus similar violations. This is a significant
safety concern. The N_RC is concerned with the' effectiveness of your continuing
efforts -to inculcate management, supervisory and line staff with the appropri-

- att level of sensitivity and -awareness necessary ta provide the high level of-
quality assurance-that those previously deve10Ded corrective actions were
intended to ensure. Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Acticns," (Enforcement Policy)
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), this violation has been categorized at

. Severity Level III.

NUREG-0940 1.A-15
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To emphasi e the importance of ensuring '.he develcpment and implerentation of
ef fective corrective actions to achieve sustained improvement in the work
control and independent verification processes, : have teen authorized, after
consultation with the Director, Of fice of Enforcement, and the Deputj Executive
Director,for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operaticns and Research, to
issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed !mposition of Civil Penalty
in the amount of $105,000 for the Severity Level 1:1 violation, The tase value
of a civil penalty for a Seierity Le/el ::: violation is $50,000.

.

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered,
and escalation of the base civil penalty by 50 percent was warranted for
identification beCause Example A in the violation in Part I was icentified by

- tne NRC Resicent inspector even though there aere several opportunittes for
your staff to identify the deficiency (i.e. , at least three control boaro
'nalidowns were cunovcted aithout _ identifying the mispositioned valve).
Example B-of the violation .as considered to be self-disclosing in that it was
found as a result of troubleshooting abnormal diesel generator operation,
Neither escalation nor mitigation was warranted for corrective action to prevent
recurrence, The-icrediate corrective actions that were taken upon identifica-
tion of ti.e events were appropriate and included extensive investigations to
determine the complete facts related to each event. However, mitigation was not
warranted for corrective actions to address the . lcng-tenn resolution of manage-
ment overview of work control activities because those actions have not adequately
reduced errors in the work control area, Essentially, no new action was proposed.
Escalation of :100 percent was warranted for past per'orraance because previous
corrective actions for similar_ problems have not been effective. Consideration

= was -also given to.your overall poor performance in work control activities and
the independent verificction process as well as previous enforcement actions .

that adcressed the<same problem as discussed above. The other adjustment
factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered and no further adjustment to
the base civil penalty is considered appropriate.. Therefore, based on the
above, the base civil pena'ty nas been increased by 150 percent. *

.The violation <in-Part la of the Notice includes three examples of failure to
follow procedures and an example of an inacequate procedure. Example A in the
Noti:e ? involved a Unit 2 ' Reactor _ Protection Sys tem actuation that occurred when
a- Senior. Reactor Operato_r_ returned the Scram Discharge Volume high level _ trip
Dypass switch from " bypass" to "nonnal" prior to the high-high level trip -
. switches resetting, : Example B involved a deficient procedure, Special froce-
_ dure- SP-91-042, Reactor 1 Vessel Water Level Contrul for Chemical Decontamina-
tion ~ that failed to: ensure a specific-sequence for pulling Emergency Core,

Cooling System (ECCS)- analog trip unit cards, thereby leading to an unnecessary
_

: Unit 2 ECCS actuation. Example C involved the discovery of a Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling system: pump discharge valve in- the open position when
in-place clearance tags indicated the valve was closed. Example D involved a

~

Service Water valve that-was found stuck in the open position subsequent to the,

_ hanging of.a= clearance tag inat required the valve to be. positioned and double-
verified as closed. This v'olation, with. four- examples. . serves to further
' llustrate the continuing problems regarding strict compliance with procedural-i
. requirements.-

NUREG-0940 I.A-16
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In addition to the violations discussed above, another violation was identified

-involving in-service inspection technicians who f ailed to follow a procedure on
two occasions during leak rate testing. This licensee-icentified violation is
not being cited-because criteria specifiec in Section V.G.1 of the NRC Enforce-
ment Policy were satisfied.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the' enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your_

_

response, you snould document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Your response should specifically
in:lude _ actions taken to assure that independent verifications and clearances-

. are properly performed.

Finally, while it is recogni:ed that it takes time to change perfctrance, you
have had substantial time to improve performance. Therefore, after reviewing
your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and <

the results of future inspections, the NRC will cetennine whether more stringent '

NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.M0 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy' of
~

-this letter and its enclosure willibe placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses' directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the. clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. Li No. 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,
t

V4Y J
Stewart D. Ebneter
Regionel Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of- Violation-and Proposeo

Imposition cf Civil Penalty

cc w/ enc 1:
R. B. Starkey, Jr.

.- Vice President
'' Brunswick Nuclear Project

-P. 0.-Box 10429
Sou thport ,: NC--28461-

.cc w/ encl _ con't: (seenextpage)-
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-NOTICE OF VIOLAT10N
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

: Caro _iina Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50-325 and 50-324
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant License Nos. OPR-71 and CPR-67 ,

Units: 1 and 7- FA 91-158

During an NRC inspection conducted on Octoter 5 - November 8.1991, violations
of NRC. requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement
of Policy and Procedur? for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Acpendix C
(1991),-the Nuclear: Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant- tc Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended ( Act), 42
U.S.C. 22?2,_and 10-CFR 2,205. The particular violation and associatea civil, .

penalty is u t forth'below:

1. Violation Assessed a Civil.-Penalty
<

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Criterion XVI, Corrective Actions, requires
in par t, that measurU Le established to assure that conditions adverse
to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations,
defective material and equipment, and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, ef fective measures were not established io '
promptly _ identify and correct deficiencies that resulted in the cortinu-
ing breakdown'of management control over work control activities similar
to. those previously identified in Nhc enforcement action (EA) 91-045 whicn .

.was issued on_-May 31. 1991, as evidenced by the following examples:

A. On 0ctober'3,1991, at approximately 3:30 a.m. , a reactor operator
failed to correctly reposition Unit 1 B train Residual-Heat Removal
(RHR) heat exchanger bycass: Valve from the shut to open position as

. required by the RHR System Operating Procedure 1 0P-17, Revision
~

3E, step 7.3(B)(5) to return the RHR Loop B from suppression pool
cooling to the. standby mode of operation. The second. operator-
failed to' independently verify that this valve was correctly
aligned as required by the procedure. -It remained in the incorrect
position until identified by the NRC at approximately 6:30 a.m.1 on
the same.date.

_

_

. .B . : On October 4,1991, the mechanic assigned to perform the air' inlet
valves' lash adjustment on Diesel Generator No. i specified in step
7.3.4.2 of Maintenance Surveillance Test Procedure; Emergency

,

Diesel- Generators Inspection,- OMST-0G500, Revision 2, failed t01
obtain.and use the required instructions contained in Maintenance
Instruction, Diesel Engine: Exhaust Tappets and' Inlet Hydraulic
Lash Adjuster;, M1-16-685C, Revision 000, in performing this task.

# In-addition, the mechanic did not fill out'nor-place in work package

L

|
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Notice of Violation 2

,

.MI-16-68SC.- the cata sheet to document completion of this task. A
lack of supervisory review of this task resulted in the diesel
generator operating under a condition that could have resulted in
equipment. damage.

This is a Severity Level !!! violation (Supplement !).
Civil Penalty - $125,000 ,

II. Violation Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

-Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be
' established, implemented, and maintained covering the applicable proce.
dures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Quality Assur->

ance Program Reovirements (Operation), November !$72. Appendix A requires
that~ procedures be established for Performing Maintenance; Eouipment
Control (e.g., locking and tagging); and Correctir.g Abnormal, Offnormal,

.

i

or Alarm Conditions.

Contrary to the above, procedures eere not properly established or
:molemented as indicated by the following examples:

A. On" September 27, 1991, the Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) high level L1

trip bypass switch was positioned from BYPASS to NORMAL by a Senior*

Reactor Operator prior to the SOY High-High Level Reactor ;Protec-
tion Sy' stem (RPS) Trip Annunciator clearing as directed in Annun-
ciator Panel Procedure APP-A-05, Revision 21 for window 1-5, Scram
Discharge Volume High-High Water Level . Trip Bypass. This caused an
unnecessary RPS System actuation.

B. On October 2,'1991, Special Procedura SP-91-042, Reactor Vessel
Water Level Control for Chemical Decontamination, was not properly
' established in that the necessity for pulling Emergency Core
; Cooling System-(ECCS)1 analog trip unit cards in a specified se-
quence- was not clearly' stated in' prerequisite step S.I. ihis led
to an unnecessary Unit 2 ECCS actuation. '

- C. On-October 14,1991, Unit 2 Reactor Cor; Isolation Cooling Valve-
2-ESI-F012, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Pump Discharge-
Valve, was discovered open instead.of being closed as required by.
Local Clearances 2-91-1090, Master Drain Clearance for B Feed Water'

LocaliLeak Rate Test (LLRT), established on October 3.and 4, 1991,
and 2-91-08508, RCIC Master LLRT Clearance Boundary-_ Change,:estab-
lished on October 6, 1991.

,

1

-D. On October 29,-1991, Unit 2 Service Water-Valve.2-SW-V294, Outboard
Isolation to Chlorination, was left open instead ofEbeing-placed in

Lthe closed position as required by-Local Clearance'2-91-1587,
Secondary Containment intagrity, established on-that.date.

-

This is a Soverity Level IV violation-(SupplementLI).
.

4

.

-
,
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Notice of Violation 3

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Fcwer and t.ight Company
(Licensee) is.hereby required-to submit a written statement or explanation to
the Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Prorcse? Imposition of +

Civil Penalty-(Notice). This reply should be clearly markea as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) aamis,
sion o_r denial of the. alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if
admitted, and if denied,- the reasons wny, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken a'nd the results achieved. (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full comoliance will
bE achieved, If.an adequate reply is not received.within the time specified
this-Notice, an order or a Oemand for Information may be issued as to why the
license should not be modified, suspended, _or revoked or why such other action

. as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending
the response time for good cause-shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or af firma.
tion.-

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10;CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the

-Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check.- draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treast rer of
_the United States .in _the amount of the civil penalty prooosed above, or may.
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, Dy a written
answer addressed to the Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.. Should the Licensee fail to answer within.the time specified, an
order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to
file an answer in accordance with _10 CFR 2,205 protesting the civil oenalty, in
whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked is an " Answer to a
Notice of Violation" anc may: .(1) deny the violations listed in this Notice in.

:whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating _ circumstances, (3) show error in
this Notice, or (4);show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed,
in addition to protesting the civil penalty in_whcle or in part, such answer
may request remission or mi'1gation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section=V.B of-10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10.CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from tne . statement or explanation-ir reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2,201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoic repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil- penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined-in accorcance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter

-

may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
-remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil--action pursuant to - {Section 234c of _the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282(c).

1
.
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_

,

. The' response noted above (Reply to Notice of. Violation, letter with payment
sof civil penalty, and-Answer to a Notice o -f Violation) should be addressed
to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
ATTN: Document: Control Desk, Washington 0.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional

.

Acministrator,' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,- Region !!, and a copy to the
3

__NRC Resident-Inspector at the Brunswick Steen Electric Plant.

Dated-at. Atlanta, Georgia .
this Df day of January 1992

.

?

_.

w

h

P'
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Docket'No. 50-261
License No. DPR-23
EA 91-142

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. Lynn W. Eury

| Executive Vice President
'

Power Supply-
Post Office Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Gentlemen:
L

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY -
137,500 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-261/91-20)

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NL, inspection conducte? byL-

Mr. L,, Garner on September 27 - October 11, 1991, at the H. B. Robinson duu ear
Plant. This inspection included an exemination of the facts related to several
recently identified examples of inadequate engineering design control and
irterfaces associated with modifications to the Safety Injection System and
the Reactor Protection System.- The report documenting this inspection was sent
to you by letter dated October 25, 1991. As a result of this inspection, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified. An enforcement conference was

| ' held on-November 6, 1991, in the.NRC Region II office to discuss the violation,
! its cause, and your corrective actions to preclude recurrence. A sumary of

this conference was sent to you vy letter dated November 15, 1991.

The violation in the onclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice) involved four examples which indicated significant
inadequacies in engineering design control, as well as engineering interfaces
and coordination with_ other organizations. Examples 1 through 3 in the
enclosed Notice involved the deselonment of revisions to the design basis

| analysis .for the Safety injection (SI) system. Specifically, your staff failed
| to properly analyze single SI pump operation during' the time interval in which

Emergency Core. Cooling System (ECCS) is transferred from the injection mode to
the recirculation mode following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Addi-
tionally, on separare occasions your staff failed to consider the ef fects
of entrainment inventory loss during ECCS transfer and failed to evaluate the
. sign 4#'cance of entrainment inventory loss for a large break LOCA.

.These examples reflect inadequate reviews and analyses, as well as inadequate
management control and cversighb. 'Such weaknesses resulted in the failure to
perform an adequate analysis to support single SI pump operation in June 1988
when an amendment to Technical Specifications was submitted to the NRC to

j NUREG-0940 1.A-22
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. Carolina Power and Lignt Company - :' - DEC 161991

support this mode of operation; a subsequent inadequate design activity
analysis (Nuclear Fuels Section Design Activity 89-0001) performed in
January 1989; the use of an improper decay heat model on May 14, 1991, as a
basis for power ascention; and a complete small break LOCA analysis not being
performed because of. an assumption that the large break LOCA analysis was more
limiting.

Example 4 of the violation involved a problem with the time delay function in
the-Resistance Temperature Detector (RTO) system that was caused by capacitors
not being removed from the Overtemperature Delta Temperature (OT Delta T) and
Overpressure-Delta Temperature (OP Delta T) Reactor Protection System (RPS)
circuitry during the RTO Bypass Removal Modification (M-959) completed in
February 1989. As a result, the OT Delta T protection circuitry response time
exceeded that used in transient analyses by up to approximately two seconds.
The vendor who prepared the modification failed to specifically include
capacitor removal in the related modification guidelines and provide a post
modification transient test of the associated circuitry. Your staff's
engineering reviews performed on the modification guidelines, as well as
subseouent modification development and-reviews, failed to identify the fact
that the capacitors needed to be removed. Reliance on the vendor work not-
withstanding, the problem of inadequate engineering design control and
interfaces is also evidenced by this example of the violation.

The above examples of identified inadequacies in engineering design control and
interfaces, as well as their potential impcct on the safe > ,,eration of plant
systems are a significant safety concern. Therefore, in accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"-
(Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), this violation has been
categorized at Severity Level III.

The NRC recognizes that three of these examples were ident.'fied by your staff
and that prompt and appropriate corrective' actions were taken, including unit
shutdown for the OT Delta T capacitor issue.

To emphasize the importance of ensuring that engineering oesign control and
-interfaces are fully functional in all required aspects of design change
review, I have been authorized, af ter consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the amcunt-of $57,500 for the Severity
Level III violation. The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level III
viciation is $50,000.

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered
and mitigation of the base' civil penalty by 50 percent was warranted for
identification and reporting because three of the examples cited in the

! violation were identified by your staff. Neither escalation nor mitigation was
' warranted for corrective action. While appropriate immediate actions, which
included in one case bringing the unit to shutdown,.were taken, they were
offset by the. lack of long-tem corrective action such as the management
control enhancements which yor described at the enforcement conference that

NUREG-0940 I.A-23
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have yet to be fully. effective. For example, during the enforcement conference,
your staff discussed management efforts that have been ongoing for a couple of
years. to instill ownership of vendor products, reinforce responsibility for
vendor designs, and ensure engineering work was assigned to staff members with
appropriate training and expertise. However, despite such efforts, an improper
decay heat model was used to justify operation at 95 percent power following
the discovery of the improper ECCS analysis in May 1991. Neither escalation
nor mitigation was warranted for past performance due to previous escalated
enforcement action (EA 89-188) in November 1989 that involved the operation of
the auxiliary feedwater system in a degraded condition. This previous enforcement
action, which also involved the failurs to identify and correct critical
engineering issues,-offset consideration for mitigation based on your more
recent generally improving performance. Escalation of 25 percent was warranted
for prior notice of similar events because the 1987 vendor analysis that
addressed the entrainment phenomena should have alerted your staff to Example 2
of the Notice. The factor of multiple occurrences was used in categorizing
this violation at Severity Level liI. The other aojustment factors in the
Enforcement Policy were considered and no further adjustment to the base civil
penalty was considered appropriate. Therefore, based on the above, the base
civil penalty has been decreased by 25 percent.

You are reqaired to respond to this letter and should follow the instru::tions
specified in the enclosed Notice when oreparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. In addition, during the enforcement
conference it came to our attention that you may have assumed the availability
of non-Technical Specification equipment to mitigate the consequences of
accidents addressed in Chapter 15 of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report.
Conseque.itly, as part of your response to this enforcement action, you are
also requested to address any such assumptions that may have been made in
Chapter 15 analyses. Following receipt of your response, should any additional

.informution on this issue be necessary, it will be addressed seoarately from the
enclosed enforcement action. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your prcposed corrective actions and the results of future inspec-
tions, the NRC will determine whether further NRC~ enforcement action is neces-
sary to ensure compliance.with NRC regulatory requirements,

in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 cf the NRC's " Rules of bractice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the-enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required

,by the Paperwork Reduction Act'of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96.511.

NUREG-0940 I.A-24
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Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

9

A b/|mIewart d. / LGwEbneter
egior.al Administrator

i Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl:
| C. R. Dietz, Manager
! Robinson Nuclear Project Department

H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 790
Hartsville, SC 29550

Carolina Power and Light Company
J. J. Sheppard, Plant General Manager
H, B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant

P. O. Box 790
Hartsville, SC 295F0

Heyward G. 3healy, Chief
Bureau of Radiological Health
Dept. of Health and Environmental

Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201

0 yne H. Brown, Director
Division of Radiation Protection
N. C. Department of Environment,

Health & Natural Resources
P. O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

McCuen Morrell, Chr4rman
Darlington County Board of Supervisors
County Courthouse
Darlington, SC 29535

Richard E. Jones, General Counsel
Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

cc w/ encl cont'd: (see next page)

|
t
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NCTICE OF VIOLATION i

AND i

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALT'! )
i
1

Carolina Power and Light Company Docket No. 50-2(1 I
H. 8. Robinson Nuclear Plant License No. DPR- M l

EA 91-142 l

|

During an NRC inspection conducted on Septemoer 27 - October 11, 1991, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General

,

Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcemer.t Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, '

Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose a civil
penalty pursuant to Section 254 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(Act), 42 U.S.C 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205, The particular violaticn and associated |
civil pe..elty are set forth below: 1

10 CFR 50, Appendix 3, Criterion III, requires, in part, that measures De
established for the identification and control of design interfaces and i
for coordination among participating design organizations. Criterion !!!
also requires that design control measures provide f or verifying or
checking the adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design |

It reviews, by the use of alternate or simplified calculational methods, or
by the performance of a suitable testing program. !

Contrary to the above, inadequate c.ontrol of design interfaces and
coordination among participating design organizations resulted in the 1

failure to adequately verify or check tne adequacy of design for the
Safety Injection (SI) system and the Reactor Protection System (RPS), as
evidenced by the following examples:

1. From June 20, 1968 until January 5, 1989, a design basis analysis
was not developed for single SI pump operation during the time
interval for Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) transfer from the
injection phase to the recirculation chase (switchover) during a
large break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).

2. From January 5, 19S9 until May 16, 1991, a design activity analysis
(Nuclear Fuels Section Design Activity 89-0001) to support single SI
pump operation during a large break LOCA was inadequate in that
losses of Reactor Coolant 'ystem inventory due to entrainment were
not properly considerec.

3. From June 20, 1988 until August 3, 1991, a design basis analysis was
not developed for single SI pump operation du-ing the time interval
for ECCS switchover during a small break LOCA.

4. The Resistance Temperature Detector Bypass Removel Modification,
M-959, was inadequately developed, verified, and performed in that
from February 25, 1989 until August 17, 1991, the Overtempera ture
Delta Temperature reactor trip time respunse exceeded the time used
in the accident analysis.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement 1).
Civil Penalty - 537,500

:
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Notice of ViolationJ -2-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2'.201, Carolina Power and Light Company
(Licensee) is hereby. required to submit a written statement or explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the date of this. Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of i

Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be cle6rly marked as a " Reply te a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admis-
sion or dental of the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the violation if
aomitted, and if denied, the reasor.3 why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been'taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be achieved, if an adequate reply is not recched within the time specified in
this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the
license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action
as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending
the response time.for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted uncer oath or
a f fi rma ti on.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocnission, with a
check,- draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest impositien of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an
erder imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to
file an' answer-in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in
whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a
Notice of Violation" and may: ,(1) deny the violation listed in this Notice in
whole or in part,-(O demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in
this Notice, or-(4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed.
In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer
may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requestieg mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of-10. CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201,- but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply-by specific reference (e.g., citing

-page and-paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee'

is directed to the.other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure.
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions nf 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant >

to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282(c).

.

4
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Notice-of Violation -3-
1

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violat';on, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed
to: Director, Difice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the
Regional Administrator, V,5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Region II, and
a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the H. B. Robinson facility. *

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this16teday of December 1991

NUREG-0940 1.A-28
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Decket No. 50-249
License No. DPR-25 ,

EA 91 '32

Commonwealth Edison Company .

'

ATTN: tir. Cordell Reed
Senior Vice President

Opus West !!!
1400 Opus Place
Downers Greve, it. 6C515

Gea.'' rea:

SUBJECT! DRESDON STATION,. UNIT 3 P0TICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED
IMPL $ 10N OF CIVIL PENALTY - 526.000
(NRC INSPECT!0.'! REPORT NO. 50-249/91033)

This refers tr Je inspection conducted on October 15 25, 1991, of the ,

circumstances sm ounding the October 11, 1991, unplanned exposures of two
personnel during inservire inspection (ISI).of a recirculation pump discharge

ivalve at the Dresden Unit 3 facility. The report documentino this inspection
was sent to you by letter dated November 8, 1991. During-thls inspection
violations of NRC requirements were identified. Although not reportabic, you i

voluntarily reported the' unplanned exposures to the NRC Senior Resident
Inspector on Oct:bcr 12, 1991. An Enforcemnt CMference was held on

-November 21, 1991, to discuss the violations, their causes, and your corrective
actions._ The report summarizir.g the conference was sent to you by letter dated
December 9, 1991.

The unplanned exposures occurred when two workers, an IST engineer and a
maintenance foreman, inspected the seating surfaces of the "B" recirculation +

pump discharge valve located in the Unit 3 drywell. The valve d'ses and stem
had been removed to repair the stem. -Survey data indicated that dose rates at
the plane of the' valve body flange were 1 to 2 rem / hour and as high as 10 rem /
hour in the valve body; dose rates near the outer disc faces w e as high as
5 -- rem / hour. Contaminttinn levels on the valve components were "ery high, The
survey of the work area and components was not documented unti. after the work
was complete. Based on.the erroneous assumption that the workers would stand
on the flange to inspect the sesting surfaces in the valve bowl, and would
stand to inspect the discs. radiation protection personnel prescribed dosimeters
to be placed on the workers' iower right legs. During the ISI-the workers
fe mu w ly po'itioned themselves such that portions c' their whole body were
exposed _tosihnificantlyhigherdoseratesthantheit legs. Your subsequent
dose assessuent calculation determined that the workers exceeded their
administrative dose limits by a wide margin, although no regulatory limits
were exceeded.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Commonwedith Edison Company -2- Decett+r !?.1991 )

The NRC has several concerns regarding this event. The first concern is that
planning for the ISI was inadequate. The 151 was not considered at two formal
rneetings, an ALA*tA Comittee meeting anc a pre-job ALARA briefing, held to ;
discuss the entire valve repair. The erphasis at those meetings was on the
actual removal, repair, and reinstallation of the temponents, not the 151. In ,

addition, one of the two radiation protection technicians assigned to monitor
the 151 and'a representative of the !$' work greup did not attend the pre-job i

ALARA briefing as required by your procedure. Finally, miscommunication during '

the briefings at the drpell access control point, between the radiation I

protection technician who prescribed the placement of dosimeters and the two i
workers, resulted in a failure of the technician to understand how the workers

|
would be positioned during the ISI. !

The seco9d concern is that two experienced radiation workers (the ISI engineer !

and the maintenance foreman) did not follow the guidance of the technician, '

did not foller geod ALAP.A principles, and did net reco;;nize that their perscnal
,

dosimeters were inappropriately placed. They frequently positiom d unmon_itored '

parts of their bodies in high dose fields e nd touched end stepped on the highly '

contaminated discs.

The third-concern is that job coverege was inadequate. When the !$1 was '

monitored by radiation protection personnel they did not observe and correct i

the inappropriate actions of the workers or their inappropriate desimeter
placement. This appears to have resulted from failure to reccgni:o the need
for special diligence and attentiveness by the technician when remote video

,

camera o! wrvation was substitsted for direct coverage. Reliance on an
aletming sirneter to signal any-problems may have also contributea to this |,

'. issue.

Violations were identified regarding the unplanned exposures as described in I
the enc 10teri Notice of Violetien snd Preposed !npositten cf Civil Penalty
(Notice). Violations 1.A and 1.8 involve failure to follow procedures in that
a representative of.the-15! group and a radiation _ protection technician did not
attend the pre-job ALARA briefing, and the survey of the discharge valve and
work area was not' documented until after the job was complete. Violations II.A
through II.D involve inadequate surveys prior to and during the work. Violation
ill involves failure to supply apprcpriate monitoring couipnent to the two *

werkers.
,

For this event there was a programatic breakdown of radiological cor.trols.
Although regulatory limits were not exceeded for this case the programmatic
deficiencies.-if left uncorrected, could result-in regulatory limits being
exceeded in the future. The events described above involve a significant lack 1
of attention or carelessness toward licensed a tivities. Therefore, in '

accordance with the'" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10-CFR Fort 2. Appendix C (1991),
the violations are classified in aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

.'We recognize that upon discovery, you.inmediately stepped further wor., on thejob, informed station upper monacement and Corporate Radiation Protection of the-
problem, and initiated a f ormai lnvestigatico trac 1ving beth station and

r
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Cnrronwealth Edison Company -3- Dec eate r 17, 1991 I

corporate personnel. In additica, you briefed ail radiation protection personnel
on the event including proper placement of dosimeters, issued a Lessons Learned
Initial Notification, reviewed sinilar ongoing jobs for like prculemt, and met
with statior supervisors and employees, four long term corrective actions
include a review by the Oresdt-n $ituational Review Team, procedern evisions,
training enharcements, preparation of a Lessons Learned Report, and communication
of senior management's expectations to all personnel recarding their responsibilities
for radiological safety, minimization of exposure and performance of work in a'

radiologically conservative manner.

To empnasize the need for adequate planning and communicationt for work
performed in high dose rate areas, the need fer radiatien protection technicians
and ALARA Coordinators to promotly identify and ccrrect radiologically,.

conconstr"ative practices, and the need for radiatton workers to recognize anf
Question nonconservative radiological practices I have been authorized,
after casultation with the Diiector Office of Eaforccment, t.nd the Deputy ,

Executive Ditector for Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Regional vper4tions and
Research, to itsue the enclosed Nctice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of

- Civil renalty (Notice) in the amount of $25,000 for the Severity Level ill
problem. The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level !!!
problem h $50,000. ,

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered.-
Full 50% mitigation of the base civil penalty was warranted fer identification
and reperting in that yet identified the prcblem, took prompt corrective
action, and reportfi the problen to the NRC Senior Resident Inspector. Full
50% miticatien of ne base civil pennity was warranted for your extensiveI

corrective actiens as discussed above. The base civil penalty was escalated
50% b6ted on past performance. While only one violatice issued within the
last two years (Inspection Report No. 50-237/90026; 50-249/90n25) relates
directly to the ovents under discussion, the ccrrectivt hetiene for th!
violation as well as the corrective aJ., ions for both a December 1990 radioactive
contamination event and three exposures in excess of administrative limits
(Inspection Report No. 50-237/90012; 50-249/90011) should have prevented many 1

of the errors documented in the enclosed Notice, thereby justifying partial
escalation of the base civil penalty for past performance. Therefore, on
balance, an overall 50% reduction of the base civil penalty has been deemed
appropriate,

You are required to respond to this letter and should fol!ow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparine your response. In your response,
you should documerit the specif'c actions taken and any additional actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your proposed corrective actions ena the results of future inspections,
the -NRC will determirc whether further NRC enforcement ection is necessary to .*

ensure complience with NRC. regulatory requirements.

In accoroance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your responces will te placed in the NRC Public
Document Rvom.

,

P
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Commonwealth Edison Company -4- December 17, 1991
,

The responses directed Ly this letter and the encic-sed Notice are not subject
to the clearance ptoced'*res of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reductior Act of 1980. Pub, L. No. 96 511.

Sincerely,

't kW #
A. Bert Davis
Regional Admiristrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation
and Proposed Irnpesitien of Civil
Penalty

5 cc r/enclecure:
D. Galle, Vice Presidera - BWR

- Operatinns,
T. Kovach. Nuclear

Licensing Manager
C. Schroeder. Station fianager
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
OC/LFDCD-
Resident inspectors LaSalle,

bresden, Quad Cities
Richard llubbard
J. W. McCaffrey, Chief. Public

Utilities Division
Robert Newmann, Office of Public

Counsel State of Illinois Center
' icenrieg Project 'tencer, WR.. .

James Lieberman, t4 ector.
- Office of Enforcement

.

g.-

s
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION ,

AND

PROPOSED |MP051 TION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Comonwealth Edison Company Docket No. E0-249
Dresden Station, Unit 3 License No. DPR-25

EA 91-152

i

During an NRC inspection cenducted on October 15-25, 1991, violations of NRC
recuirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section'234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amendeo (Act), 42
U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particuler violations and associated civil
penalty are set forth below:

!. Technical Specification A.2.B requires that r6dit.tien control procedures'

be maintained, made ave,1ble to all station personnel and adhered to.
.

*

A. Procedure DAP 12-09, revision 4 Paragraph F.3, effective August 31,
1990, requires, in part, that pre-job ALARA briefings for jobs which
involve more than one work group ard meet the follcwing criteria shall
include all work groups involved ir, the job. The criteria includt

.(1) a working dose rate greater than 1 R/hr, (2) general crea loose
contamination' levels greater than 250,000 dpm/100cm', (3) high
potential for highly radioactive particles, or (4) high potential-for
worker's body to come in contact with high dose rate piping o*-
components.. The radiation protection technician monitoring the job
being briefed must be in attendance during the pre-job briefing.

Contrary to above, on October 11, 1991, the pre-job ALARA briefing
, .for work on the components of the "B" recirculation. pump discharge

valve did not include a representative of the Intervice Inspection
Group and the radiation protection technician monitoring the secena
phase of the job. The job involved the radiation protection,
maintenance, and Inservice Inspection groups and net criteria
(1), (2), and (4) abcve.

B. Procedure DRP 1140-04, P.evision 0. Paragraph G.3.a(4), effective ,

April 20,.1990, requires that additional copies of the-survey be
provided with each copy of the radiation work permit IRWP) which is
distributed for worker review at access' control points. Distributing
copies of the survey to accompany the RWP will not be required if
radiological status boards are located near the access control area (s) .

'

and if-the information on that status board reflects conditions
applicable to the wcrk.

I
t

|
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Notice of Violation -2-

Contrary to above, on October 11, 1991, a copy of the survey of the
"B" recircultition pump discharge valve components and the unrk area
was not distributed with each copy of the RWP distributed for worker
review at the dry. ell access control point, nor did tbc information
on the status board reflect conditions applicable to the work in that
the survey was documented after the work was complete.

II. 10 ?FR 20.201(b) recuires that each licensee make such surveys as may te
necessary to comply with the requirements of Part 20 and which are
reasonable under the circumstances to evaluste the extent of radiation .

Lazards that may be present. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey"
means an evaluation of the radiation hazards incident to the production,
use, release, disposal, or presence of radioactive materials or other
sources of radiation under a specific set of conoitions.

A. Centrary'te above, the licensee did nos make surveys to determine
that individuals would not receive a total occupational dose in excess
of the standards specified in 10 rTR 20.101. Specifically, during the
ALARA comittee meeting 7 hptember 10, 1991, and the pre-job ALARA
and bullpen briefings a ic 'ar " , 1991, the licensee did not,

adequately evaluate th pb. t iti " the two we-kers would
have to assume relativt 2 0 tv n .'T 11ation hazards incident
to performing inservice ' f a *t C wmponents of the "B"%
recirculation pump discha% . a .

8, Contrary to above, on October 11, 1991, the licensee did not make
surveys to determine that ine.ivi|ulls wSuld Nt receive a total
occupational dose in excess of tae standards specified in 10 CFR-

20.101. Specifically, the licensee cid not survey the inner faces
of the "B" recirculation pump discharge valve discs prior to work
being performed near those faces.

C. -Contrary to above, on Octobar 11.-1991, the licensee did not make
s0 veys to determine that inoividuals would not receive a total
occupational dose in excess of the standards specified in 10 CFR
20.101. Specifically, the licensee did not adequately reevaluate
the possible 2cses to two workers during the inservice inspection of
the "B" recirculation pump discharge valve when actual inspection
activities differ (d frem those anticipated by radiation protectinn
per s on nel. .

D. Contrary to above, on October 11, 1991, the licensee did not make
surveys to determine that individuals would not be exposed to airborne
concentrations excee ng the limits specified in 10 CFR 20.103.

< - Specifically, the licensee did nnt reevaluate the potential airborne
exposure from the close inspection of the "D" recirculation pump
discharge valve discs when actual inspection activities differed
from those anticipated by radiation prntection persnnnel.

NUREG-0940 1.A-34
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Notice of Violation 3-

III. 10 CFR 20.202(a)(3) requires that each licensee supply appropriate j

personnel tenitoring equipment to, t.nd require the use of ruch equipment !

by sach individual who enters a high radiation area.

Contrary to above, on October 11, 1991, the licensee failed to supply
monitoring equipment appropriate to ascertain the doses incurred by two
workers who performed inservice inspection of the "B" recirculation pump'

discharge valve in a high radiation area. Specifically, the dosimeters
supplied did not adecuately measure dose to the most highly exposed portiens
of the whole boay of each worker.

This is a Severity Level III problem (Supplement IV).
Civil Penalty - $25,000 (assessed equally among the seven violations).

I

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Commonwealth Edison Company ;
' (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to '

the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violatien and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Hotice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1)
admission or denial of-the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the violation
if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (d) the corrective steps that will be
taken to-avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be-achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in ,

this Notice, an order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the
license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action

-as may be proper should r.ot be taken. Consideration may be given to extending-

the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 102 of
the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232,1this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirmation.

Within the seme time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer peyable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written

,

answer addressee to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an erder impesing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect P.o file <an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole er 1n part, such answer should be cicarly marked as
an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed
in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating ~ circurestances,
(3) show error in this-Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should.
not be ir' posed. In addition to protestirig the civil renalty in whole or in
part, such' answer may request remission or nitigation of the penalty.

NUREG-0940 1.A-35
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Notice-of Violation -4- ,

,

In requesting mitigatien of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in *

Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written-answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 +hould be set forth separately ;

from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.701, but may
_

incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing '

page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of tha Licensee i

is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regcrding the procedure
ifor imposing a civil penalty,

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined<

in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this natter may
be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised.

,

'

remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil attirn pursuant to Section 234c
'of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

'

The response noted above (R(ply tc Nctice of Violation, letter with payment of
. civil penalty, and Argwer to a Notice of Yiolation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuc1 car Reculatory Consission, Region 111, 799 Roosevelt
Road, Glen Ellyn, .111nois =60l37, and a copy to the Senior Resident Inspector
at the Dresden Station.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N

,V'

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

,

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this 17th day of December 1991

!
|-

'
;

,

u l'
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Occket Nos. 50-237 and 50-249
License Nos. OPR-19 and OPR-25
EAs 91-164 and 91-165

Commonwealth Edisen Cc:::pany
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed i

Senior Vice President
Opus Vest 111
1400 Opus Place
Downes Grove, Illincts 60515

,

Dear Mr. Reed:

SUBJECT: ORESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNITS 2 AND 3
NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTIES - 5187,500
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-237/91032(ORS);
50-249/91035(DRS); 50-237/91027(ORP); 50-249. 91028(DRP);
50-249/91032(ORS); AND 50-237/91035(ORP);
50-249/91038(DRP))

*

This refers to four special safety inspections conducted during the period of
August 29 through November 12, 1991, at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station
Unita 2 and 3 to review the circumstances surrounding six events, lhese events
included (1) the failure of a local leak rate test (LLRT) associated with the

'

Unit 3 containment drywell vent valve 3-1601-24 (LER' 249/91-009), (2) exceeding
the Unit 2 torus water high temperature Technical Specification limit on
September 1,1991 (LER 237/91028), (3) a 2800 gallon contaminated water spill
from the Unit 3 control rod drive system via hydraulic control unit drain lines
on September 23,1991,(4) the $ cramming of a Unit 2 control rod out of sequence
during routine surveillance testing on October 6, 1991, (5) damaging the Unit 3
refueling mast and damaging the bails of two spent fuel bundles in the Unit 3
spent fuel pool on October 18,1991, and (6) the loss of Unit 2 secondary
containment integrity on June 24,1991 (LER 237/91-013). The reports documenting
these inspections were sent to you by letters dated November 15, 22, 27, and

~

29, 1993. Violations of NRC requirements were identified during the inspections,
and'or. December 10, 1991,~ two enforcement conferences were held to discuss the
violations, their causes, and your corrective actions, The reports summarizing
the conferences were sent to you by letters dated December 13 and 17, 1991.
All of the events were either reported to the NRC via the Emergency Notification
System, or to the resident inspection staf f., if not reportable.

CERTIFIED Mall
~IIURN Wi!M REQUESTEDR
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The violation described in Secticn I of the anriosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice) involves the local leak rate
test (LLRT) of Onit 3 penetration A-125 failing on September 9,1991 because
the penetration could not be pressurized. The investigation of the failed test,

disclosed that the leakage was through outboard isolation valve 3-1601-24,
and was caused by the installation of a new piston rod during the previous
refueling outage. Maintec5nce, consistino of replacing the valve operator
piston rod, had toen performed on February 3,1990. A post-maintenance LLRT
was neither specified nor performed on valve 3-1601-24. The new piston rod
increased the stroke of the valve actuator by approximately c,"e-eighth of an
inch, resulting in the valve disk rotating past the fully closed position to a
position where the valve was partially reopened. This condition was not
d6tected in the control room because the valve position lights indicated the

,

valve was closed. Dresden Unit 3 was returned to power on February 11, 1990,
with containment isolation valve 3-1601-24 partially open.

_

v

This violation is a significant regulatory cercern because the f ailure to
perform a proper post-maintenance test on the containment isolation valve
represents a significant lack of attention towards licensed responsibilities.

'The potential safety consequence of the isoperable primary containment isolation
valve is significant for an event requiring Lhe use of inboard valves to
prevent the loss of containment (e.g., Emergency Operating Procedurns). Should
one of the inboard valves fail, an uncontrolled discharge from the containmenti

atmosphere directly to the environment would occur. Therefore, in accordance
with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"

_ (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C _(1991), Violation 1 has been
categorized at Severity Level 111.

The root causes of Violation I and uour subsequent corrective action were

discussed during.the enforcement conference. The major factors contributing to
the violation appear to 5e an inadequate procedure to control and review work
packages, which did not 1pecify post-maintenance testing requirements, and
informal ecmmunications cetween maintenance workers and work analysts. :The
work analysts did not view an LtRT as necessary f,llowing maintanance activities

4
e if work was not performee on the seating surf ace of the valve. in this instance,

your technical staff believed the maintanance work was limited to the valve
operator and not the seating surf ace. Further, the maintenance staff never
informed the technical staff that the piston rod for the valve operator was
replaced. The NRC recogni:es that corrective actions have been initiated and
appear acceptable, Immediate corrective actions included: performing an audit
of Unit 2 valves to ensure that post-maintenance LLRTs.were performed; requiring
work analysts to specify a matrix of post-maintenance test requirements;
expanding the distribution of color coded drawings specifying LLRT and ILRT
requirements; and-having the in-service inspection and in-service testing group
review all work requests for containment isolation valves. Long term corrective
actions included: _ performing an audit of Unit- 3 valves requiring LLRT prior.- to
restarting Unit.3, procedurali:ing_a post-maintenance testing reovirements
matrix; developing a maintenance memorandum for cost-maintenance testing

a
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requiremant s of primary containment valves; improving ir.itial and requalification
training of staf f and operators concerning LLRT requirements; formalizing
post-maintenance test requirement 5 in a procedure; and evaluating the approaches
of the other nuciear stations cprated by Ccnmonwealth Edison to ensure that
appropriate post-maintenance testing requirements are included in work packages.

Section 11 of the enclosed Notice concerns four operational events. The first
event, involving torus high water temperature, resulted from the untimely
resolution of a stuck limit switch on a high pressure injectien drain pot valve
by operations personnel which eventually placed operators in a *echnical
Specification requiring immediate shutdown. However, the need for tae shutdown
went unrecognized by operations on-shif t management for a significant time
period. Specifically, on the midnight shift of September 1, 1991, with a
reactor startup in progress, a licensed operator placed the high pressure
t W W. iPja.tica drain pot subsystem into an abnormal lineup in response tn a
high level annunciator. This abnormal lineup providea a dirert heat input into
the torus starting a slow increase in torus water temperature. The water
temperature within the torus increased from 82 to 95 degrees F (the Technical
Specification limit) over 15 hoves without initiation of torus cooling. Once
the need for torus cooling was recognized, another 11 hours passed before torus
cooling was placed into service and the temperature reduced below the Technical
Specification limit of 95 degrees F.

The event was characterized by the f ailure of three operating shif ts to maintain
cognizance of plant conditions, the f ailure of operations on-shif t management

'to either provide timely resolution or take timely compensatory measures in
response to an equipment problem, the failure of licensed personnel to follow
established adminittrative controls, and the failure of senior licensed operators
to be knowledgeable of the torus temperature Technical Specification requirements.
Operations on-shift management placeo a low priority on resolving the drain pot
deficiency allowing the heat input to the torus to exist for 17 hours indicative
of operations working around problems. The failure to follow established
acministrative controls resulted in omissions in the unit log by numerous
licensed operators, inadequate verbal communications within shift crews, and

-inadequate verbal communication between shift crews. Minor contributors to the
event were a weak alarm response procedure and inadequate management direction
regarding turnovers for short term relief.

The second event occurred on September 23, 1991. With the reactor shutdown for
a refueling outage and all the fuel in the spent fuel pool the licensed shift
supervisor briefed a non-licensed equipment operator en the actions necessary
to depressurize hydraulic control units (HCus) to support placing the mode
switch in shutdown. Without using the proceaure, the eau 1pment operator
proceeded to depressurize all of the west bank HCUs. Consequently, he failed to
close any HCU drain vah es upon completion of tne dept n surizatiom as reautred
by the procetNre. Another equipment operator was utspatched by the shift
supervisor to depressurize the east bank HCUs. This equipment operatar, after

NUREG-0940 1.A'39
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receiving instructions f rom the first equipment operator, depressurized the
east bank HCOs also without using the procedure and also lef t the drain valves
cpen, On September 25, 1991, the control air supply to the scram pilot solenoid
valves was isolated, gening the scram valves, in accordance with out-of-service
instructions to facilitate the rebuilding of the scram pilot valves. The
combination of the scram and HCU drain valves being open established a drain
path f rom the control rod drives to the reactor building floor. Approximately
2800 gallons of contaminated water spilled over the course of a few minutes
until operators, responding to notification of the spill, could close the drain
valves. This event was characterized by inadequate communications within the4

shift crew, a failure of non-licensed operators to use procedures in the
performance of work activities, a lack of direction in the out-of-service
instruction $, as to the scope of equipment boundary valves to be placed in a
controlled status, cnd a lack of operations on-shift management enforcement of
the implementation of established administrative controls.

The third event occurred on October 6, 1991. With the reactor at 35% power,
operators commenced routine half-core scram testing af ter conducting heightened
level awareness briefing for the-testing. After scramming the fourth control
rod in the testing sequence, considerable difficulty was experienced by the
licensed operator in returning the control rod to its original position.
Before returning the control rod to its original position, the licensed operator
directed the non-licensed equipment operator to isolate charging water to the
next rod to be scrammed, which was inconsistent with the testing procedure.
Upon isolating the charging water the equipment operator informed the licensed
control room' operator of completion of the task via the intercom and the
licensed operator acknowledged, The inexperienced licensed individual who was
assigned the task of scramming control rods overheard the conversation about
the_ isolation of charging water to the next control rod and assumed the control
rod was.to be' scrammed, He pr'Oceeded to scram that rod. Upon scramming the
control rod, the control room operator recognized the. error and testing

-

activities were terminated. Throughout the testing the shift control room i
engireer was present in the co ttrol room but took a limited role in supervising
the activity. The event was characterized by licensed operators f ailing to '

follow established procedures, operators working around equipment deficiencies,
inadequate communications between shift crew members, in that a licensed
individual failed to repeat back a supposed reactivity change command, and
distraction of operations on shif t supervision f rom their primary responsibility
of supervising individuals under their direction,

On October 18, 1991; with the reactor defueled, the fourth event occurred when
C a two-man fuel handling crew was reorgar,i:ing spent fuel bundles in the_ spent

fuel pool to support the reloading of the reactor core, When one of the fuel
bundles was placed in a new position and unlatched f rom the grapole, the crew
failed to raise the grapple mast sufficiently anc verify that the fuel bundle

NUREG-0940 I,A-40
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bail handle had disengaged from the grapple. Upon lateral movement of the
refueling bridge, the mast impacted two ball handles bending them. The crew
immediately informed the fuel handling supervisor, who was not on the refuel i

floor at the time, of the damaged ball handles. However, the supervisor did j
Inot stop fuel handling activities. Subsequently, the crew moved three more

fuel bundles to different positions. Activities only ceased after the crew
heard abnormal noises while operating the grapple mast. Upon the fuel handling ;

supervisor's arrival on the t' ridge, a diagnostic examination of the mast was '

initiated. During the diagnottic, the telescoping sections separated and
collapsed rendering the mast incapable of moving fuel. Operations on" shift
management (beyond the fuel handling supervisor) was not informed of the event
until approximately eight hours later and the radiation protection organization
was not informed until approximately twelve hours later. The event was
characterited by inattention to detail by the fuel handling crew causing damage
to the fuel bundle-baii handles and the mast, inappropriate judgement by the
fuel handling crew to continue activities af ter the damage, lack of appropriate
supervisory direction to the-fuel handling creve af ter the damage, and a lack of
proper perspective as to the need to communicate problems to operations on-shift

. ma nagen.ent. Contributory to the communication deficiencies were inadequate
procedures for responding to abnormal situations and inadequate training on
reporting requirements.

The NRC recognizes the actual safety consequences of these four operational
events were not significant, increasing the torus temperature to 97 degrees F
caused no structural damage or loss of net positive suction head for the
emergency core cooling pumps. Additionally, the temperature was well btlow the
120 degrees F limit required to maintain acceptable temperatures in the event ,

of a loss of coolant accident. The contaminated water spill caused no challenge
to'the reactor core since the vessel .had been defueled and only minor
contamination of one incividual occurred during the spill cleanep activities.
Scramming the control rod out-of-sequence did not invalidate the shutdown
margin or cause any reactivity management problems Damage to the fuel bundle
bails caused minimal changes.in the core reload analysis. However, from a fuel
bundle drop accident perspective, damage to the mast had sigM ficant potential
safety consequences when the three additional fuel bundles were moved after

'damaging the mast. Fortunately, the damage incurred did not affect the load
bearing capability of tha grapple assembly.

Nevertheless, thetc events are of significant regulatory concern in that they
are indicative of management's inability, despite similar previous events, to
effectively deal with personnel performance problems. If not corrected, more
significant: events may occur. Over the past two years, numerous operational
events-and NRC violations resulted from operations personnel not adhering to ,

established procedures, instances of inattention to detail and inadequate
communications. Your own audit of operations in April 1991 also identified
failures of-personnel to adhere to established procedures. Corrective actions
for these situations did not preclude repetition. Most recently, in response
to the torus heatup and HCU drain-down events, the l'censee stated that
procedures would be followed at all times and commands would be repe-ted back
when communicati_ng; The out-of-secuence-control rod scram event reflected a
failure of the operating crew to meet these excectations.

NUREG-0940 1.A-41
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in reviewing the four events discussed above, the NRC identified ten procedural
adherence violations and one lack of adequate procedures violation. The

-violations in Section II of the enclosed Notice taken collectively, represen -

breakdown in the control of licensed activities involving a number of related
iand recurring violations that collectively represented a significant lack of

attention or carelessner.5 toward licensed responsibilities in the control room
and related station activities. Therefore, in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement
Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations are classified in
aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

.

!

'

We acknowledge your short term actions and lona term approach which you
presented at the enfnrcement conference regarding the four operational events.
However, many of the actions were only developed af ter we expressed our concern
that your corrective actions have not been completely ef fective in preventing
recurrence of these problems. Our concerns in this area were more fully
discussed during the November 12, 1991 management meeting.

1

It is appa,ent that you have been unable to: (1) instill a proper respect for
adhering to established procedures, communications and awareness of plant
conditions, (2) provide quality procedures, (3) appropriately supervise ,

operations to assure procedure requirements are met, and (4) assure aggressive
identification and followup of equipment deficiencies such that operators are
addressing the causes and not just the symptoms as in Violation 11.A. To
emphasize the need for appropriate management control and cognizance in the
conduct of operations, and the need for effective use of post-maintenance
tests, l .have been authorized, af ter consultation with the Director, Of fice of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Ope *ations and Research to issue the enclosed Notice in the amount
of $187.500 fwr the violations described in the Notice. The base value of a
civil penalty for (ach Severity Level III violation is $50,000,

The civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered.
The base civil penalty for Violation I was reduced by 50 percent for the
extensive corrective actions you initiated, as discussed above. However, the

. base civil penalty was increased 100 percent for your poor past performance in
maintaining-containment integrity at the Dresden Station. Your poor past
performance was specifically demonstrated by continued failures from 1980
through 1987 to meet the LLRT acceptance criteria for containment purge valves,
including valve 3+1601-24, the valve at issue here. Your performance in
assuring containment integrity was also demonstrated by two recently issued
escalated enforcement actions for containment integrity issues identified after
this violation occurred. EA 90-168, dated November 28, 1990, concerned a
Severity Level III violation and a 537,500 civil penalty for operating the
plant in a configuration where a sample pump exhausted into the secondary

.

containment with no automatic. isolation capability. EA 91-014, dated April 17,
1991, concerned a Severity Level !!! violation and a 5100.000 civil penalty for
fai' ng to maintain primary containment integrity from February 1989 through

.NUREG-0940 I.A-42
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September 1990, due to a leaking inboard flange of an isolation valve.
Mitigation for the identification and reporting adjustment factor was considered
but found inappropriate because the leak was identified during an LLRT required
by NRC regulation, the report of the event was also required by regulation, and
an opprotunity to add the LLRT requirement to the maintenance work package was
missed by the shif t supervisor performing the close-out review. The remaining
factors-in the enforcement policy were also considered, and no further adjustment
to the base civil penalty was considered appropriate. Therefore, based on the i

above, the base civil penalty for Violation I has been increased 50 percent. r

Ibe base civil penalty for the Severity Level 111 problem described in
Section 11 was mitigated by 25 percent for identification and reporting. All'

of the events were self-disclosing and were reported to the NRC, if required.
In some cases a report was not necessary, but by promptly notifying the NRC
Resident inspector of all cases, even those that were not required to be
reported, you gave the NRC an opportunity to conduct a timely review of the
event. However, the full amount allowed under the Policy was not applied
because the events were self-disclosing. The base civil penalty was not
mitigated for corrective action in that your initial corrective actions were
not sufficiently comprehensive as discussed above. The base civil penalty was
escalated 100 percent for your poor past performance. There have been numerous
cited'and non-cited violations associated with' operations personnel failure
to use or follow established procedures, inadequate communications, and
inattention to detail while performing operational tasks over the past two
years. -The base civil penalty was further escalated 50 percent for prior
notice. Your audit of operations (QAA 12-91-01) conducted in April 1991

significant problems were identified concerning proceduralcencluded that d
adherence and reluctance of operations personnel to initiate work requests or
procedure changes." The corrective actions in response to the audit were
insufficient to prevent some, if not all, of the four events. The other
adjustment factors in the Enforcement policy were considered and no further
adjustment to the base chil penalty is considered appropriate. Therefore,
based on the above, the base civil penalty for Violation !! has been increased
125 percent. !

The violations described in Section ill of the enclosed Notice concern failure
to assure that regulatory recuirements.and the design basis for the Unit 2
reactor building trackway outer door seal were correctly translated int 6
procedures and instructions, and failure to follow procedures in that the-
tratkway inner door was not continuously attended when the door was open on
June 24,1991. Although these violations were categorized at Severity Level IV,
they represent a lapse in attention to detail which, in the long-term, could
lead to more serious violations.

i

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your rescense, in your

response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Because the apparent root cause 6f

- --

,

4

N

i
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those violations is a combination of (1) management's failure to assure
procedure adherence and (2) operator's failure to adhere to procedures, your #

response should specifically address personnel accountability at all levels.
Af ter reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether
further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC

,

regulatory requirements.

-In accordance with 10 CFR 2.793 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your respontes will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.

1

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Of fice of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

' %

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalties

cc w/ enclosure:
DCD/DCB- (RIDS)
D. Galle Vice President

SWR OperationsL
T. Kovach, Nuclear

Licensing Manager
C. Schroeder, Station Manager
Resident inspectors LaSalle,

Dresden,-Quad Cities
Richard Hubbard
J.W. McCaffrey, Chief

Public Utilities Otvision-
Robert Newmann, Office ef Public
Counsel, State of Illinois Center

Licensing _ Project Manager, NRR

I
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION j

i
'

AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALITES

.

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket Nos. 50-237
Dresden Nuclear Station and 50-249
Units 2 and 3 License Nos. OPR-19

and OPR-25
EAs 91-164 and 91-165

|

During NRC inspections conducted from August 29 through November 12, 1991,
'

violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C-(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose civil
penalties-pursuant to Section 234 uf the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended-
( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and
associated civil penalties are set forth below:

i

1. Violation Assessed a Civil Penalty Associated with Post-Maintenance Testing

10 CFR Part 50,- Appendix B, Criterion XI, " Test Control," requires, in
part,-that a test program be established to assure that all testing
required to demonstrate that systems and e.omponents will perform ,

satisfactorily in service is identified and performed in accordance with
written test procedures which incorporate the requirements and acceptance
limits contained in applicable design documents. The test program shall
include operational tests of-systems and components during nuclear power
plant operation, and the test results shall be documented and evaluated to

*assure that' test requirements have been satisfied,

Table 3.7.1 of the Technical Specifications lists Unit 3 Dr>well Vent
Valve No. 3-1601-24 as a primary containment isolation valve which is

- normally in1the closed position. ;

Contrary to the above, the Dresden Test Control Program failed to
demonstrate that Unit.3 Drywell Vent-Valve No.'3-1601-24, a primary"

containment isolation valve.which is normally in the closed position. -

would perform satisfactorily in service. Specifically, the operator
piston rod for Unit 3 Orywell Vent Valve No. 3-1601-24, was replaced on

.

February 3, 1990, leaving the valve partially open, and tne licensee
failed to test Unit 3 Drywell Vent Valve No. 3-1601-24 to ascertain if the
valve was in the closed position.

.

.This is a Severity Level 1111 violation (Supplement 1).

3/f Civil Penalty - 575,000.

:

1-

' I
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li. Violations Assessed a Civil penalty Associated with Procedural Adherence
and Adequacy

;

A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part, that
activities affecting Quality shall be prescribed by cocumented
instructions, procedures, or drawings, and shall be accomplished in -

accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.

1. Technical Specification limiting Condition for Operation
3.7. A.I.c. requires the torus maximum bulk water temperature to
be 95 degrees F. No action statement is specified in 3.7. A.I.c.
for torus maximum bulk water temperature greater than 95 degrees F.

Technical Specification 3.0.A states, in part, in the event a
Limiting Condition for Operation cannot be satisfted because of
circumstances in excess of those-addressed in thE specification,

'

;

the unit shall be placed in at least hot shutdown within 12 hours
and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours unless
corrective measures are completed that satisfy the Limiting
Conditions for Operation.

Operations Department Technical Specification Interpretation |No. 2, " Technical Speci fication 3.0. A Implementation," approved
July 25, 1988 reovires, in part, that if no action statement was
specified, then Technical Specification 3.0. A action statement
governed and a shutdown be initiated immediately with
recirculation flow.

Contrary to the above, on September 1, 1991, at approximately *

7:59 p.m., when the Technical Specification Limiting Condition
for Operation 3.7.A.1.c. for Unit 2 torus maximum bulk water
temperature was exceeded and no action statement was specified.
licensed operators failed to initiate a shutcown of Unit 2

,immediately with recirculation flow. '

2. Dresden- Acministrative Procedure (DAP)- 7-05, '' Operating Logs and
Records," Revision 9, approved August 30, 1990, Step B.2.b(3),
requires the Unit Log to contain a list of all alarms and '

; abnormal cocditions found upon assuming the shift or occurring
during the course of the shift, except.those denoting normal
conditions, a brief :.arrative of unusual. performance of the &

plant and any efforts' made to determine the cause. and Technical
| Specification Limiting Conditions for 0peration that occur

during the shift,

l

|

_

-

l.
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i

i

Contrary to the above, from the r/t ernoon of August 30, 1991, |
through. day shift September 1, ..'.1, the unit 2 operating log !

!did not accu. int the receipt or prestnce of the "High Pressure
Coolant Injection Turbine Inlet Orain Po* High level" alarm, an
off-norma'. condition, or provide a brief narrative of the
efforts to determine the cause nf the alarm (three separate
instances of cyc14*g the bypass vilve, placement of the drain
pot in an abnormal lineup, and two occurrences of checking
local equipment) and the afternoon shift log entr> of September 1,
1991, did not identify that a fechnical Specification Limiting
Condition for Operation 3.7.A.I.c was applicable to the
95 degrees F torus temperature.

3. DAP 7-02, " Conduct of Operations," Revision 16, approved August 9, i

1991, Step 8.2.b(4) requires for the Shif t Control Room Engineer
(SCRE) shift turnover to include a discussion of unit status.

,

Contrary to the above, during SCRE shif t turnover at approximately
7:00 a.m. on September 1, 1991, the offgoing SCRE did not
adequately discuss Unit 2 status with the oncoming SCRE in that
the offgoing $CRE did not mention ~the high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) drain pot abnormal lineup. ;

4. DAP 7-01, " Operations Department Organization," Revision 15,
'

approved August 19, 1991, Step B.S.d and e, requires the Shif t
Control Room Engineer (SCRE) to assist the Shif t Engineer ($E) ;

in interpreting and applying the requirements of Technical
$pecifications and to notify the SE of any abnormal operating |

conditions.

Contrary to the above, during the afternoon shif t of September 1, .

1991, the SCRE did not assist the SE in interpreting and appiying |
the requirements of Technical Specifications or notifying the SE .t

*

of:an abnormal operating condition in that the SCRE did not
inform the SE that the Technical Specification limit / emerge:ev
operating procedure. entry condition for high torus temperatcre
was reached and, when -the SE inder.cndently noted the 'high torus i
temperature, the SCRE did not inform the SE that 95 degrees F- !
was a Technical-Sper.ification limit. Also, on-the midnight. ~

shift of September 2, 1991, a significant delay-(at least two
hours) occurred prior to the SCRE interpreting the abnormal
operating condition and informing-the SE of Technicel
-Specification concerns associated with h' torus temperature,

,

&
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5. CAP 7-01, " Operations Department Oreanization," Revision 15,
approved August 19, 1991, Steps B.4.j and B.S.c(3), require that
the SE be responsible for direct observations of each unit by
overview of the control boards at least twice a shif t in the
control room and Lecping informed of any off-normal conditions
that may exist or occur during the shift and that the SCRE
maintain an in-depth knowledge of plant and equipment status.

DAP 7-02, '' Conduct of Shif t Operations," Revision 16, approved
August 9,1991, Steps B.2.a(5) and 8.2.b(4), require that on
turnover the SE walk the unit panels a*1 the SCRE walk the unit
panels, performing a thorough review of' system configurations,
alarms, and indications.

Contrary to the above, the SE and SCRE for the day shif t of
September 1,1991, did-not maintain adeouate overview of the
control boards, perform adequate panel walkdowns, keep informed
of of f normal conditions, perform a thorough review of system
configurations and alarms, and maintain an in-dept' \nowledge of
plant equipment and Status, in that the SE and thw .JRE were not
cognitant of the HPCI drain pot alarm or drain pot abnormal
system lineup (which occurred on the previous shif t).

6. DAP 7-01, " Operations Department Organization," Revision 15,
approved August 19,-1991, Step B.6.c(1), requires the Shift
Supervisor (Licensed) to ensure that the SE and the SCRE were
properly informed of all conditiont which could adversely af f ect
plant operations.

Contrary to the above, on the af ternoon shif t of August 30,
1991, the Shif t Supervisor (Licensed) did not notify or inform
the SE or SCRE of the HPCl drain pot alarm on Unit 2, a condition
which could adversely af fect plant operations.

7. DAP 7-01, " Operations 0 apartment Organization," Revision 15,
approved August 19, 1991, Step B.9.1, requires the Nuclear
Station Operator (N50) to notify the proper authorities regarding
unusual conditions,

Contrary to the above, on the day shif t of Sentember 1,1991,
upon re:eipt of a torus high temperature alarm on Unit 2, the
N50 did not inform the proper authority, the SE, who had
temporarily relieved the SCRE, of the u.3 usual condition of the
HPCI drain pot abnormal lineup.

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part, that
activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented
instructions, procedures, or drawings, and shall be accomplished in '

accordance with these instructions, procedures, cr drawings,
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Notice of Violation 5

1

DAP 7-02. " Conduct of Shift Operations," Revision 16, approved
August 9, 1991, Step B.21.b(3), requires operations personnel to !,

reference and folle the procadure for the entire evolution for |

complex or infrequf iy performtd evolutions.

00P 500-4, " Reactor Mode Switch to Shutdown When All Drives are Fully
Inserted," Revision 0, approved October 28, 1988, Step F.2, requires,
in part, discharge each accumulator as follows: when water stops ;

flowing out the drain and accumulator pressure reads approximately
600 psig, close the drain valve 3-0305-107 on the accumulator being
discharged.

Contrary to the above, on September 23, 1991, operations personnel
did not reference and follow DOP 500-4, Revision 0, for the entire
infrequently performed evolution required to place the mode switch to '

shutdown for Unit 3. in that all hydraulic control units drain valves
were left open,

C. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 0. Criterion V requires, in part, that
,

activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented
instructions, procedures, or-drawings, of a type appropriate to the
circumstances.

Contrary to the above, plant administrative procedures were not
appropriate to the circumstancos in the following cases:

1. DAP 7-02, " Conduct of Shift Operations," Revision 16, approved
August 9, 1991,'did not give specific guidance regarding ,

performance of interim turnovers, resulting in an inadequate
SCRE interim turnover during the day shif t of September 1,1991,
in that receipt of a Unit 2 high torus temperature alarm was not
mentioned.

'2. 0AP 3-05, "Out-0f-Service and Personal Protection Cards,"
Revision 23, approved September 7, 1991, failed to require
valves used for an out-of-service (005) boundary to be placed in
a controlled status. When 005 !!!-1306 dated September 25,
1991, was established to isolate the centrol air to the scram
air header, it did not specify the hydraulic control unit drain
valves as part of the 005 boundary to be in a contrcl'ed status.'

Failure to control the drain valves-(tag them closed) resulted
in a contaminated water spill in the Unit 3 reactor building on

| September 25, 1991,

L D. Technical Specification 6.2. A.7 requires detailed written procedures
covering surveillance and testing requirements be adhered to.

L.-
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Notice of Violation h

DTS 300-02, " Control Rod Drive Scram Testing and Scram Valve Timing "

lest d Revision 14 approved January 22, 1991, bettion F., steps 2
and 3, require the. control rod selected for scramming to be withdrawn
to position 48 prior to closing its ch-arging water valve. Steps 9
and 10 require the previously scramn.ed control rod be withdrawn to
its intended position before repeating the scram sequence for the
next control rod.

Contrary to the above:

1. At approximately 3:25 a.m. , on October 6,1991, a licensed
operator did not adhere to the written surveillance procedure in'

that the charging vater valve for control rod P-10, the control
rod selected fer scramming, was closed before withdrawing the
control rod to p3sition 48.

2. At approximately 3:2S a.m., on Octooer 6, 1991, a 11 censed
operat0= did not adhere to the written surveillance procedure in
that the greviously scrammed control rod, L-11, was not withdrawn
to its intended position before control rod P-10 was scrammed.

E. Dresden Technical Specification 6.2.A.2 requires, in part, that
detailed written procedures covering refueling operations be prepared,

_ approved, and adhered to.

Dresden Fuel Handling Procedure 800-32. " Fuel Movement Within the
Spent Fuel Pools," Revision 3, approved July _ 31, 1990, step F,1.t,
states that af ter unlatching the grapple, raise the grappio
approximately 4 inches and attempt to rotate the mast, if the mast
rotates, the_ fuel assembly has disengaged from the grapple.

Contrary to the above, on Octcber 18, 1991, at approximately i

10: 15 p.m., subsequent to unlatching the grapple from a fuel assembly
in location J-9 in the Unit 3 spent fual pool -fuel handlers did not
raise the grapple four inches or rotate the mast to verify that the
grapple was disengaged from the fuel assembly.

This is a Severity level 111 problem (Supplement !).
Civil Penalty - $112,500 (assessed equally among eleven violations).

111. Violations Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. 10_ CFR Part-50 Appendix B, Criterien Ill, " Design Control," requires,

in part that measures be established to assu*e that applicable
regulatory requirements and the design basis as specified in the
license application for those structures, systems, and components to
which this appendix applies, are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

1

1

.
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Notice of Violation 7

,

Contrary to the above, on Septemb 13, 1990, the licensee failed to
assure that applicable regulatory requirements and design basis for

tthe Unit 2 Reactor Building trackway outer door seal were correctly
translated into procedures and instructions. Specifically, during
replacement of the outer door seal, the licensee modified the
applicable design basis from a passive seal to an active seal without
revising the applicable operating procedures to specify the steps
required to activate the seal.

This is a Severity level IV violation (Supplement 1).

B. Technical Specification Section 6.2, " Plant Operating Procedures,"
requires adherence to detailed written procedures, including normal
operation of systems and components involving nuclear safety of the
facility.

Dresden Administrative Procedure 13-3, " Unit 2 Reactor Building
Trackway Interlock Door Access Control " Revision 1, dated
August 22,.1989, which in part-implements Technical Specification
Section 6.2, requires the trackway inner door of the Unit 2 Reactor
Building be continuously attended at all times when the door is in
the open position,

i ,

Contrary to the above, from 8:45 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on June 24, 1991,
the trackway inner door of the Unit 2 Reactor Building was not
continuously attended at all times when the door was in the open

+po$1 tion.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Commonwealth Edison Company '

(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement of explanation to
the Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within ,

30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of-
Civil . Penalties (Notice). This reply should_be clearly marked as a " Reply to a

= Notice of Viciation" and should include for each alleged violation:
(1) admission or denial of the illeged violation, (2) the reasons for the
violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps
that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that .
will be taken to avoid further violations and (5) the date when full compliance
is achieved. If an adeQJate reply is not' received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order or a demand for information may be ti,ued as to why the

i license should not be mciified, suspended, or revoked or why such other actions
as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending
the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath.or
affirmation.

.
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i

Within the same time as provided for the response required under 10 CFR 2.201, e
the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the Directer,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, craft,
money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United
States in the amount of the civil penalties proposed above, or may protest
imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in part, by a written ans er
addressed to the Director, Office of Enforce-ent, U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory )

Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an
order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the Licensee elect
to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalties,
in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a
Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in this dotice in
whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show 'rror in
this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. -

In addition to protesting the civil penalties in whole or in part, such answer
may request remission or mitigation of the penaltias,

in requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), snould be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific ref erence (e.g. , citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee

'is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedura
for imposing a civil penalt es.i

Upon failure to pay any civil cenalties due which subsequently has teen
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and tLe penalties, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civii action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282(c).

The responses noted above (Reply to Notic.e of Violation, letter with payment rt
civil penalties, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be andressed to:
Dir ector, Of fice of Enforocent. U.S. Nuclea- Regulatory Commis ton, AlIN: -

Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Acministrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatsry Commission, Region 111,
799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, I- t'ois 00137, and a copy to tne NRC Retident
Inspector at the Dresden Nuclear E c-o e r Stat 10n.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULAICRY CC'^'I55!ON

f $%' C2(,A+

A. Eert Davis
R eicnal Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois,
ithisf'dayofJanuary 1992
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Docket No. 50-255
License No. DPR-20
EA 91-125

Consumers Power Company
ATTH: Mr. David-P. Hoffman

Vice President - Nuclear
Operations

1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 4920 i

Dear Mr Hoffmn:

SUBJECT: PALISADES NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT ;~

NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $100,000
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-255/90025(DRS) AND NO. 50-255/91202(NRR))

'This refers to the two inspections conducted on September 19, 1990, through
April 18, 1991, and June 10-21, 1991, at the Phlisades Nuclear Generating
Plant. The inspections focused on design engineering, field implementation,
and testing activities associated with the Palisades stean generator replacement
project (SGRP) as well as other plant modifications. During the inspect.ons,
the NRC. identified multiple examples of design control deficiencies in calcula-
tiens and specifications associated with niping and pipe supports. The
deficiencies were documented in the subject inspection reports which were
sent to you by letters dated May 24 and. August 2, 1991. An enforcement
conference was held.on October 15, 1991, to discuss the vio7ations, their
causes, and your corrective actions. The report summarizing the conference was
sent tn'you by letter dated November 4, 1991.

Prob 12ms' identified by|the NRC included errors in calculations, use of
incorrect analytical methods, and misapplicatico.of design basis requirements
and specifications. In view of the numerous deficiencies identified, the
adequacy of design was judged to have been indeterminate in several important
instances, most notably the main steam system piping.

The design contro1 deficiencies are similar to those which were the subject of-
~

a previous escalated enforcement action (EA 89-251). While you took steps.in
.your steam generator replacement project to avoid repetition of those design
control prQ 1 ems, those steps were insufficient. The NRC is particularly ,

concerned that several in-depth technical audits of.your principal design >

contractor-identified deficiencies similar to those found in subsequent NRC

inspections. However, you failed.to adequately address and correct thcse
. deficiencies on a broad _ scale apparently because of schedule and production

'

CERTIFIED ? TAIL
RETURN RECEIPT P.EOUESTED

:
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Consumers Pcher Company -2- January 15, 1992 !

pressure. Had the NRC not become involved, it is not likely that your staff
would have identified and corrected all of the deficiencies that were eventuaMy
identified.

Managerrent made decisions on a number of eccasions during the project ,
proceed with plant rnodifications despite having information incicating it t
extensive design control problems existed. You have stated that taking such en i

approach was justified by the perceived lack of any significant finding (i.e.,
one requiring hardware modification) and your plans to perform additional
technical audits before startup from the outege. We view this approach to be
seriously flawed in several significant ways. First, no consideration appeared
to be given to the cumulative significance of the deficiencies being identified.
With a more complete assessment of the situation, you could and should have'

determined that the problems being identified were not isolated.
'

Secondly, dealing with design control problems in parallel with or after
installation activities creates a situation where schedule and production ;
ccnsterdats ir.ay J.cr:cly affect the ability to objectively identify and !

correct design deficiencies. In this case, to believe that such pressures
hampered your ability to recognize and take appropriate corrective action to
address the prograrmatic breakdown that occurred. Our underlying concern about
such a situation is that, should far-reaching quality control prcblems occur,
there.can be little confidence that significant design problems would not, in
fact, exist unless extensive post-installation evaluations are performed. $uch
evaluations would have to go well beyond auditing procestes. Attempting to
assure quality through inspections and audits performed after the fact when it
is recognized that the production process is flawed, is inconsistent with
fundamental Quality Assurance principles embodied in Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50, and is unacceptable.

Twenty-four (24) violations were identified during the inspections as described
in the enclosed Notice d Violation and Proposed Ic' position of Civil Penalty
(Notice). The violations involved failure to_ assure the regulatory requirements
and design bases ire correctly translated into design documents, feilure to
follow procedures, failure to promptly identify and correct nonconfornancen,
and failure to obtain prior Comission approval for a-chnge to the final
Safety Analysis Report which reduced the margin of safety. While we did not
identify any single deficiency that required irrediate plant modification, the
number and extent of deficiencies indicate tha a breakdown in design controls
associated with piping and pipe supports occurred for the steam generator
replacement project, with the potential for more significant errors. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for hRC Enforce- .

ment Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the
violations are categorized in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem,

Me recognize that specific corrective actions have been taken for each of the
violations as documented in Appendices 1 II, and.III to your enforcement

_ _

k
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Consumers Power Company -3- January 15. 1992
4

|

conference presentation. Additionally, as documented in your July 9, 1991,
letter to the NRC, you comitted to improve your performance in the areas of
modification engineerine and engineering practices through several broad-
corrective actions, inese actions included final Safety Analysis Report
revisions to clarif. piping and pipe support design criteria and reduce
ambiguity; specification upgradest impicmentation cf an umbrella document
to tie specification and procedural requirements together; an assessment of

|pipe and pipe support engineering by a contractor; third party eviews of your
Nuclear Engineering and Construction Organt:ation analyses; and a main steam-
line reanalysis. Several of these actions have been completed as discussed in
the August 7, 1991, meeting at NRC headquarters. Other actions, including the
reanalysis of.the main steam piping system by a third party independent of your
first contractor, are still ongoing.

We recognize that prior to restart,'the technical issues were reviewed between
your staff and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and safety concerns - !

were not identified that would prohibit startup. Nevertheless, to emphasite
the need to establish and implement improved controls in the general area of
design, and specifically in the piping and pipe support area, as well as the
control of your contractors, I have been authorized, after consultation with
the Director Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research, to issue the
enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the
cumulative amount of $100,000 for the Severity Level III problem.

The use value of a Severity Level III problem is $50,000. The escalation and
mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy werc considered. Full 50 percent ,

escalation of the base civil penalty was warranted for identification and -i

reporting in'that the NRC identified all of the violations. Full 50 percent
mitigation of +.he base civil penalty was warranted for your extensive
corrective actions discussed above. Full 100 percent escalation of the base
civil penalty was warranted for your poor past performance. The design control
issues are similar to the issucs identified in the February 1990 (EA 89 751) ,

Notice as_noted above. The other escalation /nitigation factors were considered
and no further adjustment was considered appropriate.: Therefore, based on the
above, the base civil penalty was increased by 100 percent.

You are reouired to respond to this . letter and shuuld . follow the instructior.s
specified in the enclosed. Notice when preparing your response. In your

,

response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional ;

actions.you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is.
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC: regulatory requirements.

rIn accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a ccpy of
this letters and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC fublic Document Room. ,

_ _ _

>
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Consun;ers Power Company -4- January 15. 1992

The responses ditected by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budge as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

,

Sincerely,

AA

A. Bert Day s

Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation and '

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

ec w/ enclosure:
. Gerald B. Slade General Manager,-Palisades
- P. M. Donnelly, Safety and Licensing Director
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
OC/LFDCB.
ResidentLinspector. RIII '

James R. Padgett, Michigan Public Service Conraission
Michigan Department of Public Health !

Palisades LPH, NRR
SRI. Big Rock Point

,

I
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
Ah0-

PROPOSED. IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Consumers Power Conpany Dncht No, 50-256

Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant License No. DPR-20
EA 91-125

,-

:

During two NRC inspections conducted on SeptemLar 19, 1990, ttrough Arril 18,
1991, and oune 10-21, 1991, violations of NRC requirements were identified. In
accordance with the _" General Statement r* Pelicy and Procedure for NRC Enforce-
ment Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, ApperJix '. (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory
Ccmission proposes to impose a civil penolty pursuant to Section 234 of the

. Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 47 U,S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205.
The particJlar Violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III. required, in part, that
-

measures be established to assure that regulatory requirements and design
bases are correctly translated into design documents. Also, design
control measures shall provide for verifying or checking the adequacy of
design.

A. The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR), Section 5.7.4.1, " Seismic Analysis of CPCo Design
Class 1 P1 ping," states that piping systems were analyzed for each-
horizontal direction combined simultaneously with the vertical
direction (absolute sum method).

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically, Palisades Specification M-195, " Require-
ments for the Design and Analysis of Palisades Plant Safety Related
Piping and Instrument Tubing,' Revision 1, dated May 9, 1990, Section'

5.10.4.1.2, " Combination of Directional Respenses," which implements
UFSAR Section 5.7.4.1, specified that when the 1/2% damping 1rves
were used, the vertical and horizontal responses were to be combined
using the square root sum of the squares (SRSS) methods. The SRSS
method is less conservative than the absolute sum method.

B. The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant, UFSAR, Section 5.7.1.3, " Floor
Design Response Spectra," stated that floor response spectra peaks
for the centainment bu'1 ding nztural frequencies were widened 210% to
account for va-iations in soil and structural materici properties.

-Contrary to the nuove, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design

|

4
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documentr. Specifically, Palisades Specification M-195, "Raquirements
for the Orsign .end Analysis of Palisades Plant safety Related Piping
and Instrument Tubing," fevision 1, dated May 9,1990 Attachment 3,
" Original Palisades Plaat Response Spectra and Building Displacements,"
documents that the response spectra peaks 'or the first natural
frequencies of the containment were only widened between 6.f'; and
7.77% on five of the seven floor elevations. For the second natural
frequency of the containment, the response spectra peaks for four of
the seven floor elevations were widened less than 10%. For ' ,- third
natural frequency of the containment interns. tructure, th was- ,

not widened for elevation 649 feet.

C. The Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant, UFSAR, Section 5.7.2 1,
" Containment Building," stated that the results of the final seismic
dynamic analyses were shown in Figure S.7-7, " Containment Building -

Maximum Seismic Response (OBE)," which gave zero period accelerations
(ZPA) values for various elevations in containment.

Contrary to the above, adecuate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically, Palisades Specificaticn M-195, " Require-
ments for the Design and Analysis of Palisades Plant Safety Felated
Piping and Instrument Tubing," Revision 1, dated May 9, 1990,
Attachment 3, " Original Palis Jes Plant Response Spectra and Building
Displacement," specified ZPA values that were less conservative than
values listed in the UFSAR. For example, for elevation 590 feet, the
ZPA value in UFSAR Figure 5.7-7 is 0.119, and is 0.100 in M-195,
Attachment 3.

D. The Palisades Nuclear Pcwer Plant, UFSAR, Section 5.1.4.1, " Seismic
A.ialysis of CPCo Design Class 1 Piping," as implemented by Palirades
Specificatic N-195, " Requirements for the Design and Analysis cf
Palisades Plant Safety Related Piping anc Instrument Tubing".
Revision 1, dated May 9, 1990, Paragraph 5.10.4.1, " Seismic :nertia,"
recuire that for piping systems spanning two or mori elevations, the
response spectrum curve for the elevation closest to and higher
than the center of mass of the piping system be used.

Contrary to the above, adeouate measures were not established to
dtsure that cecign bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifica lly, Ca lculation No. SGRP-PDS-033, " Pipe Stress
Analysis of Steam Generator ESCA Main Steam System," Revision 1,
dated September 6, 1990, and Revision 2, dated January 21, 1991,
Paragraph 3.7, " Applicable Seismic Input," used a response spectrum
curve for structural elevation 6a9 which was 16 feet lower than the
center of mass et the piping r,ystem.

E. Pelisades Specification M-195, " Requirements for the Design and
Analysis f Palisade! Plant Safety Related Piping and Instrunent
Tubing," cvision 1, dated May 9,1990, Paragraph 5.10.4.2, " Seismic
Anchor EcVenents (SEN)," specified that the total seismic displace-
mert will be used in the analysis of br:nch piping.

,|

'
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.3 -

Contrary to the above,1 adequate measures were-not established to -;
assure that design bases'were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically.. Calculation SSRP PDS.C33, " Pipe Stress
Analysic- of Steam _ Generator E50A Main Steam System," Revision 1,
dated September 6,.1990, used SAM displacements from structural-
slevation 649 feet which neglected the additional SAM displacement
from_the actual attachment point of the piping system to the steam
generator at elevation 677 feet. '

i

F. Palisades Specification M-195 " Requirements for the Design and
Analysis of Palisades Plant Safety Related Piping and Instruinent
Tubing," Revision 1, dated May 9,1990, Paragraph 5,'10.4.2, " Seismic
Anchor Movements (SAN)," specified that individual structure SAM
displacements _shall be taken from Attachment 4 to M-195 for the Code

- Case N-411 seismic criteria.

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were corr.ctly translated into. design
documeus. Specifically, Bechtel Specification No. 20557-G-001P,
" Design Criteria Docanents for Palisades Nuclear Plant Steam
Generator Peplacement," Revision 3, dtted October 31, 1990, Paragraph

;4.4.2.4.2, "Seisnic Anchor Movements," did not' include the SAM
-displacements from Attachment 4 to M-195 for the Code Case N-411
seismic criteria.

G. The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant. UFSAR, Section 5.10.1.1, "CPCo
Design Cicss 1 Pipir;g," stated that piping was designed to USA

-Standard 831.1.0-1967. " Power Piping Code (Code)." Paragraph 120.2.4 .
-

of the Code requires that for supplementary steel, no modification
for allowable st essas for hydrostatic test periods wil', be permitted.

,

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that-design bases;were correctly translated into design
documents. -Specifically, Palisades Specification C-173, " Technical

1 Requirements for the-Analysis and Design of Safety Related Pipe
-Supports," Revision 2,-dated Novembt - 21,'1990, Tables 1.0 and 2.0,
specified increased allowables for suppiementary steel during
hydrostatic test _ periods.

' H. ? The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant, UFSAR JSection 5.10.1.1, "CPCo
Design _ Class 1- Piping," stated that: piping was designed to-USA
Standard B31.1.0-1967,'"PoWr Piping Code. " Paraaraph 121.2.1 of the
Code specified that fixed pipe restraints be structurally suitable to
withstand the thrust, movements and other loads ' imposed dt r ing the
[ thermal) expansion and contraction-of piping.

Contrary to the-above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents; Specifically, Palisades Spec Mication C-173, " Technical

' Requirements for the Analysis and Design of Safety Related Pipe-

-_
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Suppcrts," Section 5.4.2, " Friction Load," Revision 1, soecified that
the existing pipe restraints be analyzed for friction forcec caused
by dead loads only and cid not include friction forces caused by the
loads due to thermal expansion and contraction on the pipe supports.

.

I. Palirades Specification C-173, " Technical Requirements for tFe
Analysis and Design of Safety Related Pipe Supports," Paragraph

*5.10.3. " Shear Lugs," Revision 1, specifies that when more than hali
of tne lugs were considered effective, the lead was to be assigned
based on the relative flexibility of the supporting members.

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically, Calculation MSA-PD-EB1-H3, " Pipe Support
Design for Main Steam System," Revisice 2, dated January 21, 1991 -

assumed that the_ restraining forces were ecually distributed between
the only two lugs (more than half uf the lugs) even though the
flexibility of the supporting members was ditferent by a factor of
two.r

J. Palisa# s Specification C-173, -lechnica'l Requirements for the
Analysis and Design of Safety Related Pipe Support," Paragraph 5.7.1,

)" Deflection General Requirements," Revision 1, specifies that the
total deflection of the pipe support shall not exceed 1/16 inch.

Contrary to the above, adecuate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically, Calculation MSA-PD-ESI-H3, " Pipe Support
Design for Main Stean System," Revision 2, dated January 21, 1991,
failed to recogni e that +he total deflection of the pipe support
exceeded 1/16 inch,

K. Bechtel Specification No. 20557-G-001F, " Design Criteria Documents
for Palisades Nuclear Plant Steam Generator Replacement Project "
Revision 3, dated October 31, 1990, Paragraph 5.4.17.1.1, " Baseplate
Design-General," specified that analyses must acccunt for expansion
anchor bolt flexibilities as applicable in Appendix P of the
specification.

Contrary to the above, adecuate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated inte design
documents. Specifically, Calculation MSH-PD-EB1-H3, " Pipe Suppet
Design for Main Steam System," Revision 2, dated January 21, 1991,
used c flexibility value derived frcn expansion anchor data whicn was
not applicable to the four through-bolted one inch diameter rods
attaching the baseolate to the structure.

L. Bechtel Specification No. 20557-G-00lP, " Design Criteria Docunents
for Palisades nuclear Plar,t Steam Gererator Replacecent Project,"

'

|
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Revisten 3 Paragraph 4.4.1.4, " Stress Intensificctior, factors,"
specified that piping analysis should use the applicable ANSI B31.1-
stress-intensification fcctors. -The ANSI B31.1 stress intensifi--

cation factor.(SIF) equation, taken from 1973 Edition with Summer of
1973 Addenda, stated that it was applicable only if certain field
installation conditions were met.

Contrary to the above, Calculation SGRP-PDS-003, " Pipe Stress
Analysis of Steam Generator E50A Blowdown Piping,' Revision 5, dated
August 21, 1990, utilized the ANSI B31.1 Code eauation to calculate
SIFs for several branch connections but did not specify nor verify
that the Code specified conditions were met.

M. The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant, UFSAR, Section 5.10.1.2, stated
that pipe supports were designed using the criteria of the American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Specification, Seventh Edition,
1970. Part 4 of-the AISC Specification for prequalified welded
joints stated that fillet welds for skewed T-joints were limited to a
minimum angle of 60* and that for angles less than 60', the weld was
considered a partial penetration groove weld.

.

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not c W iished to
assure that design bases were correctly translated in % design
documents. Specifically, for Drawing No, M101-6010 " Pipe Support
Number SGAB-PD-H9," Revision 3 dated November 10, 1990 Field Change
Notice No. 293 resulted in a skewed T-joint weld angle of approxi-
mately 49' and the affected portion of the weld was not changed from
a fillet weld to a partial penetration groove weld.

N.. The Palisades Nuclear Powe- ant UFSAR, Section 5.7.4, " Seismic-
Analysis of CPCo Design Class 1 Piping," stated that use of the
higher damping values, specified in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section III, Code Case N-411,' required
adherence to the cenditions-specified in Regulatory Guide"1.84,

-Revision 24. Regulatory Guide 1.84, Revision 24, included the
condition that analyses using these damping values had to employ
current seismic spectra and procedure. The current Standard Review

_

__ Plan, NUREG-0800, Revision 2 July 1901, stated that seismic analysis
of equipment supported at two or more' locations required the use of-
tre upper bound envelope of the spectra at all support attachment
points.

Contrary to the above, adecuate measures _were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. Specifically, Calculation SGRP-PDS-002, " Pipe Stress
Analysis of Steam Generator E508, Recirculation Piping Inside
Containment," Revision 8, January 10, 1991,_did not use upper bound
envelope seismic response spectra values in that it utilized spectra
frnn elevation 649 feet when the highest structural attachment-point
was on the steam generator at eleNation 661 feet.
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Notice of Violation -6-

D. Bechtel Specification Nc. 20557-G-0GlP "Desigit Criteria for
Palisades' Nuclear Plant Steam Generator Replacement Project "
Revision 3.-dated October 31, 1990, Table B-4, es referenced in
Paragraph S,4.17. L1 of the specification for capacity reduction due
to shear cone overlap, stated that, if the spacing was smaller than

-specified, the allowable anchor bolt design capacity shall be reduced
in proportion to the ratio for the spacing provided to the spacing
required..

Contrary to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into duign

. documents. Specifically, Calculation SGRP-PD-H14 " Pipe Support
Design for Steam Generatcr E50B Blowdown," Revision 2, dated January 31,
1991, failed to evaluate the allowable anchor bolt design capacity
when the installed configuration had a spacing smaller than
specified.-

Also, contrary to the above, Revision 3, dated March 1, 1991, of the
above listed calculation, did not reduce the anchor bolt capacity by
the ratio of the spacing provided to the spacing required, but
instead used a enethodology based on " reserved" concrete concept which
had no previously established basis.

P. Palisades Administrative Procedure No. 9.11. " Engineering Analysis,"
Revision 4, dated December 28, 1989, Paragraph 6.4.2.b. " Detailed
Technical Reviews," stated that detailed review shall verify the
accuracy, completeness, and- adequacy of the engineering analysis.

Contrary to the above. adequate tceasures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design
documents. -Specifically, the detailed technical review performed for '

Calculation EA-SC-90-063-01, " Change K-8 Turbine to Class II (675
psiib50V)," Revision 2, dated November 27, 1990, did not consicer

-the-effects of the additional moments caused by the addition of an
eccentric reducer nor the effect on the stress intensification factor
for_the eccentric reducer which was not defined in the piping cesign
Code,

Q. Palisaces Specification C-173, " Technical Requirements for the
Analysis and Design of Safety Rolated Pipe Supports,". Revision 1,

_ Paragraph-5.11.5, " Rod Hangers," required that when double rod
hangers were used-on a verticaliriser pipe, the hanger components and
supporting structures were to be designed to take_the total design
. load on cne side.

,

I Contrary to the above, adecuate measures were not establishec to
i- assure that design bases were ::crrectly translated into design'

documents. Specifically, Calculation EA-03340-HC12-H1, " Safeguards
Room Contair.rtent Sump Drains-Support Package," Revision 3. dated May 28,
1990, for a double rod hanger on a. vertical riser pipe, evaluated,

!

,

,
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the' hanger _ components and supporting structures with half of the
total design' load on each side..

R. The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant UFSAR, Seculon 5,10.1.1, "CPCo
,

Design Class 1 Piping " stated that piping was designed to USA
Standard B31.1.0-1967,_" Power Piping Code." Paragraph 127.4.8(c) of
the Code stated,that branch connections which abut the outside
surface of the run wall shall be attached by means of full pene-
tration welds.

Contrary ~to the above, adequate measures were not established to
assure that design bases were correctly translated into design

, documents. Specifically, instructions given_to the welder on Repair
Inspection Checklists for welds No. 1 and No. 10 on Drawing 24804973,

- dated August.23, 1988, and welds No. 1 and No. 14 on Drawing 24804972,
- dated August 27, 1988, specified attachment welds for all four branch
connection as fillet welds. Fillet welds are *)ot full penetration
welds.

II. :10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, required, in part, that
activities affecting quality shall be accomplished in accordence with
prescribed instructions and procedures.

.

A. Palisades Administrative Procedure 3.03, " Corrective Action,"
Revision 4,.0ctober 8, 1988, Paragraph 6.5, " Completion of Corrective
Actions," stated that if the corrective action taken differs from the
proposed action specified'by the Plant Review Cemittee (PRC), the
event; report shall be returned to the PRC for concurrence.

Contrary to the above,_the corrective actions taken on December 27,
'

; 3

1990, for Event Repert No. E-PAL-89-030P,~in accordance with the
licensee's response to the NRC dated December 18,' 1989. differed from
the_attions'specified by the PRC and the event report was not
returned to the PRC for concurrence. Specifically, the proposed
corrective action _--specified internal visual verification that four
welds were full penetration welds, and the actual corrective action

: consisted of a documentation review and interviews with welding
: supervisors.

Palisades Administrative Procedure 3.07, " Safety Evaluations "D..
Revision 4, dated January 23, 1990, Paragraph.5.2.4, required that--

when answering each Safety Review question, the preparer list in the
- safety evaluation FSAR sections affected by the iten under review.

. Contrary to the above, in Safety Review, FS&L Log No. 90-0797, |"Me in_ .
Steam System," FC-911,-Revision 0,--dated September 26. 1990s the-
-preparer did not:iist UFSAR Section 5.7.4, " Seismic Analysis of CPCo~

,

Design Class 1 Piping," and consequently failed to note that UFSAR
Section 5- 7.4.1 and Figure 5.7-27, were directly af fected by this.

- change to the facility.

j
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Notice of Violation' -8-

III. 10 CFR Part|SO,-Appenoix B, Criterion XVI, requireo, in part, that
-measures be' established to assure that nonconformances were promptly
identified and corrected.

:A- Contrary to the above, the established measures were insufficient to
assure that nonconformances were promptly identified and corrected in
that the action taken on December 27, 1990, to resolve Event Report
E-PAlr89-030P failed to include proper verification of Weld No. 14 on
Drawing 24804972 and Weld No. 1 on Drawing 24804973 which were
subsequently found to be nonconforming welds. -Specifically, the
licensee did not verify full weld penetration before closing out the

-event report.

B. Contrary to the above, during a maintenance outage in May 1990, the
licensee identified a leaking weld in the containment spray header,
which constituted a nonconformance to the American Society of_

_

Mechanical Engineers, Section XI, 1983 Edition -IWA 5250, " Corrective
Mcasures," and failed to assure the nonconformance was promptly
corrected. Specifically, the licensee returned the reactor to power

-with the. weld in a nonconforming condition, and did not correct
the leaking weld until approximately four months later.

C. Contrary to the above, corrective action taken in response to
Palisades Quality Assurance (OA) Auoits SGRP-SV-90-Al and

-SGRP-SV-90-A2 conducted in February 1990 and July 1990 respectively,
did not correct the identified design control program deficiencies in
that the same types of design = control deficiencies continued to be
identified as documented in thr Palisades QA Audit SGRP-SV-91-Al
conducted in January and February-1991. Specifically, QA Audit
SGRP-SV-91-Al documented over 100 comments, questions or concerns as
examples of failing.to meet ANSI N45.2.ll QA requirements for design
of nuclear. power plants.

IV. 10 CFR 50.59, " Changes, Tests and Experiments." stated that licensees may
make changes to the facility as described in the safety analysis report

: without . prior Comission approval unless the proposed change involves an
unreviewed safety question, including a reduction in the margin of safety
defined in the basis fcr any technical specification.

Contrary'to the above,-in the change to the Final Safety Analysis Report
_(FSAR),-dated October 24, 80, the-licensee reduced the margin of safety
inherent in the original aismic design basis discussed in Palisades
Technical Specification Paragraph 4.16 by increasing the allowable stress
value for certain piping frcm 1.lSy to 2.4Sh without prior _NRC approval
and.has used this increased stress allowable in all piping analyses since
that-time.

- This is a Severity Level III prcblem (Suppleroent I).
. Cumulative Civil Per.alty - $i00,000 (assassed equally ar.:eng the E4 violatiers).

|
;

i
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- Notice of Violation- -9-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company (Licersee)
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the
Director, Office: of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30
days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition ef-Civil
Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to'a Notice
of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons fer the violation if admitted,
and-if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the results achieved. (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be'

proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to exten'fing the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the
Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay.the civil penalty by letter addressed to the 1

Director,-Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
check, draft, noney order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the-civil penalty proposed above, or may

-protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission._ Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file er answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the
civil; penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly markec as an
" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation (s) listed in
this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, .

|(3) show error in'this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should
_

not be imposed. -In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in |
'part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of tu penalty.

:In_ requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of,10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explaration in reply pursuant tc 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific refarence (e.g., citinc
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention cf the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised,' renitted, or mitigated, nay be collected by civil ection pursuant
to Sectice 234c of the Act, a2 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answer tc a Notice of Viciation) should be addressed to:

.
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Notice of Violation - 10 -
,

Director, Office 'of. Enfo-cement, 'U.S. ' Nuclear-Regulatory Comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk. Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region III, 799 Roosevelt

' Road.. Glen Ellyn, Illinois. 60137, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at
.the Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0fEISSION

'

/

"I,3
A. Ber Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this 15th day of January 1992

,

_ _

|

|

I
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Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414
License Nos. NPF-35 and NPf 52
EA 91-191

Nke Power Company
ATTN: Mr. M. S. Tuckman

Vice President
Catawba Nuclear Station

Post Office Box 256
Clover, South Carolina 29710

Gentlemen:

$UBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY - $15,000
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05, 50-413/91-27 AND 50-414/91-27)

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission (NRC) inspection conducted by
:ir. W. Orders on November 3 - December 10, 1991, at the Catawba Nuclear Station.
The inspection included a review of the facts and circumstances related to five
examples of failure to follow procedures, which were identified by your staff,
associated with the control room ventilation system shared by both units, the
Unit 2 safety injection system, and various Unit 2 containment penetrations.
The report documenting this inspection was sent to you by-letter dated
December 31, 1991. As a result of this inspection, a violation of NRC require-
ments was identified and was considered to be a repeat violation involving
configuratica control. An enforce.nent conference was held on January 15, 1992,
in the NRC Region II office to discuss the violation, and the adverse trend,
the repetitive nature of these problems, the causes, and your corrective actions
to preclude recurrence. A summary of this conference was sent to you by letter
dated January 21, 1992.

The violation described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) involved five examples of failure to
adequately implement plant procedures. The first example involved an incorrect
breaker alignment in the Control Room Ventilation (VC) system which resulted in
both trains of the VC system being inoperable for approximately 90 minutes on
September 13 -1991. The second example involved a valve misalignment during
testing of the 2A Safety Injection Pump which resulted in the pump experiencing
runout flow on startup for testing on November 17, 1991. The third example
involved an inaopropriate verification of the '2B steam generator pressure
operated relief valve (PORV) drain line isolation valve on November 16, 1991,
as being closed when it was actually open, The fourth example involved an
inappropriate verification of a 2C steam generator outlet header drain block
valve on November 18, 1991, as being closed when it was actually open. The
fif th example involved the verification of the "inside" containment isolation
lineup on November 18, 1991, when verification of the "outside" containment
isolation was required to be verified. During the period these failures
occurred, Unit 1 was at full power and Unit 2 was in a refueling outage. This
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violation with five examples has been categorized at Severity Level IV in
accordance with the " General Statement of rolicy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions,'' (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991).

This current violation is similar to three previous violations identified since
June 1991, involving configuration control and independent verification problems.
The letter transmitting NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-413/91 m and 50-414/91-13
issued on June 26, 1991, discussed the hRC's concerns regarding continuing
configuration control problems at the Catawba Nuclear Station and cautioned that

.more significant enforcement sanctions could result from your lack of ef fective
corrective actions fo= configuration control problems. You were advised that
an enforcement conference would not be conducted nor would a civil penalty be
proposed for those violations. However, a management meeting was conducted in
the Region 11 office on July 29, 1991, with you and your staff to discuss
configuration control problems and the actions taken or proposed to correct
those problems.

;

By letter dated July 30, 1991, NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-413/91-15 and
50-414/91-15 was issued and it addressed a configuration control problem that
occurred on June 4.1991, involving the failure of control roort operators to
provide an adequate suction to an operating centrifugal charging pump. This was
cited as a Severity level IV violation and was included for discussion at the
management meeting conducted on July 29, 1991.

By letter dated October 31, 1991, NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-413/91-21 and
- 50 al4/91-21 was issued and it addressed the NRC's concern regarding personnel
failing to follow station procedures governing independent verification require-
ments when performing maintenance and surveillance activities. It was pointed
out that repetitive examples of inadequate independent verification had been
noted, and you were urged to apply additional management. attention in that area.

In responding to these earlier violations both in correspondence and in your
discussions at the July 29th management meeting, you outlined your proposed
short-term and long-term corrective actions. Some short-term corrective actions
focused on the individuals involved in the violations, and the long-term correc-
tive actions included procedural and other administrative revisions =, personnel
training, comunication enhancements, equipment improvements, and increased
management involvement.

During the January- 15, 1992 enforcement conference, you stated your belief
that the broader problems with configuration- control have been substantially
improved. but acknowledged that a problem still exists with operator errors
related to component positioning. You provided examples-of your long-term
corrective actions such as the Total Quality Management concept and The Journey ~

- To Excell.ence Program that are being implemented at the Catawba Nuclear Station.
The NRC recognizes that some corrective actions, once implemented, will take

. considerable time to become fully effective and produce a permanent change.
However, the trend of failure to establish adequate measures for plant configu-
ration control is a significant and continuing concern to the NRC because of the
number of occurrences of this violation in the recent past. A trend of recur-
ring violations is of particular concern because the NRC expects licensees to
learn from past failures and take corrective action to preclude recurrence.
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Although the NRC does not nortnally consider conetary civil penalties f or
Severity Level !Y violations, the Enforcement Policy does provide for such
penalties when it is evident that the licensee has not implemented effective
corrective action for previous similar violations. The staff finds that such
is the case in this situation and that a civil penalty is warranted.

To emohasize the importance of ensuring that developed and implemented
corrective actions are effective in precluding the occurrence of similar viola-
tions, I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Exucutive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations' and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $15,000 for the
Severity Level IV violation. The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity
Level IV violation is $15,000.

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy wen considered.
After considering the fact that you identified the violations, the fact th.c
proposed long-term cnrrectiYe actions are open-ended and have yet W be fully
defined or scheduled for implementation, and the fact _that_you have had poor
prior performance in this area, on balance, no adjustment to the base civil
penalty has been deemed' appropriate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your response,
you should document the specific actions taken and any additional actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. Your response should also. address two auditional
examples of configuration control problems that are documented in NRC Inspec-
tion Report Nos. 50-413/91-28 and 50-414/91-28 which was sent to you by letter
dated February 5,1992, and involved the operation of the 2B Containment Sprey
pump-with no suction source and an inadvertent main turbine roll which occurred

- during post-modification testing, in addition, your_ response should include a
description and schedule for tha procedural changes that wi_ll implement the
improved Duke Power Company _ (DP , guidance on independent verification that was
discussed during the enforcement conference and actions being taken to emphasize
to your staff the importance, from a safety perspective, of adhering to procedures,
positive comunications, and accurate records.

After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions and the:results of future inspections : the NRC will determine whether
further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required

- by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.
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Should you have any ouestions concerning this letter, please contact us.

SincereTy,

t//4 '

Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and. Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl:
A. V. Carr, Esq.
Duke Power Company
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28242-0001

J. Michael McGarry. 111, Esq.
Bishop,' Cook, Purcell and Reynolds
1400 L Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20005'

North Carolina MPA-1
Suite 600
P. O. Box 29513~
Raleigh, NC 27626-0513

Heyward G. Shealy, Chief
Bureau of Radiological Health
South Carolina Department of Health

and Environmental Control
2600 Bull Street
-Columbia', SC 29201

Richard P. Wilson, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General-
S. C.' Attorney General's Office
P. O. Box 11549-
Columbia, SC 29211

Michael Hirsch
Federal Emergency Management Agency
500 C Street, SW, Room 840
Washington, D. C. 20472

cc w/ enc) cont'd: (see next page)
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h0TICE OF V!OLATION
AhD

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PEhALTY

Duke Power Company Docket Nos. 50-413 ano 40-414 !

Catawba Nuclear Station License Nos. NPF-35 and NPF-52
Units 1 and 2 EA 91-191

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 3 - December 10, 1991, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Ccurmission proposes to impose a civil
penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amei ded
( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particula violation and
associated civil penalty are set forth below:

Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures be
-established, implemented and maintained covering the operation of the
control room aree ventilation system, maintaining containment integrity
and performing surveillance tests on safety-related equipment.

Contrary to -the above, procedures were not adequately implemented as
evidenced by the following examples:

1. On September 13, 1991, at approximately 5:00 a.m., operators failed
to follow Operations Management Procedure OMP2;18. "Tagout Removalu

'

ind Restoration (R&R) " when R&R 01-2764 was implemented on breaker
IEKPG-21 as opposed to the intended breaker IEXPG-22. This resulted
in both trains of control room ventilation (VC) system being ,

inoperable for a period of approximatcly one and a half hours.

| 2. On November 17, 1991, at approximately 4:00 a.m., an operator failed
to follow procedure PT/12/A/4200/13H, "N!/NV Check Valve Movement
Test," when he was aligning valves to support system testing and
signed off two valves 2N! IISA and 2NI 150B as beir.g closed when they
were actually cpen. This resulted in the train "A" safety injection
(NI) pump experiencing runout flow on startup for the test.

3. On November 16, 1991, a non-licensed operator, when completing
performance test PT/2/A/4200/02E, " Verification of Refueling
Containment Integrity," verified with a sign-off that valve 2SV-66,
a' 28 steam generator power operated relief valve (PORV) drain line
valve, was closed when it was actually open.

4. On November 18, 1991, a non-licensed operator when completing
performance test PT/2/A/4200/02E, " Verification of Refueling
Containment Integrity," verified with a sign-off that valve 2SM-103,.
a 2C steam generator outlet header drain valve, was closed when it
was actually opened.
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Notice of Violation .?-

E 5. On Noverber 18, 1991, operations personnel verified that the "inside"
unitaincnt isciat% lin%p we correct instead of the "outside"
containr:ent imletion lineup as required by the operations vuovo.'L.
worksheet.

ThisLis a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement !).
Civil Penalty 515,0.00

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR_2.201, Duke power Company (Licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director,
Office. of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission, within 30 days of
the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty

- ( Noti ce) . This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Hotice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) ar.hission or
_ denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted,
and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the resalts achieved. .(4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the license should
not be roodified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper
should_not be taken. Consideraticn may be given to extending the response time
for good-cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act,
42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affinnation.

,

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil-penalty by letter addressed to the

-Director, Office of_ Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
ched, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in thc amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the
time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty _will be issued. Should to -

Licensee elect to file an answer in 3ccordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting tt
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
" Answer to a-Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation listed in
this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances.

- (3)'show error in this- Notice, or (4). show other reasons why the penalty should
not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty,

in requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
n Section V.B of.10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any

written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from = the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

|-
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Notice of Violation 1 --3-
'

...

~

'

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CTR 2.205, this
natter faay be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless com-
promised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of:the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed
to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
ATTNi Document Control Desk Washington, D.C. 20555 with-a copy to the
Regional. Administrator. U.$. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region !!, and
a copy to the NRC. Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of '

this Notice.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 14th day of February 1992
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Docket No. S' -2690
. License No. DPR-3S
EA 91-167=

Duke' Power Company
~ ATTN: Mr. J. W. Hampton

Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Station-

. Post Office Box 1439.
Seneca,_ South Carolina 29679

Gentlemen:-

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION' AND PROPOSED'lMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES -
$125,000 (INSPECTION REPOR_T NO. 50-269/91-32)

This refers to the Nuclear. Regulatory Comissicn (NRC) inspection ennducted by
Mr.,R.- Crienjak on November 5-7, 1991, at the Oconee Nuclear Station, his was
a' fo'Iowup inspection to the Augmented inspection Team (AIT) inspectior,r, con--

Cucten at:-the Oconee Nuclear Station during the period September 0-13 -1991,
which reviewed the facts and circumstances-associated with the-degradition of
. decay heat removal;on September 7,:1991,-and during the period Septemter 20-25,-
1931, which reviewed the facts-and circumstances associated with the

.over-pressurization of the Low Pressure Injection (LPI) System piping er
Sep tember 19-20,11991.

The AIT was chartered on September 9,1991',tand subsequently updated on?
S- ept'mber 20, 1991. to develop and validate the sequence of events associated

.

with both?the degradation of decay _ heat removal and the over-pressurization of
-LP1' system piping. A Confinnation of Action Letter dated September 20 1991,
was- forwarded.to you which discussed certain actions you agreed to-take as a '

result o.f the events. In addition, a management meeting-with your staff:was
~

conducted. in the; Region !! office on September 25, 1991, to-discuss the events
and on September 27, :1991, you satisfied those portions of' the Confirmation of-

' Action. letter ~necessary to restart . Unit 1. -The report documenting' the AIT :
inspection was sent to you'by letter dated October 30 1991. The followup
inspection report was sent tu you by letter dated December 6,.1991. As a
result of inspection activities associated with'these two events,:significant
failures to comply with NRC regulatory requirements were identified. On
December 18, 1991, an enforcement conference was-held to discuss the violations.

= their cause, and your corrective actions to preclude recurrence. A sumary of
_this conference was_sent to you by letter dated December 20, 1991.

.

-
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' The first event' involves the degradation of decay heat removal that cccurred on
September _7,1991, while unit I was in a refueling outage. A non-licensed
operator reported from the reactor building to the control room that he
observed a significant amount of steam coming from the reactor vessel area
and that the water in the reactor vessel was churning. The operators in the
control. roan subsequently noted that the LP! pump suction temperature was
indicating _ abnormally high at 187 degrees F. They also noted that the Low
Pressure Service Water flow to the decay heat cooler was indicating zero flow.
The other LPI system train was imediately aligned and decay heat cooling was
restored. Apparently, the "A" flow control valve controller on the Low
Pressure Service Water system had been improperly set and this resulted in
decay heat not being removed over a period of approximately four hours.
Items A and B of the enclosed Notice of Violation and Preposed Imposition
of Civil Penalties (Notice) are related to this event.

The second event involves the over-pressurization of LPl system piping that
occurred on September 19-20, 1991, while unit I was in a refueling outage.
Centrol room personnel failed to follow the start-up procedure which resulted
in the over-pressurization of portions of the LPI system and the subsequent
loss of approximately 12,400 gallons of reactor coolant to the auxiliary
building floor. items C and D of the enclosed Notice are associated with
this event.-

Item A involves five violationr of failure to follow procedures and inadequate
procedures that contributed to the September 7,1991 loss of decay heat removal-
event. These violations include: 1) the inadeqacy of an operating procedure
for the LPI system that did not contain guidance for aligning the LPI system in
the decay heat removal mode, 2) the inadequacy of a periodic instrument
surveillance procedure that did not prescribe an adequate frequency for the
recording of reactor coolant temperature to ensure that reactor coolant
temperature was being maintained in ac w dance with all requirements (the
requirement to record reactor coohnt taperature every 12 hours contributed
to the failure to detect reactor coolant temperature increase (110 degrees F
to 187 degrees F) during a four-hour period), 3) the failure to follow temporary-
test procedure requirements not to exceed 140 degrees F maximum reector coolant
temperature'during valve operation test and evaluation system (VOTES) testing
which resulted in the temperature requirements being exceeded by 47 degrees F,
4) the failure to follow operational procedures that required control room
personnel to ensure continuous safe shutdown conditions and maintenance of
critical safety parameters which resulted in reactor coolant temperature
increasing 77 degrees F above the expected temperature of 110 degrees F, and
5) the failure to. follow procedures that required the utilization of effective
communications during normal and abnormal plant operations and resulted in the
Train A LPI system being placed in operation without coordination with VOTES

~

testing personnel.

Item B involves the failure to identify the non-operational status of a
nuclear' safety-related system, specifically Train A of the LPI system.
Consequently, when Train A of the LPI system was called into ser vice to respond
to an elevated' Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature during the degradation
of decay heat removal _ event, the 3ystem was lost because VOTES testing personnel.
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who had cycled one of the system valves closed interrupting the system flow,
had not been informed by control room operators that testing should be stopped
and that the system w45 being placed into service.

Item C involves three violations of f ailure to follow procedures that
contributed to the September 19-20, 1991 LPI system piping over pressurization
event. These violations include: 1) the failure to follow an operational
procedure which required the LPI system to be aligned in the "switchover" mode
of operation prior to exceeding 125 psig RCS pressure, 2) the failure to follow
operational procedures which required control room personnel to ensure
continuous safe shutdown conditions and resulted in RCS pressure being
increased above 125 psig which over-pressurized the LPI system causing a spill
of 12,400 gallons of primary coolant to th auxiliary building floor, and 3)
the failure to follow procedures that required the use of effective coccuni-
cations that resulted in a unit supervisor by-passing the control room senior

~

reactor operator and directing a reactor operator to raise RCS pressure.

Item 0 involves the failure to implement adequate corrective action in that the
corrective actions for the September 7,1991, event were not effectively
implemented to ensure that deficiencies in supervisor and operator responsi-
bilities were corrected. Continuing lapses in the effective oversight of
shift operations directly resulted in the September 19-20, 1901 event.

As to the first event, the NRC is concerned with the significant implications
of !tems A and B particilarly when they are considered collectively.
Cnnsidering the root '.auses of inadequate management oversight of shutdown
operations, inappropriate execution of operator responsibilities, failure
to follow procedures, and inadequate procedures, the overall implication is
that operational discipline and protocol were neglected causing a fundamental
lack of attention to shutdown operations. This is a significant safety
concern. Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (1991), the violations in items A and B are classified in the
aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem.

As to the second event, Items C and D are of concern to the NRC because they
reflect a continuing f ailure to establish adequate management oversight of
shutdown operations and appropriate execution of operator responsibilities
during shutdown operations. The repeated failures to follow procedures and
the failure to implement corrective action to prevent recurrerce of these
f ailures collectively represent a significant safety concern. Therefore, in
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991).
the violations in items C and D are classified in the aggregate as a Severity
Level 111 problem.

To emphasize the importance of maintaining an appropriate safety perspective,
continued awareness and control of critical plant operations in the shutdown
configuration, adequate management oversight of shutdown configuration manage-
sent activities, and the implementation of adequate corrective action, I have
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been authorized, af ter consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement,
and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount of $125,000 for the two Severity
Level 111 problems. The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level Ill
problem is $50,000.

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered
for each Severity Level III problem.

With respect to the violations for the first event, neither mitigation nor
escalation is considered appropriate for identification because although you
eventually identified the event, it was of a self-disclosing nature and more
importantly, you missed the opportunity to identify the reactor coolant
temoerature increase on September 7,1991, which resulted from the inadequate
monitoring of critical plant parameters while in a shutdown configuration.
Neither mitigation nor escalation is considered approrriate for corrective
action because your immediate corrective action to restore decay heat removal
was rendered ineffective by the violations associated with the VOTES testing and
mitigation for your corrective action to prevent recurrence is not appropriate
because of the event of September 19, 1991, which was similar and therefore
evidence of ineffective corrective action. Escalation of 50 percent is
appropriate for past perfonnance because of previous problems associated with
outage activities. For example, a Notice of Violation (EA 91-049) was issued
on June 4,1991, for an event which occurred on March 8,1991. Unit 3 was
in a refueling outage when the Decay Heat Removal system was lost for
approximately 18 minutes due to cavitation of the operating LPI pump caused by
a rapid primary system water loss. This resulted because a blank flange had
been erroneously installed on an LPI system emergency sump suction line. The
other factors in the Enfor:ement Policy were considered ~and no further
adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate, 'Therefore,

. based on the above, the base civil penalty for this problem has been increased
by 50 percent.

With respect to the violations for the second event, neither mitigation nor
escalation is considered appropriate for identification based on the self-
disclosing nature of the violations. Mitigation of the base civil penalty by
50 percent is appropriate for your corrective actions following this event.
Those' actions to prevent recurrence included the revision of management
directives defining the roles and resoonsibilities of operations personnel and
the supplemental training to licensed operators for procedures used during
shutdown, startup, and prolonged operation at cold shutdown. Escalation of
the base civil penalty by 50 percent is apprcpriate for past performance based
on the continuing nature of problems in outage activities and for previous
problems associated with corrective action. For example, a Notice of Violation
and Proposed Civil Penalty (EA 90-119) was issued on August 16, 1990, for
failure to correct a deficiency in the Penetration Room Ventilation System.
The other factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered and no further
adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate. Therefore,
based on the above, a base civil ~ penalty for this problem is being proposed.

|
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During the enforcement conference there were discussions regarding an apparent
violation concerning your Emergency implementing Procedures. The specific
issue was whether an Unusual Event should have been declared when it was
discovered that the decay heat removal capability was degraded.. After
considering all the available information, we have decided that no Notice of
Violation-will be issued.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Af ter reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actic1s and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will detennine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

To emphasize the critical importance of licensed operator responsibilities
inherent in 10 CFR Part 55 licenses, it is my intent to meet with the licensed
operators at the Oconee Nuclear Station. I have-directed my staff to make the ;
appropriate arrangements for such a meeting. I

1

-In accordance _with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enciesed 4titt tre not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Mana9mnt and Bocyt as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. N. 96-SH.

l

Should you have any questions concerning this~'etter, please contact us. i

Sincerely,

'W i uj.2.,
V 5tewart D. Ebneter

St;ional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl:
A. V. Carr, Esq
Duke Power Company
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28242-0001

cc w/ encl cont'd: (see next page)

!
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF Civ!L PENALTIES

Duke Power Company Docket No. 50-269
Oconee Nuclear Station License No. OPR-38
Unit 1 EA 91-167

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 5-7,1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified, in accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),
42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and associated
civil penalties are set forth below:

A. Technical Specification 6.4.1 requires that the station be operated and
maintained in accordance with approved prm 'e s .

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings), and the licensee's accepted Quality Assurance Program (Duke
Power Company, Topical Report, Quality Assurance Program, Duke-1-A),
Section 17.2.5 (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings), require that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by procedures of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and that such activities be accomplished
in accordance with these. procedures.

The licensee failed to develop adequate procedure: .ind failed to adhere to
established procedures, as evidenced by the following violations:

1. TT/1/A/251/ll, "V0TES Testing of LP! Header MOVS." step 12.1.2,
references OP/1/A/1104/04, " Low Pressure injection System," for
aligning the low pressure injection system in the decay removal mode.

Contrary to the above, OP/1/A/1104/04, as referenced in TT/1/A/251/11,
was inadequate in that it did not contain guidance for aligning the
low pressure injection system in the decay heat removal mode.
Because of this, on September 7,1991, the low pressure injection
system was aligned in the decay heat removal mode without admitting
cooling water to the decay heat cooler. This resulted in an
urinonitored reattor coolant system heat-up.

2. PT/1/A/600/01, " Periodic Instrument Surveillance," required periodic
verification for proper operation of various instruments end systems
includin reactor coolant system temperature at shif t change (every
12 hours .
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Notice of Violation -2-

Contrary to the above, the PT/1/A/600/01 requirement of recording -
reactor coolant temperature at shif t change (every 12 hours) was
inadequate in that the time interval was too long to ensure that all
applicable requirements were being met. Because of this inadequacy,

' on September 7,1991, reactor coolant temperature increased from
approximately 110 degrees F to 187 degrees F over approximately a
four-hour period withot,t being detected by the control room operators.
This resulted in reactor coolant exceeding the 140 degree F maximum
temperature specified in-TT/1/A/251/ll, " VOTES Testing of LPI Header
MOVS . "

3. TT/1/A/251/11, " VOTES Testing of LPI Header MOVS," specifies in-
subsection 6.3 of section 6.0, " Limit and Precaution that reactor

coolant temperature is not to exceed 140 degrees F during the
performance of the VOTES test.

Contrary to the above, on September 7, 1991, activities were not
accomplished in accordance with this procedure in that the 140
degrees F maximum reactor coolant temperature was' exceeded by 47
degrees F.

4 Operations Management Procedure (OMP) 2-1, " Duties and
Responsibilities of Reactor Operators, Hon-Licensed Operators, and
the Senior Reactor Operator in the Cortrol Room," recuires the
reactor operator to provide surveillance of operations and
instrumentation monitored from the control roce to ensure the safe
operation of the unit. During shutdown periods, the reactor operator
shall ensure that continuous safe shutdown conditions exist.
OMP 2-1 also requires that the control rocan senior reactor operator's
primary concern is to encure the safe operation of the unit from
the control room.,

Contrary to the above, on September 7,1991, the control room reactor
operators did not ensure that continuous safe shutdown conditions
existed in that, over a period of fcar hours, reactor coolant system
temperature increased approximately 77 degrees F when it was expected
to be maintained constart at 110 degrees F. Aoditionally, the
control room senior reactor operator's primary responsibility of
ensuring the safe operation of the unit was not met in that critical
safety parameters were not monitoreo by subordinate reactor operators.

-5. Operatim. Management Procedure (OMP) 1-18, "Comunications and E0P
Implementation Standard," requires that all operations personnel are

,

responsible for ensuring that effective comunication is used during
. nonnal and abnonnal plant- operations. Additionally, when performing
a normal evolution, that 's, a process that changes the status of a
system in the plant, a brief explanation of the evolution, its
purpose, action to be taken, and desired outcoce shall be given.

|
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Contrary to the above, on September 7,1991, comunications were
ineffective in thal, in response to,the reactor toolant system
heat-up, whe3 the control room operators elected to place the A Train
low pressure iNection system in operation, the operators did not
notify the VOTES test personnel that the train had been placed in

~

service. This resulted in the subsequent loss of cecay heat cooling
when the test personnel cycled one of the system valves closed,
interrupting system flow.

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIV (inspection. Test and Operating
Status), an6 the licensee's accepted Quality Assurance Program (Duke Power
Company, Topical Report, Quality Assurance Program, Duke-1-A), Section
17.2.14 (Inspection Test and Operating Status), require that, in order to
assure that equipment status be clearly evident and to prevent inadvertent
operation, nuclear safety-related structuras, systems and components which
are in an other than operational statu: - e identified as such.

Contrary to the above, on September 7,1991, equipment status was not
evident for 1 rain A of the low pressure injection system. The system was

-

notinanoperationalstatus(thesystemwasbeingtested)andwasnot
identified as such. The system was lost soon after being called into
service for decay heat removal in response to the elevated reactor coolant
system temperature. System flow was lost due to continued testing of the

3

train when-a valve was cycled shut by test personnel who were not in
contact with the control room.

This is a Severity 1.evel 111 problem (Supplement 1).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - 575,000 (assessed equally among the six violations
under items A and B.)

C. Technical Specification 6.4.1 requires that the station be operated and
maintained in accordance with approved procedures.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings), and the licensee's accepted Quality Assurance Program (Duke
Power Company, Topical Report, Quality Assurance Program, Duke-1-A),
Section 17.2.5 (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings), require that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by procedures of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and that such activities be accomplished
in accordance with these procedures.

The licensee failed to develop adequate procedures and failed to adhere to
established procedures, as evider.ced by the following violations:
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1. OP/1/A/1102/01, " Unit Startup from Cold Shutdown to RCS Temperature
and' Pressure of 250 degrees F and 350 psig," step 2.5, references
OP/1/A/1104/04, " Low Pressure Injection System." which requires that
the low pressure injection systea be aligned in the "Switchover
moce" of operation as outlined in enclosure 3.9, "LPI ES to Switch-
over Mode Valve Checklist," prior to exceeding 125 psig reactor
coole t system pressure.

.

Contrary to the above, on September 19, 1991, activities were not
accomplished in accordance with this procedure in that the low
pressure injection system was not aligned in the "switchover" mode
prior to exceeding 125 psig reactor coolant system pressure. This
resulted in. the overpressurization of portions of the low pressure
injection system and the loss of.approximately 12,400 gallons of
primary coolant from the system.

2. Operations Management Procedure (OMP) 2-1, "Outies and
Responsibilities of Reactor Operators, Non-Licensed Operators, and
the Senior Reactor Operator in the Control Room," requires the
reactor operator to provide surveillance of operations and
instrumentation monitored from the control room to ensure the safe
operation of the unit. During shutdown periods, the reactor operator
shall ensure that continuous safe shutdown conditions exist.
OMp 2-1 also requires that the control room senior reactor operator's
prieary concern is to ensure the safe operation of the unit frcrn the
control room.

Contrary to the above, on September 19-20, 1991, the control room
reactor operators did not ensure that continuous safe shutdown
conditions existed, and the control room senior reactor operator's
primary responsibility of ensuring the rafe operation of the unit was
not met in that procedures were not followed and reactor system
pressure was increased above-125 psig, overpressurizing the low
pressure injection system and spilling 12,400 gallons of primary
coolant to the auxiliary building fbor. Specifically,1) the
control room senior reactor operator was distracted by the outage
workload'and was not fulfilling his responsibilities pertaining to
monitoring overall plant operations and ensuring procedures were
followed, 2) the unit supervisor was not sufficiently involved in the
ccntrol room routine on the day of the event 50 as to havt an
understanding of the impact of outage wo-k on operator perforTnance
and plant operations. 3) there was inadequate oversight of control
room operations by the unit superviser due to his lack of control
roce tours during the subject shif t, and 4) the reactor operator
connenced the reactor coolant system pressurization without first
reviewing the procedure.
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Notice of Violation -5-

i

3. Operations Management Procedure (OMP) 1-18. "Communica' ions and E0p
Implementation Standard," requires that all operations personnel are
responsible for enturing that effective cocinunication is used during
normal and abnormal plant operations. Additionally, when performing
a nonnal evolution, that is, a process that changes- the status of a
system in the plant, a brief explanation of the evolution, its
purpose, a: tion to be taken, and desired outcome shall be given.

Contrary to the above, on September 19, 1991, cocrnunications were
ineffective and a brief'of the evolution was not conducted in that
the unit supervisor by-passed the control room senior reactor
operator when cormNnicating by telephone to the reactor operator to
raise reactor coclant system pressure. Additionally, the unit
supervisor made the cocTnunication without reviewing plant status and
conducting a briefing with the operating staff. This resulted in the
low pressure injection system not being aligned in the "switchover"
mode prior to raising reactor coolant system pressure above 125 psi,g.

D. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI (Corrective Action), and the
licensee's accepted Quality Assurance Pro, ram (Duke Power Company, Topical
Report, Quality Assurance Program, Duke-1-A), Section 17.2.16 (Corrective
Action), collectively require that conditions adverse to quality be
promptly identified and corrected, and that station personnel are
responsible for taking appropriate corrective action whenever any
deficiency in the implementation of the requirements of the (operational
quality assurance) program f s detemined.

Contrary to the above, corrective action implementation was inadequate in
tt.at corrective actions taken by facility management in response to the
September 7,1991 reactor coolant system heat-up event were not
effectively implemented to ensure that deficiencies in operator and
supervisor responsibilities and watchstanding practices were corrected.
Specifically, station management did not succeed in ensuring that all-
operations personnel understood station managemer.t's expectations with
respect to the corrective action. This failure led to continued lapses in
the overview of shift operations, in particular, the lack of the unit
supervisor and control room senior reactor operator overview of plant
status, which directly resulted in the September 19-20, 1991, over-
pressurization of the low pressure injection system and subsequent spill
of 12,400 gallons of primary coolant to the auxiliary building.

This is a Severity level- !!! problem (Supplement I).
Cumulative Civil Penalty - $50,000 (assessed equally among the four violations
under items C and D.)
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Notice of Violation -6-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Duke Power Company (Licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement _or explanation to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Repulatory Cocinission, within 30 days of
the date_of this Notice of Violat': 1 and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalties
(Notice). This reply should be c.early marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
de..ial of the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted.,
and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full cornpliance will be achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or_ a Demand for Information m;y be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be
preper should not be taken. Consideration inay be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authcrity of Section 182 of the
Act. 42 U.S.C, 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affinnation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the linited States in the amount of the civil penalties proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Corsnission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect.to file ar inswer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the

.

civil penaltics, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in
this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances (3)
show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalties should
not be imposed, in addition to pi'otesting the civil penalties in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addrmeo in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be accresud. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forch separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may_
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific referen. e (e.g. , citing.

page end paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
deternined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
comprcmised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

I
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W ice of Violation 7
~

i
i

The response r.ted above (Reply to Notice of Violation ' letter wtth payrent of
civil penalties, and Answac .J a hotice of Vielstion) shoulti be addressed to:'

Of rector, Office of Enfo-cement, V.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccenission, APN: ;

Document Control Desk Washir.'on D.C. 205H with a copy to the Regional
Administrator U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Region !!, and a copy to the
NRC Senior Resident Insfector at the Oconee Nu.le6r Station.a

Cated he Atlanta, Georgia,

this SWday of February 1992

|

,

P
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ARLINGTON TEXA$ 7601180t.4q q
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DEC l2 1991

Docket Nos. 50 498
50 499

License Nos. NPF-76
NPF-80

EA 91-055

lioust0n li nting & Power Cornpany9
ATTN: Donald P. Hall, Group

Vice President, Nuclear
P.O. Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77251

Gentlemen:

5'JBJECT : NOTICE CF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY - 150,000
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 91-12 & 91-23)

This is in reference to NRC inspections conducted April 4-5, July 23 26. and
September 10-12, 1991, and to the enforcement conference ccnducted at the
South Texas Project Electric Generating Station (STP) facility on October 22,
1991, with you and other representatives of Houston :.ighting & Power Company.

The irispections, which were docurt nted in reports issued on april 29, 1991,
and October ll, M31, were conducted to review the retiults of HL&P's investi-
gations into a fiaber of allegations and concerns involving the integrity of
individuals and the accuracy of records associated with s Afety-related
activities at STP.

As the inspection reports indicated, kl&P's investigative findings led NRC to
conclude that several willful violations of NRC requirements had occurred
between October 1990 and January 1991. These includes.1) two cases in which
contract employees falsified documents associated with preventive maintenance
on safety-related valves; 2) one instance of a false time on an entry in a
control room log 3) one instance of an individual willfully violating the
provisions of a radiation work permitt and 4) one instance of an individual
falsifyfng a quality assurance report. *

Each of these incidents was identified eitner as the result of an individual
bringing forward concerns about another individual's conduct, or as a result
of HL&P's initiation of investigations into integrity issues, in addition,
HL&P promptly informtd NRC when allegations of improprieties were received,
kept NP.C informed of the results of its investigations, and took appropriate
disciplinary action in each case where iniproprieties were confirmed.

!
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Houston Lighting & 0

Power Company

.

Considering HLtP's actions on items 2, 3, and 4 at'ove, and the low $3f ety
significance of these issues, the NRC has decided to take no enforcement acticn'

on thosa matters. In NRC's view, these were isolated events co m tted by
nonsupervisory erployees actifs on their own, and were not significent from a
safety perspective. Moreover, snese matters were thoroughly pursued by PL&P as
part of its self initiated and extensive program to instill in STP empin ees a J

higher degree of professionalism and improved perform 6nce.

The circumstances surroundiac the two instances of f alsification of safety.
related maintenance records addressed in item 1 above, however, are of higher

nificance to these violations. In
concern-and cause NRC to attach greater sigJO cnd the socord ia Janutry 19?l,both instances, cr.a occurring in Oc;cber I
craft workers were directed by an individual with supervisory authority (foreman)
to falsify records to indicate that all packing rings in each of tne safety.
related valves had been replaced when, i fact, fewer than half of th( packing
rings had been replaced. The fact tha_ the valves involved in these events, one
in the safety injection system and one in the reactor coolant purification i

system, were not found to leak anc were not otherwisc compromised is of limited I

relevance. The issue here is that supervisory personnel showed no reg!rd for
whether safety-related hardware was maintained in ?ccordance with written work
instructions, were willing to falsify related documents, and wou'd direct other
employees to engage in wrongful ~ acts.

'

- NRC also notes that the f.ntHvidual who orough', the January 1991 incident to the
attention of the Bechtel Energy Corporation's on. site management was first
threatened by them with_a layoff, ostensibly for his unwillingness to
transfer to the night shif t, and later fired, apparently for his involvement
_in the incident. When informed of these anatters by this individual, HL&P
took prompt action to correct this situation, including finding a position
in the contract organization for this individual and removing the responsible
Bechtel managers from the site.

In addition, this wrongdoing occuried during an activity that was being carried
out by employees of Bechtel under-contract to HL&P, and occurred at a time
when HL&P had reduced its direct involvement in this activity. In this'
regard it is noteworthy that HL&P's own investigation identified that
prtor'to_the reduction of HL&P', involvement in thin activity. HL&P
supervisors reported that they served as a buffer between the craft

' workers and the productio pressure of Bechtel management. Without this '

buffer there apparently was an atmosphere in the Work Backlog Reduction
group that productivity was more important than the quality of work
performed. Apparently, this was either not made known to HL&P management,

or, if known, not acted upon until these incidents occurred.'

L

j The violations at issue in this case are further examples of the need for
licenseas to ensure that all activities, whether conducted by licensee employees

j *

or contract employees, are carried out in an environment in which safety andi

Quality are emphasized, and to ensure that all activities _are completed in
accordance with all NRC requirements.

,

1-
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Houston Lighting & 3-
Power Company

The intentional faltification of records associated with safety.related
maintenance is a significant regulatory concern. Therefore, in accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
(Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), these violations are
clas$1fied in the aggregate as a Severity level 111 problem.

To emphasize the W 1: ante of ensuring that records kept of tne conduct of
licensed activit t' W ccmolete and accurate and that licenseo activities sre
ccncucted in st- pliance with regulatory requirements. ] have been
authorized, after .unsultation with the Director, Of fice'of Er.forcement, and the
Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation Regional Operations end
Research, to issu7 the er.c roted Motico of Viciation cad Troposed imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $50,000 for the Severity Level !!!
problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 111 problem is $50.000.
The escalation and mitigation f actors in the Cnforcement Policy were considered.
The licensee identified the violatir;ns and tnok prompt and extensive corrective
actions, including respording aggressively to the examples of willful viola 'ons.
Actions taken include not only discipilnary action against the involved
individuals and resolution of herdware issues, but also increased err;hasis in
training to enhance employee apprect tion for. accuracy of records and integrity
in the conduct of safety related work at STP, as well as initiatives to imorove
HL&P's oversight of work performed by contre tors. As to mult1 Die-examples,

! there were two examples of the same willful violation and the secona example gave
indications of an attitude that was ingrained in-an organization, i.e., the
wrongdoing was perpetuated by an individual who learned it from his predecessor
and passed it on to his subordinates. On balance, NRC has concluded that the
base civil penalty of $50,000 is warrtnted.

HL&P is required to respond to tnis letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing its response. In its response.
HL&P should document *he specific actions taken and any additional

, actions it plans to 5,revent recurrence. After reviewing your response to
the Notice, ircluding your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC

-enforcement iction is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements. *

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy
of this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.
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Houston Lighting &. .4-
Power Cornpany

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by-

the Paperwork Red;ction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

|)ff|
N s

f'
Robert D. Martin *

4Regional Administrator-
,

Enclosures
Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition

of Civil Penalty

CC:
.

-

cc w/encli
Houston Lighting & Power Company

'

ATTN William J. Jump,-Manager
Nuclear Licensing

P.O. Box 289
Wadsworth, Texas 77483

,

City of Aust'.
Electric Utility Department
ATTN J. C. Lanier/M. B. Lee
P.O. Box 1088

'

Austin. Tern 78767

City Public Service Board
' ATTN: 'R. J. Costello/M. T. Hardt
P.O. Box 1771
. San Antonio, Texas 78296

Newran &-Holtzinger, P. C.
ATTN: Jack R..Newman, Esq.
1615 L Street, NW<

Washington, D.C. 20036

Central Power and light Company
ATTN: D. E. Ward /T M. Puckett
P.O. Box 2121

-Corpus Christi, Texas 78403

INP0 '

' Records-Center .

1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta;-Georgia 30339-3064 ,

1

t
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND i

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY |

i

Houston Lighting & Power Company Docket Nos. 50-498 t

South Texas Project Electric 50-499
Generating Station License Nos. NPF-76

NPF-80
EA 91-055

During NRC inspections conducted April 4 5, July 23 26 and Septembar 10-12, ,

-1991, violations'of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes
to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set _forth below

,

10 CFR 50.9(a) states, in part, that information required by statute or
by tne Cornission's regulations, orders, or-license conditions to oe
mainteined by the licensee shall be complete and accurate in all material
respects.

,

1. : Contrary to the above, as of October 1990, records of preventive-
. maintenance on a safety-related valve, which are required by the
Conmission's regulutions to be maintained by the licensee, were
not complete and accurate in all material respects. Specifically,
records of preventive maintenance on valve 2R172rCV0091A, a valve
in the reactor coolant purification system, were faltified to

,

indicate that all 15 packing rings were replaced as required by ,

the work request when in fact oniy 7 of the v61ve's packing rings
had.been replaced.

2. Contrary to the above, as of January 1991, records of preventive
maintenance on a safety-related valve, which are required by the
Commission's regulations to be maintained"by the licensee, were
not-complete and accurate in all material respects. Specifically,
records of preventive maintenance on valve C15!MOV0039C, a valve
in the safety injection system, were falsified.to indicate that
all 14 packing rings had been replaced as. required by the work
request when in fact only 5 of the valve's packing rings had ,

been replaced.

This is a Severity Level !!! problem (Supplement VII).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - 550,000 (assessed equally between the two
'

violations).
,
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Notice of Violation 2-
,

Pursuant te the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Houston Lighting t Power Company
(Licensee) 15 hereby required _to submit a written statement er explanation
to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Irtposition
of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply 3hould be clearly marked as a " Reply
to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violations
(1)-admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for tne
violatic' if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the Corrective |
steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective ftep, "

that will be taken to avoid f urther violations, and (5) the date when full
compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received withir,
the time specified in this Notice, an order or a demand for informe; ion may
be issued as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked

_or why such other~ action as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration
may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the
authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 27.32, this response shall be
submitteu under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the_ civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check,-draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the ci il penalty proposed above, or thev
cumulative amount of the civil penalties _if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within
the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued.
Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205
protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be
clearly marked as an," Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may (1) dt
the violations listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrat.
extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to protesting
the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of-the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, tiie factors e dressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991)..should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant _to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (a.g.,
citing page.and paragraph numbers)_to avoid repetition. The attention of
the_ Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding-
the procedure for imposing a civil penalty..

IUpon failure to pay any civil penalty due which_ subsequently has been
determined in.accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,
thic matter may_be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be_ collected by civil action-
pursuant to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2292c.

| -

i
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Notice of Violation -3-

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with
payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a Nctice of Violation) should be
addressed tot tirector Of fice o' Enforceneent, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, ATTN Document Control Oesk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a
copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, '

Region IV, and a copy to the NRC Resident inspector at South Texas
Project.

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 12th day of December 1991

!

i

1

}

|
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j C' i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

*fQ$"s, REGION I

f.' 478 ALLENDALE ROADh, %'

*****
KING OF PRUSSIA. PENNSYLVANI A 19408

r t rua ry 21, 1992e

Cocket Nos. 50-277 anc 50-273
License Nos. CPR-44 and CPR-56
EA 92-001

Philadelonia Electric Ccmoany
Aiik: "r. Dic( nson M. Smitn

Senior Vice President-Nuclear
Nuclear GrouD Heacouarters
Correspondence Control :est

Oost Office Box 195
aayne, ?ennsyivanta ;3037-;195

Oear M- Imith:

SLBJECi; NOTICE CF VICLATICN AND NOSED :W CSITION OF C;VIL cENALTIES - $235,000
(NRC Comoinec Inspection Report Nos. 50-277/91-33; 50-278/91-33)

This letter refers to tre NRC inspection concutted on ..ovember 5 through
Cecemoer 13, 1991, at .ne Peach Ecttom Atcmic Po er Station, Delta, Pennsylvania.
The in;cettion recort was sent to jou on Cecember 24, 1991. During the
inspection, the inspectors reviewec the cire nstances associated with a
violation of a Technical Sracification Limitirq Condition 'or Operation (LCO)
ahich occurred at Unit 3 involving, in part, the inoperability of the automatic
Depressurization Suosystem (GS). The violation was identified by a member of
your staff and reportet to the NRC. During tre inspection, one other violation
af NRC reouirements was idertified, involvin inc failure a icentliy anc
correct a similar ::ncition at Unit 2. On January 17, 1992, an enforcement
conference was concuctec witn you and me :ers your staff to discuss tne
violations, their causes and ., cur correc; se actions.

The ADS 3t Unit 3 was *noperaole tet een Decamoer 1989 and Septemoer 14, 1991,
because ine related scienoid coerated valves (50V), electrical cables, and
salices, for tne five CS safety relief vaives (SRV), nac experienced thermal
degracation, and tne environmental cualificatien had expired. The tnermal
insulation surrounding tne eleven IRVs, inciucing the five cedicated to ADS,
nac been improperly installec cJr*ng the prior refueling oJtage, As a result,
a nigh temperature environment -as created in the area of tne 50Vs, the
electrical cables, and ine solices, resulting in the expiration of tne
c;mponent cualificatien shortly after tne startup in Cecember 1959, and
causing the thermal cegradation,

The NRC is concerned trat aceouate control was not ornviced during tne
installation of tne insulation curing tnat refueling outage in 1989, In
particular, there acceared to te irsufficient licensee planning, oversignt,
and inspection of the 3nstallation activ1 ties. Maintenance cacKages generated

CERTIFIED Mall
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Philadelphia Electric Ccmpany 2

'o complete tne replacement arc installation af the 3RV insulation, dic not.

specify the use of approcriate drawings or instructions regarcing ho the
insulation was to be installec anc inspected. The procecure that .as employea
did not contain adequate guidance. Altnough this activity reautrec the i
performance'of post-m intenance inspection ard a necial procecure (SP) to !

ensure that all piping insulation insice the crywell was repairec, rep! aced,
and properly secured cefore the plant was restarted, four staf f did not
identify the problem .ith iRV insulation. Curtner, curirg the Unit 3 mic-cycle
outage in Octcber 1990, your staf f -emovec anc replacea an SRV, At tnat time,

talthougn the insulation for tnat valve was improperly installed, anc ine
i

condition was questioned oy a maintenance worver, an aceouate investigation ;

was not performed and t*e insulation was reinstallec to the incorrect as-found.

concition,

In addition to the a0ove, the NRC is also concerned with ycur failure, in v 9w
of the findings at Unit 3, to acequately evaluate and correct a similar orcolen-

at Unit 2 until af ter tne concition aas icentified oy an MC f nspector in
Decemoer 1991. Althougn your staf f cid cerform a visual inspection of the

-

Unit 2 SRV thermal insulation curing the unplanned outage nn October 17, 1991,
your staf f concluced inat tne Unit 2 SRV insulation nac teen installed correctly,
anc documented this contiusion in Licensee Event Report (LER) 3-91-017. however,
on Cecember 12, 1991, an NRC inspector, . nile performing 2 tour of the Unit 2
and 3 drywells, 'ound :nat tne insulation on one of the Unit 2 ADS valves nas
improperly installed, in tnat the end of the SRV facing the solenoid valve and
cabling was not completelv covereo. i

The ADS 'is designec to saeve the imporunt safety %nction of ::eoressuricing ;
the reactor' vessel in_:ne event of sne failure of tre Hign P-essure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) system, so tnat in the event of a small to intermeciate si:ed
loss of coolant accident (L%A), the low pressure emergency core cooling
systems (ECCS) can ocerate to inject water into the vessel and mitigate the
consecuences of the accident. The ADS is reavired to te ocerab'e aneneve- ,

there is irradiatec fuel in the reactor. vessel and tne reactor steam cressure
is greater than 105 psig. ~he Technical Specification LCD coes permit one

. valve in the ADS to ce inocereole, for 4-perica of up to 7 cays, proviced that
the HPCI subsystem is oceracle, However, when reviewing the availacility of
the HPCI system during tne coerating cycle, your staff discoverec that the ~PCI
wasystem was also out cf service for a total of 510 hour s.

The inocerability of tre A05 for an extencec period (Violation A), coincicents

witn an inoperaole HpC: suosystem for aoout 5.0 hours curing that t*me,
represents a significant safety concern involving the l'oss of safety functions
of these two subsystems. As a result,' the acility of tne olant to automatically
cope'with a small'to inte "eciate break LOCA was lost. This concition, as well
as your failure to procerly icentify and correct a similar insulation error
at Unit 2 until infor?ec of the concit1on by tne NRC inspector (Violation E),
represent significant regulatory concerns, Therefore, in accorcance with tne
" General Statement of ?olicy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
(Enforcement Policy) 10 CR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), Violations A and B
have teen categort:ed at a Severity Level II and III, respectively. The
violations are descritec in tne enclosed Notice.
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Niiadelphia Electric Company 3

I

The %C recognizes that c:rrecit <e actions nave been taken or planned to
prevent recurrence of these violations. These actions, .nich were cescribed
at the enforcement conf erence, as well as in a ;.icensee Event Report, inclucea;
(1) the replacement of all the Unit 3 SOVs anc cables on each of the SRVs;
(2) : roper reinstallation of the thermal insulation aftee the cenconent

repairs were templetec; (3) revision of the applicable maintenance ' cedure;

(4) planned revision of appropriate training to add guidance conce",1einsulation; and (5) evaivation of Un'ts 2 inc 3 to icentify any sim
problems. The NRC also recognites that Drior to the discovery of inis event,
actions had been taken to improve your aDility to Dromptly identify and correct
conditions adverse to cuality. These aceions included the assigr7eht of a
sentor engineer as event investigation coordinator; an increase in the staff
dedirsted to that responsibilit ; strengthening of applicable procedures andy

training; and reduction in tee tacklog of outstanding event reports. However,
these corrective actions, including those taken orier to the ciscovery of tne
ADS inocerability, were *ot considered promet and extensive in that they did
not result in the inmeciate identification and correction of the condition
that existed at Unit 2

To emonasize the importance of ensuring that the reactor is (1) coerated safely
and in accordance with the Techrical Specifications; and (2) conditions adverse
to quality, wnen they exist, are promptly identified and corrected, I have been *

authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and
the Ceputy Executive Director for Nuclear ;eactor Regulation, Regional Operations
and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Impositten
of Civil Penalties (Notice) in the cumulative amount of 5285,000 for the
violations set forth in the enclosec Notice.

The case value of a civil penalt/ for a Severity Level II violation is 180,000.
*he escalation and mitigation factors set farth in tne enforcement policy were
considered and the civil penalty for Violation A was escalated by 100 percent.
Altnough the violation was identified and reported to the NRC by your staff,
no adjustment was applied for this factor since you had prior opportunities
to discover and correct it sooner. No escalation or mitigation was judged
warranted for your corrective actions. Thougn your long term actions appes? -

acceptable, your immeciate actions .ere unacceptable since they did not r , ult
in tne identification inc correction of the similar problem at Unit 2 (wh ,n
constitutes the seconc violation). Likewise, no escalation or mitigation was
dee*ec warranted basec on your overall past performance. You received a
Category 2 rating in the operations area during the last SALP period. A 100
percent escalation of the base civil penalty was applied based on the added
significance of the duration of the inoperable A05 system - essentially, an
entire operating cycle. The other factors were considered, and no further
adjustments were made.

The base civil penalt/ for a Severity Level !!! violation is $50,000.
The escalation and mitigation f actors set forth in the enforcement policy
were considered and the civil penalty for Violation B was escalated by 150
percent. The civil perelty was escalated by 50 percent because an NRC inspector
identified the ADS insulation deficiency at Unit 2 about two months after you
specifically inspected for tnat condition. A 50 percent mitigation was appliad
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NOTICE OF V!OLAf!CN i

AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITICN OF CIVIL PENALTIES
:

philacelphia Electric Company Oceket Nos. 50-277 ard 50-278 i

Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 License Nos. OPR-44 and OPR-56 i

Delta, Pennsylvania EA 92-001 ;

Ouring an NRC inspection conducted on Ncvemoer 5 through Decemoer 13, 1991,
violations of NRC reouirements aere identified. In accordance with the " General
Statement of Pclicy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose civil
penalties pursuant to Section 234 of tne Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CF4 2.205. The particular violations and

associated civil penaltits are set'forth below:

A. Unit 3 Tecnnical $cecification Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)
3.5.E.1 reavires tnat the Automatic Depressurization Subsystem be operable
wnenever there is irraaiated fuel in the reactor vessel and the reactor |

pressure is greater than 105 psig and crior to a startup from a Cold-

Condition, except as specified in L5.E.2 below. '

Unit 3 Technical Soecification LCO 3.5,E.2 requires that from and after
.the date.that one valve in the Automatic Depressurization Subsystem is
made or found to be inoceeaolo for any reason, continued reactor operation
is permissible only during the succeeding seven days, unless such valsa is
sooner made operacle, provided that curing such seven cays the HPCI
subsystem is operacle,

Unit 3 Tecnnical Soecification LCD 3.5.E.3 reautres that if the reouirements
of 3.5.E cannot ce met, an orcerly snutcown snall te initiated and the
reactor pressure snall be reduced .o at least 105 psig within 24 hours. 3

Contrary to the above, between Decemeer 7 - 1989 (s'hortly af ter plant
startup from a refueling outage) and Septeecer 14, 1991 (wnen the plant
was shutdown for another refueling outage), during wnich time the reactor
was operating and reactor oressure was greater _ than 105 usig, the Automatic
Georessuri:ation Subsystem (ADS) was inocerable. Daring that time, the
HPCI subsystem was also inoperable for a total ol 510 hours, and the
reactor was not snutdown and reactor pressure was not reduced to at least
105 psig. The-ADS was inoperable due to incorrectly installed thermal
insulation around the A05 safety relief valves, resulting in significant

degradation of the associated solenoid operated valves, cables, and
solices, and in the ability of the ADS valves to perform their intended i

safety' function.

This is a Severity Level 11 violation (Supplement 1).
Civil Penalty - $160,000.

.

I
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Notice of Violation 2

9. 10 CFR Part 50, Accencia B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action. -equires,
d i part, that measures shall De established to assure that concitions
adverse to quality and nonconformances are promotly identified and i

corrected. In the case of significant tonditior.s adverse to quality,
i

the cause of the condition shall be determined %nd cocumentec anc
corrective action shall be documented anc taken to precluce repetit'en,

|

Contrary to the acove, althougn a significant concition acverse ta cualit/ |

was identified in SeptemDer 1991, involvtrg the dagrac , ton of al' five of
the Unit 3 AD$ valves because of improper insulatier, ideouate corrective
actions were not taken to assure that a similar significant concition j
adverse to Quality did not also exist at Unit 2 and to correct sucn '

condition if it ed sted, h ecifically, althougn the iiceesee cer*crted a i

v:ual inspection cf tre Unit 2 5;Vs on Oct er 17, '.991 to ser'fy correct I

insulation, this inspection was inadeouate in tnat it dic not identify
that insulation for tne "C" SRV (an ADS valve) was 4morecerly installed,
As a result, the unit aas returned ;o cower coerations witncut correcting i
this condition acverse to quality.

|

This is a Severity Level Ill Violation (Supolement I).
Civil Penalty - 5125,000.

1

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Philadelphia Electric Comoany |(Licensee) is hereby *ecuirec to submit a written statement or explanation to '|
the Director, Offica cf inforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, atthin

|30 days of the data of :nis Notice of Violation and Procosed Imposition of
Civil Penalties (Notice). Thi$ reoly should-be clearly marked as a "Recly to |a Notice of Violation" and snould include for eacn allegec violation: (1)

i acmission or cenial of ne allegeu violation, (2) tne reasons for tne viciation ;
i f admi tted, anc i f' cen t ed, tne reasons wny, (3) tne corrective steps tnat nave'

been tanen and the resuits acnievec, (4) :ne corrective steps inat will te
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) t*e cate anen full ccmoliance will
be achieved. If an aceouate reply is not received within the time scec.fied in
tnis Notice, an orcer or a cemand for information may be issued as to wny the i

license shouic not te modifiec, suscenced, or revosed or wny su:.n otner action
as may be proper snouic not be tanen. Conside-ation may ce given to extending
the response time for gooc cause snown. Uncer tne autnori*,- of Section 132 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this resconse shall ce submitted under oatn or
affirmation.

I

L Within the same time as provided for the response rocuired acove under 10 CR
2,201, the Licensee may pay tne civil cenalties by letter accressed tn tre '

-Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, attn a
-check, draf t, money cecer . or electronic transfer payable to tne Treasurer of
the United States in ne amount of the civil penalties proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalties in wnole or in part. Oy a written
answer addressed to tre Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear segulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer witnin the time specifiec, an
order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to
file an-answer in-accordance witn 10 CR 2,205 protesting the civil penalties,
in wnole or in part, sucn answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a

!
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Notice of Violation 3

>

Notice of Violation" and may: (1) ceny the violations li sted 'n this Notice, !

in wnole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) snow error
.

in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalties $rould not te irrDosed.,

In addition to crotesting the civil penalties in anole or in part, such answer'

i may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.
i {In recuesting mitigation of t*e crecosed penalties, the factors addressed in
< . action V.B-of 10 CFR Part 2. accendix : (1??2), snould be addressed. Any
'

written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set fertn separately -

frem tne statement or evelanation in reoly pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may !
,

incorporate parts of the 10 2FR I.201 -eply by speci fic eference (e.g. , citing
page anc paragraph numcers) to avoid *ecetition. The attention of the Licensre r

is directed to the other orovisions cf 10 2FR 2.205, regarding ine procedure
for im:osing civil :enalties. *

Upon fatture to pay any civil cenaltv due which subsecuently has been determined
in accordance with the acclicaole provisions of 10 CFD 2.205, inis matter may
De referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigatec, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section

234c of the Act. 42 U. sic. 2232c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil-penalties, and Ans.er to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATIN:

,

Document Control Oest, 'a'asnington, D.C. 20555 witn a cooy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 2crnmission Region I, 4/5 Al'endale ?

Road, King of 2 *ussia, ?ennsylvania ;?406 ano a ecpy to the Senior Resicent-

j
Inspector, Peach Bottom.

i

FOR THE NUCLE AR REGULMORY COMMISSICN

.
-- ? - , ,

-l ^, /-: h, h.J g Cf /p*/ ' *-

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

,atec at King of Drutsia, Pennsylvania '

this d e cay of Fe ruary 092

$

>

I

|
|
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Docket No. 50-344 F EB 141992
License No. NPF-1
EA Nos. 91-190 and 91 181

Po ' land General Electric Company
ATIN: Mr. James E. Cross

Vice President and
Chief Nuclear Officer

121 SW Salmon Street
Portland, Oregen 97204

5UBJEcit NOTICE OF V101, AT10N AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - 1100,00?
(NRC lh5FECT10N REPORT NOS. 50-344/91-38, 50-344/91-34 AND 50-344/91-36)

This refers to NRC inspection Reocrts in three areas, including

- S0 344/91-34, issued on December 17. 1991, documenting an NRC inspection
conducted from September 15 through November 25, 1991, concerning valve
maintenancet.

- 50-344/91-38, issued on December 20, 1991, documenting an inspection
conducted from December 2 through 16, 1991, concerning radiation
protectioni and

- 50-344/91-36, issued on January 22, 1992, documenting an inspection. con-
ducted from October 21 tnrough December 5. 1991, concerning fire protection.

The enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice) concerns your failure to implement adequate corrective actions in the
three program areas addressed by the abovt. referenced inspections, as
characterized by six specific examples contained in the Notice. Had the
identified issues been evaluated properly and had earlier corrective actions
been comprehensive, it is unlikely that these problems would beyc persisted the
length of time they did.

The violations cited in the Notice were identified by this NRC. The valve
maintenance and radiation prctection issues were discussed with you and your
staff during an enforcement conference held in the Reg *(.n V office o.1 January 7,
1992. The fire protection issue was discussed with you during's management-
meeting in the Region V office on August 6, 1991. On February 4, 1992 you
waived the need for an enforcement conference an the fire Drotection issue,
since the issue had been fully di* cussed at the August 6 meeting,

The first example cited in the Notice relates to lar.k of adequate corrective
action 'to ensure. proper setting of pressure safety valves. PGE failed tc
ensure-that pressure safety valves were in a test and-inspection program, even
though this issue wat identified in a 1987 NRC Notice of Violation.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEITT RE0 VESTED

~

|

|'
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Portland General Electric Company -2-

The second exaftple in the Notice involves PGE's (dilure to imple* rent adeoarte

corrective actions to assure correct pressure $6fety valve control ring settings,
despite several opportunities since 1984 to identify and correct this
prcblem.

The third exaTple in the Notice involves failure to implement adeouate
corrective actions in response to your July 1990 finding that diaphragm valves
had been modified in a manner that raight increase their probability of f ailure.
Your corrective actions were inacequate in that ycu did not check to see if
similar valves used in safety-related systems had been modified, and only after
NRC prompting did you identify that approximately 3E safety-related valves had
also been improperly modified.

The fourth example in the Notice involves ar: incident that occurred on

September 19, 1991, in which a radioactive steam generator honing filter was
dropped in the containment l'uilding, resulting in dispersal of radioactive
material _and contamination of two workers. On November 27, 1991, due in part
to your_inadeounte-corrective action- following the earlier incident, ancther
radioactive steam generator filter t.$ dropped under similar circumstances,
resulting in an airborne release of radioactive material and activation of the
safety-related :entainment ventilation system.

The fifth and sixth examples in the Notice involve your failure to implement
adeouate corrective actions in response to a 1983 Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Denalties for violations of NRC fire protection

requirements. It is, therefore. particularly significant that these examples
were not corrected.

Collectively, these examples demonstrate a significant f ailure to fully correct
conditions adverse to cuality, and management's failure to effectively use OA
findings to identify areas needing attention. Therefore, in accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions"
(Enforcement Policy), 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations in
Section ! of the Notice have been classified as a Severity Level !!! problem.
Also included in the Notice is one Severity Level IV violation involving four
examples of your f ailure to implement adequate corrective actions for known
problems involvin'; health physics.

At the January enforcement conference you Jescribed significant actions @ n
to ensure operability of safety-related valves and other comprehensive actions
underway in your corrective action process. Your corrective measures in the
fire protection and health physics areas also appear to be good. While your
propnsed indi . dual corrective actions appear comprehensive, you need to ensure
proper follow througn of your plans. We recognize.that senior PGE management
is currently making pr ogress _ in correcting a nuftber of significant problems at

'

; Trojan such as steam generator tube defects. However, you appear to need to
better focus all levels of PGE supervision on the need for en effective

corrective sciion program to ensure that known prcblems are broadly addressed
and corrected and to aggressively attempt to identify other problems.

To emphasize _the impor_tance the NRC attaches to-effective and timely corrective
actions, I have been authorized, after-consultation with the. Director. Office
of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear. Reactor
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Pcrtland General Electric Comoany 3 FEB 14 F

Regulation, Regional Operaticr; and Resesrch, to issue the er' ' M ec Not'ce of
Violation and Procosed Irtposition cf Civil Peralty (htt tcc) the aecunt cf
$100,000 for the Severity Level !!! preolet. The base value of a civil reralty
for a Severity Level 111 problem is $50,000. The escalaticn and mitigatice
f actors in the Enf orcement Policy were considered.

The b6se civil penalty was mitigated by 50% fcr corrective actions, based en the
aggressive, covprehensive corretthe actions presented to us at the enfercement
conference on January 7, 1992 and the managenent meeting on August f;. 1991. The
base civil penalty was escalated by 50% for past performar.ce, based on a
previous Severity Level 111 violation in 1990 regarcing your fsilure to correct
problems with your licensed operater medical records, and based on a history
over the past two years of a number of lesser violaticr;s in the corrective
action area. Although escalation f or this f actor could have been 100%, the
conservative and thorough actions you have taken to fully recogni2e and correct -

technical issues during tne 1990 outage, such as th'. steam generator tube
issue, wer e considered acc re".a'ted in the lesser escalation for this f actor.

Additionally, given the number and nature of the examples in this problem
area, escalation of 100% for multiple occurrences was appropriate.

The other factors listed in the [nfcrcevent Policy were also considered, but no
further adjustments were deemed appropriate. Therefore, the cumulative base
civil penalty of 150,000 was increased 100% to $100.000.

You are required to respond to this letttr and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you thould dccument the spec 4fic actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrerce. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, incluc!ing your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NEC will determine whether further hRC enforcament action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordence with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice tre not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as recuired
by the Paperwork Reduction Act f 1980, Pub. L, 96-511.

Sincerely,

kW h0g,gJe da7 tin' p %
Degional Administn tor

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty
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NOTICE Of VIOLATION
ANO

PROPOSED IMPO$1 TION OF CIVll PCNAlly

Portland General Electric Company Docket No. 50 344
Trojan Nuclear Plant License No. NPF.1

EA*5 91 181 and 91 190

During NRC inspections conducted from Septenter 15 through November 25. 1991.
October t1 through December $, 1991, and December 2 through 16, 1991.
violations of NRC recuirements were identificu, In accordance with the
" General Staternent of Policy 6nd Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." 10 CFR

-Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose
a civil penalty pursuani, to Section 234 of the Atomic-Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and
associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion Xh , " Corrective Action,"
requires in part that " Measures shall be established to assure that
conditions adverse to cuality, srh as f ailures, malf unctions,
deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and
nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected. In the case
of-significant conditions adverse _to ovality, the measures shall,

assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective
action taken to preclude repetition."

PGE-8010. "' )jan Nuclear Quality Assurance Program," Revision 11,
implement; ality assurance program requirements for quality related
activities .t the Trojan Nuclear Plant pertaining to operation,
maintenance, fire protection and radiation protection. The program
requires that measures be established to preclude recurrence of
significant conditions adverse to quality.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not establish measures to
preclude recurrence of significant conditions adverse to quality, as
evidenced by the following examples:

1. On January 26,~ 1988, the licensee committed to correct an NRC
violation cited in Inspection Report 50-344/87 31, involving
failure to implement a required surveillance testing and. inspection
program for eight Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) air start
tank pressure safety valves. However, as of August 4, 1991, the
licensee had not implemented' actions to preclude recurrence of
conditions adverse to quality in that the EDG air start pressure
saf ety valves still had not been includeo in an inspection or
testing program.

~

2. -In March 1990, the. licensee identified the need to verify that
control ring settings for safety related pressurc safety-valves
were consistent with vendor recommendations. As of August 1991,

~

the licen$ee had rot = properly implemented actions to preclude
recurrence of conditions adverse to quality, in that the
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Notice Cf Viol 5 tion 2.

licensee's ASPE Ccde 5ertico XI intervice testing program, recaired
by Technical !pecificaticn 4.0.5.a did not irclenent a (cde
recuirement that pressure saf ety valves control rings be set 1r '

accorcance with vendor recomiendatiers.

3. In July 1990, the licensee identified that several non. safety relatec
dispnragm valves had been icprcperly mcdified in a carner nnich
increased their prcbability of diaphragt failure. The lir,ensee d0cu-
mented prcposed corrective atticos in Corrective Acticr Recuest
C90-3246, dated June 12, 1990, to preclude similar prcblems in other
plant valves. However, in October 1991, additional review revealed
that the licensee had not prom 0tly implemented actions to preclude
recurrence of conditions adverse to cuality in that sCproximately 32
diaphragm valves in safety related systems had also been improcerly
modified and no action had been initiated to correct this condition
adverse to quality. -

A. Following a September 19, 1991, event in which a radioactively
contaminated steam generator honing filter was dropped in the
containment building, the licensee identified several corrective
actions to preclude recurrence. However, as t' November 1991, thete
actions were inadequate to prevent recurrence of conditions adverse
to quality in that another steam generator honing filter was droDped
under similar circumstances, retulting in an airborr.a release of
radioactive mate rial and actuation of the safety related centainn,ent
vent il ation sys.3m.

B. 10 CfR Part 50, Appendix 3. Criterion XVI, "Ccrrective Action," requires
in part that "Peasures sha.1 be established to assure that "enditions
adverse to cuality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, devia-
tions, defective material and equipment, and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected, in the case of significant conditions adverse
to cuality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the condition is
determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition."

10 CFR 50.48, " Fire Protecticn " requires each power plant licensed to
operate prior to January 1, 1979, to implement a fire protection plan that -

.':s been accepted by the NRC staff.

PGE-1012. " Trojan Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Plan," Revision 11. is the
NRC staff-accepted fire protection plan for Trojan and, among other
things, defines the Quality Assurance program provisions for fire
protection that apply to activities performed after August 1, 1978.
PGE.1012, Appendix A. " Quality Assurance and Administrative Controls for
Fire Protection," paragraph (h), " Nonconforming Activities and Corrective
Action," re;uires that me3sures be established to assure that conditions
adverse to fire protection are promptly identified, reported and
corrected. These measures are to assure that in the case of significant
or repetitive conditions adverse to fire protection, the cause of the
condition is determined and analyzed, and prompt corrective actions are '

taken to preclude recurrence.

PGE-8010 " Trojan Nuclear Quality Assurance Program," Revision 11,
implements quality assurance program requirements fer quality related
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Notice'of Violation -3-

activities at the Trojan Nuclear Plant pertaining to operation,
maintenance, fire protection and radiation protection. The program
requires that measures be established te preclude recurrence of
significant condition $ adverse to Quality.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not establish measures to preclude
recurrence of significant conoitions adverse to quality, as evidenced by
the folloning exemples

1. On September 29, 1983, the NRC cited Trojan Nuclear Plant for failure
to ensure capability to repair equipment needed to achieve cold shut-
down within 72 hours of a postulated worst case fire. The licensee f

~

paid a civil penalty for the violation, but as of March 1991, the
licensee had not implemented actions to preclude recurrence of condi.
tions adverse to quality in that additional analysis demonstrated
that the plant could not achieve cold shutdcwn within 72 hours using
procedures and plant components that were analyzed and protected fer
a postulated worst case fire.

2. On September 29, 1983, the CRC cited Trojan Nuclear Plant for failure
to comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R Section !!!.G requirements
to protect components important for achieving hot shutdown from
postulated worst case fire damage. The licensee paid a civil penalty
for the violation, but as of March 1991,'the licensee had not
implemented actions to preclude recurrence of conditions adverse to
quality.in that several safety related components were found to be
subject to spurious actuations which could have adversely impacted

-the ability _to achieve hot shutdown following a postulated worst case
fire.

This is Severity 1.evel 111 problem (Supplements I and IV), Civil Penalty
$100.000. -(Assessed equally between the two violations.)-

!!. Violations Not Assest'ed a Civil Penalty

Technical Sp(:ification 6.8.1' states in part that written procedures '

-shall be established, implemented and maintained covering the acti-
vities recomtrended :in Appendix "A" of Regulatory Guide 1.33,
November, 1972.-

Appendix A' recommends procedures fort (1) Procedure Adherence and
Temporary Change Method, (2) Log Entries and Record Retention, (3) _
Control'of Radioactivity and (4) Chemical-and Radiochemical Control,
including procedures prescribing the nature and frequency of sampling-
and. analyses.

'Contrary to Technical Specification 6.8.1, the' applicable procedures
referenced above were not established, implemented, or maintained as
evidenced by the following examples:

1. From July 1991 to November 21, 1991,'a procedure for the control
of radioactivity was not properly implemented, ir that'the
surveys required by the licensee's Radiation Protection Manual,
dated May 1, 1991, Section 11.E.5, " Unconditional Release," were

_ ,
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|
not performed wnen releasing potentially radioactively contaminated
meter f als for disposal to unrestricteo areas.

2. As .' December 5, 1991, no procedure had been established or
implemented for retaining records of surveys releasing potentially
radioactively contaminated material for disposal to unrestricted
areas, and no such records were being maintained.

3. From October 1990 to December 4, 1991, no procedure had been
established or imolemented to prescribe the nature and frecuency
of sampling of the reactor coolant crain tank, and the sampling
described in the Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 11.2.2.2.1,
was not being performed.

4. During preparation of an of f site shipment of radioactive material on )

December 5, 1991, the licensee's procedure for controlling temporary
procedure _ changes was not implemented, in that the radioactive waste
shipment -Drocedure was changed and used without meeting the requirements
for prior documentation and plant management approval, as delineated
in Trojan Plant Procedure 12 4 " Nuclear Division Procedure Control
Program," dated November 29, 1991.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant _to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Portland General Electric Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30
days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Notice). This reply snculo be ' clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice
of Violation" and should include for each alleged violations (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted,
and if denied, _ the reatons why,-(3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and.the results achieved, (4) the corrective st2ps that will be taken to avoiu
further violations, and (S) the date when full compliance will be achieved, if
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, the
Commission may issue an order or a demand for information as to why the license
should not.be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why. such other action as may

*be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause 3hown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the
Act 42 U.S.C. H32, this rescense shall be' submitted under oath or
affirmation.

Within-the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a -
check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may.
protest imposition of-the civil penalty, in whole or in part,-by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of_ Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee tall to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accorjance ith 10 CFR 2.205 protesting thew

| civil _ penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly. marked as an
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" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) ceny the violations listed in
this Notice, in whole or in p2rt, (2) dtionstrate extenuating circumstances.
(3) shcw errcr in this Notice, or (4) shcw other reasons why the penalty sbculd
not be incosed. In addition to protesting the civil peralty, in nhole or in
part, such answer may request remission er mitigation of the penalty,

in requesting mitigation of the propcsed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991) should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth seDarately
f rom the statement or explanation in the reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but
may incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
~

determined in accordance with the aDelicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, di U.S.C. 2282(c).

The responses noted above (Reply to a Notice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, Region V, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector, Trojan
Nuclear Plant.

Dated at Walnut f. reek, California

this /$ day of [ bund , 1992
/
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/ % UNITED STATES
y% gi NUCLEAR REGUL.ATORY COMMISSION

, y//. ,i: REGION V,. .

,
1450 manta LANE*5 . .

h,, ,# WALNUT CREEK. CAurORNI A 945% s368

FEB 21 1992
Docket Nc. 50-206
License No. OPR-13
EA 91-198

Southern California Edison Company
Irvine Operations Center
23 Parker Street
Irvine, California 92718

Attention: Mr. Harold B. Ray
Senior Vice President, Nuclear

$UBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSFO IHPOSITION OF civil PENALTY -
$50,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-206/91-36)

This refers to the special inspection conducted by Messrs. C. W. Cal h ell and
P. H. Qualls of this office on November 14 through December 18, 1991 at the
San Onofre Unit I facility. The results of this inspection were documented in
the referenced NRC inspection report, which was transmitted to you on Decemoer
31, 1991. This report addressed three apparent violations of NRC requirements
concerning the 4160 Volt (4 kv) switchgear room Halon system and licensee
event report (LER) No. 50-206/91-13, Revision 0, detailing he eu nt. These
issues were discussed with you during an enforcement confer ace held in the
Region V Office on January 7, 1992. Our discussion during ne enforcement
conference was summarized in Meeting Report No. 50-206/92-Ok, transmitted to
you on February 5, 1992.

Three apparent violations were identified in our inspection report and are the
subject of the enclosed Notice. The first of the three violations involves
violation of the Technical Specification (TS) requirements for operability of
the 4 ky switchgear room Halon system. You recognized this condition after
Halon trouble alarms were received, reported it to the NRC, and have taken or
are in the process of initiating appropriate corrective actions. The second
violation was identified by the NRC and involved inaccurate or incomplete ;

information in the LER to the NRC concerning the ability to shutdown the unit
after a design basis fire in the 4 kV switchgear room. With regard to the
third violation, the NRC is concerned that you had not incorporated, nor
apparently evaluated the need to incorporate, the vendor recommended testing
of the Halon system slave bottle actuators into your f',re protection program.

Failure to meet regulatory requirements for protecting trains of equipment
required for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown following a fire
constitutes a serious violation. We acknowledge your evaluation that the
overall probability of a fire resulting in the inability to achieve safe shut-
down of the Unit is low; however, inoperability of the 4 kv switchgear room
Halon system represents loss of a significant fire protection system for more
than three years, and there were periods when the TS required compensatory
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Southern California Edison Ccmpany -2- FEB 01 1992

measures were not i'nplemented. In addition, for the periods of time that the
dedicated safe shutdown system wss inoperable concurrent with the Halon system
inoperability, both of these significant systems were not available, resulting
in a substantial degradation in the defense-in-depth concept of fire
protection for ensuring the ability to safely shut down the Unit.

During our enforcement conference on January 7, 1992, you noted that an hourly
fire patrol vs. a continuous fire watch in the 4 kv switchgear room would have
made little difference in your response to a fire in that room. You also
stated that a continuous fire watch provides only limited additional assurance
of safety compared to an hourly fire patrol. After assessing your position,
we have concluded that you have focused too narrowly on compliance with
specific Technical Specification requirements instead of recognizing the
broader safety significance of failure to maintain defense-in-depth in a
specific area of the fire protection program. As a result of the failure to
install the Halon systes properly, the unit operated with both safety systems
designed to mitigate the consequences of a design basis fire out of service,
without implementing full measures to prevent a design basis fire from
occurring.- We conclude that a dedicated fire watch provides the necessary
defense-in-depth to assure that fire hazards will not be present and that
conditions which could indicate an incipient fire will be detected as promptly
as possible. Therefore, it is our conclusion that the difference between an
hourly and a continuous fire watch is more significant than you asserted.

We also note that weakness in your quality assurance and maintenance practices
(inadequate procedures and training) caused or contributed to the
inoperability of the Halon system and that your failure to perform recommended
vendor testing on the system caused you to miss an opportunity to detect the
p*oblems earlier. We encourage you to continue your efforts to enhance the
quality assurance and maintenance program so that the potential for future
errors is minimized.

You stated during the enforcement conference that you had applied the LER
statements regarding operability of the dedicated shutdown (DSD) system in a
general rather than a literal manner. While your reasoning is understood, we
are concerned, however, that complete and accurate information be provided to
the NRC so that proper evaluations of conditions at the facility can be made.
Your initial LER on the subject stated that a design basis fire in the 4 kv
switchgear room would not have prevented the Unit from achieving and .
maintaining a safe shutdown condition. Such reasoning would not apply during
periods when the DSD system was not available.

The inoperable Halon system together with the inaccurate LER have been
evaluated in the aggregate as a significant regulatory concern. Therefore, in
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),
the violations have been classified as a Severity Level III problem.

To emphasize the importance the NRC attaches to properly maintaining fire
protection systems and to providing complete and accurate information to the
NRC, I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executi.ve Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
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Southern Californk Edfson Company -3- FEB 21 1992

Regional Operations and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation
and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $50,000.
The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 111 problem is $50,000.
The calation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy ware
considered.

While you promptly reported the first violation to the NRC, this problem with
the Halon system was self-revealing as a result of an inadvertent system
actuation. In addition, the LER submitted for this event was rot complete and
accurate. Therefore, we have not mitigated the penalty for identification and
reporting. Your management was also objective and self-critical in assessing
weaknesses in the maintenance program that contributed to this event. Short
tern corrective actions for the Halon system were prompt and thorough. Long
term corrective actions for the weaknesses identified have been or are in the
process of being implemented, although we have concluded *%t these were not
particularly prompt. While the LER was corrected, it is n n clear what
further action is planned to be taken to assure that futura LERs will be
complete and accurate. Therefore, any mitigation that might be appropriate
for correcting the Halon issue is offset by escalation that would b.e
appropriate for not comprehensively addressing the LER issue. Thus adjustment
of the base civil penalty is not warranted for corrective action. The other
adjustment _ factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered, and no further
adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate. . Therefore,
based on the above, the base civil penalty has not been adjusted.

Violation C in the enclosed Notice addresses the vendor recommended testing.
This violation has been categorized at a Severity Level IV.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing yom response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enc 1 Jsed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

b ^

Ny Regional Adm1

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition--

of Civil Penalty
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

FR0 POSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY

Southern California Edison Company Docket No. 50-206 |

San Onofre Unit 1 License No. O PR 13
EA 91-198

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 14 through December 18, 1991,
three violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to
impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2262, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular

'

violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

A. Section 3.14.4 of the San Onofre Unit 1 Technical Specifications
requires both (main and reserve) banks of the 4160 volt switchgear room
Halon system tc be operable whenever the equipment protected by the
system is required to be operable ~(i.e., Modes 1 through 4) and states,
in part: "With both banks of the required Halon systems inoperable,
establish the following within 1 hour:

1. A continuous fire watch."
,

Contrary to the above, a continuous fire watch was not established when
both banks of the Halon system for the 4160 volt switchgear room were
inoperable during the following periods, with Unit 1 operating in Podes

-

1 througn 4:

July 18 - August 13, 1989 August 18 - October 15, .989
December 1 - December 10, 1989 December 20, 1989 - January 1, 1990
January 3 - January 20, 1990 January 24 - February 3, 1990
February 13 - May 31, 1990 June 12 - June 30, 1990
May 18, 1991 - May 29, 1991 June 7 - Jure 29, 1991

B.- -10 CFR 50.9(a) states in part: "Information provided to the Commission ,

... by a licensee ... shall be complete and accurate in all material
respects."

16 CFR 50.73(b)(2)(ii)(L)(3) states: "An assessment of the safety
. consequences and implications of the event, This assessment must
include the availability of other systems or components ihat could have
performed the same function as the compon..its and systems that failed
during the event."

Contrary to the above, Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 206/91-013,
Revision 0, submitted on July 31, 1991, contained incomplete and
inaccurate information. The LER stated that:

(
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"A design bois fire in the 4 kv switchaear room (fire area
1-PB-14-8) would not have prevented the , nit from achieving
and maintaining a safe shutdown condition."

,

****

"Moreover, in the unlikely event that the fire would not be
extinguished quickly, dedicated safe shutdown features of
SONGS 1 would provide the capability to achieve and maintain
tafe shutdown post desitan basis fire."

These statem(its were not complete and accurate in all material
respects, in_that the dedicated safe shutdown (D50) system, a system
that could have performed the function of the equipment protected by the
Halon system, was inoperable between May 18 and June 3, 1991, because or

~diesel generator overhaul, and could not have been used to achieve safe
shutdown conditions following a design basis fire in the 4160 volt
switchgear room.

This is a Severity Level 111 problem (Supplemer.t I and VI').
Civil Penalty - $50,000 (equally divided between the Vio ations A and B).

C. Section 6.8.1.j of the Unit 1 Technical Specifications (TS) requires
that the licensee establish, implement and maintain procedures for fire
protection Quality Assurance.

The licensee's Topical Quality Assurance nanual (TQAM), Chapter 8,
implements the TS 6.8.1.j requirement. TQAM Section 8-A.ll.1, Revision
12. states that test controls for the fire protection program shall be
established and implemented in accordance with chapters 4, 5, and 6.
TQAM Section 8-A.ll.4 states that:

" Test controls shall assure that the fire protection package is
fully operational to meet design requirements at the time of

'

installation. Periodic retests will be provided to assure that
the fire protection package remains operable and that it continues
to meet design requirements. A test plan shall be established
which defines the types, frequency and detailed procedures for
periodic retesting of equipment."

TQAM Section 5-C.2, Revision 12 states:

" Maintenance shall be planned and scheduled to assure that the
safety of the plant is not compromised nor the Technical
Specifications violated."

The vendor manual, "Ansul Halon 1301 Fire Suppression Systems", states,
in part: "To provide maximum assurance that the Ansu'. Halon 1301 System
will operate effectively and safely, the following procedures must be
performed after installation and semi-annually thereafter." The manual
then describes steps to be followed for master /.tlave systems to check
the slave actuation system.

NUREG-0940 1.A-112
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Notice of Violation -3- RB " 1 1932

Contrary to the above, as of December 16, 1991, th, .:ensee's test
program did not include testing to demonstrate operaoility of the slave
cylinders in the Halon fire suppression system.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Su,)plement I).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Southern California Edison Company
(Licensee) is hereby required to sut.mit a written statement or explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply
to a Notice of V|olation" and should include for each alleged violation:
(1) admission or ocnial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the
violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective
steps that have been t N 1 and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps
that will be taken to e ,cther vic.Jions, and (5) %e date when full
compliance will be acMev.a. If an adequate reply is not received within the
time specified in this Notice, the Commission may iss;e an order or a demand
for information as to why the license should not be modified. us,nended, or
revoked'or'why such other action as may be proper should nc~ taken.
Consideration may be given to extending the response time f(r god cause
shown. Under the authority of S ction 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this
response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as providad for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensa., may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to ute
Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check, draft, money order or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above or may -

protest imposition-of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
:pecified, an order imposing the civil pent'ty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an ansur in accordaace with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked
as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violatiens
listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why
the penalty should not be imposed. In additica to protesting the civil
penalty-in whole or in'part, such an an wer may request remission or
mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors .,ddressed in-
Section V.8 of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be add,essed. Any

' written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth-separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may

"incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The. attention of the
licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing civil penalty.

>
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Notice of Violatica -4- fig 21 1992

Upon failure to pay any civil ponalty due, which failure subsecuently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorne.v General. and the penalty, unless com-

.

promised, remitted,-or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pu suant to
Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282(c).

The response noted above (Reply to a Notice of Violation, let+er with payaent
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should h1 addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. " e. lear Regulatory Commission, Renion V, and a copy to the
NP.C Resident inspe , San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.

Dated at Walnut Cres California
this.fd E ay of February 1992d

'

,

p

.

N

$
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Occket No. EO aa5
License No. NPF-37
EA 91-159

TU &lectr;c

ATTNt W. J. Cani11, Jr.
' ce ?resicent, NuclearE/ecutive :

$kyway Tower
400 Mcrth Olive Street. L.3, 51
Dallas, Texas 75201

, 'n:

f NOTICE CF VIOLATION & PROPOSED IMPOSI''ON OF C!'11L PENALTY - 525,000
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05, 50-445/91-62 7. 50-446/91-62)

1 reference to NRC's October 30 - Decener 19. 1991, inspection at Tu
s Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES), which was documented

ort issucc cn January 3, 1992, On January 17, 1992, you and cther TV
.ic representatives attenced an enforcement conference in NRC's Arlington,

iexas office to ciscuss matters relatea to this inscection. The enforcement
conference was held to aiscuss violations of s;fstem alignmcat procedures and
Tecnnical Specifications that occurred during a CPSES, Unit I startuo in early
December 1991.

.

The violations cescribed in NRC's inspection recort and ciscussed at the
enforcement conference involved failures to ensure the proper siignment of the
-residual-heat removal (RHR) system and the turoine-driven auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) pumo prior o olacing the piant in hot stancby (Mode 3), an aaditional
violation, which was discusseo briefly it the enforcement conference, involve <'
e failure to properly accument the entry into a Technical Specification action
statement wnen the turoine-driven auxiliary fee': water pump was taken cut of
service.

-In NRC': view, _the more signific:nt of the viclations is the violation cf piant
crececures that resultea in the misalignment of valves in the DR systern, a
system wnich is part of the olent's Emergency C re Cooling _5ystem anc ccuia te
c.tlled ucen to cumo water into tne reactcr cca,'nq system in the event cf a
plant emergency.

On Decen>cer 4, 1991. the CPSES Mant enterec *he hot stancby made JMoce 2)
with two valves in the AHR system mispositionec. The valves, crosstie stives
cetween :ne two trains cf the 4HR sjt em. see requirec cy s prem coer!-inc
precedures to be ccen in Moce 3 ta pernit o ther 4HR SumD to inject water Intc

y all four reactorL':;olant loops ;r :ne avent of = ass-ci-:cciant accicent 'U'CA',.
^his ccnt.iticn went uncetected by ruirercus licinsec arJ HC1cr 'canSdC ccer'Ecrs
fcr 30me 51 hours f# cur sr.ifts) stil in lostrument t t';nt r O m.gineer unc ws

using a ciant Ocftcuter to review systam ccnfiguraticns noticac *re ciscrear .,.

0 3.T FIED Mall
E m -:CEiPT 1ECUEi'E2
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IU Electric -E-

Tith these valves closeo, this system could not f unction as designed under all
accident scenarios. The plant's accident analyses assume that the RHR crosstie
valves are. open, The safety significance of the valve misaligntent was reduced
gi, sa the condition of the plant. (operations at power naa not begun), in the
NRC's' view, tne significance of this condition rests on the fact that

=procecures designed to ensure _the orcoer alignment of a safety system were not
followed, rather-than just on its effect on olant safety systems. Factors that
contributed to ecking this event significant incluce: 1) a recuired
surveillance test which would have revealeo the misalignment was not per'crmed

1due to a fltw inithe surveillance' prcgrami 2) inattention to detail and poor
communications during a plant startuo played a role in the misalignment of an
important safety ~ system; anc 3) the misalignment was not recognized by control
room personnel responsible for checking system control boaros cericaically
during their shifts. As discussed etove, four snift-changes occurrec cetween
the time the plant enterea Mode 3 and the time the misalignment was discovereo.

'

For these reasons, NRC considers the peccedural viol 6 tion ano the factors that
contributea to this misalignment _a matter of significant regulatcry concern.
Therefore,:in accordance with the " General Statement cf Policy and Procedure
for. NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the violation. associated with this event (Violaticn I) has bcen
classified at Severity Level 111.

NRC considers TU Ele:tric's corrective actions for this violation to have
been prompt ar.d extensive. .immediate corrective-actions included restoring
the system to its proper alignment, performing complete alignment checks on

-RHR-anc other systems to ensure that~no other valves were mispositioned,
' completing. modifications to the RHR system alignment procedures to minimize
a recurrence-of this; event, and' covering lessens _ learned frcm this event in
meetings with clant staff. In addition to these immediate actions, TU Electric
: said at the enforcement conference that it had developec a suoplemental

emergency core. cooling system control seit;n alignment checklist to be performed
periodically, that' it hao corrected the surveillance ' program to ensure ~ Tecnnical

'

Specification-requirec survei' lances are perf ormed ' prior to moce changes, that ]
it wouic review anc stress manacement's expectaticns regarding centrol board - t

awareness and log entries, and that it would cousiaer.estaolishing a "cuiet
perico" prior tc piant mode chances curina wnicn plant ttatus anc paperwork-
would be reviewec.

Nonetheless, to emonssize the importance of-positive communications 3ttention
to cetail, and awareness curing plant evolutions to-ensure that all saf etr
systems are properly aligneo as recuired by system coerating procedures.
I have teen authori:ec, after_censultation witn the Director. Office of*

: Enforcement, anc .the Decury Executive: Cirector Tor Muclear Reactor Reculation.
Regional Ocerations art Researcn,- to issue the enclosea rotice of- Violation
-anc Procosed Imcosition cf-Civil Penalty (Notice; in the:Smcent of $25,0C0 for
:the Severity Level III violation described acove and:in_tne Motice.
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3-TU Electric -

'The base.value of a civil renalty for a-Severity Level ::: viciation is 150,000,
_

. The escalation end mitigation # actors in-the Enforcement Policy were consicered
and resulted in a ret decrease of 126.000. The-reduction 5n the base value was |
made because, as discussed above,_TV Electric toor prompt and extensive correc- ,

tive actions. Althougn NRC considered a reduction of the penalty baseo on the
misalignment having been discovereo_by CPSES persennel, no reouction was made
because the misalignment went unoetected fo approximately 51 hours during
which four shiftEchanges occurred. -The tther aojustmert factors in the

_ Enforcement PolicyLwere considered and no further adjustment to the base civil
penalty was-considered appropriate.

,

Two additional violations are includeo in the Notice but are not being assessed -

- a civil 1 penalty. . As indicateo'anove, these inciuce the f ailure to navt the
turbine-driven AFW pump' properly aligrec upon entry into Mode--3 ano the f ailure.
to properly document, for tracking purposes, the entry into a Tecnnical
Spedification-required action statement when the same humo was taken out of
service. These violations a-e also indicative of inattention to oetail curing
a plant.startuo and in the case-of Violation II. A, a weakness in licensed opera-
tor understanding .of the AFW Technir-l Specification, but are not considered as
significant from'a safety-and.regul. ary cerspective as Violation I and are
being classified at Severity Level IV.

You'are required to respond to'this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice wnen preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional'

actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Specifically, your response should
include the actions you are taking to assure positive communications.between

~

operators, awareness of ecuicment status, anc awareness of mode change require-
ments. ~After reviewing your response to~this Notice, including your proposed
corrective actiord and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine
whethar further NRC enforcement action is necessary tc ensure compliance with

- NRC regulatory recuirements.

-- In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,'' a copy of
this letter and i*$ enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Cocument Room.

The responses directcJ by this letter anc.the enclosec Notice are not subject
to tne clearance ;:roceauces of the Office of Anagement anc Bucget as recuirec
by the Paperuc k Eecuction Act of 1960. Pub L. No.- M-51' .' "

.-

Sincere 1y,
, -

,

/' . .

,. X 7,f ' G.w de ci

Pebert D. Mait:n
Reg 1cnal admin utratcr-

Enclosure
- Notice of Violaticn anc Prcoosed

- Imcosition of CPn1 Penalty
4
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FROPO:E0 iMFOSIT: N CF C:'/:L 2E'JLTf

TU Electric Occket N0 50 445
Cominche Pe5k Steam Electric Station License '.o. NPF-37

EA 91-1E9

During an NRC inspection conaucted Octater 30 - Decemter 19, 1991, siolaticns
of NRC requirements aere 1centified. :n accoraance with the "Ge eral Statement
of Felicy and Frocecure fcr NRC Enfcreeme-* Acticns, ' 10 CFR Part : Accenaix C
(1991) the Nuclear Regulatory Commis;1cn p.cocses to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy a t :f 1954, as amenacc (Act),c
42 U.S.C. 2:32, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular viciations an: associatea
civil penalty are set fcrth below:

I. Violation Assessec 3 Civil Penalty

CPSE3 Technical Specificaticn 6.E.1 states. in cart, that nritten orocedures
shall be established, imDiemented anc airtained, covering the applic;ble
procedures reccmmended in Aprencix A of ;egulatcry Guide 1.23 Revision 2,
dated February 1978.

Appendix A of Regulat0ry Guice 1.33, Revision 4, February 1978, recommends
the establishment of general plar,t operatirg procedures, including
procedures covering " Cold Shutdown to Hoc Itancby."

CPSES L' nit 1 Integrating Plant Coerating Crocedure IPO-0012, Revision 10,
" Plant Heatup From Cold $hutdcwn to Hot Standby," established by the
licensee in accorcance with the requirements of Technical 5cecification
6.S.1., requires in Secticn 5.2,5 that. crior to exceedinc 350 cecrees F
in the reactor coolant system ';C ) (entry into " ode 3), tre resiaual heat d(
removal (RHR) system ce snut d an anc placed in stancby reaciness per t
SCP-102A, "Resicual Heat Pemoval System. '

CPSES System Coerating Procedure ECP-lC . Revision 6. recuires in 6
Eection 5.:, " Placing the RhR$ in itancby Readiness," that C?SES verify
that the prerequisites in Section :,3 are ret.

Section 2.2 c' 7CD-10:2, Revisi:n 5. recuires, im part, t 2t the control
switch lineuo car Attacreent : 5 ::mciete.

Attacnment 2 cf $00-102A, Revis':n 6 " Cent ol Switcn Lir.eue Sheet -
Stancby Reacinest," recuires, in cart. that the control swittnes 'or RhR

Train A and S crosstie valvcs 3716 A arc 5?l5-5 are serifisc to be in the
c en positien,

Contr ary to the acove. On Dece*cer 4 '.991. the icensee -lacea CP5E:
Unit 1 in Mode 3, ::ntinued reactor c oi ant systen neatu: :ccve
250 cegrees , and dia not er'- t,a- e : ntrc- switches 'er ;HR Train A

and 8 crosstie valses 3716 A arc 2716-: uere in tne Den : siti:n. ."
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Notica of Vio.it,0f. -2-

December 6, 1991,:these control switches (and their' associates valves).were
discovered:by licensee Lersonrel to be in the closed cosition. ,

This -is a Severity '.e/el 'ill violation (Supplement !).
Civil Penalty - $25,000

!!. Violations-Not Assesseo a Civil Penalty

A. 'CPSES Tecnnical Specification 3.7.1.2 reouires, in part, at least
three independent steam generator auxiliary feedwater cumps and
associated flow paths to be operable _in Modes 1, 2 ano 3, with one
steam turbine-driven auxiliary feeowater pump cacable of being powered
from two operable steam supplies. With one auxiliary feedwater pump
inoperable, Technical Specification 2.7.1.2 requires, in part, that
the recuired auxiliary feedwater pumo De restored to ccerable within
72 hours or be in at least hot stancDy within the.nex* 6 hours and
in hot shutdown within the following 6~ hours.

CPSES Technical Specification 3.0,a states,_in part, that entry into-
an operational mode or other specifiec condition shall not be made
w&.en the conditions for the Limiting Condition for Operation are not
met and the associated ac': ion _recuires a shutdown if they are not met
within a specified time interval,

Contrary to-the above, on December 2,~1991, CPSES Unit 1 entered
-Moce 3 with_the steam turtine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump in an-
. inoperable? condition |in.that the control room handswitches for the
valves in each of the.two steam supply lines to the turbine were in
the " pull out" position. In_this ccnoition, the valves would not
have opened in response.tc automatic signals to initiate auxiliary
feedwater flow. This condition existec until discovered by licensee

-personnel 47-- minutes af ter entry into Mode 3.

This<is a $everity; Level IV viciationJSupplement !).

B. CPSES Technical Icecification 6.8.1 states, in part, that: written-
-

procedures shall-be_establishec, imclemented' enc maintainea._ covering-
the appl _icable procecurestrecommenceo in Appencix A of Regulatory-
Guide.'1''33. Revision 2; dated Fecruary:-1978.-

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Revisica 2. FeDruary 1978,
-recommends the establishment 0:f acministrative procecures.

CPSES Procedure 00A-308 ."LCO Tracking Program," develupeo in-

accordance with Technical Soecificatien _6.8.1, prescribes controis7 -

ano documentation recuirements fer controliing entriesninto Tecnnical
Specif-icaticn limiting concition for :peration action statements,

$ -

.

.

s

4

4
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3-. Notice of Violation #~

Section.6.4.3 ofm Procedure GDA-308 states, in ppt, that a LCCAR

(Limiting Cadition (nr Operation Action Reouirement. form) shall be,

'initiatec wnen it is determined that a system configuraticn impacts
the operability of any system wnich is Technical Specification
related. Contrary to the above, en December 5, 1991, with CPSES
Unit 1 1.7 Moce 3, the licensee manually isolated the steam supply
lines to the steam turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumo, a confi-
guration white moscted the cperability cf the steam turbine-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump and wnich : laced the unit in a limiting
condition for opera: ion action statement and the licensee did not
complete an Active LC0AR Form.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant.to the provisions of 10-CFR 2.201. TU Electric (Licensee) is hereby
required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office
of Enforcement, U.S. Euclear Regulatory Commission, within 30_ cays of the cate
of this Notice of Violation and Proposec imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice)- .

This reply should-be clearly marked as -a "Repi{ to a Notice of Violation" and
Should include for each-alleged violation: (1, admission or denial-of the

alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, and if danied,
the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further viola-
tions, and (5) the date when full-comp tiance will be achieved. If an adequate-
reply is=not received within the time specified in thi.s Notice, the Commission
may issue an order-or a demand for_information as to why the license should not

-be modified, suspended, or revoked or why sucn other action as may be proper
:should not be taken. Consideration may be given to excending the response time
for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section lE2 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submittec uncer oath or affirmation..

'
_ With b the same time'as provided for tne response recuired above under 10 CFR,

2.201. the Licensee may pay the civil penalt) :y letter accressec to the
: Cirector,;0f fice -of: Enf orcement,: _U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,- with a
check,= draft, money creer. or electronic transfer payaole to the Treasurer of

:the United States in the- amount of the civil cenalty proposec acove, or_ may
protest-imposition-of:the civil penalty, in whcietor in part.--by a written
answer. addressed to th_e Director. Of fice of Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee f ail to answer within the time scecifiec, an-

. order imposing the civil penalty will te; issues. Should the Licensee elect to.
file an answer in ecccrdance with 10 CFR 2.lC5 crotesting the civil penalty.
in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked -as an " Answer to a
Notice'of Violation" anc maya (1) deny the violaticns listec in this Notice,-

whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenu?-ing circumstances. (3) shon error
.s-Notice, cr (d) snow other reasccs why the penalty should not te imposed..n

In-acoition?to protesting the civil'penalti,.in anole or in cart. sucn answer
may reouest remission or mitigation 1of tne penalty.

,
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Notice of 'liolation 0-

In requesting mitigation of the prcpcsed penaitj, the f actcrs :::ressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Acpendix L (1991' should te accres;ed. Any
written answer in acccrcance with 10 CFR '.205 thculd be set fcrth ;eparate y
9 00 the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CF; 2.201, but may
incorpor te parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citinga

page and paragrapn numcers) to avoic repetitier. The attention ;f the
Lic?nsee is directec to tne atner provistcnc 9 10 CFD 2.205, regarding the
procecure for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon t ailure to pay any civil penalty cue wnic, succequently Fas ceen ceter~ined
in !cccrcance with tr.e applicable prcvisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may te e

referred to the Attcrney CLneral, and the penalty, unless ccmpromised, remittec,
or +1tigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Secticn 23A(c) of the
Act. 42 U.S.C. 228cc.

The responses noted abcVe (Reply to Notice of liolation, letter oth payment of
civil penalty, ano Answer to a Notice cf Violation) shoula be accressec to:
Director Of fice of Enf orcement. U.S. Nuclear egulatory C: mission, ATTN:
Docu ent Control Desk, Wasningten, D.C. 20555 attn a copy to the Regionalm

Ad"11nistrator. U.S. Nuclear Regulatcry Comis: 1on, Region IV ard a c0py to
the NRC Resident 'nspector at CJmanche Per

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 18th day of February 1992

-

M
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Docket No. 50-397
License No. NPF-21
EA 91-183

Washington Public Power Supply System
ATTN Mr. D. W. Mazur

Managing Director
Post Office Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352

Centlement

Subject NOTICE' OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PFNALTY -
$25,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT No. 50-397/91-44)

This refers to the special inspectica conducted by Messrs. R. C. Sorensen and
D. L. Proulx of this of fice on Nove..nber 4 - December 8, 1991. The results of
this inspection were documented in the referenced NRC inspection report, which
was transmitted to you on December 13, 1991. This report addressed four
apparent violations of NRC requirements concerning the containment atmospheric
control (CAC) system. These issues were discussed with you during an enforce-
nient conference held in the Region V office on December 20, 1991. Our
discussions during,the enforcement conference were summarized in Meeting
Report No. 50-397/91-48, transmitted to you on January 22, 1992.

The four apparent violations in our inspection report have been addresned as
three violations, as shown in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). The first of these violations involves
(1) inoperability of both trains of the CAC eystem since initial plant startup
due to the inability of flow controllers to control recycle flow in the
automatic mode and (2) inoperability of Train "A" of the CAC system for more
than three months during plant operation because lubricating oil had drained
out of the associated blower You identified these conditions, reported them
to the NRC, and have taken or initiated appropriate corrective actions. The
other two violations were identified by the NRC and involve (1) improper
assembly of seismic supports for the CAC system and (2) the inordinate amount
of time (almost these months) you took to evaluate and report the inoperable
flow controllers to the NRC.

Collectively, these violations reflect insufficient attention by your
management and staff to the CAC system, a system your Technical Specifications
require to be operable to mitigace the possible consequences of an accident.
The violations also indicate a need for additional commitment by your staff to
engineering, technical, and maintenance activities, associated with this

safety related system. A more questioning att _.ade and thorough review on the
part of your engineering and maintenance personnel would likely have resulted
in your staff's identifying these violations earlier. Had your staff properly
followed up on the flow controller deficiency when it was identified prior to
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initial plant startup the violation for that condition'would have been
avoided. .You are-encouraged to censinna how the le s sor.J laarped from these
occurrences' relate to your staf f's attention to other safoty systems.

In accordance with the " General statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforceaent Actions" (Enforcement Policy), 10 CTR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),
'the violation involving inoperability of the CAC system (Violaticn A in the

-

enclosed Notice) hae-been clamalfied as a Severity Level III violation. The
However, inother two violations have been classified at severity Lovel IV. _

the case of both of those violatiors the NRC staff had some additional
concerto. hith regard to the support deficiencies, your staff follow-up was
not initially aggressive though eventually they did perform a-100% walkdown of
the system. Regarding.the reporting violation, given the length of-time it
took for the report to be made to the NRC, serious consideration was given to
assessing the reporting violation at severity Level III. However, given that

'a report was ultimately made Severity Level IV was considered the appropriate
cla4sification.

To emphasize the 'importance the KFC attaches to properly maintaining and
controlling the operability and configuration of safety-related systems, I
have been authorized,-after consultation with the Director, office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,.

Regional Operations,'and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice)'in the amount of $25,000.

L The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level-III problem is $50,000.
~

rne escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement-Policy were
considered as discussed below.

Your response to violation A was aggressive. Management has been objectire
and self-critical in investigating.the events, and corrective actions were
prompt and thorough, including procedure revisions and captivation of oil
plugs. In additioni you initiated a safety system runctional_ Inspection and a
number of other longer-term corrective actions. We have therefore-concluded
that 50 percent mitigation is appropriate for corrective actions.

-As previously noted, you identified and reported the two conditions cited in
-Violation Ai Ha'd both conditions been reported-in a timely manner, mitigation
of up to_50% for identification and reporting would have been possible. On
, balance, however, in view of the late reporting of one of those conditions -
(addressed as-Violation B.2) and the fact that the lose-of lubricating oil was
a self-disclosing event, we -have concluded neither-escalation nor mitigation
is appropriate -for identification and reporting. The ot'er adjustment
-factors in the Enforcement' Policy were considered,~and no further adjustment
to the base civil penalty was considered appropriate. Therefore, based on the
.above, the base civil penalty has been decreased by 50%.

You also advised us on January 24, 1992 that the Train "B" CAC blower was
found to-have been inoperable from December 17, 1991 until-the condition was
' discovered by your staff'on January 22, 1992?(6 daye beyond the out-of-service-

time permitted by the associated ' Action statement in the Technical
Specification). This condition occurred on December 175as a result of an

_
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unusual system configuration during special testing conducted.as part of your
corrective action program. You not ed that T ain '"A" of the CAC system was
operable during this period. This matter does not appear to impact our
assessment of the previous CAC.Jyotem problemb and will be addressed in a
separate inspection report 'af ter completion of NRC- teview.

;. 1ou are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
re s pon s u , you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
' inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is

necessiry to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790'of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
. this letter, and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Docament Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the En'losed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedure of the Of fice of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduccion Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

_

N] /A 0 _,
yh/' Martin. .

Regional Administ i

Enclosures
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition

of Civil Penalty

cc A. L. Oxsen, Deputy Managing Director
L. L. Crumme, Acting Director, Licensing and Assurance
J. W. Baker,-WNP-2 Plant Manager
A. G. Hosler, WNP-2 Licensing Manager
C. E. Doupe, Esq.
Winston-G Strawn
State of Washington

n
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NOTItE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Washington Public Power Supply System Docket No. 50-397
Washingtou Nuclear Project No. 2 (WNP-2) License Fo. NPF-21

EA 91-181

During.an NRC, inspection conducted on November 4 through December 8, 1991,

violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,'
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes-
to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1964, ac amended ( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

A. Violation Assessed a Civil Penalty:

Section 3.6.6.1 of the WNP-2 Technical Specifications states:

, "Two independent drywell and suppression chamber hydrogen recombiner
sytreme shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2.

ACTION: With one drywell and suppression chamber hydrogen recombiner
system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status
within 30 days or be in at least NOT. SHUTDOWN withi.n the next 12 hours."

Section 3.0.3 of the Technical Specifications states, in part: "When a
Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided in the
associated ACTION requirements, within one hour action shall be ,

initiated to place the unit in an OPERATIONAT. CONDITION in which the
Specification does not apply by placing it, as applicable, in:

1. At least STARTUP within the next 6 hours,

2. At.least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and
3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours."

Contrary'to the above:

1. Both hydrogen recombiner systems were inoperable, in:that they
would not function in automatic, from before initial plant startup
in 1984 until August 1991 du-a to installation-of the wrong type of
recycle flow controllers, and the requirements of the above actinn
statements-were not met.

2. The "A". Train hydrogen recembiner system was inoperable from on or
about December 8, 1990 until April 12, 1991 because of an
undetected loss of-lubricating oil.-from the Train "A* blower, with

the reactor operating in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, and the
requirements of the applicable action statement were not met.
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Notice of Violation: - 2--

.This is a Severity _ Level IJI' violation (Supplement I).
Civil Penalty - 525,000.

4

:

B. Violations N't Assested a Civil Penalty:o

1. - 10 CFR Part-50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions,"

_ Procedures, and Drawings", states in part " Activities affecting
quality shall ce prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the

; circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
instructionsi procedures, or drawings."

Section 5.2.1 of the WPPSS Operational Quality Assurance Prcgram
Description (OQAPD) Maidal, Revision 13, states: " Activities that
affset safety-related functions of plant items shall be described
by and accomplished through implementation of documented
procedures, instructions, ar drewings, as appropriate."

-. Contrary to-the above, activities affecting quality and prescribed
by vendor drawing CVI 4-1371-18.20 were not accomplished in
accorJance with this drawing, in that seven instances were

- identified between September 26 and October 10, 1091 wherein
containment atmospheric control (CAC) system pipe supports had not

. . been configured as prescribed in this drawing.

This-is a. Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

2. 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2) requires, in part: that ' if not reportable under
paragraph (a) or (b)(1) of Section 50.72,*... the licensee shall
notify the NPO as soon as practical and in all cases, within four
hours of the occurrence of any of the following

(iii) Any event or condition that alone could b ve prevented the
fulfillment of the safety function of str etures or systems
that are needed to... (D) Mitigate the consequences of an
accident.*

10 CFR 50.73 requires, in part: "The holder of an operating
license for a nuclear. power plant-(licensee) shall submit a
Licensee Event Report (LER)-'for any event of the type described in

- this. paragraph within 30 days after the discovery of the event....
(2) The licensee'shall reports

(i) (B) Any operation or condition prohibited by the plant's
Technical Specifications.

(v) Any event or condition that alone could have prevented the
fulfillment of the safuty' function of structures or systems
that are needed to...(D) Mitigate the consequences of an
accident.
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Notice of. Violation -3-

(vii) Any event where a single cause or conditicn caused two...

independent traine ... to become inoperable in a single
system designed tos (D) Mitigate the consequences of an
accideat."

Contrary to the above, the licensee determined on August 7, 1991
that the wrong type of tevycle flow controllets had been installed
in the CAC system, a system needed to mitigate the consequences of
an accident, beforc initial plant startup in 1984, a condition
which rendered both trains of the CAC system inoperable, but the
NRC was not notified until october 31, 1991 and an LER vas not
submitted until December 2, 1991.

This is;a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

. Pursuant to the. provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Washington Public Powe~ Supply
System (Licensee) is hereby required to submit -Ttten statemem
explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Puclear ..vulatory-
Commission, within'30 days of the date_of this Notice of Violation and
Proposed' Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). _This reply should bt clearly
marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation * and should include "or each
alleged violations (1) admission or_ denial of the alleged viol.4 tion, (2) the
reasons for the violation if admitted, and if denied, the res2ons why, (3) the

-- corrective steps that have been taken and the results achievnd, (4) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, the Commission may issue an
order or a demand for information as to why the license should net be modi-
fled, suspended, or revoked or why such other action-as may be proper should
not be taken. . Consideration may be given to extending the response time for
good cause shown. Under'the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

. Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may. pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
- check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States-in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of.the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

~

Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in wholo or in part, such answer should be clearly marked
as.an " Answer to a Notic4 of Violation" and may (1) deny the violations
listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error.in this Notice, or (4) shew other reasons why-
the: penalty should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil
penalty in whole or in part, such an answer may request remission or
mitigation of the penalty.

|-
,
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Notice of Violation -4-

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Coction V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
writte. answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g. citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisice.s of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

, Upon f ailure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless com-

_

promised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to
Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to a Notice of violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S... Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V, and a copy to the

~

NRC Resident Inspector, Washington Nuclear Project No. 2.

Dated at Walnut Creek, California
this Q day of February, 1992

|

|

!
:
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Docket No. 50-20C; 50-301
License No. DPR-24; DPR-27.
Et 91-149

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
ATTN: Mr. James J. Zach, Vice President

Nuclear Power Department
231 West Michigan, Room-308
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Dear Mr. Zach:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF-VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES -
$150,000-(INSPECTION REPORTS NO. 50-266/91025; 50-301/91025)

This refers to the special inspectiois coriducted on October 1 - November 1
1991, at the Point Beach Nuclear Power Station. The inspection included a

the September 29, 1991, failure of
review of-the circumstances surrounding (MSIVs) to close upon demand from thethe Unit-2 main steam-isolation valves
control room during.a plant shutdown for a scheduled refueling outage. The
report documenting this inspection was sent to you by letter dated November 15,
1991. As a result of the inspection, significant violations of NRC requirements
were-identified. An enforcement conference was held on November 22, 1991, with
you|and members of-your staff to discuss the violations, their causes, and your
corrective actions.

-The violations described in the enclosed-Notice of Violation and Proposed
-

-Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice) involve (1) the failure to report MS!Y
malfunctions, (2) failure to properly test MSIVs, and (3) the-failure to take-
adequate corrective action to prevent recurrence of the MSIV malfunctions.
Collectively,' these violations resulted in the Unit 2 MSIVs being inoperable

-for an indeterminable period of time during the last operating cycle. 'Of
-

particular concern to the NRC is that throughout the operational history of the
Point Beach Nuclear Power Station, the HSIVs repeatedly failed to function as
described in the-Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and facility Technical Specifi-
cations (TS), i.e., close within five seconds with low steam flow, and station
management failed to adequately address the potential significance of this
problem, which was generally known to the operations and maintenance staff.

Information developed by the inspection indicated that it was routine for plant
personnel to use'a sledge hammer to " manually assist" MSIV closure during
shutdowns and not document those actions. NRC inspectors found hanmer blow

= narks on each MSIV in both units. Operators interviewed by the NRC-stated that

CERTIFIED MAIL.
RETURN RECEIPT RE00ESTEG

t
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Wisconsin Electric Power Company -2- January 10, 1992

they did not consider the majority of the MSIV problems to br an operability
concern. as most occurred during system nhutdown when th? valves were not -

.

undergoing TS surveillance testing. This practice has occurred in both units-
since the ctart of commercial operation. Consequently, a comprehensive record
of the MSIV problems was not developed and effective corrective actions were
not taken to assure the o g rability of thfs safety component.

9

It appears _that station personnel only focused on the "as-left" condition of
- M,e valves prior to startup since testing could only be performed during an"

4

outage and there was no Technical Specification limiting condition for
operation (LCO). P_lant documents indicated that station personnel often
rationalized that steam flow would assist in the closure of the MS!Ys during
operation. This' reasoning was flawed because the MSIVs are expected to shut
automatically under low steam flow conditions and in some cases, when called
upon to operate, the MSIVs remainea in their full open position which prevented
steam flow from assisting valve closure.

The root causes of the violations and your subsequent ccrrective actions were
discussed during the November 22. 1991, enforcement conference. You indicated-
that the major factor contributing to the violations appears to have been a
mind-set of-plant personnel specific to the operability of MSIVs. This led to
the failure,to properly document component deficiencies so that the root cause
could be evaluated. To correct this problem, you indicated at the conference
that you planned to: (1); conduct a written survey of operations and
maintenance personnel to determine if_ chronic or repetitive problems exist with
other safety-related equipment; (2) perform a systematic review of equipment
histories for the past five years to determine if repetitive problems exist

-with other safety-related equipment;-(3) request an INP0 Operating Experience
Assist Visit-to seek advice on root cause analysis; (4) compare assumptiPe

-made for accident analyses between the Final Safety Analysis Report, the
-Limiting Ccnditions for Operations Section and the Surveillance Section of the-

Point Beach Technical Specifications; (5) ensure that the equipment addressed
in-item-(4) is adequately covered in the preventive maintenance program; and
(6) add a requirement in the Maintenance Work Request tagging process to

-consider whether a condition-is reportable to-the NRC.-

Violation I.A concerns _ multiple failures to report-the safety function problems
encountered with the MSIVs. This was. caused in part by the failure of station
personnel to document known equipment problems', the failure of management'to
set adequate reportability thresholds, and the failure.to have promptly
elevated information=concerning the September 29, 1991, event to the
appropriate level of management. The NRC is concerned about the narrow view
adopted by the station'in the past regarding what constituted a reportable
event for the MSIVs.

Violation I.B involves inadequate MSIV testing. The testing performed under
- Procedure No._ IT-280/285, " Inservice Testing of' Main Steam Stop Valves," die
not demonstrate that the MSIVs-would perform satisfactorily in service due to
-preconditioning of~.the valves by ^ther procedures. Point Beach Procedure OP-13A,

i
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Wisconsin Electric Power Conpany -3- January 10, 1992

:" Secondary System Startup," which sequenced IT-280/285, to perform the test of
record during startup, was deficient in that it directed the operators to cycle
and precondition the valves prior to testing. Additionally, the valves were
not timed when initially closed per Point Beach Procedure OP-138 " Secondary3

System Shutd m ."' Had this;been done, it is not likely that the MSIV-
performance problems-would have gor,e undetected.-

-Taken collectively, Violations I.A and-I.B represent a potentially significant
lack'of-attention or carelessness towards' licensed responsibilities in assuring
that the MSIVs would perform satisfactorily. -Therefore, in accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
(Enforcement' Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), Violation I has been
classified as a Severity Level III violation.

Violation II involves the failure to evaluate identified MS!Y malfunctions and '

institute effective corrective actions to preclude repetition. This violation
'is distinct from Violation I in that on several occasions, problems with MSIV
No. 2MS-2017 were identified and entered into the station corrective action
system. _ However, the 1987 and 1990 valve problems were not adequately reviewed
to-determine-the root cause and consequently, adequate corrective action was
not taken to prevent recurrence. Had this been done, it is not likely that the
September 29. - 1991, MSIY failures would have occurred. Therefore, in accordance
with the NRC Enforcement Policy, Violaticn II has been categorized at Severity
Level:!II.

The consequence of_these violations is that the MSIVs', which are part of a
system designed to mitigate.a serious safety event, would either not close,
er not close on a timely basis, ~and therefore may not have performed their
intended' safety function. Therefore, to emphasize the need for timely
notification and_ reporting of events, and the prompt identification and
correction of significant deficiencies, I have been authorized after consulta-
ion with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director
for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research to issue the
enclosed-Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice)
in the amountiof $150,000'for the violations described in the enclosed Notice.
The base-amount of a civil penalty for each Severity-III violation or problem
is $50,000 ; Violation I was assesscd a civil penalty of $50,000, while Viola-
tion II was_ assessed a civil penalty of $100,000. The escalation and mitigation-
factors set-forth in the Enforcement Policy were considered for each Severity
Level III violation as discussed below.

The base civil penalty for Violation I was escalated by 50 percent for NRC
adentification of the-reporting and testing deticiencies. A 50 percent
mitigation was applied for your corrective actions,'which were discusse1 above.
An additional'100 percent- nitigation was applied for your overall good past-

performance as exemplified by your most recent Systematic Assessment of_ Licensee
Performance (SALP) and good enforcement _ history in these areas, notwithstanding
one reporting violation in the safeguards area. .However, a 100 percent escalatior

,was applied for the factor of multiple examples based on the four reporting
exainples described in the citation and the numerous examples of failure to

, _
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Wisconsin Electric Power Company -4- January 10, 1992

properly test the MSIVs. The other factors were considered and no further
adjustments were deemed warranted.

I For Violation 17, the base civil per.alty was escalated 50 percent ft NRC
identification of the deficiencies in your corrective action program. No
adjustment was made for your careective actions, once the problem was identified
to you. Though you addressed the equipment trending deficiencies and the #

mismatch between equipment required by the Technical Specifications versus the
Safety Analysis Report, no additional management oversight or audits were
proposed at the enforcement conference to ensure that corrective actions were
effective in preventing recurrent component failures. We acknowledge that
following the conference you proposed additional corrective action. An
additional 50 percent escalation was applied for your past poor performans 'n
this area, as evidenced by a civil penalty of $87,500 issued in April 1990 (see
EA 89-254) for your failure to effectively implement a program to correct -

identified deficiencies in a timely manner. The remaining factors were
considered and no further adjustment to the base civil penalty is cons!'ared
appropriate.

Finally, you comitted to a number of actions folicwing the enforcement
conference in a letter to us dated December 3, 1991. If you plan to deviate
from any of those comitments, please advise us in advance of the deviation.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your response,
you should document the specific actions taken and any additianal actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Nctice,
including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future inspections,
the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to
ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a cnpy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your responses will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,
n C30a hY "U %

A, Bert Davis

Regicnal Adninistrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition cf
Civil Penalty

See Distribution Next Page
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

-PROPOSED IMPOSil10N OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Wisconsin Electric Power Company- Cccket No. 50-2662 50-201
Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant License No. DPR .4; DPR-27
Units 1 and 2 EA 91-149

During an NRC inspection conducted on October 1, 1991, through November 1,
1991, violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR
Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose
civil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

.

amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR-2.205. The particular violations and
associated civil penalties are set forth below:

1. Violations Associated with MSIV Reporting and Testing

A. 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2) requires in part, that the licensee notify the KRC
as soon as practical and in all cases within four hours of the
occurrence of any event or condition that alone could have prevented
the fulfillment of the safety function of a system that is needeo to
mitigate the consequences of an accident.

10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)_requ ces in part, that the licensee submit ai

Licensee Event Report within 30 days after the discovery of any event
or condition that could alone have prevented the fulfillment of the
safety function of a system that is needed to mitigate the conseqeences
of an accident.

Section 14.2.5.1 of the Point Beach Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
states that the fast acting steam line isolation valves are designed
to close 'in less- than five seconds with low steam flow.

Contrary to'the above, the licensee failed to adhere to .these
. reporting requirements as evidenced by the following examples:

1. On September 29, 1991, at 9:30 a.m., Unit 2 ncin steam stcp

valves /MSIVs No. 2MS-2017 and 2MS-2018 failed to close under low
9 team flow conditions during reactor shutdown for major-fuel
reloading, and the licensee did not notify the NRC until the
afternoon of September 30. 1991, a period in excess of four
hours as required by 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2), These failures alone
could have prevented-the fulfillment of a safety functicn cf a
system needed to mitigate the consecuences of accidents
described in the SAR.

,
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2. On August 16, 1987, September 24, 1989, and October 6, 1990,
Unit 2 MSIV No. 2MS-7017 failed to fully close under low steam
flow conditions during reactor shutdown, and the licensee did
not notify the NRC as soon as practical or within four hours as
required by 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2), and the licensee did not submit
a written report within 30 days after discovery as ecouired by
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2). These MSlY failures alone could have
prevented the fulfillment of a safety function needed to
mitigate-the consequences of accidents described in the SAR.

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Criterion XI. Test Control, requires, in
part, a test program be established to assure that all testing
required to denonstrate that systems and components will perform
satisfactorily in service is identified and performed in accordance
with written test procedures which incorporate the requirements and
acceptance limits contained in applicable design documents, that test
program shall include operational tests of systems and components
during nuclear power' plant operation, and the test results shall be
documented and evaluated to bssure that test requirements have been
satisfied.

Technical Specification 15.4.7 requires that the main steam stop
valves (alternathely known as the main steam isolation valves, or
14SIVs) shall be tested under low steam flow conditions during reactor
shutdowns for major fuel reloading. Closure time of five seconds or
less shall be verified.

Contrary to the above, as of Septenber 29, 1991, Point Beach
Procedure IT-2SO/265, " Inservice. Testing of Main Steam Step valves"
did not demonstrate that the main steam stop valves (MSIVs) would
perform satisfactorily in service due to pre-conditioning of the
valves by other procedures. Specifically, Point Beach Procedure
No. 0P-13B, " Secondary System Shutdown," Revision 1, dated March 30,
1989, Paragraph 4.7 directed closure of the MSIVs without measuring
the closure tino and Point Beach Procedure No. OP-13A, " Secondary
System Startup," Revision 40,. dated October 3, 1990, Paragraph
No. 4.5.5 directed the operator to cycle the MSIV prior to performing

-the Technical Specification surveillance test that measures valve
closure time.

This-is a Severity Level III problem (Supplement I).
Cumulative Civil Penalty - $50,000 (assessed equally between the violations)

II. Violation-Associated with Corrective Actions

-10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, requires,
..in part, that measures be established to assure that conditions adverse-to
quality, such as failures and malfunctions, are promptly identified and
corrected. In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the
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measures shall also assure that the cause of the condition is cetermined,
corrective-action is taken to preclude repetition, and the cause of the
condition and the corrective action are documented and reported to
appropriate-levels of management.

-Section-14.2.5.1 of the' Point Beach Safety Analysis Report states that-'

the fast acting steam line isolation valves are designed to close in less
.,

than five seconds with low steam flow.-

Contrary to-the above, on August 16, 1987, September 24, 1989, tnd
October 6.-1990, Unit 2 MSIY No. 2MS-2017 failed to function as described
in Section 14.2.5.1 of the Safety Analysis Repcrt, which is a significant
condition adverse to quality, and the licensee did not adequately
determine the cause of the failure or take adequate corrective action to
preclude repetition. -Specifically, on each of those occasions the MSIV
failed to close with low steam flow and the licensee failed to determine
the'cause of the failure.

.This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).
Civil Penalty - $100,000,-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Wisconsin Electric Power Company
'{ Licensee) is hereby required-to submit a written statement of explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmssion, within
30 days-of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil

-Penalty'(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice
of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
dental of_the alleged violation .(2) the reasons for the violation if admitted,
and if-denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the-results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance is achieved. .If an
adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an

-order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the license'should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other actions as may be
properEshculd not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response
time.for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act,

-42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the sane time as provided for the response required under 10 CFR 2.201,
the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a check, draf t,,

money order, or electronic transfer payabie to the Treasurer of the United .
States.in the cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil
penalty.is. proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whcle
or in part, by.a written answer addressed to the Director,. Office cf Enforcenent,
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. : Should the Licensee fail to answer within
the time specified, an crder imposing the civil peralties will be issued.
Should.the Licensee elect to file an answer in acccrdance with 10 CFR 2.205
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protesting the civil penalties, ia whole or in part, such answer should be
clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice'of Violation" and may: (1) deny the
violat, ions listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate
extenuating circumstances (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting
the civil penalties in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or
mitigation of the penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing civil penalties.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, IL+< with payr"nt of
civil pe.nalties, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) shoeld be addresseo to:
Director 0ffice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN:s

Document Cortrol Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Adniinistrator, 0.5. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region III, 799 Roosevelt
P,oad, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137, at the Point Beach fluclear Power Plant.

FOR THE NllCLEAR REGULAT03Y COMMISSION

k/ A1 cs
A. Bert Davis
Regional Admir.istrator

Dated'at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this 10th day of January 1992

.
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Docket No. STN 50 482
License No. NPF-42
EA 91-161

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
ATTN: Bart D. Withers

President and Chief Executive Officer
P.O. Box 411
Burlington, Kansas 66839

Gentlemen

SUBJECT 1 NOTICE OF VIOLATION & PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $150,000
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT 50-482/91-34)

This is in reference to NRC's November 4-8, 1991, inspection at the Wolf Creek
Nuclear Generating Station (Wolf Creek). This inspection, which was discussed
in exit meetings with Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC)
officials on November 8 and November 15, 1991, disclosed several instances in
which WCNOC failed to take either prompt or adequate corrective action for
possible deficiencies related to motor-operated valves (MOVs) in safety-related
systems at the Wolf Creek facility, and one instance in which WCNOC failed to
take prompt corrective action in response to weaknesses in its MOV testing
program that had been identified by a contractor.

On November 22, 1991, NRC issued an inspection report which described these
apoarent failures and other findings related to WCNOC's safety-related MOV
testing and surveillance program. These f ailures, which indicated potentially
significant violations of the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.
Criterion XVI, were again discussed at an enforcement confe ence with you and
other WCNOC representatives on December 6, 1991,~in NRC's Arlington, Texas
office. In accordance with previous commitments, the results of WCNOC's
analyses of the' safety significance of these issues were provided to the NRC
during a telephone conference on February 3, 1992.

Criterion XVI of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, requires, in part, that WCNOC and
other power reactor licensees assure that significhnt conditions adverse to
quality are promptly identified and corrected, that the cause of the condition
is determined and that corrective action is taken to preclude repetition of the
condition. This regulation also requires that the identification of the
condition, the cause of the condition and the corrective action be documented
and reported to appropriate levels of management.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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NRC has concluded that in four of the five instances described in the
inspection report, WCNOC failed to meet the above referenced requirement. In
brief, these involved:

1) A f ailure in February 1991 tu ta: e prompt corrective action to resolve
apparent deficiencies identified by WCNOC personnel with respect to five
MOVs. Despite thrust calculations which indicated that the salve motor
operators may be undersized, WCNOC did not take prompt action to assess
the validity or significance of these calculations. By November 1991,
four of the five motor operators-were found incapable of producing the
necessary thrust '1 operate their associated valves under design basis
conditions and the motor operators were replaced;

2) A-failure in May 1991 to take any corrective action to resolve a number of
deficiencies identified through a contractor-performed audit of WCNOC's
safety-related MOV testing and surveillance program. The audit identified
17 " required enhancements," including: the need to establish acceptance
criteria for the diagnostic testing _being performed on MOVs; the need to
establish how deficiencies would be identified, documented, and resolved
with a root cause analysis; and the need to establish methods to prove
and justify the operability of MOVs. In November 1991, NRC's review of
the same program found that the deficiencies had not been addressed;

3) A failure in October 1991 to take corrective action to assure that a
significant condition adverse to quality did not exist with respect to an

-MOV that had been subjected to several times its maximum allowable thrust.
-Until prompted by NRC in November'1991, WCNOC took no action to assure
that no damage had occurred;-and

4) A failure in November 1991 to take corrective action to determine the
cause of an apparent failure of an MOV to close completely when remotely
operated. Until prompted by NRC later in Ncvember 1991, WCNOC took no

! action to examine the M0V.

In the telephone conference call on February 3, 1992, WCNOC informed NRC of
the results of its analyses of the MOVs involved in the first example above.

L WCNOC's conclusion is that the valves in question would not have functioned

i .as required under certain accident conditions d W to incorrect torque switch
' settings and possible' motor degradation. WCNOC also concludes that this

;

i. condition would have had a minimal effect on the consequences of postulated
1- accidents.
|

Nonetheless, NRC views WCNOC's corrective action failures as significant
| violations of regulatory requirements. In the first instance, WCNOC's failure

to take adequate corrective action compromised the safety of the plant, in
that the plant was operated with valves associated with the coolant charging /
safety injection system that would not have functioned under all design basis,

| conditions. .In the second instance, WCN0C's failure to take corrective action
L
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in response to the audit findings cast a cloud of uncertainty over WCNOC's
previous efforts.to determine the adequacy of numercas safety-related MOV's
in the plant.

In.the remaining two instances, WCNOC's failure to take adequate corrective
action in response to possible and known deficiencies created the potentiel to
compromise plant safety, in that the ope it.on of the valves in question in
various ;afety-related systems could have been affected. In regard to the
fif th example concerning apparent deficiencies with sizing of spring packs in
two MOVs, no violation is being cited as subsequent licensee analysis has shown

.that the correct spring packs were installed.

Based on its review of the information develoDed during its inspection, the
discussions-that took place during the enforcement conference, and the
information that WCNOC has since gene ated relative to the ability of safety-
related MOVs to function under design conditions,'NRC has concluded, relative
to the first and second instances above, that these failures constitute a
significant regulatory concern. Therefore, in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement

-Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations are classified in-the
aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

These violations appear to have oc'arred for a number of reasons. WCNOC stated
at-the enforcement conference tha' a lack of management attention to the Wolf

-Creek.MOV program was the fundamental cause, and that attitudes toward the MOV
program -- particularly that it was a long-term program with a targeted
completion date in 1994 -- contributed to a failure to properly focus on the

. safety significance of technical issues that were emerging through the
implementation of the program.

However, historical weaknesses.in WCN0C's corrective action program, wnich.
WCNOC had not previously acknowledged as significant, also played a role in
causing these violations. NRC's concern about the current failures is
heightened by the fact that problems and weaknesses in Wolf' Creek's corrective
action and self-assessment programs have been documented by NRC on several
occasions,' were the subject of a management meeting with WCNOC officials in-
April 1991, were the subject of violations issued to WCNOC in Inspection
Reports 90-05, 90-31 and 90-34, and have been-discussed in Systematic

-Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)-reports issued by NRC -Many of these
concerns were discussed in Inspection Report 91-01, issued axi April 29, 1991.
In the letter transmitting that report,=NRC-said ". . . our view is that-the
-identified weaknesses- and concerns reflect the need for substantially more --
management involvement and. support to ensure a fully effective (corrective
action) program . . ."

.

WCNOC must take steps tonimprove its response -tt deficiencies 'and, most
importantly, to instill in the. Wolf Creek staff a sense of responsibility and-,

an-attitude toward-safety that results in initiating prompt and thorough
corrective actions when significant deficiencies or potentially significant-
deficiencies are identified.

L

i
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NPC recogni_ es_that|WCNOC, in accordance with. commitments made to NRC..z

corrected all hardwara-related MOV deficiencies prior to resuming plant
operations in January 1992. In addition, NRC believes that WCNOC has responded
appropriately _to the current issues, and believes that the actions it has
outlined to resolve problems in its MOV program and its corrective action
program are capable cf success if aggressively implemented. These actions

' include specific actions to address all aspects of the violations discussed
above,. commitments to significant enhancements to management involvement in
overseeing safety-related programs and activities, and commitments to
significant efforts to improve employee performance in the area of identifying, '

,

documenting'and correcting safety problems.

To emphasize the need for WCNOC to appropriately respond to known o suspecteo
MOV deficiencies, and the significance that NRC attaches to the viclations that -

are the subject of this correspondence, I have been authorized, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations, and Research, to
issue the enclosed Notice of Violation-and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice) in the_ amount of 5150,000 for the Severity Level III problem described
above and in the Notice.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level III problem is $50,000.
The escalation:and mitigation factors in Section V.B. of the Enforcement Policy
were considered-and resulted in a net increase of $100,000. Since the NRC
-identified these-violations, the base civil penalty was escalated 50 percent.
Mitigation of 50 percent was warranted for the comprehensive correctiv actions
discusscJ-above. However, the base civil penalty was escalated 100 percent-
based on WCNOC's poor past pe-formance with its corrective action program, as
previously discussed. An additicnal 100 percent escalation was applied for the
added significance-of the duration of Violations-1.A and I.B. In the first
case, WCNOC failed-to take adequate corrective action for eight montts after
analyses indicated that five safety-related valves may be incapable of-
performing their-safety, function. -In the second case, WCNOC failed to act on
the findings of an internal audit for some five months until alerted by NRC.
The remaining factors - prior notice and multiple occurrences -- were

,

- considered but were not app'ied in-determining the penalty amount.

The-two remainingEviolations, which<also-indicate a failure to-meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, have been-deemed
less significant from a safety and ulatory perspective and are not being
assest d a civil penalty. These v tions appear in Section !! of1the Notice.

In add;_ ion to the violations ;ident led during inspection 91-34, a number of,
%~ . deviations from WCNOC's connitments lative to the conduct of its MOV program

also were identified. These deviativas, which were discussed in detail in the
inspection report, are described in a Notice of Deviation which is also
enclosed with'this letter.

WCNOC is required to' respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified-in the enclosed Notices when preparing its response. In your
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response, ycu should document the specific 5ctions taken and any additicnal
actions you plan to prevent recurrence of these Violations and deviaticns.
After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your prcposed
corrective actions and the results of future inspe:tions, the NRC will
sieMrmine whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure
comoliance with NRC regulatcry requirements.

c

in acccrdance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the SRC Pubiic Document Room.

The responset directed by this letter and the encloseo Notice are not subject
to the clearan;e precedure? of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. ho. 96 511.

Sincerely,
,

W tc h |C Lt& 1C
obert D. M h l ,',

v Regional Adtdnistr1(tor

Liclosures :
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed 'rtposition

of Civil Penalty
2. Notice of Deviation

cc
Wolf Creek Nucitar Operating Corp.
ATTN: Gary Boyer, Director

Plent Operations
P.O. box All
BurlingL n, Kansas 66839

Shaw, Pi+,tman, Pitts L Trowbridge
*TTN: Jay Silbt.j, Esq.
183) M Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

Pub''- Service Conmission
AT1- CPris R. Rogers, P.E.

Managar, Electric Department
P.O. Box 360
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
ATTN: Regional Administrator, Region 111
D9 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, illinois 60137 j
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WOTICE OF V10LAT!0N
AND '

PROPOSED !.YPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Wolf Creek Nu; lear Operat'ng Ccep. Docket No. 50 a82
,

Wolf Creek Nutlear Generating Station License No. NPF-42 {
EA 91-161 L

During an NRC inspection conducted November a-8.1991, violatiens 01 NRC
reavirements werc identified. In accordance with tht " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclear r gulatory Commission proDeses to impose a civ1; tenaltye

pursuant to section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act).
,

'

42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations anc associated
civil penalty are set forth below:

,

I. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, states, ii. part, that measures
shall be established to assure that conditions adverse tu quality are
promptly identif ied and corrected. In the case of significant conditions
adverse to quality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective acticn taken to preclude repetition.
The identification of the significant condition adverse to quality, the
cause of the condition, and the corrective action taken shall be documented-
and reported to appropriate levels of management.

Pontrary to the above, in the following instances, the licensee did not
,

take prompt corrective action regarding significant conditions adverse to
quality

:

A. In February 1991, the licensee did not take prompt corrective action
in response to analyses indicatiry e 71gnificant condition adverse to
quality. $pecifically, a work rt n4 identified five motor-operated
valves-(MOVs) in safety-relat<' - .ations that might not be
capable of performing their s 4; '.nctions based on minimum voltage
assumptions. In November 19'. January 1992, upon further review
of the same deficiencies, the ...ensea determined that th6 motor
operators for four of these five valves, EMHV-8807A, EMHV-8807B,
EMHV-8923A and EHHV-8923B, valves associated with the safety-
injiction system, were incapable of operating their associated valves
under design' basis conditions.

.

B. In May 1991, the licensee did not take prompt corrective action in
response to a contractor-performed avdit that identified a number of

; significant deficiercies in WCNOC's safety-related MOV testing and -

i surveillance program. These deficiencies inciudedt the need to '

: establish acceptance criteria for the diagnosti- testing being
perforked or MOVs1 the need to establish how deficiencies would be,

I identified, documented, and resolved with a root cause analysis: and
the need To ^sablish methods to prove and justify the operability
of MOVs 't aember.1991, NRC's re.iew of the sama program found
that in* *sefi. encies h. i not been corrected.

i
_.
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Collectively, this is i Severity l,evel !!' problem (Supplement !).
Cumulative Civii Penalty - $150,000 (usessed equally tetween Violations
!.A and 1.B)

!!. Violations Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

10 CFR Part 50, Ascendit B, Criterion XVI, states in part, that measures
shall t>e established to assure that conditiens edverse to quality are
promptly identified and corrects.d. In the case of significant conditions
adverse to quality, the r*ea.ures shall sssure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective actico taken to preclude repetition.
The identification of the significant condition adverse to quality, the
cause of the condition, and the correttise action taken shall be

~

documented and repcrted to appropriate levels of management.

Contrary to the above, in the f ollowing exemples, the licensee did not
promotly correct conditions adverse to qualityi

A. In October 1991, the li:ensee did not take corrective a-tion to
assure that a significant condition adverse to quality did not exist
with respect to a safety related MOV (BBHV-8000B) that had been
subjected to several times its maximum calculated thrust. Until
prompted by NRC in November 1991, WCNOC took no action to assure
that no damage had occurred,

e

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement !).

B. In November 1991, the licentee did nCt take corrcctive action to
determine the cause of an apparent failure of a safety-related MOV
(EGHV-61) to close completely when remotely operated. Until prompted
by NRC later in November 1991, WCNOC took no action to examire the
MOV.

This is a Severity Level IV .iolation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, WCNOC (Licensee) is hereby renuired
to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice of Violation arid Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice).
This reply thould be clearly marked as a '' Reply to a Notice of Violation" and
should lit 0lude for each alleged violation: (1) ad.nission or denial of the
alleged violatio.., (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, and if
denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have Deen taken and the
results achieved. (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (Si the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an
adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not
be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response time
for good cause shown. "nder the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.
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.

htthin the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 1.?01, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Of fice of Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Ngulatory Commission, with a
check, dr af t, money order, or electronic trans. r payable to the Treasurer of

,

the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulat1ve amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil oenalty is
proposed, or may prctest imposition of the civil penalty'in wnole or in part, j
ty a nritter, ansner Jadrtss(d to thJ Directcr, Offi:2 of Er.fcrcement. U.S. ;

Nuclear Regulatory Connission. $hould the Licensee fail to $nswer within the '

time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the !

Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the ;

civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
" Answer to a' Notice of Violation" and may (1) d(ny.the violations sisted in
this Notice in whole or in part. (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances,
(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should
not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil. penalty in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), should be address (1 Any

*

: written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth ,eparately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 24201 reply by specif ~.c reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers)'to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure

- for imposing- a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
-determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless '

compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act. 2 U.S.C. 2282c.

-The response noted above (Reply to Notice of. Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answe- to a Notice of Violation) should be' addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: ,

Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. NL' lear Regulatory Commission, Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza
Drive, Suite.400, Arlington, Texas, 76011, and a copy to the NRC Resident-
Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice.

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 20th day of February 1992

__

.
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NOT CE N DEU ATION

Wolf Cteet Nuclear Operiting Corp. Docket No. !D 48..
Wolf Creek huclear Generating Station License No. VF -42

[A 91 161

During an NRC inspettitn conductec Nuvett:er 4 P.1991, deviations of your
commitment to adopt the quidance of NRC Generic letter 89-10 nere identified,
in :ordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for hPC
Enforcement Actions", 10 CFR Part 2, appendix C, (1991), the deviations are
listed t.elow:

By letter dated December 26, 1989, the licensee committed to meet the
provisions of Generic Letter (GL) 89-10. Paragraph "i" of GL $9-10
established a schedule for the develcoment of the licensee's progr5m
description. Supplement 2 to GL 89-10 granted an extension to January 1,

-1991, for the development of the program description.

GL 89-10 and Lupplement 1 to the GL provided the guidelines for the
development of plans and procedures fort performing design basis reviews;
performing calculations ~or motor operated valve (POV) siting and switch

'settings; demonstrating the capabilitic of the M0/s; analyzing each
MOV f ailure, justifying corrective act es, and trending POV f ailures and
corrective actions.

Contrary to the abcve, as of November 8,1991:

1. Th2 licens W s GL 69-10 program failed to consider any design basis
paramete's cther than differential pressure in its design basis
reviews.

P. The licensee's GL 8910 program f ailed to establith a method tu
properly size MOVs and select switch settings by not consicering
margins for rate of loading effects or torque switch repeatability;
nameplate ratings vice stall ratings of the motors: diagr.05 tic
equipment inaccuracies 4 the performance of diagnostic tests at
greater than 100 percent voltage; and, the performance of weak link
analyses.

3. The licensee's GL 89-10 program f ailed to develop procedures for the
performance of desian biais testing (including design dif ferential
pressuresandflows},acceptancecriteriaforthetest, and feedback
mechanisms.

4 The licensee's GL 89-10 program did not have provisions for periodic
verification of MOV operability or post-maintenance testing.

S. The licensee's GL 89 10 program did not have adequate provisions for
analyzing MOV failures, for justifying corrective action, and for
trending those failures and corrective actions.

NUREG-0940 1.A-145
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Notice of Deviation +2

Please provide to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conn 15sion. Aflfh Document
Control Desk, Washington. 0.C. 20555, with a copy to t'.e Regier.al Administ rator,
Region IV, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that 45 the
subject of this Notice in writing within 30 days of the date of this Notice,
the reason (s) for the deviation, the corrective steps which have been tihen and
the results achieved, the corrective steps which will be t aken to avoid further
deviations, and the date when your corrective action will be conpleted, where
good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response
t irne .

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 20th day of February 1992

_

t

,
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January 7, 1992

Docket No. 50-454
License No NPF-37
EA 91-173

,

Comonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Se- t Vice President
Opus West III
-1400 Opus Place

.

60515

'

Downers Grove, Illinois

Dear Mr. Reed:

SUBJECT:' HOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-454/91027)

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted October 20 through
Decembu 3,1991 at the Byron Station Unit I to review the evetats surrounding
the failure on October 27, 1991, to have the containment spray system
operable, as required when bringing the unit from cold shutdown to hot
snutJown. The report documenting this inspection was mailed.to you by letter,

'

-dated December 10,:1991. A significant violation of NRC requirements was-
identified during the inspection, and on December 19, 1991, an enforcement
conference was held in the Region 111 office. Attending the enforcement ,

: conference were Mr. Michael J. Wallace, Vice PresiA nt of Pressurized Water
Reactor Operations; Mr. William Forney, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor
Projects; and' otter members of our respective staffs.

.At approximately 4:45 p.m. on October 27 1991, the Byron plant staff
transitioned the Unit i reactor from Operational Mode 5 to Mode 4, while
returning the unit to power from a refueling outage. At approximately
'11:30 p.m. on October 27, 1991, the plant staff disenvered that the

' containment spray pumps were administrative 1y tagged "out-of-service" and'the-

switches were in the " pull-to ;ck" position. The plant staff'then entered
Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operations (LCO) 3.0.3, and was
able to return the contaiment spray system to an operable status. The LCO
was exited at 12:14 a.m. on October 28, 1991.

The violation, wH ch is described in the enclosed Notice of Violation,
concerns the inoperabic containment spray systems. Technical Specification
3.6.2.1 requires that system to be operable when the reactor is.in Mode 4
The consequence of-this violation is that'the containment spray system, which

,
. CERTIFIED MAIL
R T0hN RECEIPT REQUESTED

NUREG-0940 1.B-1
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Comcowealth Edison Company -2- January 7, 1992 !

!

!

is designed to mitigate a serious safety event, was not able to perform itsp
intended safety function. Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcenent Policy) 10 ;
CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), this violation has been categorized at Severity
Level III.

The NRC recognizes that the plant was placed in the Technical Specification
3.0.3 Limiting Condition of Operation imediately upon discovery of the
violation and corrective actions were promptly taken when the violation was
identified. Corrective actions include: (a) revising the procedure for the

j

out-of-service board review to require the documentation of discrepancies,
regardless of the status; (b) revising the plant heatup procedure, 1BGP100-1,
and checklist to improve coordination between the two documents; (c) upgrading
licensed operator training to cover mode change activities; and (d) evaluating
and impreving the work prioritization and resource allocation process to
clarify responsibilities and reduce the stress associated with mode changes.

Notwithstanding the corrective actions you implemented or plan to implement,
the NRC is quite concerned that the control room staff did not discover that
the switches for-the containment spray pumps were in the pull-to-lock position
at the time the authorization was given to change Unit 1 to Operational Mode 4. ;

Moreover, the position of the switches was not recognized for a period of
almost seven hours, which included separate shift turnovers between Nuclear ,

Station Operators, between Shift Control Room Engineers, and between Shift
Engineers. For licensed, experienced, reactor cperators and senior reactor
operators to have not observed the out-of-service tags on the containment '

spray pump controls and to not have recognized that the centrols were in the
pull-to-lock position is quite disturbing. Further, two independent reviewers
failed to ensure that shift managers were aware that the Master
Out-of-Service Board showed that the containment spray system was unavailable.
These are all indicative of a significant lack of attentien to responsibilities
by on-shift control room personnel and rhift managers.

Two factors appeared to contribute to the violations. The first was a hunan
factors problem related to the structure _ of t> e procedures in use during plent !

itart-up. Procedure 1DGP100-1, " Plant Heatup," and Flowchart IBGP100-1T1,
were the documents being used for the start-up. Hcwever, a separate document,
-1EGP100-1TE, " Mode 5 to 4 Checklist," reouired the signature of the shift
engineer to authorize the change of operational mode. The three documents-were
not coordinated as-a step was not included on Checklist 1BGP100-1T2 to require
the shift engineer to verify that items on Procedure 1BGP-100-1 and Flowchart,

L 1BGF100-1T1 were completed prior to authorizing the mode change.
!

, The second factor was the distraction of|the plant | staff ceused by the Unusual
|~ Event declared on Unit E due to an unidentified leak in the reactor coc hnt

systen. The l' nit 2 Unusual Event was in progress at the same time thet the'

; staff changea Unit 1 from Operational Mcde 5 '' Pode t-.

.

:NUREG-0940 1.8-2
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Commonwealth Edisen Company -3- '"" # U I 2

In accordance with the Enforccwnt Policy a civil penalty is usually assessed
with a Severity Level 111 violation in order to emphasize the need to verify
that systems designed to prevent or mitigate a serious safety event are
available to perform their intended scfety function. However, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive |

Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Regional Operatiera and Research,1 |
have decided that a civil penalty will not be proposed 'n this case. In |reaching this decision, the staff considered the adju;tum e factors in the NRC '

Enforcement Policy.

It was determined that full mitigation of this penalty was appropriate due to
your extensive corrective actions and the good past performance Sf the Byron
Station. While you identified and reported the violation to the NRC, an
adjustment was not made for the identification and reporting factor since you
had at least three earlier opportunities to recognize that the switches for
the-containment spray pumps were in the pull-to-lock position. The remaining
factors in the enforcement policy.were also considered and no further
adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you:should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions;you plan'to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this-
Notice, italuding your proposed corrective actions an the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further i enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory rr 'rements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC't. " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosure, and your response will t,e 5, laced in the NRC Public
Docunent Room.

The response directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to
the cicarance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

'

Sincerely,
-- ,

,

h
A. Dort Davis Regional
Administrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation
,

cc: See Next Page

,

NUREG-0940 I.B-3
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NOTICE OF YMLATION

Commonwealth Edison tempany Docket No. 50-454
Byron Station Unit 1 License No. NPF-37

EA 91-173

During an NRC inspection conducted October ?8 through December 2, 1991, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C (1991), the violation is listed below:

' Technical Specification 3.6.2.1 requires, in part, that two independent
containment spray systems be operable in Operational Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4,
with each spray system capable of taking suction from the refueling water
storage tank (RWST) and transferring suction to the containnent sump.

. Technical Specification 3.0.4 states, in part, that entry into an operational
mode or other specified condition shall not be made unless the conditions for
the Liniting Condition for Operation are met without reliance on provisions
contained in the action requirements.

Contrary to the above. at 4:55 p.m., on October 27, 1991, the Byron Station
Unit 1 entered Operational Mode 4 and two independent containment spray systems
were not operable.- Specifically, both trains of the containment spray system
were inoperable and not capable of taking-suction from the RWST and
transferring suction to the containment sump because the control switch for
each of the pumps of the containment spray systems was in the pull-to-lock
positlen when Mode 4 was entered.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I). <

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 the Comonwealth Edison Company
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission ATTN:- Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. '0555 with a copy to the Regicnal Administrator, Region Ill,
799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137, and a copy to the NRC Resident-
Inspector at the Byron Station, within 3 .tays of the date of the letter
transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly
marked as a " Reply to a Notice of. Violation" and should include for each *

violation: (1) the reason for the vio?ation, or, -if contested, the basis for
disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the
results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) the date when full ccmpliance will be achieved. If an
adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the-license should
not be modified, suspended, 6r revoked, or why such other action as may be '

_ __ _

NUREG-0940 I.B-4
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Notice of Violation -2-

proper should not be taken, tihere good cause is shown, consideration will be
given to extending the response tirne. Under the authority of Section 1P2 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirrnation.

FOR TfiE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

h (hk I am ;

A. Cert Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated t Glen Ellyn Illinois
the 7gday of January 1992

,

.

,

NUR'cG-0940 1.8-5
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March 10, 1992

Docket No. 50-286
License No. CPR-64
EA 92-009

New York' Power Authority
ATTN: Ralon Beedle

Executive Vice President -
Nuclear Generation

123 Main Street--
= White Plains, New York 10601

' Gentlemen:-
.

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Report No. 50-256/91-26)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted between November 24, 1991
and January 4,1992, at the Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant, Buchanan,
New-York. The inspection. report, cated January 22, 1992, was sent to Mr. P.
Kokolakis of your staff, via facsimile transmissico on January 23. 1992. The-

insoection was conducted to review the circumstances-associated with a loss of
configuration control of one of the emergency diesel generators (EOGs) for an
indeterminate period between December 9-16, 1991. Specifically, an automatic
voltage control rheostat was incorrectly positioned on that one EDG at some
indeterminate tire during that period,- rencering that EDG inoperable. The
event, and the associated violation of NRC reovirements,~were identified by
.your staff and'reportedi o tne NR".. On February 5, 1992, an enforcementt

conference was conducted with Mr. J. Russell and other members of your staff
.to discuss the event. its related violations, their causes and your corrective
actions.

,

1

-The event,~ which occurrec while the reactor was at 100 percent of rated thermal '

power, involved the ine'1rability of EDG 33, which failed an operability test
on December: 16, 1991,- due to the incorrect positioning of the automatic voltage
control rheostatelecated on tne local EDG control panel. The incorrectly
positionedErheostat prevented the EDG from acnieving' the proper output vt r

during automatic .initiati.on, rendering the EOG inoperable, At the enfore -

conference you indicated that -it-would .take 14 minutes for recovery o.tce t.

~

'EOG failed- A review of the evett. determined that the diesel was last shown to.,
~

be. operable on| December 9.1991', when it was tested, along with EDG 32, prio'r
to- the removal of EDG 31 f rom service- for maintenance.

Therefore, EDG 33 may have been inoperable for_the entire seven; day period, -In-
addition, during.the December-9-16 time period 4 EDG 31 was also inoperable for :

n nine hourston Decemoer 9, 1991. Depending on when the rheostat was 'ncorrectly
~

; positionea,- the potential existed for-one EDG being inoperabl> for greater-
;tnan 72 hours, and two EDGs being inoperable at the same time, .,hich would 3;

L ' constitute-a violation of the technical specifications; The failure to provide >

i-

I'
i

|

L

L LNUREG-0940- I.B-6
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New York Power Authority 2

control over activities affecting the quality of systems and v uotents, naiely
.the control of the position of the eneostat, constitutes a violation of the NRC
requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 50, Accendix B, Criterien II.

The NRC recogni:es that your investigation could not cetermine the exact timing ;

and cause of the incorrect positioning of the "eostat; however, the potential '

existed for the plant to be operating outsice the design basis if two of tre
three EDGs were inoperable at the same time. The NRC also recognizes that the
condition was not easily identified, because there was no setpoint inoica; ion |
on the theostat. The NRC commends the actions of .he plant operator wno

i
recognized, duiing a survefilance test of the E03, that the rheostat was not in I
the proper position and so informed the operations staff. 4cwever, the NRC is

|concerned that there was no design feature, e.g. indication on the backplate
behind the rheostat dial, which woulc have provided a means to determine the
automatic voltage control setpoint. As a ressit, the actual setpoint could de
determined only while the diesel generator was running. In. addition, there was
no protective device, e.g. cover or warning la::el, on the rheostat, wnten may
have prevented the incorrect positioning of the rheostat.

$uificient control of plant components was not maintained to ensure that
certain safety related equipment was maintained operable, and as a result, a
degradation of your engineered safety features occurred. The violation has

{been classified at Severity Level III in accordance with the " General Statement
|

of policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR part 2. Appendix '

C, (Enforcement Policy) (1991), The violation is described in tne enclosed
-Notice. >

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the identification of the incorrectly
positioned control rheostat on emergeaty diesel generator 33 on Decemcer 16,
1991, a thorough investigation _was conducted ano comprenensive actions were
promptly in.tiated to prevent recurrence. These corrective actions, nich were
described either during the inspection, in LER 92-001, or at the enforcement
conference, included: (1) adding reference marks to all three EDG panels to
clearly identify the ocerable band on the automatic voltage control rneostats;
(2) requiring tne nuclear plant operator to ve-ify that the autcmatic voltage
control rheostats on all EDG panels are within tne operaole band every shift;
(3) initiating a surveillance procedure specifying EDG operabil.ty acceptance

-criteria and required signoffs to be used when cerforming an operacility test:
(4) revising _the EDG. monthly functional test (3pT-V16) to incluce a restcration
checkof f list; (5) implementing tne surveillance test process for all T'
equipment, to ensure all TS required operability checks are performed witn a
surveillance procedure; (6) performing systeat walkdowns to identify sdditional
plant systems susceptible to incorrect positioning of controllers (none were
identified); (7) evaluating the feasibility of a protective cover for the
EDG rheostat' dial, or possibly recessing'the dial on the control canel;
and (8) reviewing the IP3 General Caployee Training lesson plans to ensure
that personnel manipulation of plant comoonents is addressed.

NUREG-0940 I.B-7
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New York Power Authority 3

Although 4 civil penalty is normally issued for a Severity Level III violation,
I have been authori Zed, after consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Esecutive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Researen, to mitigate tne penalty in its entirety and
issue the enclosed Notice of Violation (Nctice) for the violation. In deciding
to mitigate the penalty, the escalation and mitigation factors set forth in
the enforcement policy were considered in the manner described below. Since
the violation was identified as a resJlt of the attentive and diligent actions
by your plant operator, and was reported to the NRC by your staff, 50 percent
mitigation of the base civil pena'ty on this factor is warranted. Your
corrective actions, sunse;uent to the identification of the incorrectly
positioned rheestat, were orcmot and comorenensive, and therefore, 50 percent
mitigation of the base civil penalty On this factor is warranted. With respect
to your past performance, you received a Category 2 rating in the plant
operations and maintenance / surveillance areas dJring the last SALP period, and
your performance in the past two years involved an examDie of a configuration
control problem (Ref: Notice of Violation dated August 9, 1991); therefore, no
adjustment of the base civil penalty on tnis fcctor is warranted. The other
f actors in the-Policy were considered and no further adjustment of the civil
penalty based'on those factors is warranted.

In addition to this violation, two other violations are enclosed in the
Notice and classified at Severity Level IV. Inese violations relate to your
surveillance program, where further attention may be needed. Further, the
inspection report addresses an apparent violation concerning the inocarabliity
of three containment ventilation recirculation fan cooler units for 34 minutes.
The NRC staff has revieweo tne information presented at the enforcement
conference. Although these fan cooler units are reouired to be operable while
the plant is operating in other than a cold shutdown condition, two of the
three fan cooler units were inoperable as a direct result of the EDG No. 33
inoperability. Therefore, we have decided not to Cite this violation, since
the cause of the violation is the EDG operaoility, which is the subject of the
Notice.

,

You are required to rescend to the enclosed N0tice and, in preparing your
response,' you should follow tne instructions specified therein, in your-
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence._ After reviewing your response to
this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and the results.of
future inspections, tne NRC will determine whether further enforcement action
is necessary to ensure c:mpliance with NRC regulatory req 'ren.ents. ;

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title
10,. Code- of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure will
be.placed'in'the NRC's Public-Occument Rocm.

I

NUREG-094L 1.8-8 i
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New York Power Authority 4

The resconfes directed by inis letter and the enclosure are not noject to tne
clearance procedures of tre Office of Manaae ent and Badget as reautre1 by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 19B0, Puo. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

pg' (a,

Y,w '
,/-

Thomas I. Yartin
Regional Aa nnistrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation

_

CC:
J. Brons, President
J. Russell, Resident Manager
G. Goldstein, Assistant General Counsel *

P. Kokolakis, Director Nuclear Licensing - PWR
G. Begany, Mayor, Village of Bucnanan
C. Jackson, Nuclear Safety and Licensing Manager (Con Ed)
C. Donaldson, Esautre, Assistant Attorney General, New York Department of Law
birector, Power Division, Cepartment of Put.lic Service, State of New York

Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety 'nformation Center (NSIC)
NRC Resicent Inspector ,
State of New York, SLO Cesiqnee

:

NUREG-0940 1.B-9
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

New York Power Authority Docket No. 50-236
Indian Point Unit 3 License No. DPR-64 '

Buchanan, New York EA 92-009

During an NRC ,spection conducted on November 24, 1991 through January 4,.

1992 violations of NRC requirements were icentified. In accordance with,

the " General Statement.of Policy and Procecure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the particular violations are set forth below: ,

'

A. 10 CFR Part 50 Apperdix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program.
requires, in part, that the cuality assurance program shall provir- '

control over activities affecting tna avality of systems and components, i

to an extent consistent with their importance to safety.

Contrary to the above, as of December 16, 1991, the licensee did not
panvide control over activities af fecting the quality of systems and

- components, to an extent consistent with their importance to safety.
Specifically, the licensee failed to assure control of the position of
the automatic voltage control rheostat for emergency diesel generator
(EOG) 33, a safety related system. On December 16, 1991, it was found
to be incor-ectly pcsttioned in that it was set at 430 volts rather
than the required setting of 480 volts.

This ~15 4 Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

B. Techticti-Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures be "

votablished, implemented _and maintained covering the applicable
procedures recommencec in Appencix dA" of Regulatory Guide 1.33,
November 1972 (Safety Guide 33), ~ Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972,
Appendix A, .Section H, Procecura for Control of Measuring and Test
Eauipment, requires, in part, that specific procedures for surveillance

,

tests, should be written (implementing procedures are required for each '

surveillance test listed'in a tecnnical specification) for Emergency
Po er Tests.

Technica Specificatica 317'.B.1 re;uires that one diesel or any diesel
fuel oil system or a ciesel' and its associated fuel oil system may be
inoperable for uo to 72 hours provided the 138 KV and the 13.8 KV sources ,

of of fsite power are available and the remaining diesel generators are
tested daily to ensure operability and the engineered safety features
associated with these die il generator buses are operable.

Contrary to the acove, as of December .16,1991, the licensee did not have
a written test procecure. in order to conduct the surveillance tests'en the

' - emergency diesel generators required by Technical Specification-3.7,B,1.

| This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

;
,

_ _

.

*
L

-
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Notice of Vinlation 2

C. 10 CFR ? art 50, a:pendix B, Criterion x!, iest :antroi. re:uires, in
part, that test results te 00cJmented aad evaivate t0 assure trat test
requirements nave been satisfied.

lCentrary to the above, on November 23, 1991, the test resu ts for
PT-V16, Diesel Generator Montnly Functinnal Test. .ere not aoeauately
evaluated to assure that the test requirements associated 4.th tre
differential pre!sure bet.een the essential service *ater eader and
service ater iniet pressure to o esel generator 31 eat enc arger
.cre met. Specifically, PI V16 s Sec4 fied an acceptarre criteria of
at least 10 psid, and a test res.It of only 9 054d wat obtained. Inis
discrepancy was not noted *y the c:erations manager or the perforrance
and reliability supervisor curing their review of the co pleted
surveillance test data.

_

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Suo0lement 1).

Pursuant to the provision of 10 CFR 2.201, New 1 ort sower Authority is herety
required to submit a written statement er explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Occurent Co-trol Dest, Wasnington. 0.C. 20555
with a c cy to the Regional Administrat0r, Region 1 and a copy to the NRC
Resident Inspector, Indian Point 3, within 30 days of the dato of the letter

transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply snould be clearly
marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
violation: (1) the rea.on for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for
disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been takon and the ,

results achieved, (3) the corrective steos trat will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) tre cate whea full compliance will be achieved, if an
adequate reply is not received witnin tre time specified in this Notice, an
orcer or a cemand for information may be issued as to wny the license snould
not be modi f ied, susoenced, or revered, or wny sucn other action as may te
proper should not be taken. Wnere good cause is snown, c:nsiceration will be
given to extending the response tiro. Under the authority of Section 132 of

the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this resconse snall be ssLvitted under
oath or affirmation.

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this 10th day of Mart" 1992

NUREG-0940 1.B-11
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Docket No. 50-423
License No. NPF-49
EA 92-008

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company.
ATTN: J. Opeta

Senior Vice President - Nuclear
Engineering and Operations

Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

Dear Mr. Opeka:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Report No. 50-423/91-15)

Tdis letter rafers to the NRC inspection conducted between November 27 and
December 20, 1991, at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3 Waterford,
Connecticut. The inspection report was sent to you on January 10, 1992, The
inspection was conducted to review the circumstances associated with an event
which occurred at Unit 3 involving the disabling of the Suoplemental Leak
Collection and Release System (SLCRS), following a June 9,1991 reactor trip,
in violation of a technical specification limiting condition for operation, as
well as the failure to oromptly identify and correct this condition adverse to
quality. The event, and the associated violations of NRC requirements, were
identified by your staff and reported to the NRC on August 7, 1991. On
January 22, 1992, an enforcement conference was conducted with Mr. W. Romberg
and other members of your staff to discuss the event, iss related violations,
their causes and your corrective actions.

The event, whica occurred while the reactor was at 100 percent power Livolved
a trip of bnth the reactor. and turbine when thc plant experienced a faill load
reject upon the onening of two switchyard breakers because of a pilot wire
relay failure. This resulted in the partial loss of electrical power to systems
supplied by non-vital 4160 AC, including a number of secondary plant loads. It
has been postulated, by your staff, that following the trip, steam from the main
condenser entered the common SLCRS discharge duct, via the main air ejectors,
and melted sbo fusible links for the Train "A" and Train "B" fire dampers which
caused the fire dampers to close. This resulted in the disabling of both trains
of the SLCRS, which is required to be operable by Technical Specifications while
the plant is operated in other than a cold shutdown condition.

Although the post-trip review, following the load rejecs event on June 9,1991,
did not identify this condition, a. problem with system air ficw on the "B" train
of the SLCRS was discovered during a routine surveillance test eight days later.
Your subsequent investigation revealed that a fire damper in the discharge duct -

was closed, stopping the flow of air, as a result of the failed fusible link.

NUREG-0940 1.8-12
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At that time, your staff believed that the failure mode for the fusible lint was
mechanical in nature, and they replaced the link, retarning the "B" train to an
operable status. The NRC is concerned in this case because, given the unknown
cause of what you thought was a mechanical failure, you did not check to see if
you had a similar problem on wae "A" train. If you nad checked the "A" train,

you would have identified that a similar ccmmon cause/ccmmon mode failure had
also rendered the "A" train inocerable. As a resuit, "A" train remainea inoperable

until July 2, 1991 when a surveillance as performed on tnat train. The failure
to promptly identify and correct a condition aaverse to auality constitutes a
violation of the NRC requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 50, Appercis B,

Criterion XVI.

With respect to the Icad reject event, the NRC is concerned that the loss of
power to the non-vital 4160 AC loads was a result of deletion of the offsite
fast transfer scheme during the February-Maren 1991 refuel outage. The safety -

evaluation for this modification indicated that the deletion of the fast transfer
scheme would result in the loss of the non vital loads; however, the evaluation
did not fully explore how the loss of these non-vital loads would affect plant
operations. In addition, the modification did not undergo a mechanical system
design review, since the modification was thought to be primarily electrical in
nature, even though it affected a number of interrelated systems. It is our
understanding that in the future, your evaluation will apprupriately consider
both the electrical and mechanical impacts of modifications.

Tha SLCRS is designed to filter radioactive particulates which leak into
structures surrouncing the primary containment following a design basis even;
and thereby prevent their release into the environment. The NRC recognizes that
although the SLCRS was inoperable, the safety significance was minimized by
the f act that the auxiliary building ventilation system (a system required by
Technical 3pecifications) remained available to mitigate the consequences of
a design basis event, That system would provide a filtered discharge path
for buildings within the SLCRS boundary, via common ductwork and building
interconnection 5, and would limit c radiological release to amounts within the
10 CFR Part 100 limits. Nonetheless, the violations resulting from this event
indicate weaknesses in your programs for prompt identification and correction of
safety significant deficiencies. Therefore, the violations have been categori:ed
in the aggregate as a Severity level 111 problem in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy anc Procedures for NRC Enforcerent Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C, (Enforcement Policy) (1991). The violations demonstrate the
impcrtance of (1) meticulous attention to detail during the investigation and
review of system failures at the facility, to ensure that appropriate corrective
actions are initiated, and (2) proper control of equipment at the facility to
assure the reactor is operated and maintained safely and in accordance with the*

Technical Specifications.

The NRC also recognizes that subsequent to your identification of the common
cause/ common mode failure of the SLCRS on July 3, 1991, a thorough investigation
was conducted and comprenensive actions were promptly initiated to prevent
recurrence. These corrective actions, which were described either during the
inspection or at the enforcement conference, i :luded: (1) replacing the original
fusible links with links rated for higher temperatures; (2) revising the plant

NUREG-0940 1.B-13
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incident report (P!R) procecure to require an initial investigation for adverse
trends within a few days of an incident, incluaing for failures of surveillance
testt; (3) plans for incorporating the lessons learned from this event into a
special training session for a;propriate personnel; (4) revising the plant design ;
change record (PDCR) process to ensure that a mechanical systems design review,

is performed; (5) revisir.g the station procedure on post-trip reviews te include
a multi-discipline team review of a trip, and a critique from all individuals
involved in a trip; and (6) revising the Millstone Unit 3 post-trip procedure to '

,

include acditional data to be collected, and to address important control and
secondary systems. In addition, a loss of p'ver tad force continues to study
the efficacy of the fast transfer modification with the potential for addicional
procedural or hardware changes.

Although a civil penalty is normally issued for a Severity Level III problem,
I have been authori:ed, af ter consultation with the Director, Of fice of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for ','uclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research, to mitigate the penalty in its entirety and
issue the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) for the violations, in deciding '

to mitigate the penalt), the escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the
Enforcement Policy were considered in the manner described below. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that the event and the associated violations were identified and
reported to the NRC, by your staf f, adjustment of the base civil penalty on
this factor is not warranted, since there was an earlier opportunity to discover
these violations that were missed by your staff. Your corrective actions,
subsequent to the identification of the common cause/ common mode failure, on
July 8, 1991, were prompt and comprehensiva, and therefore, 50% mitigation of
the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted. While we recogni:e that you ,

-have been subject to escalated action for inadequate corrective action since
this_ event, your performance prior to thE event was good, as evidenced by no
violatiuns being issued for similar problems in the two years prior to this
event, and therefore, 50% mitigation of the base civil penalty on this factor ;

is warranted. Ful1~100% mitigation is not warranted for tnis factor in light ;
of your Lategory. II ratings in tne engineering / technical support, and safety *

. assessment / quality verification areas during the last SALP period. Since this
case did not involve prior notice, or multiple examples, no adjustment of *he
civil penalty on these factors is warranted. Although the condition adverse to
quality did exist for at least 21 days, with one or both trains of SLCRS being
inoperable, no escalation based on the duration factor is warranted because
this fact was a consideration in the decision to categorize the violations as a
Severity Level III problem.

In addition to the violations set forth in-the Notice, another issue was raised
in the inspection report which was not identified as an apparent violation.
This issue' involved the failure of the control roorn operators to run both diesel
generators within-one hour of a loss of an offsite power source, while restoring
plant equipment during the plant recovery from the load reject event. Although
this failure constitutes a violation of TS 3.8.1.1.a. the violation is not being
cited because the criteria .specified in Section V.G of the Enforcement Policy
were satisfied; i.e., it was of minor safety significance, the violation was
identified, reported and corrected by-your staff;-and would normally be
classified at a Severity Level IV violation.

;

NUREG-0940 1.B-14
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You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your i
response, you should follow the instructions specified therein. In your ;
response, you should dccument the specific actions taken and any additional !

actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this ;

Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and the results of future,

inspections, the NRC will determine whether further en'orcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of_ Practice," Part 2, Title
10. Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the .

clearance procedures of the Of fice of Management and Budget as required by the -
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

4 H -

,

T omas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosure * Notice of Violation

cc:
W. O. Romberg,_Vice President, Nuclear Operations
S. E. Scace, Nuclear Station Director
C. H, Clement, Nuclear Unit Director
R. M. Kacich, Manager, Nuclear Licensing .

D 0.- Nordquist, Director of Quality Services
Gerald Garfield, Esquire
Nicholas Reynolds, Esquire
Public Document Room (POR)
local Public Document Room _(LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC' Senior Resident inspector
State of Connecticut SLO Designee

,

,

f
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NOTICE OF VIOLAT!ON
.

!

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company Docket No. 50-423 .

Waterford, Connecticut License No. NPF-49 !
Millstor.e, Unit 3 EA 92-008 i

During an NRC inspection conducted betwecn November 27 and December 20, 1991
violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (1991), the violations are listed below:

,

A. 10 CFR Part 50, A p endix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Actions, requires, ,

in part, that m m ures shall be established to assure that conditions
adverse to quality, such as failures, ceficiencies and deviations, are
promptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, between June 9, 1991 and July 2, 1991, a condition
adverse to quality existed at the Millstone Unit 3 facility, and the
condition was not promptly identified and corrected. Specifically, a
common mode failure occurred, which rendered both trains of the
Supplemental Leak Collection and Release System (SLCF.5) inoperable,
when the fusible links for the Train "A" and Train "E." melted closing
the fire dampers. During that time period, the Ilcen$ee identified,-
on June- 17, 1991, that the SLCRS Train "P was inoperable because of
a failed surveillance test. The licensee did not properly diagnose
the root cause of the test failure as a p.srt of their corrective

.

actions in that the licensee attributed the failure of the fusible i
link to a mechanical failure, rather than the melting of the link, t

in addition, the licensee failed to check whether a similar problem
existed on the "A" Train, and therefore, that condition adverse to
quality, namely, the inoperability of the "A" train of SLCRS, existed
for an additional 15 days (June 17, 1991 to July 2,1991).

B. Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.6.6.1
requires that whenever the plant is in Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4, two independent
Supplemental Leak Collection and Release Systems (SLCRS) snall be operable.
The Technical Specification (LCO) Action Statement requires that with one
Supplemental Leak Collection and Release System inoperable, restore the
inoperable system to operable status within 7 days or be in at least hot
standby within the next 6 hours and in cold thutdown within the following
30 hours.

Technical Specification LC0 3.0.3 requires, in part, tnat when a LCO is
not met, except as provided in the associated action requirements, within
1. hour action shall be initiated to place the unit in cold shutdown within
the subsequent 24 hours.

NUREG-0940 1.B-16-
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Contrary to the aoove, cet.een June 9,1991 and June 17, 1991, .hi'e the
plant was in either Woces 1, 2, or 3, both the "A" and "B" trains of SLCRS
were inoperable in that tne fire dampers in each of tne trains were cl osed,
thereby stopping the flow of air in the system, and action was not taken to
place the plant ' cold shutdown coadition. In addition, the "A" train
of SLCRS remained able from June 17, 1991 to July 2,1991, exceeding
the 7 day action sta, it by 8 day 5, and acticn was not taken to place he
plant in the cold shutdown condition.

These violations havt been categorized in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111
pr oblem (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provision of 10 CFR 2.201, Nortneast Nuclear Energy Company is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear -

Regulatory Commission, ATIN: Document Control Desk, Wasnington, D.C. 20555 with
a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region I, and a cocy to the NRC Resident
inspector at the facility that is the suDject of tnis Notice, within 30 days of
the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (hotice). This
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if contested,
the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been
taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that ill be taken to
avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. j
If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice,
an order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be
proper should not be taken. Where good cause is snown, consideration will be

,
given to extending the response time. Under the authority of Section 132 of the >

Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submittec under oath or afiirm.ation.

Dated at King of prussia, Pennsylvania
this fl;r cay of February IJ92

-
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Cocket No. 50-285
ticense No. DPR 40
EA 91-184

Omae Public Power District
ATTNt H.G. Gates, Division Manager

Nuclear Operations
444 Suuth 16th Street Mall
Mail Stop SE/EP4
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-2247

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF V!0LATION (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-285/91-26)

This is in reference to NRC's November 18-December 2, 1991, inspection at Omaha
Public Power district's Fort Calhoun Station facility in Blair, Nebraska, the
results of which were documented in a report issued on December 10, 1991, and
to an enforcerent conference which was held in NRC's Arlington, Texas office on
December 19, 1991.

NRC's inspection reviewed the safety and regulatory implications of OPPD's
November 18 discovery that fort Calhoun Station personnel had circumvented
plant procedures and primary containment integrity requirements on 20 occasions
in the preceding six weeks when sampling water from the reactor coolant drain
tank.

OPPD's investigation of this event revealed that on each of the 20 occasions,
plant personnel, including the system engineer responsible for Radwaste
Systems, opened valve WD-1060 for approximately 45 seconds. This was done
without a Plant Review Committee approved procedure for valve operation,
without the approval cf the shift supervisor, without documenting the activity
in the Locked Component Deviation Log, and without independently verifying that
the valve had been returned to its normal closed and locked position, all
violations of plant procedures. TL individuals involved it, this activity
disregarded the obvious prohibitions to repositioning WD-1060, as indicated byi

| a seal wire on the valve, and failed to recognize the effect'of opening this
I valve on the integrity of the primary containment as it is defined in plant
j Technical Specifications.

I Admittedly, this sampling activity had no effect on the safe operation of the
i plant and A minimal effect on the containment integrity. The significance of

this event rests not on the details of the sampling activity. The serious
'

safety implications arise from the fact that a number of traine' and
experienced plant personnel operated a valve without following an approved
procedure, when that valve was identified by the presence of a seal wire as a
valve which should not be repositioned without exercising special controls.

1
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Omaha Public Power District -2-

Opening this valve in this manner was a clear violation of the Fort Calhoun .

Station Quality Assurance Plan and plant Standing Order 0 44. " Administrative
Controls for Locks of Components," which permits the repositioning of such
valves only with the approval of the shift supervisor or by utilizing a
procedure approved by the Plant Review Committee. Neither occurred in thi,
Case.

NRC recognizes fully the positive actions taken by CPPD upon discovery of this
event and views CPPD's corrective actions as prompt and extensive. These
include immediate action to halt the activity, the initiation of a thorough
root cause analysis, the bringing of the event to the attention of plant staff
in writing and in meetings, the conduct of a review cf all other non-routine i

sampling activitics for nearly a two-year period, and, as of the date et the
enforcem6nt conference, commitments to evaluste a series of recommendations
resulting from the root cause analysis. The recommendations include, among
other things, dev. loping labels for locking devices, enhancing training on
standing orders in general and additional training on Standing Order 0-44, and
enhancing the formality of and communications associated with non-routine
activities.

Nonetheless, the lack of formality demonstrated by the system engineer during
the troubleshooting process, the lack of training, and the lack of
inquisitiveness indicated by this event -- all factors which OPPD's root cause
analysis attributed this event to -- are significant regulatory concerns to NRC
because they represent a disregard for safety that could, undnr other
circumstances, result in more serious consequences. Therefore, the violations
associated with this event are classified at Severity Level !!!. 4

In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), a
civil penalty is considered for a Severity Level !!! violation. However, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enfor:ement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research, I
have decided that a civil penalty _will not be proposed in this case. This
decision is based on NRC's consideration of the civil penalty aojustment
factors in Section V.8, of the Enforcement Policy.

In particular, the fact that OPPD discovered this event and promptly brought it
to NRC's attention, the promptness and extensiveness of OPPD's corrective
actions. and OPPD's generally good past performance in the two years preceding
this event were significant factors in this determination. Had NRC observed
recent examples .of violations with similar root causes -- lack of formality,

= lack of training, and lack.of questioning attitudes -- a civil penalty would
have been assessed. From NRC's perspective, this event is inconsistent with
the improvements that have occurred in OPPD's overall regulatory perfarmance.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) when preparing your
response. In your response,'you should document the specific actions taken and-

(

|
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any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. You snould also
specifically address any actions taken to ensure that troubleshooting
activities are properly controlled. After reviewing your response to this 4

Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enfor sment action is
necessary to ensure cotrpliance with NRC regulatory requiremerns.

Although the December 10, 1991 inspection report indicated that containment
integrity Technical Specifications were violated by this event, we have not
included a violation of Technical Specifications in the enclosed Notice because
we have elected to focus in the Notice on those violations that, from NRC's
perspective, are central to our regulatory concerns.

Ir, accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rult; of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure wi'll be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

~

The resporises directed by this letter and the inclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

!jncerely,
S

e

,)f (W
Robert D. Martin
Regional Administr3 tor

Enclosure
Notice of Violation

CC:
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae-
ATT|4: Harry H. Voigt, Esq.
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
'4ashington, D.C. 20036.

'

Washington County Board
of Supervisors

ATTN: Jack ' Jensen. Chairman
Blair, Nebraska 68008

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
-

ATTN: Charles B.-Brinkman, Manager
Washington Nuclear Operations

12300 Twinbrook Parkway, Suite 330-
Rockville,~ Maryland 20852
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NOTICE OF VIOLAT!ON F

Omaha Public Power ristrict Docket No. 50-785
Fort Calhoun Station License No. DPR-40

CA 91-184

During an NRC inspection conductea on November 18 - December 3, 1991,
violations of NRC requirements were identified. in accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions."
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violetions are listed below:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendir t. Criterion xlv requires, in part, that measur n
be established for indicating the operating status of structures systems,
and components of the nuclear power p' ant, such as by tagging valves to
prevent inadvertent operation.

Fort Calhoun Station Quality Assurance Plan, Revision 1. Section 7.1,
paragraph 4.2 requires, in part, that procedures for control of equipment
be established to maintain plant safety and to avoid unauthorized
operation of equipment. These procedures shall require control measures
such as locking or tagging to secure and identify equipment in a
controlled Status. Instructions which implement these requirements shall
be contained in the Standing Orders.

Fort Calhoun Station Standing Order 50-0-44, Revision 11, Section 9.0,
requires, in part, that when a locked valve is taken out of its normal
locked position, such deviations shall be logged in the Locked Component
Deviation Log: that the person acquire the approval of the Shift
SJpervisor; and that an independent verificatien that the component has
been returned to its normal locked pc ition shall be completed.

Contrary to the above, from October 16 through November 18, 1991, on
approximately 20 occasions, normally locked containment isolation valve
WD-1060 was taken out of its normal locked position without being logged
in the Locked Component Deviation Log, without the approval of the Shift
Supervisor, and without an independent verification that it had been
returned to 'is normal locked position being completed.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement I).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Omaha Public Power District is
bereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington. 0.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region IV, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation
(Natice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation (1) the reason for the
violation, or, if contested, the oasis for disputing the violation, (2) the
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Notice r, Violation -2-

arrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the
I J-Gtive steps that will be tak en to avoid further violations, and (4) the.

date whea full compliance will be achieved. If an adeqJite reply is not
received within the tirre specified in tr.|s Notice, an cr der or a demand for

information may be issued as to why the license should 10t be modified,
suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as ma) te proper should not be
taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will te given to extending the
response time. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232,
M: 5: ense shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Deted at Arlington, Texas-

this 22nd day of January 1992
.

,
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March 17, 1992

Docket Nos. 50-311
License Nos. OPR-75
EA 92-007

Public Service Elect.ic and Gas Company
ATTN: Steven Miltenberger

Vice President and Chief Nucleir Officer
Post Office Box 236
Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey 08038

Dear Mr. Miltenberger:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection N a. 50-31161-B1)

This letter refers to the NRC hgmented Inspection Team ( AIT) inspection
conducted between Novembe< 10 nrough Decemoer 3,1991, at the Salem Nuclear
Generating Station, Hancoct.s Bridge, New Jersey. The ir action report was
sent to you on January 7, 199/, The inspectior. was conducted to review the
circumstances associated with tne severe damage to the turbine and generator at
Unit 2 as a result of a turbine overspeed event. During the followup of this
event, you identified.that the turbine Ove-speed Protection Control (OPC) system
test in October 1991 was not properly performed in that problems encountered
during the attempted performance of the test were no+ resolved prior to

result of the review ofcompleting a startup of-the reactor and turbine. At a
the circumstances surrounding the performance of that test, violations of NRC
requirements were-identified, The apparent violatisns were described in the
enclosure to the letter sent to you by the NRC on January 23, 1992. On
February 4,1992, aa enforcement conference was conducted with you and memoers
of your staff.to discuss the violations, the causes, and your corrective actions.

The violations, along with several other factors, contributed to the
catastrophic f ailure of the turbine generatcr on November 9,1991, due,
in part, to failure of the OPC system to control a turbine overspeed condition.
The event was principally caused by the' failure of three separate turb^ne
cc.ntrol solenoid Lvalves (i.e. , Oversoeed Protection Control valves OK 20-1,
OPC-20-2, and Emergency Trip valve ET-20) to function due to mechanical
bin _di'ig of the devices.

As a reillt, upon a reactor trip, the turbine steam admission valves were not

mainta hed closed and steam was readmitted to the turbine. Sinch the main
generator output breakers opened as a result of the reactor trip, turoine
speed was no longer restrained. Consequently, uoan steam readmission, the
turbine experienced an overspeed condition that was not arrested, since
the OPC solenoidssdid not ef fect the momentary closure of the governor or
interceptor valves. The resulting turbine overspeed caused severe damage to
the turbine, destruction of the generator, and the initiation of a hydrogen
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! and Gas Company

and oil fire involving the generator s/ stem. The overspee; ccncition also

resultea in missiles (parts of turnine olaces) ceing ejected from one of the
low pressure turbine assemblies.

A test of the turbine Overspeed Protection Control (CPC) system was conducted
on October 20, 1991 as part of a reactor and turbine startup. A successful test
of the CPC system required verifying that the interceptor valves closed upon
receipt of a test signal. UDen testing, the valves did not close. However,
five licensed operations staff cersorrei, inclucing two reactor operators, a
shift supervisor, a senior shift supervisor, and a senior operations engineer,
did not demonstrate a sufficiently questioning and inauisitive attitude
regarcirg the test result. :n aceition, tne senior shift supervisor and the
senior operating engineer apparently did not understand that an actual test )failure had occured. These five individuals did not adequately communicate
among themselves concerning the issue, and proceeded witn the turoine startup
witnout first resolving the test disc- ancy. Furthermore, they did not cotain
a p*ocedural change to support tne ct ation from the estatlished operational
procecure. These f ailures constitute violations of NRC requirements set forth
in the Notice of Violation (Notice).

The NRC recognizes that the turbine, generator, and turbine control systen.s and
devices are not considered safety related equipment at the facility and the AIT
identified several r'oot causes not all of which involved violation of NRC
requirements. However, this event is of regulatory concern to the NRC since
failure of these components could result in reartor transients, as well as the
generation of turbine missile / projectiles, vhich have the potential to adversely
affect safety-related equipment. Accitionally, as discussed aDove, several
layer, of licensed operating personnel were involved in the decision of
continuing reactor and turcine startuo contrary to the exoect-d conduct of
operations. If your operations staff had croperly resolved the test proolem,
the November 9,1991 event would have likely been prevented because proper
resolution of the test failure should have led to the discovery of the f aulty
soleneid valves. Therefore, in accorcance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix C (1291), the violations have been categori ec at Severity
Level III it the aggregate. The problem is described in the enclosed Notice.

The NRC recognizes that corrective actions have been taken or planned to
orevent recurrence of such violations. These actions, which were described
at the enforcement conference, as aell as in a Licensee Event Report, included.
but were not limited to: (1) cevelopment of a pertonal corrective action plan
by eacn of the five involvod licensed individuals; (2) enhanced training of
nperators relative to the expecte0 concuct of operations; (3) issuance of a
letter to all operations personnel regarding procedural comoliance; (4) conduct
of shift meetings by management with all staff regarding their roles and
resconsibilities; and (5) upgrace of procecures.
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and Gas Ccmpany

Nv, ally, a civil penalty is issued for a Severity Level I!! problem in sucn
cases.to emonasice'the importance of strict aunerence to crocedures at the

- facility,:as weil as_ prompt and procer resolution af pecolems encountered during
procedural implementation, to assure that the reactor is ocerated and maintained

- in a' safe condition. However, I have been authoriced, after consultatian with-

the Directo , Office of Enforcement,;and the Cecuty Executive Director for
Nuclear-Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research, ao issue the
enclosed Notice of Violation witnout a civil :enalty, af ter nside-tng tne

-

mitigating factors in this case.

In making this determination to mitigate the civii penalty, the NRC decided
thati.(1) since'the violation was identified anc reported to the NRC by your
staff, 25% mitigation of the case civil penalty for this f actor is warranted;

- howevert full-mitigation is:not warranted because this was a_self-disclosing
event; ' (2) your corrective actions, as cescrite: herein, were considered orempt

'

and-extensive.~and therefore, 50% mi tigation of tne b^se civil penalty on tnis.
- factor is warranted; (3) your past performance in the coerations area specifi-
cally, reduction in personnel errors and overall control room cerformance,
warrants 50% mitigatier of the civil ceralty; ano (4) altnough you had prior
notice'of-potential problems with the mechanical binding of_ solenoid valves
because of a similar pr0blem at- Unit. l _in Se:temoer 1990, no adjustment of the
civil penalty on- this f actor is warrantec because the primary issue involved in
this case -is -the -perf ormance o r the cDerators, rather than - le maintenance of
-the equipment (solenoids) The other escalation and mitigation factors were
- consicered, and no adjustment based on these facto s was warranted since the
violation did n'ot involve multiple examples nor exist for an extended duration.

The NRC is also concerned with ycur- f ailure- t; a:bere to tne commitment
documented in Licensee Eysa Reoort No. 90-030, dated Oct ber 9, 1990, to
replace.the_solenoic valves at Un't ! curing :ne next outage of sufficient
duration due to the preolem icentified at Unit'l in Septemoer 1990. These
valves were not replace 0'during.the olanned cutage in May 1991, wnich was
of suf ficient duration te accomolisn the reciacement. Weakresses in your:

- commitment tracking process c:ntributed to tne valves not.being replaced.
durin? mhe;May 1991-outage. While'tne NRC has decided.not taitare enforcement
action' for this issue, you should document tne actions taxen and planned, that

_

- were describ'ed at the enforcement conference, to a ,sure that comm'itments made
imclementec.to -the- NRC bre properly anc promotly

-You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
sDecified in. the enclosed Notice wnen preparing your respense. .In your
response, you snould cocument the specific actions taken and any additional

~

actions you plan to prevent recurrence, in your response, you may reference,
E as 'apiropriate, your letter dated Feoruary 10, 1992, which resconded to the AIT

inspection _ report; Af ter. reviewing your resconte to this- Notice, including your
croposed ' corrective actions and the results of f uture instections, the NRC- will

-determine .whether furtner NRC enforcement action is. necessary to ensure
compifonce fith NRC regulatory requirements.
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and Gas Comoany

In accordance with lu CFR 2.790 of t*e NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enciesed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of tne Office of Management and Budget as recuired
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1960. Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

[ D _

Thomas T, Martin

Regional Administrator
.

Enclosure; Nr ice of Violation

C r. '
S. LaBruna. Vice President, Nuclear Operations
C. Schaefer, External Operations - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co.
C. Voncra, General Manager - Salem Operations
F. Thomson, Manager, Licensing anc Regulation
L. Reiter, General Manager - Nuclear Safety Review

iJ. Robb, Cirector, Joint Owner Af f airs
A. Tapert, Program Administrator
R. Fryling, Jr.. Esquire
M. Wetternahn, Esquire

'
J. Isabella, Director, Generation Projects Department,

Atlantic Electric Company
D. Wersa , Assistant Consumer Advocate, Of fice of Consumer Advocate
Lower Alloways Creek Township
Public Document Room (POR)
local Public Document Room (LPCR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident Inspector
State of New Jersey
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N0iiCE OF V!C'.ATION

Public Service Electric and Gas Company Docket No. 50-311Salem, Unit 2 License No. CPR-75
Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey EA 92-007

During an NRC Augmented Inspection Team (AII) inspection condLcted on
Novemoer 10 through Decemoer 3,1991. violations of NRC reauirements were
identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedare
for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations
are set forth celow:

Technical Specification 6.3.1 recuires that written procedures be
established, implemented, and maintained coverirr the ac'ivities referenced
ia the applicable procedures recommende: in Appenu'x A of Regulatory Guice
1.33, Revision 2, February 1978.

<

A. Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 2, speci fies General clant
Operating Procecures for cperatiens activities, including, Hot Standoy
to Minimum Load (nuclear plant starter) and Turbine Startup and
Synchrcni:ation of the Generator. Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A,
Section 1, specifies Administrative Procedures cescribing requirements
for Procedure Adherence.

Steo 5.33 of Integrated Operating Pricedure IOP-3, Revision B. " Hot
Standby to Minimum Load," written to satisfy the recuirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Accendix A, directed operators to " . P LAC E
turoine on the line IAW [in accordance with] OP III-1.3.1, Turbine
Generatc Coeration" relative to startup of the turbine generator
system. Step 5.1.13 of CP II!-1.3.1 directed operators to test tne
turbine Overspeed Protection Contro' (CPC) circuit by observing that
the Interceptor Valves close rapidly wnen he CPC key switch is turnec ,

to the IESI position; and tnat tne valves ieopen when the CPC key test
switch is returned to tne IN SERVICE position.

Nuclear Acministrative Procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0005(Q), " Station
Operating Practices," Section 5.7.4, .ritten to satisfy the recuire-
ments of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Ascendix A, requires written proce-
dures to be followed exactly as written, in the order specifiec,
without deviation except as described in NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0001(Q),
" Nuclear Department Procedure System."

Contrary to the above, curing a Unit 2 reactor plant and turoine-
generator startup on Octcber 20, 1991, IOP-3 and OP III-1.3.' were

.

not completely implemented (folic *ec) as written relative to the
startup activities. Specifically, two licensed Nuclear Plant
Operators eacn ecnducted the CPC test as described by Steo 5.. 13 of
OP III-1.3.1, out observed that the Interceptor Valves did not close
as expected. Although this matter was further discussed with three
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Notice of Violation 2

other senior licensed individuals (i.e. , the Unit 2 Shif t Supervisor, a

the: Senior Shift Supervisor, and tre Operatiens Engineer), none
of these licensed individuals e'fected. directed, or caused the
procedure to be followed exactly as written in that reactor plant
and turoine generator startup operations were continued without
the test discrepancy being resolved.

B. Regulatory Guide 1.33, ~ Appendix A, specifies Administrative Procedures
for administrative activities involving Temporary Change Methods and
Procedure Review and Approval.

Nuclear Administrative Procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0005(Q), Section 5.7.4,
indicates that if a procedure cannot be performed as written, the
activity should be stopped and supervisory personnel consulted.
Further, NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0005(Q) dire:ts that changes to a written
procedure be performed in accordance with NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0032(Q),
" Preparation, Review and Approval of Procecures," NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0032(Q),
Section 5.1.1, requires, in part, that a user organization request

. revision-of an existing-procedure when problems are encountered in
using that procedure.

Contrary tc the above, during a Unit 2 reactor plant and turbine-
: generator'startup-on October 20, 1991, licensed operators failed to
establish and-implement cnanges to 10P-3, " Hot Standby to Minimum
Load," and the procedure it <eferenced, OP 111-1.3.1, " Turbine
Generator Oceration," to effect completion of the turbine gene-ator
startup activities as originally *ritten and approved. Specifically,,

althougn licensed operations personnel did not complete Step 5.1.13
of OP II L3.1 as written, tne individuals did not request an
approved revision to the nrocedure in accordance with the
reputrements of NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0032(Q).

Th'is is a Severity Level III problem (Supplement I).

Parsuant'to the provisions of 10 CFR-2.201, Public Service Electric and Gas
Company-(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explana-
tion-to-the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,-
Washington, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Pegion I, and-
a C0py to the Salem NRC Resident Inspector, within 30 days of the letter trans-
mitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reoly should be clearly marked
as a " Reply to a Notice.of Violation"'and should include for'each violation:
(1) the. reason for the < violation; or'if contested, the baris for _ disputing _the
violation. (2) the corrective ste.ar that have been taken and the results .
-achieved,:(3) the corrective st47E 1 hat will'be taken to avoid further viola-

,

tions,.and (4) the date when fe:1 remplicnce will be acnteved. If an adequate
, reply is not received within the time scerified in this Notice, an order or a

demand for information may=be issued as ta why the license should not be
modified, suspended, or revoked.or why suchf othea action as may be procer should

|
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Notice of Violation- 3

not be taken. ,Where good cause is snown, consiceration will be given to
extei Jing the ' response time. Under the authority of Section IS2 of the Atomic
Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, tnis response shall be suomitted under oath or
affirmation,

-Oated at-King of-Prussia, Pennsylvan'ia
this ff day-of March 1992

-

!
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January 10, 1992

Docket No. 50-271
License No. DPR-23
EA 91-170

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
ATTN: Mr. Warren Murphy

Senior Vice President, Operatirns
RD 5, Box 169
Brattlecoro,-_Verm,nt 05301

Dear Mr. Murphy:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Repcrt Nos. 50-271/91-13; 50-271/91-21)

This letter refers to the NRC Augmented Inspection Team (A;T) inspection
conoucted between April 25-29, 1991, as well as the subseouent followup
inspection conducted on August 6-22, 1991, at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station, Brattleboro, Vermont-. The inspection reports were sent to you on
June 6, 19.1, and December 3, 1991, respectively. The inspections were conducted
to review t'ie circumstances associated with an event involving the loss of off11te
poi,er at the facility in April 1991, while the reactor was at 100*. power. The
inspections also included a review of the deficiencies identified by your staff

- during the initial followup of this event, as well as othe' factors that
| contributed to its occurrence. On December 16, 1991, an enforcement conference
|- was conducted with you and members of your staff to d;scuss'the violatior, its

causes and your corrective actions.

The associated violation of NRC requirements was identified by your ssaf f and
reported to the NRC resident inspector shortly after its occurrence, as well as
in a Licensee Event Report (LER) sent to the NRC on July 11, 1991, and in a

i suppl.emental LER issued on November 7, 1991. The violation, which is described
in the enclosed Notice, involved two examoles of the failure to prepare and
maintain a written safety evaluation prior to making certain changes _at the
facility 50 as to ensure that the changes did not involve unreviewed safety
questions. The changes involved: (1) redirecting, in 1987, the service water
flow discharge from the normal discharge path at the circulating water discharge
structure, as described:in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), to the-

L cooling tower basin; and, (2) implementing revised guidelines, on April 23, 1991,
to replace one of the witchyard batteries.

The guideline used in the replacement of the switchyard battery on April 23,
1991, directly contributed to _the loss of offsite power when the de bus was
separated from the battery as part of the replacement activity. However, the
earlier change, in April 1987, involving the redirection of the service water
flow discharge from the circulating water discharge to the cooling tower basin,
is viewed as more significant since it resulted, in part, in significant
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Vermont Yankee Nuclear 2

Power Corporation

reduction of flow of service water to tre diesel generators, Moreover, there was
a missed opportunity to identify this problem wnen the acceptance criterion for
service water flow to the diesel generators was rivised without a full under-
standing of-the cause of the reduced flow < While the FSAR briefly discussed
the use of the service water system in the winter to deice the cooling tower
basin and prevent it from freezing, the FSAR cid ent explicitly address the
continued or prolonged bypass of service water discharge to the basin. While
subsequent analysis by your staff, after inis event, has indicated inat the
reduced flow tn the emnrgency diesel generators was sufficient to prov.ce the
necessary cooling of the emergency diesel gene *ators, and would have been
sufficient under the postulated design conditions, the NRC is nonetneless

-concerned that this fact was not known by your staff at the time.the change
was made.

One common result of. both failures to properly evaluate changes m.ce to
-important plant systems was that the plant was operated in unanaly:ed condt-
tions, which, in the case of the service water system, lasted from tne time of
the change in'1987 until these findings were identified following the April
1991 ev~ent. Further, these events as well as some )ther.less significant 10 CFR
50,59' violations identified by the NRC in the Icst two years indicate that your
staff may not be sufficiently sensitive to tne need to perform proper analyses
in order to avoid operating the plant in unanalyzed system configurations.

.The NRC recognizes that the-actual safety consequences of these problems were
minimized, as evidenced by the subsequent analysis. Nonetheless, the failure
to perform appropriate written safety reviews prior to making these cnanges
represents a significcnt regu'atory concern because of the potential for more
significant consecuerces. Therafora, the violation has been classifieo at
Severity Level ~III in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and

,~.

Precedure for-NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy), 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix-C-(1991).

The NRC reco;nizes that promot and comprehensive actions were initiated to
enrrect these violations, once identified, anc prevent recurrence, Tnese
corrective actions, which were described at the enforcement conference,
. included: cancellation of the guideline used in tne replacement of the
switenyard batteries; refurcishment of the battery chargers; return of tne
service wacer discharge Tlow to the circulatina water structure until alternate
solutions to the discharge concer, were evaluated; ' tests and analyses for
required servico water flow uncer various abnormal and accident conditions;
review of procedures and= guidelines to ensure that adequate instructions are
provided for the performance of safety evaluations when plant configurations
are changed; and sensitization of plant personnel to the need for safety

. evaluations by appropriate training.

Although a civil penalty is normally issued for a Severity Level III s f olation
to emonasize the importance of appropriate safety reviews, I have been-
authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and
the DeDuty Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional

;

s

4
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Vermont Yankee Nucleer 1 |
Power Corporation..

Ocerations.and Researen, to mitigate the penalty in its entirety anc issue the

enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) for this violation. In ceciding to-
mitigate the penalty, the escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the
enforcement policy.were considered-in the m.anner described below.

The base civil penalty was mitigated in its entirety based on a-combination of
mitigation _ for corrective actions and cast perforaance. The otner factors set
forth in:the Enf orcement Policy .,ere considered and no adjustment to the base
civil penalty basec on tnem was warranted.

You are required to respond to this letter arc snould follow the instructions
specified in the enclosec Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your re_sponse to this
Notice, including ycur croposed corrective actions, and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whetner rurther enforcement action is
necessary to e.1sure. compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance.with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.
The resconses directed cy this letter and tne enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Of fice of Management and Budget as required
by the Pat.erwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. 50-511.

Sincerely,

J
'

/ /
/

/ Thomas T. Martin
Regional umf strator.

,

tinclosure: Notice of Violation

cc-w/ encl:
J. Weigand, ' resident and Chief Executive Officer

'J. Pelletier, Vice Presicent, Engineering
O. Reid, Plant Manager
J. DeVincentis. Vice President, Yankee Atomic Electric Company
L. Tremolay, mier Licensing Engineer, Yanxee Atomic Electric Companyt

[ J; Gilroy, Director, Vermont Public Interest Research Group, Inc.
[

G. Iversoni New Hampshire Of fice of Emergency Management
.

-Vermont Yankee Service List
Public Document Room (POR)-
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety -Information- Center (NSIC)
NRC~ Resident Insoector. .

State of New Hampshire. 5LO Designee
' State of Vermont,' SLO Designee.
; Commonwea'th of Massacnusetts, SLO Cesignee
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. NOTICE OF VIOLAT:0N -

Vermont Yankee Nuclear power Corocration 000ket No. 50-271
BrattleDoro,-Vermont License No. OpR-23

EA 01-170

During an NRC Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) inspection conducted between
April 25-29, 1991, as well as a followuo NRC insoection conducted on August 6-2?,
1991, a violation of NRC requirements was icentified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix C, (1631), the violation is set forth below:

10 CFR 50.59 (a) al kws the holder of a license to w .: cnanges in the facility
as cescribed in the safety analysis recort (SAR) without prior Commission
approval unless it involves an unreviewed safety euestion. A proposed
change'shall be deemed to involve an unreviewed safety cuestion if the

-(1) probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accicent or
malfunction of equiement important to safety previously evaluated in the
safety analysis report may be increased; or (ii) possibility for an

'
accident or malfunction of a dif ferent type than any evaluated'previously
in the safety analysis rer. rt may be created; or (iii) margin-of safety
as defined ~ in:the basis for any technical specification is reduced. 10 CFR
50,59 (b) .reautres; in part, that the records of a chance to the facility
be maintained by.the licensee abc must include a written safety evaluation
which provides the basis for the determination that the change does not
involve an unreviewed safety question.

a. Section 10.6.5 of the Vermont Yankee Final Safety Analysis Report ~(FSAR)'

states that service water discnarge from.the systems and equipment is
. piped to the circulating water disenarge where 't is released to the
river.

Contrary to tne above, in 1937, a change was made to the facility as
described in the-FSAR in that the cischarge flow of the se. . ..e water
-system was diverted from the circulating water discnarge structure to
the cooling tower basin,Sithout a safety evaluation to ensure that

e the valve realignment did not constitute an unreviewed safety question.

b. Section 8.3.4 of the-Vermont Yankee Final-Safety Analysis Report ( FSAR)
states =that each of the 345 kV lines is protected against temporary or

-

permanent fault by tuo complete, separate protective relay systems.
Separate dc control circuits and cc power sources are proviced for each

-relay scheme and tripping signals are sent to separate trip coils to
trip the required-power circuit breakers.

1
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Notice of Violation 2

Cantra'ry to the above, on Acril 23, 1991, a cnange was mace to the
f acility as cescribed in the FSAR in that revised guidelines (instructions)
were implementec to replace switenyard battery 4A Without a safety
evaluation to ensure that secaration of a dc bus frc the. battery
(a.vJ the resultant dampening ef fects of the systems battery) did not
constit.ute an unreviewed safety question.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Sucolement 1)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
CorporationJis nereby required to su mit a written statement ar explanation to
the U.5- Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATIN; Occument Control Oesk,.

' Washington, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional Admin,strator, Region ! and'a
copy to the NRC Resident-Inspector within 30 days of the date of the letter
transmittins-thisLNotice of Violation.(Notice). This recly should be clearly
marked as a " Reply to_ a Notice of Violation" and should tr.clude for each

~

violation: -(!)1the reason for the violation, if admitted, or if contested, the
basis for disputing the violation, (2)- the corrective _ ste;* that have been.
taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective . steps that will be taken to
avoid further violations, and (4) the cate wnen full compliance will be
achievec. If an aceouate reply is not received within tne time specified in
this Notice, an orcer.or a demand for~fnformation may be issued as to why the
license snoalid not' oe modifie~d, suspenced, or revoked, or why sue other action

.as may be proper should_not De taken, Wnere good cause is'snown, consideration
will be-given to extending.the response time. Under the authority of Section

_

-182 of tne Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted
!under oath or af firmation,

L

Cated at ving of Prussia, ;ennsylvania
/0/ day of January 1992this

| -

1

i

l.

_ _

r

|I
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- J' h- UNITED STATES

-[ $ , f( ) NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
% # usmNovos. o e rosss -

y . ;;. . / a. ~w

Docket No. 030-14041
License No. 13-18685-01
EAs 91-119 and 91-148

Alt & Witzig Engineering, Inc.
ATTN: -Mr. William Witzig

President
3405 West 96th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46286 '

Dear Mr. Witzig:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTY - $3,700 AND DEMAND FOR INFOMIATION (NRC
INSPECTION REPORT NO. 030-14041/90001(DRSS))
.(INVESTIGATION REPORT NO. 3-90-014)

This refers _to the inspection conducted on July 24-26 and
August 8, 1990, at your facility in Indianapolis, Indiana and at
il field sites in the vicinity of Indianapolis and Columbus,
Indiana, and the subsequent investigation conducted by the NRC
Office of Investigations (OI). Fourteen violations of NRC
requirements were identified during the inspection. The report
documenting the inspection was sent to you-by letter dated August
'23, 1990. On August 29, 1990, an enforcement conference was
conducted in the Region-III Office to discuss'the violations,
their causes, and your corrective actions. The report
summarizing.the conference wae sent to you by letter dated

~

October 2,.1990. A Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) was issued
to you on September 4, 1990, and your response to-the CAL was
documented in a-letter dated September 27, 1990.

Four of_the fourteen violations were cited in_the Not e. of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties $2,500
-dated October 16, 1990 (EA 90-141). As noted in our October 16,
1990 letter, one apparent violation of 10 CFR 30.9(a) was not
cited. OI completed an investigation of some of the remaining
violations in August 1991 and the Synopsis of the OI
investigation is enclosed for your review.

The remaining nine violations have been identified, as described
in the enclosed Notice of Violation and. Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice), including: (1) exceeding your authorized
possession limit for licensed material (moisture / density gauges);
(2) use of'11 censed material by untrained or nonsupervised
individuals;-(3) failure to provide personnel monitoring devices
to individuals who work with licensed material; (4) failure to

NUREG-0940 II.A-1
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review and evaluate whether a radiation hazard existed for an
individual whose personnel monitoring device exceeded 10 CTR Part
20 whole body dose limits; (5) failure to provide a written
report of an exposure in excess of 10 CFR Part 20 limits; (6)
failure to conduct paysical inventories of licensed material; (7)
failure to maintain eMposure records; (8) failure to post 10 CFR
Parts 19 and 20, tt e license and documents incorporated by
reference, and Form NRC-3; and (9) failure to leak test sealed
sources at required intervals.

These violations have been grouped in the Notice into three areas
of concern. Violation I of the Notice addresses your exceeding
your possession limit. Violation II of the Notice addresses your
use of licensed material by untrained and nonsupervised
individuals. Violations III A. - G. of the otice describe the
remaining violations that further demonstrate a failure to -

provide sufficient attention to the control of licensed
activities.

In respect to Violation I on March 8, 1990, as part of a routine
license renewal, an NRC license reviewer called the former
Radiation Protection Officer (RPO) to discuss the Decommissioning
Rule (10 CFR 30.35). At that time, it was agreed that you would
limit your possession of Campbell Pacific Nuclear (CPN)
moisture / density gauges to 10, and you would have to amend your
license if an increase in the number of gauges was anticipated.
On March 20,, 1990, Amendment No. 6 was issued renewing your
license in its entirety and limiting your possession of licansed
material to 10 CPN gauges. Additionally, the letter forwarding
Amendment No. 6 clearly delineated that your possession ljait for
CPN gauges was 10; however, you possessed 16 at the time of our
July 1990 inenection. The former RPO acknowledged that he had
received AmehJment No. 6. The NRC has concluded that the former
RPO deliberately violated the license with regard to the
possession limit of CPN gatuis.

The NRC considers a deliberate violation of NRC requirements a
very serious matter. The NRC relies or. the integrity of licensee

'

employees to perform licensed activities in accordance with NRC
requirements. Violation I involves your exceeding the authori ze:
possession limit for licensed material and would normally be
categorized at Severity Level IV.. However, due to the deliberate
nature of the violation by an individual involved in the
Licensee's management, it is considered to be very significant.
Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy
and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy)
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990), Violation I is categorized as
Severity Level II violation.

In- regard to violation II, Alt & Witzig management routinely
permitted individuals who had not successf ully completed the
manufacturer's training program to operate moisture / density

i

d
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gauges. 'A violation similar to Violation II had also been cited-

during the last inspection-on April 1, 1986. Additionally, at
various timen, tnese individuals were not under the supervision
and in the physical presence of a named individual on the license
or individuals who had successfully completed training, and were
not designated by the RPO. The NRC considers the issue of using
untrained individuals as a serious violation of NRC requirements.
Therefore, in accordance witn the " General Statement of Policy
and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy)
10 C?R Part 2, Appendix C (1990), Violation II is categorized as
a severity Level III violation.

The remaining violations (Violations III A. - G.) are considered
in the aggregate to be a breakdown in the control of licensed
activities as a result of Alt & Witzig management's failure to
follow regulatory requirements. A violation similar to Violation
III D. had-also been c_ted during the last inspection on April 1,
1986. During the Enforcement Conference, the former RPO freely
admitted that he poorly administered the radiation protection
progran. He attributed this poor administration to Alt &
Witzig's growth, his lack of available time, and other company
duties. The former'RPO was tne it.dividual within Alt & Witz/fC .

organization responsible for activities requiring NRC comph ' J '
-His inaction to ensure compliance when confronted with add; h; s .
responsibilities demonstrates a significant' lack cf attenti n
towards licensed responsibilities. Therefore, in accordance #1.1;-

the;;" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcament Actions" (Enforcement Policy ) 10 CFR Part 2,
' Appendix C-(1990), Violations III A. -G., are categorized in the
aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

The NRC acknowledges that after these violations were identified
by the NRC, you took immediate corrective actions to resolve the
short' term problems. 'Long term corrective actions, which have
been completed, included niring.a new qualified RPO, wjth the
position.in-the administrative department rather than the testing
division. .The RPO now reports directly to you on a regular
basis. An audit and evaluation of the RPO position is being
performed by you on a biannual basis. You-have also implemented-

a new< audit, system-and procedures to ensure that possession
limits are not exceeded and users of licensed material are
adequately qualified. Licensee users and managers are now well.
informed of applicable regulations. Your corrective actions were
-incorporated in Amendment No.-7 to-your license.

To emphasize the-need for continued and lasting effective
management contrvl over activities authorized by your license,
and to ensure adherence to regulatory requirements, I am issuing
the enclosed-Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty in the amount of $3,700.

NUREG-0940 II.A-3
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The civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy
were considered for each severity level problem. The ad]ustment-

factors for each severity level-problem are discussed below.

,(v . Violation I, the base value of a civil penalty for a Severity'

Lasel II problem is $800. Escalation-of the base civil penalty
by_.50 percent is warranted fdr the identification and reporting
factor because the violation was identified by the NRC. The
other adjustment factors in the Policy were considered and no
further adjustment to the base civil penalty was considered
appropriate. Therefore, the base civil penalty for this

'

violation has-been escalated 50 percent.

For Violation II, the base-value of a civil penalty for a
-

Severity Level III problem is $500. Full 50 percent-escalation ,

L- of the base civil penalty was warranted for the identification
'

and' reporting factor because the violation was identified by the
NRC, and should have been identified and corrected by the former
RPO.as part of his responsibilities. Full 50 percent mitigation

,

-of the base civil penalty was warranted for corrective actions as
discussed-above. An escalation of 100 percent of the base civil "

penalty was warranted for the past performance factor. The use
'

of licensed material by untrained and nonsupervised individuals4>
-

ils-similar to a violation identified during the NRC inspection on
April 1, 1986. An' escalation of 100 percent of the base civil
. penalty was also-warranted for the multiple occurrences factor
based-on the number of individuals (at-least 15) that were not-

qualified or authorized to use licensed material. The other
adjustment-factors =in the Policy were considered and no further
adjustment'to the base. civil penalty was considered appropriate.
The base civil penalty for this Severity-Level II problem has .

.

been increased by 200 percent.
..'

The base value of a. civil penalty for the Severity Level III.
problem comprised of-Violations II: A. - G.-is $500. Full 50
percent escalation of the base civil penalty was warranted for,

the-identification and reporting' factor. All of the violations
were-identified by the NRC and should have been identified and
corrected through. internal reviews by the RPO.as part of his
responsibilities outlined--in the licensee's March 23, 1979,<
application. Full 50 percent mitigation of-the base civil
penalty was warranted-for corrective actions as discussed above.

,

Full. 100 percent escalation of the base civil penalty was>

warranted for the duration factor. One of the violations existed
continuously from the April 1, 1986, inspection (Violation III
D.).. Additionally,~two of the violations; continued-from 1988
until the 1990 inspection (Violations III C. and-G.). Violations
III A.'and E. may also have lastedifor-a lengthy-period:of-time.
The other adjustment factors in the policy were considered and no
further-adjustment to the base civil penalty was considered
. appropria*.e . ;The base civil penalty for.this Severity Level III
problem has been. increased by 100 percent,

i
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You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. In your responce, you should document the specific
actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent
recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

Further, it is our understanding that the former PPO is still
employed by you and, therefore, may be involved with licensod
activities. In view of his past performance, you are required to
respond to the enclosed Demand for Information in accordance with

,,

; the instructions provided therein. This information is necessary
for the NRC to determine whether to further modify your NRC -

license. A copy of this letter and enclosures are being sent to o

the former RPO. He may respond within the same time limit.

'e In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter, its enclosures, and your responses will be
placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

s

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice and
Demand for Information are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

h ht&%
[ James Lieberman, Director
W"ffice of Enforcement

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty
2. Demand for Information
3. Synopsis of OI Report No. 3-90-014

cc w/ enclosures:
5 tate of Indiana
Mr. Daniel Dilk - Alt a Witzig Engineering, Inc.

NUREG-0940 II.A-5
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Alt & Witzig~ Engineering, Inc. Docket No, 030-14041
Indianapolis, Indiana License No. 13-18685-01

EA 91-119

.During NRC inspections conducted on Julv 24-26 and August 8,
1990, and.a sur. sequent investigation by the NRC Office of
Investigations, violations of NRC requirements wero' identified.
In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure
.for;NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990),
the' Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil
penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The
particular violations and associated civil penalties are set
sforth below:

I. License Item No. 8.C, effective March 20, 1990, limits the
maximum amount of cesium-137 that the licensee may possess
at any,one time under this license to 10 sealed sources, not
to exceed 10 millicuries each.

License Item No. 8.D,. effective March 20, 1990 limits the
maximum amount of americium-241 that the licensee may
possess at any one time under this license to 10 sealed
sources,-not to exceed 50 millicuries each. (Each
' moisture / density gauge contains a cesium-137 sealed source
and an-americium-241 sealed source.] ;

'

-Contrary to the above, on July 24, 1990, the licensee
possessed 16 Campbell pacific Nuclear moisture / density
gauges, each containing a nominal 10 millicurie cesium-137
sealedisource ar.d a nominal 50 millicurie americium-241
sealed 1 source;

1

This is a Severity Level II violation (Supplement VI).

L Civil Penalty - $1,200. ';
::
|:

-II. = License Condition'No.Hil.A, effective March 20, 1990,.
r_equires thatLlicensed material be used by,-~or under-the <

supervision and in the_ physical presence of, individuals.who
:have'successfully-completed the device manufacturer's'
training program for gauge users and have.been designated by

L 'the-licensee's Radiation Protection Officer.

-License condition-No. 13, which was in.effect from July 29,
1986,: until' superseded by License Condition No. 11.A on
March 20,'1990', . requires-that licensed material shall be

|-
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Notice of Violation- 2

- used by, or under the supervision and in the physical
presence of, individuals who hcve completed the
manufacturer's' training course and have been designated by
the licensee's Radiation Protection officec.

Contrary to.the above, as of July 24, 1990, the licensee had
routinely permitted at least 15 individuals who had tiot
attended the m< .ufacturer's training program to operate
moisture /densit,-gauges containing-licensed material.
Additionally, these individuat3 were not under the
supervision and in the physical presence of individuals who
had successfully completed training,-and-vero not designated
by the Radiation Protection Officer.

Thia is a-Severity Level III violation (supplement VI) and a
repeat violation.

Civil Penalty..- $1,500.

III.- A. License Condition No. 24, effective-March 20, 1990,
requires that the licensee conduct its program in
accordance with statements, representations, and
procodr" s contained in the application dated March 23,
1979.

License Condition No. 19, which was in effect from
July 29, 1986, until superseded by License Condition
No. 24 on March 20, 1990,. requires the licensee to
conduct its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in the
application dated March 23, 1979.

_

Ctem 12 of the application dated March-23, 1979,
requires--that the licensee provide persennel. monitoring
devices (thermoluminesconce dosimeters).
Contrary to-the.above, as of July 24, 1990, 18-
individuals who work with' licensed material were
provided no personnel monitoring devices of-any kind.

B4 License Condition No- 24, effective March 20, 1990,.

; - requires that'the licensee conduct-its program in
accordanco with statements, representations, and
-procedures contained in the application dated March 23,
1979.

Item-15(f) of the-application, dated March-23, 1979,
1 requires the_ Radiation Protection Of ficer= to assure
that personnel exposure records are periodically

,

NUREG-0940 II.A-7
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- FNotice of' Violation 3

.

*
Ereviewed-for compliance with Nuclear Regulatory

* . . Commission regulations,
s

10 CFR 20.101(a) requires that-the-licensee limit the
_ _

whole body radiation dose of an individual in a
restricted area to one and one quarter rems per
calendar; quarter.

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires.that each-license make such
surveys as may be necessary to comply _with-the
requirements of Part 20 and which'are reasonable under
.the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation
hazards that may-be present. As defined in-10 CFR
2 0 . 2 01 ( a ) ', " survey"-means an evaluation of the
tradiation hazards incident to the production, use,
release,Ldisposal, or presence of-radioactive materials
ornather sources of radiation under a specific set of
conditions.'-

Contrary to'above, as of Au .st.8, 1990, the Radiations
= Protection Officer-(RPO).did not assure that a:
-personnel exposure record,--which indicated that an
individual received a whole body-dose of 2.3 rems
during the' fourth quarter of 1988, was reviewed.for

- compliance with 10 CFR.20.101(a). Nor_did the;RPO
evaluate-whether a radiation hazard existed,-to ensure

>compliance-vith 10 CFR 20.201(b), that could have
.resulted in a 2.3 rem dose from the use of
moisture / density: gauges.

_

C. 10LCFR 20.405(a) requires,;in part, that-within 30
-days,__each licensee make a written report to the-

commission concerning each exposure to radiation in
'exccss of_any applicable limits in Part.20 or_in the-

_

F NRC License.

10'CFR 19.-13(d)1 requires that the licensee make a-
- written report of such exposures to the individuals

expcsed.

Contrary to the above, as of August 8, 1990, the'
-licensee had not'made a0 report to_the Commission, or to
.the individual exposed, of an exposure which exceeded
.the applicable limit in:10 CFR 20.'101(a).
Specifically,-.the-individualihad received-a whole body.

radiation _ dose'of 2.3 rems, fin excess of the 1.25 rem
quarterly limit, during the fourth. quarter of 1988 and

,

the exposure-was not reported to the NRC or the
~~

individual.

,

;

L
,
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Notice of Vio'ation 4

D.. License Condition No. 14, effective March 20, 1990,
requires the licensee to conduct a physical inventory
every 6 months to account for all sealed and foil
sources received and possessed uqder the license.

License Condition No. 17, which was in effect from
April 1, 1985, until superseded by License Condition
No. 14 on March 20, 1990, requires the licensee to
conduct a physical inventory every six (6) months to
account for all gauges received and possessed under the
license,

j

Contrary to the above, from April 1, 1986, to July 24, j
1990, no physical inventories had been conducted to
account for all sealed sources..

This is a repeat violation.

E. 10 CFR 20.401(b) requires, in part, that each licensee
|maintain records showing the results of surveys

required by 10 CFR 20.201(b).
,

1Contrary to the above, as of July 24, 1990, the
licensee did not. maintain records of those surveys
-(evaluations of-the exposures for at least 14 gauge
users) made to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.101(a),
which requires that the licensee limit the whole body
radiaticn dose of an individual in a restricted area to
one and quarter rems per calendar quarter.

F. 10'CFR 19.11'a) and (b) require,_in part, that the
licensee-license, post current copies of Part 1?, Part 20, the-

license-conditions, documents incorporated
into :the license, tlicense amendments and operating
procedures; or that;the licensee post a notice
describing these documents and where they may be
examined. 10 CFR 19.11(c) requires that'a licensee
post Form NRC-3, " Notice to Employees."

Contrary to the above,.as of July 24, 1990, the
licensee did'not post the required documents or
notices, with the exception of-copies of Parts 19 and20

C.
~ License Condition No. 12. A. (1) ,. . ef f ective - MarcP 20,
1990, requires that source (s) specified in Ite.n(s) 7.A,7.B, 7.C, and 7.D.be tested for leakage-and/or
contamination.at~ intervals not to exceed 6 months.

NUREG-0940 IL A-9
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5Noti:e of Violation

License Condition No. 14 A., which was in eff+ct frca
,andition

November 1, 1984, until superseded by License
No. 12.A.(1) on March 20, 1990, requires thLt eachother taansealed source containing licensed material,with a half-life greater than thirty days
Hydrogen 3,in any form other than gas shall be tested

for
andleakage and for contamination at intervals not to
exceed six months.

from July 24, 1988, to July 24,
Contrary to the above, and 1111 sealed sources containing cesium-137
sealed sources containing americium-241 had been tested
1990,

interva]sleakage and/or contamination at variousforof time ranging between 9 and 24 months.
in tne aggregateThese violations have been categorized

Severity Level III problem (Supplements !V andao a
VI).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - $1,000 (assessed equally between
the seven violations).

CFR 2.201, Alt and Witzig
Pursuant to the provisions of 10is hereby required to submit a

Inc. (Licensee) Office ofEngineering,written statemen'. or explanation to the Director, within 30 daysNuclear Regulatory Commission, ImpositionEnforcement, U.S.
c' the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposedclearly marked
of Civil Penalty (Notice).

This reply should be
Notice of Violation" and shou.1d include for each(1) admission or denial of the allegedas a " Reply to a

if admitted, and ifalleged violation:the reasons for tne violationthe corrective steps that have beenviolation, (2)
denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps thattaken and the results achieved, (4) and (5) the date when
will be taken to avoid further violations,If an adequate reply is not
full compliance eill be achieved. in this Notice, an order orreceived within the time specifiedissued as to why the license should
demand for information may beor revoked or why such other actionnot be modified, suspended, Consideration may be givenbe taken.as may be proper should not for good cause shown. Under the
to extending the response time

of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this
authority of Section 182
response shall be submitted under cath or affirmation.
Within the same time as provided for the response required abcv-the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by
under 10 CFR 2.201, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
letter addressed to the Director,with a check, draft, money order,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to the Treasurer of the United
or electronic transfer payablethe civil penalty proposed above, or the
States in the amcunt of if more than one civilof the civil penaltiescumulative amount

II.A-10
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Notice of Vio'ation-- 6

penalty is proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil-
penalty in whole or in part, by a written answer addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licenses fail to answer within the time
-specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued.
Snould the. Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10
CFR 2.205. protesting the' civil penalty, in whole or in part, such-
answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of
Violation"'and may: (1)_ deny the violation (s) listed in this
Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating ,

circur. stances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
.

reasons why.the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to
protesting the civil' penalty in whole or-in par;,- such answer may
request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting-mitigation of the proposed penalty, _the factors
addressed in_Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),

. should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10
' CFR 2.205 should-be set forth separately from the statement or
i explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2'.201, but may

' incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference
(e.g., citing'page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition.
The attention of the Licensee is directed to the other provisions
of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil
penalty.

Upon-failure to pay any civil penalty due'which subsequently has
been determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of
10 CFR 2.205, this matter-may be referred to the Attorney
General,-and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or
mitigated,_ may be collected by civil action pr suant to Section
234c_of1the:Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted_above (Reply to Notice.cf Violation, letter
with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of.

. Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of-
Enforcement, U.S._ Nuclear. Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document
Control-Desk, Washington,- D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
' Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Begulatory Commission, Region III.

Dated at~Rockville, Maryland
thishf7 day of December 1991

NUREG-0940 II.A-11;
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. UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 030-14041
Alt'& Witzig Engineering,.Inc. ) License No. 13-18685-01

) EA 91-148
)

DEMAND FOR INFCRMATION

I

Alt & Witzig Engineering, Inc. (Licensee) holds byproduct

materials license No. 13-18685-01, issued by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part

30. -The license authorizes possession and use of cesium-137 and

americium-241 in millicurie quantities for moisture / density

. gauges, and' tritium in millicurie quantities for a

chromatograph. The license was initially issued on April 20,

1979, was most recently renewed in 1*- entirety on March 20,

1990, was amended in'its entirety on February 12, 1991, and is

due to expire on April 30, 1995.

II

During NRC-inspections conducted July 24 through 26, and' August

8,-1990, fourteen violations of NRC requirements were identified.

NUREG-0940 II.A-12
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Four of the fourteen violations vere cited in the-Notice of

-- Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties - .$2,500

dated October 16, 1990'(EA e-141). As noted, one appcrent

violation of 10 CFR 30.9(a) was not cited in the NRC's October
.16 , 1990, letter to the sicensee.

The nine remaining violations are described in the Notice of

Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice)

issued this date. The violations include (1)-exceeding your

authorized possession limit for licensed material (moisture /

-density gauges); (2) use of licensed ~ material by untrained or

nonsupervised individuals;. (3) failure to provide personnel

. monitoring devices t- individuals who work with licensed'

material; (4) failure to review and evaluate whether a radiation

hazard existed for an individual whose personnel monitoring

device exceeded 10 CFR Part 20 whole body limits; (5) failure to

provide a~ written report of an exposure in excess of 10 CFR Part

E20-limits;:(6) failure to conduct physical inventories of-

licensed material;-(7) failure to. maintain exposure records; (8)1

failure to post 10_CFR Parts ~19/and 20,_the license and documents

incorporated by reference,-and Form NRC-3; and (9) fa.41ure to

--leak test scaled sources-at required-intervals.

.The failure of Alt &-Witzig Engineering, Inc. to adhere to

authorized possession-limits for byproduct material is described-

1

+ . NUREG-0940' II.A-13
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.

in Violation I of the Notice. The facts supporting Violation I
...-

are discussed below.
.

On March 8,-1990, as part "f a rcatine license renewal, an . tC

License-Reviewer called Mr. Daniel _DilP, the former Radiation.

Protection Of ficer (RPO),' to discuss the Decommissioning Rule (10

CFR 30.35). At'thatftime Mr. Dilk agreed that Alt & Witzig would

limit-its possession of Campbell Pacific Nuclear (CPN) gauges.to
- 10 , and that Alt & Witzig would have-to amend its license if an-

-increase in the number of gauges was anticipated. -on March 20,-

1990,. Amendment'No.'6 was issued renewing License No. 13-18685-01

:in its. entirety and limiting your possession of licensed material-.
.

to 10 CPN gauges. _The letter forwarding Amendment No. 6-

documented that inLorder to relieve the Licensee of-the

decommissioning funding plan responsibility, the.NRC' limited the

1 possession of' radioactive. material as statedLin Item 8. of the

; license. 'This711mit would-be changed should the Licensee ever-

choose to-amend its:11 cense to specify different possession

--limits . - The letter further documented that the Licensee =must-

,

' ~ possecs; radioactive materi 1 only in the quantity.and form

indicated'in the license. EMr . Dilk acknowledged receiving.this

L correspondence and provided a copy of.it to-an NRC investigator
r.
i on December: 6,11990. During the NRC inspection conducted July 24
|-
p through 26, and August 8, 1990, it was-determined that the

[ Licensee possessed 16 CPN gauges. The NRC has: concluded that Mr.
i.
L Dilk deliberately violated the license with regard,to the

NUREG-0940 II.A-14
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possession limit of CPN quuges. The NRC considurs a de rerste

violation cf NRC requirements a very serious matter.

The deliberatt actions of Mr. Dilk that resulted in tne

unauthorized possession of licensed material, as descr.;ced in

Violation I of the Notice, cannot be tolerated. Addit 1onally,
,

Mr. Dilk's f ailure to ensure. compliance with important aspects of
m

che Licensee's radiation safety progran, as described in
~

Violations II and III A. - G. of the Notice, raises qt'estions

regarding Mr. Dilk's ability or willingness to comply with NRC

g regt .t e n t s . Mr. Dilk freely admitted in a sworn statement that

he poorly administered the taGiatica protection program due to

Alt & Wittig's growth and his other responsibt'' ties. Therefore,

further )nformation is needed to determine whether the Commission

can have reasonable assurance that, if Mr. Dilk is participating

in licensed activities, the Licensee will conduct its future

ac ivities in accordance with the Commission's requirements.
.

_

III

_

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 161c, 161o, 182 and 186 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, ar.d the Commission's

regulations in 10 CTR 2.201 and 30 CFR 30.30(b), * order for thc

Ccamirsico to determine whether the license should be modified to

prohibit Mr. Dilk from being involved in licenseu activities, the

Licensee iJ required to cubmit to the Direct 7r, Office of

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

NUREG-0940 II.A-15
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20555, within 30 days of the date of this Demand for Information

the following information, in writtri and under oath or *

affirmations !

,

A.. What is the current position of Mr. Dan 191 A. Dilk within -

,

i

the Licensee's organization and does that. position involve

a. J NRC licensed activitiea?
:
i

B. -What actione have been taken or are planned to ensure that

Mr.-Dilk understands-his responsibilities under the NRC

license and thr. Importance of complying with Commir.sion

regulations?-

-C. Why should the Commission have reasonable assurance that, if

. participating in licensed activities, Mr. Dilk will comply

with Commission regulat.eas?

Copies also shall be sent to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road,: Glen Ellyn,

Illinois 60137
i

e

_ _ _
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6 i

)

After reviewing your response, the NRC will determine whether

f trther action is necessary to ensure compliance with regulatory

requ irems.4t a .

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

|_ak -

! ames Lieberman, Director
offic= of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland

this[ft4hyofDecember1991
i

|
|

:

4

f

,

"
.

|
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SYNCP5IS

This investigation as initiated cased upon a request ret.aiveo from tne
Regional Administrator, U.S. huclear Regulatory Commission Region !!! (R!!!),
The request was made on the basis of an unannounced safety inspection con.
ducted by the NRC lt the Alt & Witzig ing neering Company, Inc. ( Alt &
Wittig), Indianapolis, Indiana, fac(lity and various teenporary job sites.
During that inspection a number M apparent violations were discovered with
regard to the -license *'s posso*sion of byproduct material exceeding the limits
cf their NRC Materials i.,ceme ss were several deficiencies noted in their
Radiation Protection Of# ice ( APO) Program. Additionally, during a subsecuent-

Enforcement Conference held in R!!!, tne RPO made certain statements
indicating that.he had pulled two employees out of a marufacturer's nuclear
gauge training program in order to satisfy business considerations.

,

During the course of the NRC inspection and review, it was determined that Alt
& Wit:19's license had recently been renewed (amended) through the Company's
RPO and that the RPO had voluntarily agreed, during a teleconference with a
Region III license examiner, to a possession level of 10 Campbell Pacific
Nuclear (CPN) sealed sources. Since the licensee was found with 16 CPN gauges
in their possession, the Office of Investigations (01) was requested to
detemine whether any Alt & Witzig personnel had deliberately violated certain
terms and conditions of the license. The 01 investigation has concluded there
appeared to be no intentional, deliberate, or willful violation of the tems
and conditions of the license regarding the management of the RPO program
(i.e., general housekeeping and record-keeping functions). The fomer RPO>

freely admitted that the RF0 program was poorly administered by him. The
-former RPO attributed this ;oor administration to the company's sudden and

,

dramatic growth and his lack of available time and other company duties. As
for the RP0's statement that he pulled two unidentified employees out of
Jcheduled nuclear gauge trair.ing program, he has maintained that the statenent
was made in error. Further, additional investigation (i.e., records review
and interviews) could not establish that any employees were pulled f rom
training. It, however, was determineo that the former RPO did deliberately
violate the byproduct materials level portion of the license with regard to
CFN gauges,

!
| '

l

C6te No. 3-9C-C14- 1
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**"* December 30, 1991*

'
General Licence
EA 91-177

,

Curwood, Inc.
A Bemis Company

' ATTN. Wayne Livingston
Plant Engineer Manager

2200 Badger Avenue
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 59404

Dear Mr. Livingston

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLM TON AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTY - $250 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 91019)

!- This. refers to the special safety inspection conducted on November
19, 1991 to review the circumstances surrounding the loss of an HDC
Systems nuclear gauge which you possessed under an NRC General
License. The report documenting this inspection was mailed to you
. by letter, dated Dacomber 10, 1991. Significant violations of NRC
requirements.wcre identified during the inspection, and on December
18, 1991, an. enforcement conference was held in the . Region 'III
office. . Attending the enforcement conference were Mr. Ernest
La Bra k e ,-- Curwood's Vice President of Engineering; Mc. John A.
Grobe ,, Chie f , Nuclear Materials Safety Branch, Region III; and
other members of our respective staffs..

By letter, dated May 13, 1991, you reported to the NRC that
Curwood, Inc., could not locate an NDC. Systems material thickness
-measuring gauge, Model No.- 103, Serial' No. 818, containing a
nominal 2b millicurie source of americium-241a The review of thic
event showed that during May 1909 the gauge with its shutter close'd
-was placed in storage. The gauge - was stored in an unlabeled
cardboard box _in an uMocked . ' store room. .The gauge was last

~ accounted for on July 21, 1989, but during October 1989 the gauge
. could not be' located. Subsequent searches of your facilities did

not locate the' gauge'. In May 1991, your' newly appointed Radiation-
Safety Officer (PSO) - determined that the- former RSO had not
notified the NRC of the loss of the gauca, and on May 13, 1991, you
.made the report to the NRC Region III office.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

.

NUREG-0940- II.A-19
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Curwood, Inc. -2 - m.we,.c 3n, y

The loss of the nuclear gauge involven a potentially significant !
hazard to the health and safety of the general public and
represents a serious lack of contro ever licensed material. To
have stored this gauge in an unsecu .ed equipment area and in a box
that was not labeled to indicate the presence of radioactive
material, demonstrates a serious lack of management control over
licensed material. Furthermore, the RSO did not immediately notify
the fiPC after the loss became known. It is imperative that the liRC
be immediately notified of such events to afford the Commission an
opportunity to investigate the circumstances surrounding the event
and to assure that all possible steps are being taken to recover
the lost radioactive material. The liRC racognizes the fact that
persons involved in the current radiation safety program were not
involved in the program at the time the loss of the gauge occurre(

The violations, which are described in Section I of the enclosed
liotice of Violation, include: (A) the failure to control access to
radioactive material resulting in an unauthorized transfer of tihat
material; and (B) the failure to immediately report to the liRC
after it became known that licensed material had been lost. These
violations taken collectively represent a significant breakdown in
the control of licensed activities. Therefore, in accordance with
the " General Statement of polj oy and procedure for liRC Enforcement
Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR part 2, Appendix C (1991),
'ao violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level
III problem.

The root causes of the violttions and the subsequent correceive
actions were discussed during the December 18, 1991, enforcement
conference. The major factor contributing to the violations
appeared to be a lack of oversight of the radiation safety program,
as _ indicated- by storing radioactive material in an unmarked
container in an unsecured area. The 11RC recognizes that immediate >

corrective actions were taken when the violations were identified
and appear acceptable. Your corrective actions consisted of:
assigning an RSO and a back-up RSO at each of your facilities;
holding a weekly corporate meeting to discuss the status of your
nuclear gauge program; expanding corporate control over licensed
activities by assigning a corporate manager to oversee those
activities; having the gauge uanuf acturer provide training to your
radiation safety staff; and performing a monthly inventor af all
licensed devices.

The general licenne under which Curwood, Inc. possesses nuclecc
material requires that the radiation safety program be managed
effectively. Incumbent on Curwood, Inc. is the resp >>nsibility to
protect - the health and safety of employees and the public by
assuring that all requirements of the IIRC General License are met
and that potential violations of 11RC requirements are not only
identified on a timely basis, but are also immediately corrected.
Reporting the-loss of 1icensed material approximately 19 months

t
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Curwood, Inc. -3- Cecenter 30, 1991

late demonstrates the lack of management involvement in and control
over the radiation safety program.

The NRC staff recognizes that your staff is now sensitive to the *

issue of timely reporting of st.ch events to the Commission.
However, to emphasize the importance of effectively managing your ,

radiation safety program to assure that licensed materials are !

properly secured and events involving licensed materials are
promptly reported to the NRC, I have decided tv issue the enclosed
Notice of Violation and Proposed Impos' tion of Civil Penalty
(Notice) in the amount of $250 for the Severity Level III problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level III problem
is $500. The' civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement
Policy were considered and the amount of the civil penalty was
reduced by 50 percent due to your prompt and extensive corrective
actions. While the NRC recognizes that you identified the loss of

!the nuclear gauge and reported the loss to the NHC, your report was -
made some 19 months after discovering the gauge was mioMng.
Therefore on balance, an adjustment to the amount of the civil
penalty was not _made for the identification and reporting factor
due to your untimely report. The remaining factors in the
enforcement polley were also considered, and no further adjustment
to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate.,

The inspection report also identified as an apparent violation the
relocatje ./roinctallation of a generally liconsad nuclear gaugo by
and individual not authorized by the NRC or an Agreement State.
10 CFR 31. 5 (c) (1) requires the licensee to comply with all
instructions on the label affixed to the device. The current label ,

- used by the device manufacturer specifies that the installation,
relocation, L.aintenance - and repair of the device shall only be
performed by a person holding.a radioactive material license which

.

specifically authorizes these services. Upon further considera-
tion, this apparent violation has been' withdrawn because the label
en the particular gauge, which was purchased in 1985, does not
prohibit relocation of the gauge by- a non-licensed person. The
labeling was not changed by the manuf acturer untij 1987 to prohibit
relocation of gauges by persons not specifically licensed.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the
in structions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. In your response, you should document the specific.
actions taken and any additional- actions you plan to prevent

,

recurrence. After reviewing. your response to this Notice,
including -your proposed corrective actions and the results~ of
future inspections, the NRC wil? determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
tegulatory requirements.

_ _

NUREG-0940 -II.A-21
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Curwood, Inc. - 4 - DM et$er 30, 1991

In accordance with 30 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter, its snelosure, Tnd your response will be
placed in the NRC Public Document Roon.

The response directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the of fice of Management
and Budgcc as required by the l'aperwo rk Reduction Act of 1980,
Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

L% . U L tLL * t-

/ / ,

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

_

Enclosure:
Hotice of Violation ar.d Proposed

Imposition of Civil wnalty

cc w/ enclosure:
DCD/Dcn (RIDS)

s

t
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"OTICE OF VIOUsTION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
e

Curvc>d, Inc. General License
Oshkosh, Wisconsin EA 91-177

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 19, 1991, violations
of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement
Actions," 10 CPR Part 2, Appendix C t1991), the Nuclear Eequlatory
Comission proposes to impose a civil peralty pursuant to Section
234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C.
2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and associated
civil penalty are. set forth below:

A. 10 CFR - '1. 5 (c) (8) requires, in part, that any person who
ac. quires , receives, posse =ses, uses or transfers byproduct
material in a device pursuant to a neneral license shall,
except as provided in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(9) transfer or dispose of
the device containing byproduct material only by transfer to
persons holding a specific license pursuant to 10 CFR parts 30
and 32 or from an Agreement State to receive the device.

Contrary to the above, between July 1989 and February 1990,
the licensee transferred or otherwise disposed of an NDC
Systems Model 103 gauge, Serial No. 818, containing a nomina'
25 millicurie source of americium-241, and this transfer or
oisposal was not made to a person holding a specific license
pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30 end 32 or from an Agreement State
to- receive the device, and the exceptions in 10 CFR 31.5(c) (9)
did not apply. Specifically, on July.21, 1989 the licensee
placed the NDC Cystems Model 103 gauge, contain?ng an
americium-241-si cce, in storage, and during October 1989, the
licensee attempted to retr' ive the gauge from storage, could
not locate the gauge, and had not transferred the gauge to a
person holding a specific license pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30
and 32 or from'ar Agreement State tn receive the device, and'
the exceptions in 10 CFR 31.5(c) (9) did not apply.

B. 10 CFR 31. 5 (c) ( 10) requires, in part, that- any. person who
acquires, receives, possesses, uses or transfets byproduct
material in a device pursuant to a general license shall
comply with' the provisions -of 10 CFR 20.402(a) requiring each
licensee- to report to the Commission, by telephone,
immediately after it determines that a loss or theft of
licensed material has occurred in such quantities and under
such ' circumstances that it appears to the - licensee that a
substantial ha;:ard may ranuit to persons in. unrestricted

= areas.

'NUREG-0940 II.A-23
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Notice of Violation 2

Contrary to the above, licensed material could not be located
and the licensee did not report to the Commission, by |

telephone, immediM c'.y a f ter it determined that a loss or -

thef t of licensed mat.erial had occurred in such quantities and
under such circumstances that it appears to the licensee that
a substantial hazard may result to persons in unrestricted
areas. Specifically, during October 1989 the licensee could '

not locate an NDC Systems Model 103 gauge, Serial No. 818,
containing a nominal 25 millicurie source of americium-241 and
a report of the loss was not made to the Com:uission until May
13, 1991.

This is a Severity Level III problem (supplement VI).
Cumulative Civil Penalty - $250 (assessed equally among the
two violations).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Curwood, Inc.
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement of
explanation-to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.-Nuclear
-Regulatory Commissior, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) . This- :

reply should =be clearly marked . as a " Reply to a Hotice of i
'

Violation" and should include for each alleged violations (1)
admission or-denial of the alleged violation,-(2) the reasons for
the violation.if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, - (3) the
corro7Five steps that have _been taken and the results achieved, (4)
the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further ;

violations, and (5) the date when full compliance is achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this
. Notice, an order or a demand for information may be issued as to
why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or
why such other actions - as may be ptoper should not be taken.
Consideration may be .given 'to extending the response time for good
cause shown. Under'the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42
U.S.C. 2232, this xesponse shall be submitted under . cath or
aff!rmation.

Within the same time 73 provided for the response required under 10
CFR 2.201, the Liccasee may pay the civil penalty by letter
addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, with a chnck, draft, money order, or
electronic transfer-payable to the Treasurer of the United States
in the amount of.the civil penalty proposed above, or may protest
imposition of the civil-penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer
within the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will
.be issued. Should 'the Licensee elect . to file an ,.swe r in

accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole
or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an "Answ'r to

4
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Notice of Violation 3 i

|

a Notice of Violation" and mays (1) deny the violations listed in
this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances. (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to
protesting.the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may

- request remission or mitigation of the penalty.
,

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors
addressed in Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),
should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR
2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or
explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate
parts of ths 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g. , citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of
the Licensee is. directed-to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,
regarding the procedure-for imposing a civil penalty.,

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has
been determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 I

CFR 2.205, th'.3 matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and
the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be
collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the Act, 42
U.S.C.=2282c.

The responses noteu above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter
with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation)
should be- addressed to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear - Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20$55 with a copy to the Regional Adminiscrator,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commicsion, Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road.
dien Ellyn, Illinois 60137.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
n

(1 g/w s j- .

A. Der Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated m. Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this. 1 day of December 1991

.P

-_-.

I b
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ARLINGTON TEXAS 76011
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OCT -9 1 31
Docket Nes. 30-03256

30-00503
License Nos. 42-00220-06

42-00220 08
EA 91-117

Department of veterans Affairs

veterans Aaministration Meaical Center
ATTN: Alan G. Harper

Medical Center Director
4500 South Lancaster Road
Dallas, Texas 75216

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: h0TICE OF VIOLATICN AND FROPOSED IMPCSITION OF CIVIL ENALTY - 56.250
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05. 30-03256/91-01 & 30 C0503/91-11)

Tnis is in reference to the inspection conducted May 24, July 19-31, August 23 '

and August 28, 1991, of activities carried out uncer NRC licenses authorizing
a Droad-scope nuclet medicine and research program and t radiation teletherapy
program at the Veterans Administration Medical Center (VAMC), Dallas, Texas.
The report of this inspection was issued on Septemoer 18, 1991. Based on the
results of this inspection, which fisclcted a numDer of violatiens of NRC
requirements, an enforcement conference was conducted with you and other VAMC
representatives ch SeDtember 30, 1991, in NPr's Arlington, Texas office.

NRC has determined that 12 violations of recuirements occurred under the
broad-scope nuclear meaicine and research license. These involved violations
of requirements to monitor and control personnel exposure to raciation, to
perform r3diation and centamine'. ion surveys where recuirec and at the required
intervals, to ensure that raaiation survey instruments were procerly
calibrated and checked prior to use, and to ensuce that radicactive waste was
held in storage as recuired prior tc disoosel. Ont of the violations, e
failure to ensure that people working with relatively large cuantities cf
radiciodine were monitored for possible thyroid uptake, is a re;etitive
violation in that similar violaticns were (cunc during the two inspecticns
that preceded this one.

NRC has determineo that five violations of recuirements occurrec under the
teletherapy license. These involved violations of recuirements to perfern a
full calibration of the teletherapy unit. to-;erform montnly spot checks of
the teletheracy unit, and to 0QJio a r30iition moniter witn a tackup 00wer
supply. An' apparent violation involving semiannual naintenance inspections cf
the unit was cescriced in the inspection report. However, basec en tne

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN AECEIPT RECUESTEC

|:
|-

|
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Department of Veterans Affairs -2

records of semiannual maintenance that you celivered to us at the enforcement
conference, NRC has concluded that the t'AMC was in compliance with that
requirement.

>

Collectively, these violations indicate a failure on the part of VAMC management
as the license holder and a failure on the part of those resocnsible for
monitoring liceased activities, such as the Raciation Safety Officer and the
Radiation Safety Committee, to establish sufficient controls to ensure that all
requirements associated with the NRC license are m t. NRC expect? {ts licensee

hoide s to establish and maintain such controls to ensure compliance and safety
in the conouct of all licensed activities.

NRC con.iders it significant that tne V8MC had not performed a full calibration
of the teletherapy unit for 19 months as of the time of our inspection (the
maximum permissible interval between such calibrations is 12 months) and had
faileo to perfore complete monthly spot checks cf the unit for the 11 months
preceding the inspection. As discussed during the enforcLaent conference, NRC
considers these checks essential to ensuring tnat such devices are operated
safely. The fact that the VAMC failed to conduct such checks over an extet.ded
period of time rhile the teletherapy unit remained in use heightens the
significance that NRC attaches to these violations. NRC expects its licensees
to have controls in place to ensure that requirements as important as these
are met.

,

Although we do attach more significance to the VAMC's failure to en ure,
through an annual calibration and anthly spot : hecks, the proper functioning'

of the teletherapy unit, none of 4- violations under either of the licenses
appears to have resulted in sign 14 isar.t consequences from a radiation safety
perspective. However, noncompliance of this type creates a potential for
significant consequences. Collectively, we ccnsider these violations '

indicative of a potentially signific ant lack cf attention to licensed
responsibilities. Therefore, in acta-dance witn the " General Statemer - sf
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations undar both licenses are classified
in the aggregate as a Severity Level I!I problem.

- NRC recognizes thet the VAMC has taken steps to correct the violations found
during this inspection and is ccmmitted tc. developing a system of management
controls to ensure that all activities are ccncucted in compliance. NRC

encourages the VAMC to move promptly to ceveloc e'fective management controls
to preclude a-recurrence of the nonccmoliance and lack of effective controls
evidenced by this inspection.

To emphasi29 the importance of the VAMC establishino and maintaining effective
management systems to ensure that-all raciation safety reouirements are met, !
have been 3uthorizec to issue the enclosed Notice of Viol 3 tion and Proposed
leposition of Civil Pen 61ty (Notice, in the amcunt e? 56,250 for the Severity
Level-!!!-problem described in the enclosed t:ctice.
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The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 1:1 problem is $C.500.
The escalation and mitigation factors in tre Entorcement Policy were
considered ar1 resulted in a net increase cf 53.750. Specificelly, the fact
that these violations were found during hRC's inspection as coposed to their
having been found by the VAMC througn its own Sudit programs resulted in a
60. percent ($1.250) increase. NRC's concerns Scout the duration of the
violations involving the teletherapy unit resulted in a LOO-percent ($2,500)
increase. Althougn on the whole, the VAMC's ;ast regulatory perform *nce has 1

been relatively good. NRC declineo te reduce tne penalty in this case because |
these violations indicated a $1gnificant decline in that performance over an
L4 tended period of time and because one of the dolations has been found in
three consecutive inspections. NRC considers tre VAMC's corrective acticns to
date accept ole but declintd to mitigate the ;eraity under that factor because j
the VAMC h&s not yet established a system of management controls sufficient to
ensure compliance in the future. The other Sojustment factors _in the Policy

-were considered and no_ further adjustment to the base civil penalty was 1
'

considered apprceriate.

The VAMC is required to respond to this letter it.J Should follow the
-instructions specified in the enclosed Notice wnen precaring its response. In ;

its response. VAMC should document the specific ections taken and any
additional actions it plans to prevent recurrence of the specific violations
in the' Notice. In addition, the VAMC should document the actions it is taking
to improve management controls to assure compliance with all requirements.
After reviewing your resngrise to this Motice, incluaing your proposed
corrective actions and * t results of future inspections, the NRC will
determine 'hether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensurew

:cmpliance with NRC ranulatory recuirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR C 790-of the NRC's "Sules of Practice," a copy-of
this letter and its enclosare will te placed in the NRC Publi: Document Recm.

'The responses directed by this letter and the srclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance proteouces of tne Office of Management and Budget as recuired
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. :40. 96-511.

Sincerely,

-,

h kL s y; f &
' Rober t J. Mar G %
Regional Acainistrator

Enclosure
Notice of_ Violation and Prceosed 'mcosition

of: Civil Penalty

CC -

--

State of Texas Radiation Control Fregram Director

,
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NOTICE OF V!OLATION
AND ,

PROPOSED ;ypnSITION CF C:V!L PENALTY t

VA Medical Center Occket Nos. 30-03256 -

'

Dallas, Texas 30-00503
License Nos. 42-00220-06

42-00220-08
EA 91-117

,

During an NRC inspection conducted on May 24, July 29-31, August 23 and
August 28, 1991, violationi of NRC requirements were identified. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and F *t:edure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the |
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205.
The particular violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. NRC License No. 42-00220 08 (Teletheracy):

A. 10 CFR 35.632(a)(3) recuices that full calibration measurements on
;acn teletherapy unit must be performed at intervals not to exceed
-1 year.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not perform a full
calibration of its AECL Theratron 780 teletherapy unit (Serial No. 17)
from December 1989, to July 31, 1991, a period exceeding 1 year.

B. 10 CFR 35.634(a) recuires, in part, that a licensee authorized to use
teletherapy units for medical use perform monthly output spot-checks
on each telether 7y unit that include determination of (1) timer
constancy, and timer lirearity over the range of uses (2) the
-coincidence cl the radiation field and the field indicated by the-
light beam localizing devices (3) the accuracy of all distance
measuring and localization devices used for mecical use; and (4) the
difference between the measured output ar.d the anticipated output,
expressed as a percentage of the anticipated output.

Contrary to the above

(1) the1 licensee fallec to perform output spot-checks ~on its
teletherapy unit curing the months of October and December 1990,
and Jano:ry 1991

(2) timer constancy anf linearity over the range of clinical use
for its teletherapy unit was not determined from September 1990
to June 1991. Additionally, the output spot-check performed in |
July 1991 on its unit did not include cetermination of timer
linearity over the fell range cf clinical use:

NUREG-0940 II.A-29-
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(3) coincidence of the li nt team localizing device with the9
radiation field was not cetermined for its unit from
Octcber 1990 to February 1991, or during July 1991:

(4) the accuracy of all distance meesuring and localiZstion devices
war not determined for its unit from October 1990 to
February 1991, or durir.g July 1991: and t

(5) the difference aetween tne measured output and the anticipated
output, espressed as a percentage of the anticipated outDut. ,

was not determined for output spot-checks perforced on its unit
in November 1990 and February to July 1991.

C. _10 CFR 35.634(b) and (c) require, in po + that a licensee perform
measurements reouired by 10 CFR 35.53$ a) in acordance with
procedures establishtd by the telethereGy ohys'sist and have the
teletherapy physicist review the results of each spot-check within
15 days. The teletherapy physicist shall promptly notify the
licensee-in_ writing of the results of each spot-check.

'Contrarj to the above, frem October 1990 to July 1991, the licensee
failed to perform the measurements required by 10 CFR 35.534(a) in
acet,rdance with procedures established by the teletherapy physicist. i

Additionally, the teletherapy physicist failed to review and notify
the licensee in writing of the results of each spot-check performed
-during this interval.

D. 10 CFR 35.634(f) requires, in part, that a licensee retain a record
of each spot-f. heck required by 10 CFR 35.634(d) fer 3 years.
10 CFR 35.634(d) r autres,- in part. that a licensee perform safety

,

spot-checks of each teletherapy facility ence each calendar month
that assure..among other ahings, proper operation of treatment room
doors from inside and outside the treatment room, and, Tur-

!
-

electrically assisted treatment room doors, proper operation with
-the teletherapy unit electrical power turned-off.

Contrary to the above,-from October 1990 tc July 1991, the licensee
did not retain records of spot-cnecks performeo to assure proper
operation of the electrically assisted treatment rcom doors from
'inside and cutside the treatment recm and with the teletherapy unit-
power turned off.

!

| E. 10 CFR 35.615(d) requires, in part, that.a licensee install in each
teletherapy room a permanent radiation monitor cacable of continuously
monitoring beam status and that the radiation monitor be equipped
with a backuo power supply separate from the power supply to the
teletherapy unit.

.
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Contrary to the'above, from Septemoer 1990 to July 1991, the
licensee's teletherapy room radiation monitor, an Eberline
Model SP12, was not equipped with a backup power supply.

II. NRC License No. 42 00220-06 fBroad-Secoe Medical):

A. License Condition 24 requires, in part, th:t the licensee conduct
its program in accordance with statements, reprecantations, and
procedures contained in an application dete) April 17, 1985.

Item 23.a of the acclication dated April 17, 1995, describes the
conditions to be satisfied in order to receive approval for the use

of certain (research and clinical) radioactive materials.
Item 23-.a.(4) states, in part, that after receiving approval by the
Radioisotope Safety Committee, that procedures are to e carried outs

in strict compliance with all safety rules as directed Tn the
licensee's Radiation Safety Marual.

1. Items 5.4.5.2 and 5.4.5.3 of the Radiation Safety "anual
' tate, in part, that waste st6 rage areas cnd laboratories
using 200 microcuries (uCi) or more at a> time must be
surveyed weekly, and that laboratories using less than 200 uC1 .

at a time must be surveyed monthly. These surveys are to
include survey meter (exposure rate) readings and wipe tests
(for removable. contamination) taken at designated locations.

Cont.. y to the above, from January to July 1991, the licensee
did not survey weekly with a survey meter and take wipe tests
in two laboratcries (Rocms 222 and 016) where phosphorus-32,
iodine 125, and iodine-131 were used in auantities of 2u0 uCi or
more. Additionally, frcm September 1990 to June 21.:1991,_the
licensee did not survey monthly with a survey meter and take
wipe tests in certain research laboratories where radioactive
materials were used in qLantities below 200 uCt.

2. Item 5.4.5.1 of the Radiation Safesy Manual states, in part.
that after finishing a procedure involving radioactive materials
that work ~ areas, clothes, ano hanos will be checked with a'

survey meter before leaving the laboratory.

Contrary to '5e above, from January to July 1991, after.
finishing pro,edures: involving phasohorus-32, in cuantities of

I approximately 100-200 uCi oer day, indiviouals working in *

Room 222 did not check work areas and their clothing with a i
~

survey metar prior to leaving the laboratory.
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3. Item 5.4.2 of the Raciation Safety Manual states, in part,
that at the time of survey instrument calibration, the meter
reading of a designated check source must te recorded, and that
each time the instrument is usea the designated check source is

4

to be remeasu ed to assure the constancy of the instrument
calibration.

Cc trary to the above, from Septemoer 1990 to July 1991, the
meter reading of a designated check source was not recorded at
the time of certain survey instrument calf beations. These
included the ca'ibration of five Ludlun Mode: 3 survey t

instruments (Serial Nos. 38653, 40473. 18507, 55785, and 62937),
a Victoreen Model 493 survey meter (Serf ol Mr. 2761), and a i

Nuclear Associates survey meter {5erial No. 246331. The survey
meters.were not equipped with designated check sources and h40
been used within research laboratories during this period
without having conducted tne recuired check source measurements '

to assure the constancy of the instrument calibration.

4 Item 4 of 'he Radiation Safety Manual states, ir part, that
personal radiation monitering devices (film badges) are
processed on a monthly basis.

Contrary to the above, from March 1 to April 30, 1991, film
badges were not processed on a monthly basis. Specifically,
film badges issued to all raciation workers on March 1 were used
until April 30, 1991, a period in excess of 1 month.

B. License Condition 24 recuires, in part. that the licensee conduct
its progr am in accordance with statements, representaticns, and
procedures contained in a latter dated April 30, 1990.

1. Item 3 of the letter datec April 30, 1990, states that
personnel.who work with a tctal cf 1 millicurie or more of -

radioactive iodine it, unsealed form irt a 3-month period are
required to obtain cuarterly-thyroid bicassays.

Centrary ta the stove, frcm Seotember 1990 to May 24, 1991, the,

licensee failed to ensure that three individuals working in a
research lab performing procedures involving the use of
radioactive iocine in an unsealed form obtained cuarterly .

thyroid bioassays. The incividuals had handled cuantities in
j excess of 1 millicurie during any 3. month period occurring

between these cates.'

I

| 2. Item 4 of the letter catea April 20, 1990, states tnat personnel

|- who work with 10 milliccries or more of radioactive icdine in an
L-

_.
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unsealet form at one time are required to obtain thyroid |
bicassays within 24 to 72 hours after the work is completed.

Centrary to the above, the licensee failed to ensure that |

two individuals ubtained thyroid bioassays within 2a to
72 hours of handling iodine-131, in unsealed liquid form, in
quantities in excess of 10 millicuries on May 9, 10, and 13,
1991. The individuals participated in radiopnarmaceutical
therapy procedures involving dosages of 10.6, 28.6, and
16,1 millicuries respectively.

This is a repeat violation.

C. '0 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee make such surveys as may.

oe necessary to comply with the requirements of Part 20 and which are
ressonable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of
radiation hazards that may be present. As defined in
10 CFA 20.201(a), " survey"-means an evaluation of the radiation
hazards incident to t2 ' production,'use, reh ase, disposal, or ,

presence'of radioactive materials er other sources of radiation under
a specific set of conditions.

10 CFR 20.202(a)(1) requires, in part, that each licensee supply
appropriate personnel monitoring equipment to, and reg' tire the use of
such equipment by,-each individual who enters a restricted area
under such circumstances that he receives, or is likely to receive a
dose in.any calendar quarter in excess of 25 percent of the
applicable value specified in 10 CFR 20.101(a).

Contrary to the above, as of July 31, 1991, the licensee did not make
surveys to' assure compliance with that part of 10 CFR 20.101 that
limits the radiation exposure to the whole body and extremities and
did not provide personnel monitoring eouipment to each individual'who
entered a restricted area under circumstances such tnat they were
.likely to receive a dose in any calendar. Quarter in excess of

~~

25 percent of the applicable value spec 1fied in.10 CFR 20.101(a).
Specifically, the licensee -f ailed to evaluate exposures for, or issue
monitoring equipment to (11 a researcher wno performed iodinations
using millicurie quantities of radiciodine during the fourth
quarter 1990 and first quarter 1991; (2) a physician who participated'
in nuclear medicine prncedures during Septemoer 1990 to June 1991:
and (3) a researcher who performed Drocedures using microcurie and
millicurie quantities of phosphorus-32 during the first quarter 1991.
The latter individual was working in a laboratory where other
individuals participating-in the same activities had reported
exposures approaching regulatory limits.

1 D. 10 CFR- 35.60(c) requires, in par :. that a licensee. requ1: e eacn
individual who prepares a raci pnarmaceutical kit to use a syringe
radiation shield when preparing the kit.

!
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Contrary to the above, from September 1990 to July 31, 1991, the
licensee did not require each individual who prepared
radiopharmaceutical kits to use a syringe radiation shield when
preparing kits.

E. 10 CFP 35.70(a), (e), and (h) recuire, in part, that a licensee:
(.) survey with a raciation cetection survey instrument at the end
of each day of use all areas where r5dicpharm3Ceuticals are routinely
prepared for use er administered: (2) survey for removable
contamination once eacn week all areas wnere radiopharmaceuticals are
routinely prepared for use, administered, or storea; and (3) retain a
record of each survey which incluces the trigger level established
for each area and the instrument used to make the survey,

Contrary to the above, the licensee failec tot (1) surver with a
radiation detection survey instrument at the end of each day of use
areas where radiopharmaceuticals were prtpared for use and
administered on January 7, February 1. April 7 and July 12, 1991
(2) survt.y_for removable contamination once each week areas-where
radiopharmaceuticals were prepared for use, administered, and stored
during the weeks of January 14 and 21, 1991; and (3) include in all
survey records the trigger levelb established for each area surveyed
end the instrun.ent used to perform daily and weekly surveys in the
nuclear medicine department between August 1990 and July 1991.

i 10 CFR 35.51(b) states, in eart, that when calibrating a survey
instrument, the licensee shall consider a point as calibrated if the

-indicated exposure rate differs f rom the calculated exposure rate by
not more than 20 percent.

Contrary to the above, cn May 4, 4990, and May 10, 1991, the licensee
cons;dered two survey instruments calibrated a1 though the indicated
exposure rates for each differed from tne calculated exposure rates
by as much as160 pei ent. The survey instruments,-a Ludlum Model 3
and Victoreen Model *91 (Serial Nos. 46154 and 2509 respectively),
were routinely usec in the nuclear Tecicine department aftar these
calibrations.

G. 10 CFR 35.92(a)(1) permits a licensee to hold byproauct material with
a. physical half-life of less tnan 65 aays for decay-in-storage before-
disposal in ordinary trash provideo that it holds byproduct material,

for decay a minimum of 10 half-lives,

Contrary to the above, on April 18, 1991, the licensee disposed as
|. ordinary trash a package containing iocine-125 which was not held for

-

i decay a minimum of 10 half-lives. Tne package was held for decay
I from May 16. 1990 to April. 13. 1991i a period.of less than

10 half-l_ives. (. onysical half-life of iodine-125 is
approximately 60 days.)

>
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H. 10 CFR 35.92(b) requires, in part, that 3 licensee retain for three -|
iyears-a record of encn disposal of bycroouct material :ermitted under

10 CFR 35.92(a) and that the record ircluce the background dose rate. |

Contrary to the above, as of-July 3',1991, the licensee's records of
disposal of byproduct material permitted under 10 CFR 35.92(a) from i

August 17, 1990, to Zuly 31, 1991, did not include the backgrcund
dose rate.

Collectiv'ly, this is a Severity Level !!! problen (Supplements IV and VI).
Cumulative Civil Pena'ty - 56,250 (assessed em ally among the 17 violations
occurring under both License No. 42-00220-Or ,.d License No. 42.C0220-06),

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Veterans Aaministration
Medical Center, Dallas, Texas (Licensee) is hereby recuired to submit a
written statement or explanation to the 01 rector, Office of Enforcement, U.S. -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of ;

Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply -

should.be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include for each alleged violations (1) admission oc denial of the alleged
violation, (2) the reasons for-the violation if aomitted, and if denied, the
reasons w'o , (31 'he corrective steps that have been taken and the results.

achieved, (4) the correctiv't steos that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an
adeouste r2 ply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order may be issued to show cause why the lic.nse should not be modified,
suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response tire for good
cause shown, Unoer the' authority cf Section 132 of the_Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, ,

this response soall be suomitted under oath or af firmation.

Within the same time as providea for the response required above under
10 CFR 2,201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by iptter sodressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Carmission, with a
check, drt.ft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
.te United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposeo 3 Dove, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than cne civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole er in part,
by a written answer adoressed to the Director, Cffice of Enforcement. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the

,'time specified, an order imposing the civil-penalty will be-issued. Should
the Licensee elect to file en answer in accordance with 10 C'rR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as
an " Answer to'a Notice of Violatice" and may: (1) deny the violations listed
in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances,
(3) show error ir this.. Notice, or (4) snow other reasons wny the penalty should
not be imot,ed. In adoition to protesting '3e-civil penalty in anole or in
part, such answer may reouest remissicn or mitigation of the geralty.
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In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors acoressed in >

Sectico V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written cnswer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201. but may ;

incorporate parts of-the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., '

citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the I

Licensee is directed to the_other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
- procedure for imposing a civil penalty, i

Upon f ailure to pay any civil penalty due which subsecuently has been,

determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action oursuant
to Section 234c of-the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Keply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control-Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a ccpy to the Regicial
Administ'rator,-U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza
Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 760ll.

1

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 9th day of October 1991

4

4

1
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UNITED STATE S.

[ ', , c , g i NUCLE AR REGUL ATORY COMMISSION
. W wasmNotoN o c nsss

\ . [.'. . # NOV 02 E0

Occket No. 030-30870
License No. 53-23288-01
EA 90-190

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd.
ATTN: Mr. Richard B. Fewell

President ,

96-1416 Waihona Place
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782

-

Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enr.losed Order is being issued based on observations by NRC personnel of cne
of your radiographers willfully violating NRC requirements during radiographic
operations on October 23 and 25,1990. The Order prohibits your utilization of
this individual in NRC licensed activities for a period of three years from the
date of the Order.

The NRC investigation irto this matter is continuing. Any further enforcement
action will be the subject of separate corresponcence.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

W"
Fa - L. Thompt6n, ' .
' uty Executive D r tor for

Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Enclosure: As stated
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Docket No. 030-30870
Licensa No. 53-23288-01
EA 90-190

Thw.as E. Hurray
802 Prospect St. , f 601
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Sir:

$UBJECT: ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE (EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

The enclosed Order is being issued based on cbservations by NRC personr.el of
your conduct of radiographic operations in willful violation of NRC requirements
on October 23 and 25, 1990. The Order prohibits fewell Geotechnical Engineering,
Ltd from utilizing you in NRC licensed activities for a period of three years
from the date of the Order,

e

in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely.

-

Hug L. Thompson Jr.
O ty Executiv Dir r for
Nuclear Materials Sa ety, Safeguards,

and Operations Support

Enclosure: As stated

|
I
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

in the Matter of ) Docket No. 030-30870
Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd. ) License No. 53-23288-01
Pearl City. Hawaii ) EA 90-190

ORDER N0DIFYING LICENSE
(EFFECTIVE ItNEDIATELY)

1

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd. (FGE or Licensee) is the holder of

Byproduct Material License No. 53-23288-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory

Connission (NRC or Connission) pursuant to 10 CFR Part 34 The license autho-

rizes the Licensee to recehe, possess, and utilize sealed sources of Iridium ,

.192 in industrial radiographic exposure devices. The license was issued on

January 26.-1989, was most recently amended on September 29, 1989, and is due

to expire on January 31, 1994.

II

Under 10 CFR 20.105 and 20.201 and under FGE License Condition 15 on page 3 of

the license and FSE Operating and Emergency Procedures ("0EP"), personnel

performing licensed activities.under FGE's license are required to conduct

radiation surveys to establish the boundaries of restricted areas (OEP Section

IV, Patr;raph 2.5). In addition, during radiographic operations, personnel

are required to determine that the sealed source is returned to the fully

shielded position after each source exposure (10 CFR 34.43(b); OEP Section =

IV, Paragraph 2.6), to secure-the sealed source assembly in the shielded

positionaftereachsourceexposure-(10CFR34.22(a);OEPSectionIV,
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Paragraph 2.6), to post and rape of f the 2nR/hr boundery (OEP Section IV,

Paragraphs 2.2 and 0.5), and to prevent entry into the restricted area of

individuals other than radiographers and radiographers' assistant; (CEP Section

I, Paragraph 5; OEP Sccticn IV, Pat 0.5). Finally, informat*7n previded '

to the NRC by licensee personnel su6 ;orplete and accurate in all material

respects (10 CFR 30.9).

Thomas E. Murray, a radiographer fcr the Licensee, has been a radiographer since

December 1987, having satisfied the experience, training, and examination

requirements of at least two NRC licensees (the U.S. Navy and FGE). In accord

with 10 CFR 34.31, txaminations by NRC licensees must include demonstrations

by radiographer candidates evidencing their understanding of NRC requirements,

including licensee operating and emergency procedures. During an NRC inspection

conducted on October 4,1990, Mr. Murray demonstrated a thoro'Jgh understanding

of proper procedures for surveys, source securing, and control of access into
i

restricted areas,
i

An NRC investigator and an NRC inspector observed Mr. Murray, conduct radio-

graphic operations on October 23 and 25,1990 at Campbell Industrial Park,

Oahu, Hawaii, contrary to the above-referenced NRC requirements as follows:

| (1) on October 25, 1990, Mr. Murray conducted radiographic operations

without performing surveys to establish the radiation boundary;i

|
|

;

I

'

i :
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(2) on October 23 and 25,1990 Mr. Murray f ailed to rope of f any portion

of the radiation boundary, and f ailed to post s19as for most of that

bounda ry;

(3) on October 23, 1990, on at least 12 occasions and ci October 25, 1990,

on at least 5 occasions, Mr. Murray f ailed to perform surveys of the

exposure device to determine that the sealed source had been returned

to its shielded position after radiographic exposures;

(4) on October 25, 1990, Mr. Mure;,y f ailed to secure the radiographic

source in the fully shielded position af ter each of several source

exposures;

b

(5) on October 23, 1990, Mr Murray f ailed to prevent entry into the

restricted area of individuals other than radiographers and

radiographers' assistants.

On October 25, 1990, Mr. Murray was asked by NRC personnel whether, during the

NRC. observed operations of October 23 and 25, he had complied with the above-

referenced NRC requirements for the conduct of surveys to assure that the source

had been retracted to its fully shielded position, for the securing of the

source in the shielded position after each exposure, and for preventing the

entry of unauthorizeo personnel into the restricted area. He stated that he

NUREC-0940 II.A-41
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had complied and also d(constrated to the NRC personnel the sur.cj prucedures

he stated that he had used on those occasions, i.e., conduct'ng a survey with

a survey meter as he approached tht radiograpnic exposure device, and

circumferentially survey ng the device with a survey meter. This cemonstrationi

ag a t ti showed that he had a thorcugh understar. ding of Cormission requirements. <

111

It appears that Mr. Murray's actions sere willful because be was experienced,

trained, and knowledgeable concerning NRC and Licensee requirencnts pertaining

to surveys, ecuring the source in the fully shielded position af ter each

source exposure, and to preventing unauthorized entry into a restricted area,

and because he repeatedly f ailed to coroly with these requirements on at least

two days in one week, in addition, Mr. Murray gave the NRC false information

concerning his actions, contrary to the observations of two NRC employees. -

Tht 'fo , the NRC has concluded that this f alse information was also provided

willt y. As a result of these willful violations, the NRC does not have

reasona. ssurance that Mr. Murray will comply with regulatory requirements.

Moreover, Mr. Murray's willful violations of Cornission requirements cannot

be tolerated.

Consequer tly, I lack the requisite reasonable assurance that, with Mr. Murray's

invoivement, the Licensee's current cperations under License No. 53-23288-01

can be conducted in compliance with the Commission's requirements and that the

a
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#y the Licensee, nr. Thomas E. Murrey, or any other person adversely affected by

this Order may submit an answer to this Order or request a hearing on this

vsr der with't twenty days of the date of this Order. The ansver shall set Nrth
i 50;,gy
Q ters of fact and law on which the Licensee, Mr. Thomu. E. Murray, or

M
,7, 09rson adversely affected relles and the reasons as to why the Orcer

k i sat have been issued. Any answer filed within twenty days of the date

-his Order may include e request for a hearing. Ary answer or request for

t ering si all be submlited w the Secretary, U.S. riuclear Regulatory
'

Conatssion, ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, Washington, D.C. 20555,
5

Copies also shall ': sent to the Director, Office of Enforcewnt, U.S. Nuclearm

Regulatory Comission, Washington, D.C. 20555, to the Assistant General Counsel

for Hearings and Enforcemeat at the same addre s, to the Regional Administrate ,

NRC Region V,1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210, Va....t Creek, Cali'ornia 94596, and

to the Lice so if D a answer or hearing request is by a per;on other than the
1

' t- nsee. If - i.erson other than th; Licensee or Mr. Thomas E. Murray requests |
)

a hearing, trit person shall set forth with particularity the manner in which

his or her interest is cdversely affected by this Order and shall address tae

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d).

If a hearing is requested by the licensee,-Mr. Thomas E. Murray, or any other

gerson whose interest is adversely affected, the Comissior dill issue an

i

.
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health and safety of the public, i"luding the Lictnsee's employees, will be

protected. Therefcre, the public ne, th, safety, and interest require that

License No. 53-23288-01 be modified to prohibit the utilization of

Mr. Thomas E. Murray in licensed activities. Furthermore, pursuant to 10 CFR

2.204, I find that the public health, safety, and interest require that this

Order be innediately ef fective,

lY
_

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 81, 161b, 161c, 1611, 1610, 182 and 186 of
2

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Ccanission's regulations in

10 CFR 2.204 and 10 CFR Part 34, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY,

THAT LICENSE NO. 53-23288-01 IS MODIFIED AS FOLLOW!:

rewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd., shall not utilize Mr. Thomas E. Murray -

in any licensed activities, including, but not limited to, activities <

performed by radiographers, radiographers' assistants, and helpers, for a

period of three years.
_

The Regional Administrator, Region V, may relax or rescind, in '.:riting, any of
a

the above conditions upon a showing of good cause ley the Licensee.

,
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Order designating the time and place of any hearing. If a hearino is held, the

issue to be considered at Se nearing shall be whether this Order snould be

sustained.

'Jpon the Licensee's and Mr. Murray's consent to the provisions set forth in

Section IV of this Order, or upon failv e of the License- and Mr. Murray to

file an answer within the specified time, e nd in the abse. * of any request

for hearing, the provisions specified in Section IV above shall be final

without further Order or proceedings. AN ANSWER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING

SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS OF THl; ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY t.0MilSS10N

Hug L. Thompson Jr.
04u 6f Executiv Dir c for
Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards,

and Operations Support

Da ted ,t Rockville, Marylandg
this day of November 1990

l

!

|

i

I

!
I '.
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% .". . . . / AM 15 16!2

Docket No. 030-29171
License No. 47 24838-01
EA 91-152

Lone Pine Coal Company |

ATTN: Mr. Gregory D. Patterson
Vice President

and General Manager
Post Office Box 725
Danville, West Virginia 25053

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMNSITION OF CIVIL PENAL. TIES -
$2375 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 47-24838-01/91-01)

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) inspection conducted by
Mr. J. Henson on December 11-12, 1991, at Lone Pine Coal Company located in
Danville, West Virginia. The inspection included a review of activities
conducted under your license with respect to radiation safety and compliance
with NRC regulations and license conditions. The report documenting this
inspection was sent to you by letter dated December 24, 1991. As a result of
this inspection, violations of NRC requirements were identified. An
enforcement conference was held on January 7, 1992, in the NRC Region II office
to discuss the violations, their cause, and your corrective actions to preclude
recurrence. The letter sumarizing this conference was sent to you by letter
da; January 10, 1992.'

The violations are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice). Violation A in Part I of the Notice
involved the removal from service of a licensed device (Texas Nuclear gauging
device,- Model 5036, Serial Number B-98, containing a 200 millicurie cesium 137
sealed source) frem the conveyor belt located at the Long Branch No. 12 mine by
an employee who was neither qualified nor authorized to remove or service tne
;icensed aevice. During tne inspection conducted in Decemcer 1991 at Long

inspector observec that the licensed device had beenBranch No.12 mine, 4

removed-from the con..y;.. belt and stored outside the site maintenance building
with other mining equipment. The inspector suusequently established that the
licensed device had been removed in August 1991. This violation is of concern
to the NRC because of the potential radiation safety implications involved in
this unau'horized activity, Individuals designated to service or move aw

licensed device are required to have training in the use of tne licer..ec device
as well as radiation safety principles.

Violation B in Part I of the enclosed Notice involves two examples where

licensed devices were removed from service and stored in an unrestricted area. i

The 3 vices were not locked nor were they secured against unauthorized removal.
The first example involves a licensed device (Texas Nuclear giuging device,
Mocel 5036, Serial Number B-96, containing a 200 millicurie cesium 137 sealed
source) that was found improperly stored inside the garage area of tne office
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Lone Pine Coal Con.cany 2 M ia 1992

and maintenance building (" guard shack") at the cong Branch No.10 mine during
the NRC inspection conducted there in December 1991. This licensed device was
removed from service anc placed in storage on January 5,1991. The second
example involves the -licensed device that was removed from service at the long
Branch No.12 mine in August 1991 and stored in an unrestricted area adjacent
to the office and maintenance building (" guard shack"). The concern inherent
in this violation is the f ailure to properly secure both licensed devices
against any unauthorized remeval f;om the place of storage. Adding to the
significance of the violation was the fact that although the shutters on both
devices were found to be closed, they were not locked in the closed position'

because the locks were not functional due to their deteriorated condition.

The violations in Part II of the enclosed Notice involve the failure to 1) lock
shutters in the closed position on licensed devices tha+. were taken out of
service, 2) post proper caution signs for licensed devices, 3) perform a
radiation survey when relocating a licensed devi:e, 4) 1 duct a physical
inventory of licensed devices every six months on at least aight occasions, 5)
ensure that radiation levels were not created in unrestricted areas such that
an individual, continuously present in those areas, could havt received a
dose in excess of two millirems in any one hour or 100 millirens in any seven
consecutive days, and 6) post required documents at sevG el mines.

The root ca'use of the violations in both Part I and Part II of the enclosed
Notice is clearly a programmatic breakdown of your radiation safety program.
Factors that contributed to the breakdown of the program include the Radiation
Safety Officer's lack - of fundamental knowledge concerning NRC license
requiremeritJ his less tnan adequate understanding of regulato y requirements,
his inability to devote - sufficient time to the management of the program
because of other commitments, and an over. reliance on the manufacturer to

fulfill some license conditions. These factors are exemplified by the action
of the Radiation Safety Officer in placing defective locks on the snutters
while knowing that tne shutters should be securely closed and locked. Other
factors, no less significant, include the -lack of management oversight,
control, and involvement in the radiation safety progran; the lack of adequate
training for personnel; and the apparent lack of sensitivity to the potential'

for proolems related to radiation hazards.

To emphas tre the importance of maintaining an effective radiation safety
program and complying with regulatory requirements and license conditions, I
have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Viola; ion and -Fro,4 sed
. Impesition of Civil Penalties in the amount of $2375 for the violations set
'forth in- Part -I of the Notice. The violations have each been categorized at
Severity Level !!I in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for Enforcement Actions ," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2,
-Appendix C (1991), The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity
level III violation is 5500. The escalation and mitigation factors in the
-Enforcement Policy'were considered for- each violation in Part I of the Notice
as cescribed below.
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For - Violation I. A. . escalation of 50 percent was applied for the factor of

identification and reporting because the /jolation was identified by tne NRC.
Mitigation of 25 percent was applieo for the factor of corrective action to
prevent recurrence based on the letter prepared by the Radiation Safety Officer
on December 15, 1991, informing the staff of requirements related to the '

movement of-licensed devices that were to take effect incediately, as well as
the installation of caution signs in the vicinity of licensec :avices.
Additional mitigation was' not warranted because effective long term corrective
action that would preclude recarrence of similar violations had not been
developed. Neither mitigation nor ascalation was applied for the factor of
past performance because the sole NRC inspection was your initial inspection
conducted in December 1956, cnd tnere is insufficient history related to
. program performance to support an evaluation 'or the applicability of this
factor. The otner adjustment factors in the Policy were considered and no
further adjustment to the base civil penalty was ccnsidered appropriate.
Therefore, based on the above, the base civil penalty for Violation A has been
increased by 25 percent.*

For Violation I.B. escalation of 50 cercent was applied for the facter of
identification and reporting because the violation was identified by the NRC.

- Neither escalation nor mitigation was ;pplied for the| factor of corrective
action to prevent recurrence because, altnough you took the required immediate

, action tr secure the licensed devices,. you had not developed effective long
~ term corrective action to preclude recurrence of similar violations. Neither
mitigation nor escalation was applied for the factor of oast performance based
on the ratiorale provided for this factor in Violation A above. Escalation of
100 percent was appliec for the factor of multiple occurrences because therei

were -two examples of = licensed devices being improperly stored in an
unrestricted area. Escalation of 100 percent was applied for the factor of
duration based on the fact that, in the first example, tue licensed device was.

stored in an unrestricted area for a period of 11 months and, in the second
example, tne licensed device was stored in an unrestrictec area far a period of
four months. - ihe length of time the viciation existed is considered
significant because of -the potential- for losing control of the licensea oevices
as- well as the . potential for accidental radiation axposure to personnel,
particularly in view-of the added significance of the unlocked shutters. The
other adjustment factor.in the Policy was considered and no further adjustment
to the. base . civil penalty was considered accropriate. Therefore, basec on the
above, the base civil penalty for Violation B has been increased by 130
pe rcent.

You are required to respond to this letter _ and should follow the instr' actions

-speci' d in the enclosed - Notice when preparing your response. In your
-responst, you' should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent -recurrence. After reviewing your resconse to this-
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the -results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether -further NRC enforcement action is

necessary.to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Pr:ctice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

J

1
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Lone Pine Coal Conpany 4

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not suo'ect
to the clearance procedures of the Of fice of Managerrent and Budget as rem < red
by .the Paperwork Reduction Act of .1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Should you have any -questions concerning this letter please contact ut.

Sincerely,
-

t

le . art D. E net'er
.egional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of. Civil Penalties

.

*

*

L

1
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

'Lone Pine Coal Company Docket No. 030-29171
Danville, West Virginia License No. 47-24838-01

EA 91-192

'During an NRC inspection conducted on December 11 - 12, 1991, violations of ! RC
recuirements were identified, in accordance with the " General Stciement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Acticns," 10 CFR Pb't 2. Appendix C

-(1991). the N clear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose civil penalties
. pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amerdad (Act),,

42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR= 2.205. Tha- particular violations and associated
civil penalties are set forth below:

1. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

| A. - Condition 13 to License No. 47 94838-01 requires, in part, tha t
installation, initial radiatinn survey, relocation, or renoval from
service 1 of devices |containing sealed sources be performed by a
specifically designated _ licensee employee or by persons specifically
licensed by the Commission or an Agreement State to perform such

-services.

-Centrary to the above, 'in August 1991, a licensee employee, other
th,t the individual specifically designated in the license, removed a

- licensed device, serial number (S/Ni 8Q4, froo the conveyor belt at
the Long Branch No.: 12 mine.

.This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement VI).,

| Civil Penalty - $625-

B. 10 CFR' 20.207(a) requires that licensed materials stored in an
:_. unrestricted area be secured against .unaut.'orized removal from the
- place of_ storage. As cefined in 10 CFR 20.3'a)(17), an unrestricted
area -is any area access to which is not controlled by the licensee
for purposes of protection of individuals from eaoosure to radiation
and radioactive materials.

Centrary to the above, on . December 11 and 12,1991, respectively,-
licensed material: consisting of measuring devices, each conteining-

200 millicuries cf cesium 137, located in-the maintenance garage area
at '.ong Branch No. -10 mine '(device S/N - B96) and outside of the
office / maintenance building at Long Branch No.12 mine (device S/N
B98), both unrestricted areas; were not secured against unauthorized

' reraval _from the place of storage.
.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement VI).
Civil Penalty - $1750,

t
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_c ' Notice of Violaticn 1.

,

.

Vio'ations Not Asses:ed a Civil P(nal,ty!!.

A .- .Conditio1-17 to License No. 47-24838-01 requires, in part, that the
. licensee conduct its -program iri accordance with tne statements

= contained in-its license application dated April 15, 1986 and letter
dated October 15; 1990,

-

1. . Section 15 (a)liii) of the application states, in part, that if
the conveyor belt is to .be shut down for any extended period of
time, the device shutter is to be locked in the closed position

.and will remain locked while the conveyor belt is shut down.

Contrary to the above, on December 12, 1991, the device shutters
were in the closed position, but not locked, on the oevice (S/N
B131) located on the conveyor belt at the Long Branch No.10A
mine which had-been shut down since December 1, 1991, and on the
device (S/N B98) which was . removed from the conveyor belt at-
Long Branch No. 12 mine which had been shut down since August 15,
'991.

-Thi! - a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI).

2. section 15-(a) (iv) of the application states, in part, that signs
-displaying " Caution Radiation" and the standard radiation symbol
' and . stating that the shutter must be closed and the radiation
safety of'icerinotified prior to entering the crea when working
near the gauge will be posted.

Contrary to the above, on December. 11-12, 1991, signs displaying
" Caution ; Radiation" and the- standard radiation . symbol stating
that -the shutter must be closed and the radiation safety officer
notified prior fto entering the area when working near the_ gaugo

.werefnot' posted at Long Branch mine numbers 5,'10, 10A, 13, and
.15 .

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement'VI).

3. The -licensee's letter dated October 15, 1990 states,-in part,
'

that-installation and relocation of the licensed devices shall
be conducted in accordance with an enclosed. prccedure entitled
" Industrial Device Installation".

The procedure = requires, in part, that- the installer must be .
equipped with.an appropriate survey meter for the type of source
utilized and that radiation surveys -be performed at designated
stages during the -installation / relocation process.

Contrary to the above. in August 1991, a -licensee employee
removed a licensed device -(S/N 898) from the conveyor belt at -

Long Branch No.12 mine and did not perform a radiation survey
when the device sasLrelocated.,

This is'.a Severity Levei IV violation (Supplement VI).

NUREG-0940 II.A-51
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Notice of Violaticn 3-

|

'

B. _ Condition _14 to' License No. 47-24838-01 requires, in part, that the !
licensee _ conduct & physical inytntory every six months to account |for all sources and/or other devices received and possessed under :i
this 1itense.

Contra:y to the above, on st least eight occasior.s between
November 9, 1989 and December 11, 1991, the licensee did not conduct
a phpical inventory at the required six-month intervals to account

,

for all sources and/or devices received and possessed under this I

license.
,

This-is a Severity level IV violation (Supplement VI).

C ., 10 CFR= 20.105(b) requires that, except as authorized by the
Commission in.10' CFR 20.105(a), no licensee allow tne creation of
radiation levels in unrestricted areas which, if an individual was

continuously present in the area, coule result in his receiving a
dose in excess of. two rillirems in any one hour or 100 millirems in
any seven consecutive days.

Contrary _- to the above, on December 11-12, 1991, the licensee allowed
the creation of radiation levels at the conveyor belt at Long Branch
No. 10 mine (aevice 5/N 897), the maintenance garage area at Long
Branch No.10 mine (device S/*! B96), the storage area outside of the
maintenance / office building at Long Branch -No. 12 mine (device S/N
B98), .and the conveyor at Long Branch No.13 mine (device S/N B138),
unrestricted are.s. such that if an individual was continucusly
present in these. areas, he could have received a dos in exces" cf
two millirems in any .one hour or 100 millirems in any reven,

consecutive: days.

This _is a. Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI).

D. 10_ CFR 19.11(a) and (b) require, in part, that the licensee post
current copies of Part 19, Part 20, the license, license conditions,
documents incorporated into the license, license amendments and,

operating procedures; or that the licensee post a notice describing
these. documents and where they may be examined. 10 CFR 14. ll(c)
requires that a ' licensee post f orm NRC-3, " Notice to Employees."

Contrary to the above, on December 11-12, 1991, the licensee did not
~

post any of the required documents at Long Braneh No. 5 mine, and did
not post current copies of Part 19, Part 20, the license, license
cor.d i tions . . . cacuments incor r ated intc the license, license

: amendments, or notices at Long Branch No. _12 and 15 mines.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement VI).
.,.

Pursuant.to the provisiens of 10-CFR 2.201, Lone Pine _ Coal Company (Licensee)
is hereby required to submit a _ sritten statement or explanation to the
Director, OfDe of Enforcement .U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, witnin
30 days of th:? u e of this Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil.

'

.

:
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Notice of Violation a
,

Penalties (Notice). - This raply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a -
Notice of Violation" and 5F Uld include for each alleged violation: (1)
ddmission or denial of the i leged violation, (2) the reasons for the v;olation
if admitted, and if denied, sae reasons wny, (3) the _ corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved. (4) *Ne corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further v'olations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be a;hieved. If on adequate reply is not received within the time specifieo in
this Notice, an order or s Demand for Information may be issued as to nny tne
license snould not ce modifiec, suspended, or revoked or why such otner action
as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending
the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirmation.

,

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10_CrR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to
the Director, Office _of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulat)ry Commission, with a
check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
th; United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulative amount nf the civil penalties if more than cne civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest impositica of the civil penalties in whole er in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Should the Licensee fail to answer with?n tne
time specified, an order' imposing he civil penalties will be issued. Should
the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked
as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations
listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) shcw error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons wny the
penalties should r.ot be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalties
in wnole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the
penalties.

In ecuesting mitigstion of the proposed penalties, the fattors addressed in
Section.V.B of 10 Cr'R Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be adoressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set-forth separetely,

'

from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201-reply by-specific-reference (e.g., citing
page and paragrapn numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarcing the procedure
for imposing a civil penalties,

Upon failure to pay any civil per;alties due which subsecuently has beano

determined- in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matte- may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless
,compranised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
-to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

| The response noted above '(Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalties, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, _0f fice of Enforcement , U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN:

a

i

i
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Docurnent Control Desk, Washington 0.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regior,al
_

Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Condission, Region 11. ,

~

:

Dated 4t Atlanta, Georgia . j
this 15th day of January 1992

,

,

i

s

..

}(-
.
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Decemoer 24, 1991

Docket Nos, 030-17015; 070-01442
License Nos. 29 08113-03: SNM-1392
EA No. 91-174

Monmouth Medical Center
ATTN: J. Richard Stanko

Chief Operating Offi:er
300 Second Street
Long Branch, New Jersey 0'. ,4u

Dear Mr. Stanko:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTY - 53,125

.(Combined Inspection Repon Nos. 030-17015/91-01
and 070-01442/91-01)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on November 8 and 13.1991, at
Monmouth Medical Center. Long Branch, New Jersey, of activities authorized by NRC
License Nos. 29-08113-03 cnd SNM-1392. The inscection report was sent to you on
December 10, 1991. During the inspection, sixte'l apparent violations of NRC requirements
were identined. On December 12. 1991, a er.forcement conference was conducted with
Mrs. Cynthia Sparer and other members of your staff to discuss the apparent violations, their
causes and your corrective actions. A copy of the Enforcement Conference Report is
enclosed.

- The vdaticos. which are desenbed in te en iosed . Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty, include, bu'. are not limited to: (1) failure to amend your NRC
license prior to moving tne Nuctear Medicine Department; (2) failun to implement the
radiation safety pregram through the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO); (3) failure of the
Radiation Safety Comraittee (RSC) to meet quarterly, review ALARA Exposures, and'

perform an annual program review (a repetitive violation): (4) failure to provide required
training to radiation workers; (5) failure to calibrate survey instruments; (6) failure to
perform appropriate tesung of generators; (7) failure to maintain accurate records of patient
radiation doses; (8) failure to maintain complete and legible patient dose records; (9) failure
to appropnately perform cose calibrator tests: (10) failure to perform vario.:s surveys, as

CERTIHED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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:Monmoud Mcu.d Ccatcr 2

' required; (11) failure to perform adequate bicassiys: (13 failure to provice or wear
dosimetry (a repetitive violation); (13) failure of .he RSO to investigate exposures in excess
of M RA levels; and (14) improper disposal o! radioactive waste.

These vi tions appeared to have been catuec oy the lack of adequate management oversight
and control of the radiation safety program at your facility. Of particular concern was the
fact that the Radiation Safety Organizauan had not been fully staffed since the resignation of
the assistant RSO in June 1991. The RSO, who is also a RadiatMn Oncology Physicist at
your facility, appeared to have placed the ultimate responsibility for day to-day ' oversight of
the. radiation safety prc, gram on the former assistant RSO. It was evident that the RSO di
not clearly understand nor implement his responsibi_lities under the terms of your license.

- The RSO was apparently principally focused on implementing his responsibilities regarding
- radiatior oncology patient treamnt, without providing sufficient attention to his radiation -
safety ovasight responsibilitie in addition. management did not provide sut6cient
overstght to actre that the R: who was also the Chairman of the Radiation Safety
Committee at the Jme. was a.ely involved in c. 7ing out his routine responsibilities.
Furthermore, the NRL is also concerned that your system of records, upon which the NRC
relies. in part, to ascertain your safe use of licensed material and_your compliance with
regulatory requirements, 9 as madequate as evidenced by incomplete and illegible patient
dose records. As a result of these concerns, a Condrmatory Action Letter (CAL l-91-017)
was issued to you on November 18, 1991 condrming your commitment to immeaiately
initiate corrective actions reptding certain' elements of your radiation safety program.

'
These violations, iNonsidered individually, would normally be classi6ed at Severity I al

#IV or V. _ However, given the number of violcuons, multiple examples, and the durat.
these violations, the violations collectively indicate a lack of adequate management atte.a.on

L t( . anc oversight of your radiatian safety program. Therefore, the violations are classi6ed
in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem in accorence with the " General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C
(Enforcement Policy) (1991)c If adequate attention and oversight of licensed acavities had
been provided, these violations would_ not have gone un .tected until the NRC inspection.

' and may not have occurred. These violations demonstrate the need for Mecical Center
'

management, the Radiation Safety Committee, and the Radiation Safety Of6cer to
aggressisely; monitor and evaluate licensed activities to assure th.a these activities are
conducted safely and in accordance with the terms of your license.

'rhe NRC recognizes that subsequent to the mspection, prompt actions wre i" Mted to
correct the vio!ations and cifect improvements in the control and implementar. if the
radiation safety program. These actions, which were described at ...e enforce . t

- conference, included:-(t) restructu:..:g the Radiation Safety Commutee (RSC) shich
,

Linduded the appointment of a new chairman, and provicing instructions to eaen of the

.

<

;

j3
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Monmouth McJical Centcr 3

committee members as to the duties and responsibilities o.t the RSC; (2) hiring a new
assistant RSO on December 2,.1991, to assume the responsibility for radiation safety
activities, as well as teaching in the Radiology Technologist Training Program at the
hosp: tai; (3) retention of a consultant to assess the radiation safety program and develop an
impavement plan by January 1992; (4) providing a letter to the staff informing them of the
results of We NRC inspection to prevent recurrence: and (5) the upgrading and development
of new program administrative procedures for bioassays and surveys.

Nonetneless, to emphasize de importance of assuring that the corrective actions are lor'g
lasting, particularly with respect to the management attention and oversight provided to the
radiauon safety program,-including oversight by the Radiat2on bafety Officer, so as to ensure
that (1) licensed activities are conducted safely and in accordance with requirements, and (2)
appropriate corrective measures are taken when problems exist at the facility, I have been

L authonzed to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
-(Notice) in the amount cf S3,125 for the violations set farth in the enclosed Notice.

The hse civil penalty o.ount for a Severity Level !!I problem is $2,500. The escalation
. and mitigation factors set forth in the enSrcement policy were considered, and on balance, a
25 percent escalation of the base civil penalty tas deemed rppropriate because: (1) the
violations were idenufied by the NRC, and should have been identified by your staff if'
adequate management attention to the program had been provided, ano therefoie,50%
escalation _of the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (2) your imdiate corrective!

L actions, as described herein, were considered prompt, ar.d therefore,25% mitigation of the
base civi'l penalty'on this factor is warranted; full mitigation of 50% on this ctor is not

,

warranted since your long term correcuve act:ons are still being developed, and it appears
:that the RSO needs to_ evmuate the additional amount of the time necessary for him to

[ perform his drJes; (3) although your past performance includes a total of only four
L. violations during the prior two NRC inspections conducted in 1985 and 1988, it is clear that

the facility's performance has significantly declined since the prior inspections such that your
degraded performance constitutes an extensive rather than isolated issue, and therefore, no

: adjustment of the civil penalty on this factor is warrantew and (4) this case did not involve
. prior notice, end therefore, no adjustment of the civil penalty on this factor is warranted.
.The NRC also considered that some ci the violations involved multiple examples or existed

l' for an exterded duration. Howe,er, since these factors were considered in' determining the
| severity _ level of the violation, the NRC ins decided that further escalation based'on these

factors is not warranted.

' The NRC_ notes that one e ' the apparent violations (regarding instrument sensitivity) stated la
the inspection report is not be:ng cited. for reascas set forth in the enclosed Enforcement
Conference Report.

.
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Monmouth Medical Center - 1

.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Nouce and, in prepanng four response, you
- should follow the instru tions specified therein. In your response, you should document the-
specific actior.s taken and any additionM actions you plan to prevent recurrence. In addition,
your response should state how you plan to determme and document that any instrument used
to messere wipes for removable contamination (well counter), is sufficiently sensitive to
detect 2000 disirnegrations per minute (dpm), as required by 10 CFR 35.70(f). After

'

reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the
results of future iaspections, the NRC wie c.:termine whether further enforcement action is

!

necessary to ensure compliance with NRC egulatory requ;raraents.

= In accordance with'10 CFR 2.790 cf the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and
the enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Offise of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980. Pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

d' ? 'V' j,f|.fsj "/W'

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosures:
I. Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

.

2. Enforcement Conference Repon

. cc:

. Public Document Room (PDR)- _ y
*

| . Nuclear Safety Mformation Center (NSIC)
| State of New Jersey
1'

:

|

|,
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i MOLATIONovocc vr
AND

ravrv.;w mit u.au un vc CIVIL PENALTY

Monmouth Medical Center - Docket Nos.. 030-17015;
-Long Branch, New Jersey 070-0 N42

,

License Nos. 29-08113-03:
SNM-1392

. EA 91-174

-During an NRC inspection conducted on November S and 13, 1991, violanons of NRC
requirements were identified, In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Eaforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1091), the Nuclear
Regulatory Commissioti propom.s co a impose civi; penalm nursuant to Secnon 234 of the

'

L Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),42 U.S.L. aS2, and 10 CFR 2.205. The
particular violations and associated civil peralty are set forth below:

,

A. 10 CFR 35.21(a) requires, in part, that a licensee, through the Radiation Safety
. Officer, ensure that radiation safety activities are being performed in accordance with
approved procedures and regulatory requirements in the daily operation of the
licensee's byproduct matarial program,

' The licensee's procedures for safe use of radioactive materials are described in the
application dated September 27, 1989 and approved by License Condition No.14

The application dated September 27,1989 requires, in Attachment 10.4, Item No.-
B.3.a., that film badges on the wrist,- finger and whole body be worn at all times
wnen working with radioactivity.

Coatrarv to the above. as of November 13, 1991, the licensee, through the Radiation
< . Safety Officer, did not ensure that radiation safety acuvities were being performed in

accordance with approved procedures and regulctory requirements in the daily

L operation of the licensed materials program, as evidenced by the following examples:

"~'

l. The RSO did not provide daily oversight to assure that established procedures
and regulatory requirements were fallowed in mcny areas including: personnel

'

training in the req tirements of the license; a*1thorized waste disposal: suney
" requirements: and survey meter calibration and operation; and

2.- . A technologist working in the Nuclear Medicine Hot Lab on November S.
1991, did not wear a ring badge while working with radioactive materials. >

.

g.

0
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- B.- 10 CFR 35.13(e; requi e:- at a licentee apply for and must receive a license
-- aniendment before it adds to or changes the areas of use or address or r.ddresses of

use identified iri the application or on the license.

Contrary to the above, in July 1991, the licensee changed the area where byproduct
matenal is used for Nuclear Siedicine from the basement to the 4th Floor and a of
November 13, 1991, a license amendment had not been received authonzing the
change.

,

I

C, 10 CFR 35.22 (a)(2), (b)(4) and (6) respectively require, in part, that the Radiation
Safety Committee meet at least quarterly: revie.v quarterly, with the assistance of me
Radiation Safety Officer a summary of the occupational radiation dose records of all
personnel working with byproduct material; and review annually, with the assistance
of the Radiation Safety Officer, the radiation safety program.

Contrary to the above, the licensee's Radiation Safety Committee did not meet dunng
the second quarter of 1991 (namely, terween Apnl and June 1991); did not re'.iew
occupational radiation doses for the third quaner in 1989 in that doses to two nurses,
whose occupational doses exceeded doses for ALARA investigation levels, were not
reviewed; and did not perform an annual revi'w of the radiation safety program for
1990.

D. 10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part, that all individuals working in a restricted area be
instructed in the precautions and procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive
materials, in the pt.rpose and functions of protective devices employed, and in the
applicable provisions af the Commission's regulations and licenses.

Contrary to the above, as of Noveinber 13, 1991, incividuals who were working in
the Nuclear Niedicine Department, a m cier:d area, had not been instructed in the
applicable provisions of the regulatioe anc the concitions of the license. ,

'

- Specifically, Nuclear hiedicine personnel were not instructed in the appropnate
proced ires for waste disposal: survey requirements: requirements of the license; and a

su-vey meter calibration and operation.

E. 10 CFR 35.53(c) requires that a licensee retain records of the measurement of-'

radiopharmaceutical dosages for three years, and that the record contain the:
,

TI) . Generic name, trade name, or abbreviation of the radiopharmaceutical its tot
-number, and expiration dates and the radionualide;

(2) Patient's name, and identt$ cation number if one has been assigned:

(3) Prescribed dosage and activ:ty of the dosage at the time of mea' urement, or as <

notation that the total activity is less uun ;0 microcunes;

c
f

4
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(4)- D e.t: -- - i - ~ ' * " --~"-----" -"
-(5)- Initials of the individual who made the record.,r

10 CFR 35.5 requires, in part, that records required by 10 CFR Part 35 must be
' legible throughout the required retention period.

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991., numerous radiopharmaceutical .

dosage records were incomplete in that they did not ccatain the required information
including such notations as, the acuvity of the dose, time of administration, and
' initials of the mdividual_who made tne record. In addition, in many cases, the dose
records were illegible, unclear and required interpretation by the technologist.

.

'

F. - 10 CFR 35.51(a) requires, in part, that for survey instruments used to show

,
con.pliance with 10 CFR Part 35, a licensee must calibrate two separate readings with
a radiation source on all scales with readings up to 1000 millitem per hour, ad -
conspicuousiv note on the instrument the apparent exposure rate from a dedicated
check caurce as determined at the time of calibration and the date of calibration.
10 CFR 35.51(c) requires, in part, that a licensee check each survey instrument for
proper operation with the dedicated checs source each day of use.

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991, the calibra*. ion of the lieeasee's
Victorcen 193 survey instrument, calibrated oa May 4,1991, was not performed at
two separate readings on each scale with readings up to 1000 millirem per hout. . In2

addition, as of November 13, 1991, the licensee also did not note on the survey
instrument the apparent exposure rate from a dedicated check source determined at the
time of calibration, and did not check the survey instrument for proper operation with
the dedicated check .Jurce each day of use.

G. 10 CFR 35.200(b) requires that a licensee shall elute generators and prepare reagent

_ kits in accordance _with the manufacturer's instructions.
.

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991, the licensee did not perform
' generator elutions in accordance with the mcnufacturer's instructions. Specifically,
aluminum breakthro.rgn test; were not performed on the elutions as required by the
manufacturer's instructions.

~

H. 10 CFR 35.50(b)(3) requires, in parti that a licens e test each dose calibrator for -
linearity over the range of its use between the highest dosage that will be administered-
to a patient and 10 microcuries.

^

Contrary to the abovei the licensee's dose calibrator linearity tests performed during-
April'1991 and Septemoer 1991 covered only the range between 67.~ millicuries and

._
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8.4 micrrwHm 2nd 21 1 mimm,H,e sna in microcuries, respectively. The highest
_

. dosage that the licensee administered to a pauent was 102 millicunes.

- I. 10 CFR 35.59th) requires, in part, that a licensee in pcssession of a ::aled source or
brachytherapy source measure the amoient cose rates quanerly it. all areas where such
sources are stored.

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991, the licensee did not measure the
- ambient dose rates quarterly in the brachytherapy storage area, where the licensee's
brachytherapy sources were stored. Soecincally, dose rates were measured biannually
rather than quanerly.

.

J- !O CFR 35.70(e) requires that a licensee survev for removable contr.ination once
each week all areas where radiopharmaceuncals are routinely prepared for use,
administered, or stored. 35.70(g) requires, m part, that a licensee establish

,

removable. contamination trigger levels for aa such areas.

Contrary to the above, from November 1990 thru November 13,19?l, weeldy
contamination surveys were not per/ormed for at least 5 different weeks in the
Nuclear Medicine department ard between September 21,1991 and November 6,

1991- for at least 18 different weeks m the Pathology RIA Laboratory. In addition,,

trigger levels;for removable contamination for weekly surveys were not estaclished in
either area.

K. 10 CFR 25.315(a)(4) and 35.415(a)(4) respectively require, in part, that for each'

pauer.t receiving raciopnarmaceutical therapy and hospitalized for compliance with 10
CFR 35.75, or eacn patient receiving brachytherapy source implants, a licensee shall

.

promptly after administration of the dosage, c implanting of the brachytherapy
sources, measure the dose rates in contiguous restncted and unrestricted areas with a
radiation measurement survey instrument to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.

Contrarv to the above ns of N_ovember 13. 1991, the licensee, routinely after
administering therapeutic dosages of iodine 131 (which requires hospitalization for
compliance with 10 CFR 35.75) or implanting brachytherapy sources, did not
measure or survey the dose rates in restricted and unrestricted areas contiguous to the
room of the therapy patient to denonstrate compliince with the requirements of 10

ECFR Part 20.

L. 10 CFR 35.315(a)(S) requires, in part, that a licensee measure the thyroid burden of<

'

~ each individual who helped prepare or administer dosages of iodine-131 in amounts
t

that required the pauent to be hospitalized for compliance with 10 CFR 35.75, and
f

|

|_

i
p

i
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that the mewiramann na narrhrmad within thra- Ays after the administration of the -
~ dosagen

Contrary to the above, between Novembv 1990 ard November 13, 1991, the licensee
administered to patients greater than 30 mci of iodine-131, a dosage which requires
hospitalization for compliance with 10 CFR 35.75, and the licensee, on at lent two
occasions during that time, did not measure the thyroid burdm of the individuals who
prepared the dose.

M. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires Rt each licensee make such surveys as may be necessary
to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and which are reasonable under
the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiatien hazards that may be present. As
defined in 10 CFR 20.^01(a), " survey" means an evaluation of the radiation hazards
incident to the production, use, release, disposal, or presence of radioactive materials
or cther sources of radiation under a specific set of conditions.

10 CFR 20.102 requires, in part, that the licensee determine prior dose histcry of the
'

individual prior to tirst entry of the individual into the licensee's restncted area,

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991, the licensee did not make surveys
~

to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.101. Specitically, the necessary personnel
monitoring was not' pro"ided by the licensee to evaluate the dose to the extremities

: and whole body of a nuclear medicine technologist working in a restricted area and
who is employed by the hospital through a contract service. In addition, a pnor dose
determination was not made prior to the individual's first entry into the licensee's
restncted area.

. , N, 10 CFR 35.315(a)(7) requires that, for each patient receivicg radiopharmaceutica.'

'

therapy and hospitalized for compliance with_10 CFR 35.75, a licensee must suney
the patient's room and pnvate sanitary facility for removable contamination with a
radiation detection survey instrument before assigning another patient to the room.,

The room must not be reassigned until removable contamination is less than 200'

disintegrations per mmute per 100 square centimeters (dpm/cm;).

Contrary to the above, as of-November 13,199, the licensee did not assure that
surveys for removable contamination were less Mn 200 dpm per 100 cm2 before
assigning another patient to the room of a patient who had received
radiopharmaceutical therapy and had been _ hospitalized for compliance with 'O CFR
-35.75.,

,

O. . _10 CFR 35.21(b)(5) requires that the Radiation Safety Officer establish personnel
exposure investigational !cvels that, when' exceeded. will initiate a prompt-

i

~
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investipea hy 'M Desa wa'y OS -* ef N cause of the exposure and a
considerauon of acuons that might be taken to reduce the probability of recurrence.

Contrary to the above, the licensee's established personnel exposure investigational
'evel of 125 millire n to the whole body was exceeded, as evidene i by a report o r

exposures of 130 millirem for the penod Januarv 1,1989 to January 31,1989 and
170 mill! rem for the period June 1,1989 to June 30. 1989, and as of November 13,
1991, the licensee's Raciauon Safety Officer had not mvesugated the cause of the
exposures.

P. 10 CFR 35.92(a) permits a licensee to dispose of byproduct matenal with a physical
half-life of less than 65 days in ordinary trash. provided that the licensee first holds
such byproduct matenal for decay a minimum of ten half lives, an6 monitors the
material to assure that its radioactivity can not be distinguished from the background
radiation levels pner to disposal.

Contrary to the above, as of November 13, 1991, the licensee routinely disposed of
wastes consisung of linens, paper and food contamina'ed with iodine-131 from
patients undergoing iodine-131 therapy which were not held for decay for the required
minimum ten half-lives. In addition, between October 7,1991 and Novemoer 13,
1991, the licensee disposed of wastes consisting of linens, paper and food
contaminated with iodine 131 from a patient treated with a therapy dose of 101.2
millieuries of iodine 131 on October 7,1991 which were neither held for decay for
the required minimum ten half lives, nor monuored to assure that its radioacavity
could not be distingashed from bacxground radiauon levels.

These violations are classitied in the aggregate as a Seventy Level III problem (Supplemems
IV and VI).

Cumulauve Civil Penalty 4 53.125 (assessed equally among the s:xteen violationsi

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. Monmouth Medical Center Hospital (Licensee)
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanauon to the Director, Office et
Enforcement, U.S. Nnc! car Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this
Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be
clearly n'arked as a * Reply to : Notice of Violation' and should include for each alleged

'

violation: (1) adm:ssion or demal of the alleged vicianon, (2) the reasons for the violation if
i admined, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the correenve steps that have been taken and

L the results achieved,= H) the corrective steps thai-will be taken to avoid further violanons, and
; (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. if an adequate reply is not recetved

within the time specirled in this Notice an order or a demand for information may_ be issued
7

as to wny the license snoutd not ce meditied suspended, or revoked or why such other'
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acdon as may ha pm,- = 'd not be taken - Cons:deration may be given to extending the.

- response time for good cause shown. Under the authonty of Section 132 of the Act 42
U.S.C; 2232 this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the
Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclerr Regu.atory Commission, with a check, draft, money order, or

_

electronic transfer payaole to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalty proposed above, or may protest imposidon of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by
a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order
imposing the c:vil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2J205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer
should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation' and may: (1) deny the
violation (s) listed in this Notice, in wnole or in part, (2) d:monstrate etenuating-

circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice,0: (4) show odier reasons why the penalty
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such
answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors afdressed in Section V.B of 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or explanation in reply

~

punuant to 10 CFR 2.201. but may incorporate. parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reniy by specific
reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repention. The attenuon of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for

--imposing a civi' penalty. -

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, th> matter may be referred to
the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be

[ collected by civil action pursuant to Section 224c of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 22S2c.

[The response noted abose (Reply to Notice of Violation letter with payment of civil penalty,
and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be. addressed to: Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. -

: Washington. D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
.

Regulatory Commission, Region I,475 Allendale Road. King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
19406.

Dated at Kinst of Prussia. Pennsvivania
this gday of December !991 '
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-Decemoer 12, 1991

Docket No. 030-02471
License No. 29-03208 01
EA 91-163

Overlook Hospital
ATTN: Gary Ost

Senior Vice President
99 Beauvior Avenue
P.O. Box 220
Summit, New Jersey 07902-0220

Dear Mr. Ost:

Subject: 'OTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
;NJ LTY - $3,125

(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-02471/91-002)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on November 6,1991, at Overlook
Hospital,. Summit, New Jersey, of activities authorized by NRC License No. 29-03308-01.
The inspection report was sent to you on November 21,1991. During the inspection, an
apparent violation of NRC requiraents was identified, involving the performance of an
iodine procedure at your facility sy an individual technologist w .nvut the technologist first
obtaining from the patient a signed and written order from the referring physician, as
required. As a result, a patient was improperly given a signincant dose of radiation to the
thyroid. The violation was identined and reported to the NRC by your sta' On November
26,1991, an enforcement conference was conducted with Mr. J. Palmaro and otner members
of your staff to discuss the apparent violation, the causcs, and your corrective actions. A
copy of the Enfo: cement Conference Report was sent to you on December 4,1991.

The violation is described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty. Although the Nuclear Medicine Technologist (NMT) had not obtained from
the patient the signed and written order of the refemag physician, the NMT did not postpone
the test and contact the referring physician, as required by the licensee's procedures, before

, proceeding with the test. As a result, even though the ref:mng physician, who requested the
| test, indicated on the order ibat a thyroid scan was to be administered, the patient was
2
r

CERTIFIED MAIL

|_ RETI'RN RECEIPT REQUESTED
t

,

1
1

|
|
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administered a whole body scan _uuhzmg the iodine-131 isotope and received a sigm6 cant
dose of approximately 1554 rads to the thyroid. The refemng pnysician, in the panent's ;

order, had requested a thyroid scan, but mistakenly indicated iodine 131 as tne racioisotope
to be used instead of the normally used iodine-123. Iodine-131 is normally used with whole
body scans. In any case, notwnhstanding that mistake in the order prepared by the refemng
physician, the incident could ha,e been precluded if the NMT had Srst ootained and
reviewed the order from the patient, winch could have alerted the NMT to the discrepancy.
Furthermore, the technician wno scheduled the test assumed that the refemng physician was
requesting a whole body scan rather than a thyroid scan, and that technician scheduled the
whole body scan using iodine 131 after only quesuomng the refemng physician's secretary
instead of directly contacting the reiemng physician and authorized user,

'

The failure to properly identify and resolve the disclepancy in the refemng physician's order
is a significant regulatory concem since three opportunities existed to do so, namely, by (1)
the technician who scheduled the test, (2) by a review by the licensee authorized user, and
(3) the Nuclear-Medicine Technologist performing the test. Given the signincant effect tnat

.

resulted from this failure, the violation is classified at Severity Level III in accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure fer NRC Enforcement Acucas," 10 CFR
Part 2. Appendix _ C (Enforcement Policy) (1991).,

The NRC license issued to Overlook Hospital entrusts responsibility for radiation safety to
Oe management of the hospital; therefore, the NRC expects effecnve management and
oversight of its licensed programs. Incumbent upon each NRC licensee is the responsibility

. to protect the public health and safety by ensuring that all requirements of the NRC license
- are met and any potential violation of NRC requirements is identined and expeditiously
corrected. Although a similar meident had occurred at your fac;1ity in 1990, the correcuve
actions t1 ken to preclude recurrence were not effective, as evidenced by this recent incident
and its associated violation, which demonstrate a signi6nnt de6ciency in the review process

L -for the administrauon of iodine proudures at your facility.-

| The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the NRC inspection on November 6,1991, prompt
|L and comprehensive actions were initiated to correct the violation and effect improvements in
'

the control and imple:nentation of the radiation safety program. Thee actions, which were
desenbed at the enforcement conference, included: (1) revising the procutures for the
administration of radicactive iodine to require that all recuests for iodine administrauons be,

accompanied by a wntien directive from an authorized user: (2) taking disciplinary action to

| relieve the Team Leader of Nuclear Medicine of all supervisory responsibiltes; (3)
l contacung the supervisor of the referring physician to discuss the incident and possible

development of an ongoing educanonal program to prevent *his incicent in the future; and (4)
-contactmg other medical institutions to inquire about additional protocols concerning
diagnostic procedures that may be beneficial to Overlook Hospital.

,

i
n

i
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Notwithstanding the correcuve actions, to empnasue the importance of ensunng that these
act.ons are long-lasung, and result in continued improvement in the management auennon

,

and overstght provided to the radiauon safety program so as to prevent such oceurrences in l

the future, I have been authonzea to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) m the amount of $3.125 iar the violation set forth in the
enclosed Notice.

The base civil penalty amount for a Severity Level Ill uolation is $2,500. The escalation
and mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were considered, and on balance.
25 percent escalation of the base civil penalty was deemed appropriate because: (1) although
the violation is considered to be self disclusing based on the clear patient thyroid uptake
identined during the whole body scan, it was nonetheless promptly reported by your staff to

- the NRC, and therefore, 25 percent mitigation of the base civil penalty on this factoi is
warranted: (2) your correcave actions, as desenbed herem, are considered prompt and
comprehensive, and therefore,50 percent mitiganon of the civil penalty on this factor is
warranted; and (3) your past performance in this area included a similar incident for which

; corrective action was not effective to prevent a similar problem, and therefore,100 percent
escalation of the civil penalty on this factor is warranted. The similar incident occurred on
May 14,1990, when a referring physician ordered the wrong s;an to be performed, and the
patient was administered 1.4 millicuries of iodine 131 instead of 300 microcuries of iodine-
123. The other escalation and mitigation factors were considered, and no adjustment on
these factors was warranted since the violation did not involve prior notice nor multiple
examples, nor did the violation exist for an extended duration.

,

You are required to respond to the enclosed Nouce and, in preparing your response, you
should follow'the instructions specified therein. In your response, you should document tne
specine actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After
reviewing your response to thi_s Notice including your proposed corrective actions, and the
results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement acuon is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requiremems,

in accordance with 10 CFR 2,790 of the NRC's ' Rules of Practice," Part 2. Title 10, Code
I ro Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's

Public Document Room.

!-

..
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Overlook Hospital t

The response directed by this letter and the enclosure are act subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as rec,uired by the Paperwork Reducion
Act oi 1980, Pub L 96-511,'

Sincerely,

/ $ 4 ' X I ~, y f .

Thomas T. Manin
Regional Administrator

_

Enclosures:
Nodce of Violation and Proposed Im?osinon

of Civil Penalty

Cc;

Public Document Room (PDR) #
Nuclear Safety information Center (NSIC)
State of New Jersey

_

Mf
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" NOTICE OF VIOLATION
~

AND,

= PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
- . ,

LOverlook Hospital
~

Docket No. 030-0:471
Summit, New Jersep 07902 License No. 29-03308-01

EA 9.1 163

| During an NRC inspecuon conducted on November 6,1991 a violation of an NRC
1 requirement was identified. . In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
1 Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nue! ear
Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a dvil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The
particular violation and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

_ .

10 CFR 35,25(aM2) requires, in part, that a licensee that permits the use of byproduct
matenal by an individual under the supemsion of an authorized user shall require the

: supervised individual to follow the instructions of the supervising authonzed user. and
follow the procedures established by the Radiauon Safety Of0cer with respect to the

"- - use of byproduct material.

The licensee's procedures for implementing'alliodine procedures are described, in
part, in the licensee's letter, dated October 11, 1990, to the NRC and these
procedures were approved by the Radiation Safety Officer.

11 tem 1 of the letter, dated October 11, 1990. states that all iodine pnxedures shall be
accompanied by a written and signed order to perform the procedure.

Item 4 of the letter, dated October 11,'1990, states that in the event a written and
signed order to perform the procedure is not available, the procedure shall be
postponed and the physician contacted.

: Contrary to the above, on OctobeOO,1991, a Nuclear r eine Technologist
- working'under the supervisioa cf an authorized user, did not postpone an iodine

procedure, but rather performed it without first contacting the referring physician,
even though a written and signed order did not accompany the procedure.

. Specifically, the Nuclear Medicine Technologist administered to a patient a dose of

" ~

: 2.0. millieuries of iodine-131 for a whole body scan instead of a thyroid scan (as
.

requested on the Refernng Physician's Ordern and did not obtain from the patient the
written and signed order prior to administerine the dose. not contact the physician.

This _is a Severity Level III Violation gSupplement VI),

, Civil Penalty i S3,125
i

.

- .
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Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR .201, Overlooi Hospital (Licensee) is hereoy recuired
to submit a wnuen statement or exp!.nauon to the Director, Office of Enforcement. U.S.
Nuc!c:tr Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violanon and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a
" Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violanon: (1)
admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violanon if admitted. and
if demed, the reasons why, (3) the correeme steps that have been taken =d the results
achieved. (4) tne correcuve steps that will be taken to asmd funher violanons, and (5) 'he
date when fuil compiiance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within tre
time speci6ed in this Notice, ar order or a dem=d for mformanen may be issued as to why
the license should not be modi 6ed, suspended. or revoked or why suen other act:on as may
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response *ime
for good cause shown. Under the authonty of Section IS: of the Act. 42 U.S.C. :32. inis _

response snall be submitted under oath or affirmanon.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201. the
Licensee may pay the civil penalty by leuer addressed to the Director, Office o:
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Re;ulatory Comrussion, with a check, draft, money order or
electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalty proposed above or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part. by
a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licentee fail to answer within the time specified, an order
imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should tne Licensee elect to Sie an answer m
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer '

should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the
violatiotts) listed in this Notice, in whole or in pan, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting 'he civil penaltv m wnole or in pan, suci.
answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requening mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in Secuen V.B of 10 -

CFR Pan 2, Appencix C (1991), should be addressed. Any wntten answer m accordance
with 10 CFR 2.005 should te set fonh separately from the statement or explanation in reply
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate pans of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific
reference te.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avo;d repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, re;ardire me procedure for
imposin;; a civil penalty.
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Upon f:tilure to pay any civil penalty due wnich subsequently has been determineo in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to
the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or rnitigated, may ee
collected by civil acnon pursuant m Section 234c of the Act 42 U.S.C. 2:3:c.

The response noted above (Reply to Nouce of Violanon, letter with payment of eml penany,
and Answer to a Notice of Violatic,n) should be addressed to: Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk.
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Re;:enal Administrator, U.S. Neuear
Regulatory Commission, Region 1,475 Allendale Road. King of Prussia, Pennsyhania
19406.

Dated at King of Prussia Pennsylvania
this f;&ay of December 1991
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June 7, 1989.

Docket No. 030-19660
License No. 21-21010-01
EA 89-098

Photon Field Inspection, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. Charles Garinger

President and Radiation
Safety Officer

1705 Boxwood
Saginaw, MI 48601

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $7,500
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 030-19660/89001(DRSS))

This refers to the routine inspection conducted on April 6, 1989, at your
facility in Saginaw, Michigan. The inspection included a review of activities
conducted with respect to radiation safety. As a result, numerous failures to
comply with NRC requirements, including the conditions of your license, were
identified. NRC concerns relative to the inspection findings were discussed
in a May 5, 1989 Enforcement Conference conducted by telephone between you and
Mr. J. Hickey and others of the NRC Region III staf f. The report documenting
this inspection and the Enforcement Conference was sent to you by letter cated
May 11, 1989.

The violations described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Propcsed
Imposition of Civil Penalty involve failures to: (1) obtain NRC authorization
prior to facility relocation; (2) provide annual retraining to radiographic
personnel; (3) perform quarterly management audits; (.4) perform quarterly
physical inventories; (5) calibrate survey instruments; (6) leak test sealed
sources at required frequencies; (7) complete shipping papers for transport of
radiographic sources; and (8) maintain records of byproduct material receipt.
These violations collectively demonstrate the need for improvements in the
administration and control of your radiological safety program to ensure the
safe performance of licensed activities and adherence to NRC requirements.

To emphasize the need for adequate management control over your radiological
safety program, I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director,
Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Materials
Safety, Safeguards, and Operations Support, to issue the enclosed Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the amount of Seven
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500) for the violations described in the
enclosed Notice. In accordance with the " General Statninent of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, 53 Fed.
Reg. 40019 (October 13, 1988) (Enforcement Policy), the violatinns described
in the enclosed Notice have been categorized as a Severity Level III problem
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Photon Field Inspection, Inc. 2 June 7, 1989

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Levwl 111 violation or
problem is 55,000. The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement
Policy were considered. The base civil penalty amount has been increased by
50 percent: 25 percent because of your poor past performance and 25 percent
because of prior notice of similar events. Previous inspections have shcan
that violations continue to occur at your facility and two violations identified
during this inspection and identified as Violations B.2 and C in the enclused
Notice are repetitive violations from the 1986 inspection. Information Notices
were issued in 1988 to you by NRC which highlighted concerns related to many
of the areas which were identified as violations during this inspection. These
notices should have been reason for you to assess your program for any possible
weaknesses or deficiencies.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
~

specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your response,

you should document the specific actions taken and ary additional actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. Af ter reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your croposed corrective actions and the results of future inspections,
the NRC will determine whether f"-ther NRC enforcement action is necessary to
ensure compliance with NRC regulta.ory requirements.

In accordance with Sect:on 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The respor.ses directed by th's letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject.

to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget, as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L., No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

t 24e,

/A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

See Attached Distribution
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPCSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Photon Field Inspection, Inc. Docket No. 030-19660
Saginaw, Nichigan License No. 21-21010-01

EA 89-098

During an NRC inspection conducted on April 6, 1989, violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
53 Fed. Reg. 40019 (October 13, 1988) (Enforcement Policy), the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to
Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended ( Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282,
and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violatic.s and associated civil penalty are
set forth below:

_

A. License Condition No.10 limits, storage of licensed material to a
facility located at 300 Ames Street, Saginaw, Michigan.

Contrary to the above, as of April 6, i, the licensee has stored
licensed material at a location other that authorized by the
license. Specifically, the licensee reiocated its radiographic facility
from 300 Ames Street, Saginaw, Michigan to 1705 Boxwood, Saginaw,
Michigan in January 1989, has stored licensed material at that site
since Jar.uary 1989, and failed to inform the NRC and obtain approval
prior to the move.

B. License Condition No. 16 requires, in part, that the licensee conduct
its program in accordance with the statements, representations, and
procedures contained in the referenced application and certain listed
docum3nts, and any enclosures thereto.

The licensee's referenced application which was amended July 1, 1982,
transmitted to NRC as an enclosure a revised Administrative Manual.

1. Section 8.0 of this manual requires, in part, that periodic training
be given by the Radiation Safety Officer to updt+.e radiographic -

personnel at least every 12 months and that the training be followed
by a written and oral quiz.

Contrary to the above, as of April 6, 1989, the sole radiographer
employed by the licensee had not been provided any periodic training
and had not been given a written and oral quiz during the last
twelve months.

2. Section 9.B of this manual requires, in part, that a quarterly
management audit be conducted in accordance with Form 6 of
Appendix 1, which includes audits of various records such as
inventory, instrument calibration, and receipt and disposal
records.
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Notice of Violation 2

Contrary to the above, since October 5, 1988, the licensee has
not conducted any management audits of records such as inventory,
instrument calibration, and receipt and disposal records.

This is a repeat vioiation.

C. 10 CFR 34.26 requires, in part, that the licensee conduct a quarterly
physical inventory to account for all sealed sources received and
possessed under the license. The records of the inventories shall
also include the quantities f byproduct material.

Contrary to the above, between October 5, 1988 and April 6, 1989,
the licensee failed to conduct a quarterly inventory of all sealed
sourccs as required. In addition, the quantities of iridium-192 and
cobalt-60 listed in 1988 quarterly inveatory records are incorrect in
that they did not correspond to source ...anufacturer decay information
or NRC calculated values.

This is a repeat violation.

D. 10 CFR 34.24 requires, in part, that each survey instrument used to '

conduct physical radiation surveys be calibrated at intervals not to
exceed three months.

Contrary to the above, on July 5,1938, more than three months af ter
calibration, the licensee conducted physical radiation surveys with
two survey instruments which were last calibrated on March 16, 1988.

E. 10 CFR 34.25(b) requires, in part, that sealed sources be tested for
leakage at intervals not to exceed six months.

License Condition No. 12.B exempts the licensee from the requirements of
10 CFR 34.25(b) as to radiography sources which are in storage and not
being used. Such sources must be tested for leakage prior to any use or
transfer unless they have have been leak tested within six months prior
to the date of use or transfer.

Contrary to the above, an iridium-192 sealed radiographic source, last
leak tested on October 9,1987, was removed f rom storage and used for
radiography on ten occasions between April 14 and June 23, 1988 and
transferred to the source manufacturer in July 1988. Prior to such
use and transfer, the sources had not been leak tested within the
previous six months.

F. 10 CFR 71.5(a) prohibits transport of licensed material outside the
confines of a plant or other place of use, or delivery of licena J
material to a carrier for transport unless t'.ie licensee complies with
applicable requirements of the regulations appropriate to the mode of
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Notice of Violation 3
|

transport of the Departmant of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR Parts 170
through 189.

49 CFR 172.200-202 requires each person who transports hazardous material
to describe the material on a shipping paper. 49 CFR 172.203(d)
describes the required additional shipping paper entries for radioactive
materials.

Contrary to the above, in Ja,1uary 1989, the licensee transported curie
quantities of radioactive material from its Ames Street facility to its
Boxwnod Street facility and failed to complete sny shipping papers.

G. 10 CFR 30.51(a) and (c)(1) require, in part, that persons who receive
-

byproduct material pursuant to a license issued pursuant to Part 34 to
keep records showing the receipt of such byproduct material as long as
the material is in their possession.

Contrary to the above, a record of receipt for byproduct material ,

(cobalt-60 sealed source) received in approximately 1983 and currently
in the possession of the licensee was not maintained.

These violations have been categorized in the aggregate as a Severity
level III problem (Supplement VI).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - $7,500 (equally assessed among the violations).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Photon Field Inspection (Licensee)
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of
the date of this Notice. This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to
a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation:
(1) admission or denial of the alleged violation; (2) the reasons for the
violation if admitted; (3) the corrective actions that have been taken and
the results achieved; (4) the corrective actions that will be taken to avoid
further violations; and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
If an adequate reply is nut received within the time specified in this Notice,
an Order may be issued to show cause why the licer.se should not be modified,
suspended, vr revoked ur why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good
cause shown, Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232,
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required under 10 CFR 2.201,
the Licensee rc.ay pay the civil penalty by letter to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, or money
order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalty proposed abose, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole
or in part by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement,
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Notice-of Violation 4

|

9.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fall to answer within
the time specified, an Order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should
the Licensee elect to file an enswer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting

-the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as
an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed
in this_ Notice ~in whole or in part; (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances;
(3) show error in this Notice; or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should
not be-imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in'
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

-In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, 53 Fed. Reg 40019 (October 13,-
1988) (Enforcement Policy), should be addressed. Any written answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement

'or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of
the --10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g. , citing page and paragraph
numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee is directed to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure for imposing a civil

,

. penalty.

-Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accordance w|th the applicable provision of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be
referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the
Act, 42 U.S.C.-2282c.

The responses to the Dircctor, Of fice of Enforcement, noted above (Reply to
a Notice-of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a
Notice of Violation)- should be addressed to: Director, Office of Enforcement,
U.S. Nucl(ar Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington,-

D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region III, U.S. Nuclear
Regular.ory Commission,- 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois E0137.,

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY-COMMISSION

- .ptu

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this - 7 day oi he 1989.

_

.

|
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OCT 3 01989

Occket No. 030-19660
License No. 21-21010-01
EA 89-98

Photon Field Inspection, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. Charles Garinger

President and Radiation
Safety Officer

1705 Boxwood --

Saginaw, MI 48601

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING A CIV!L MONETARY PENALTY

This refers to your two letters datec July 26, 1989, received by the NRC
;egion III office on July 27 and August 11, 1989, in response to the Notice of
Violation and Proposec In. position of Civil Penalty (Notice) sent to you by our
letter dated June 7, 1989. Our letter and Hotice cescribe eight violations
identified during a routine hRC inspection conducted on April 6, 1989. To
emphasize the neto for improvements in the acministration and control of your
radiological safety program to ensure the safe performance of licensed
activities and adherence to NP.C requirements, a civil penalty of $7,500 was
proposed.

In your resi.onses, you ceny Violations B.2 and C and do not deny the other
violations. In addition, you request reoucticn of the Sevt.rity Level and the
amcunt of the civil penalty for several stated reasons. After consideration
of your responses, we have concluoed, for the reasons given in the appendix
attacned to the enclosed Orcer Imposing Civil Penalty, that Violations B.2 and -

C will re:;uire further review and consideration by the NRC staff. For that
reason, V1olations B.2 and C are being withheld frcm this escalateo
enforcement action at this time. You will be notified of our decisiot.
concerning these two violations at a later date. We have concluded that the
remaining violations did occur as set forth in the: Notice. We have given
careful consideration to your request for reducing the Severity Level as well
as the amount of the civil penalty and find no basis for changing the Severity
Leve). However,'we have modifico the amount of the civil penalt) as noted
below.

Since Violations 8.2 and C constitute 25 percent of the 8 cited violations, we
have determined that the $7,500 civil penalty should be recuced by $1,875 to
$5,625. Acccrdingly, we hereby serve the enclosed Order on Photon Field
Inspection, Inc. imposing a civil monetary penalty in the amount of $5,625.
We will review the effectiveness of your corrective actions during a
subsequent inspection.-
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Photon Field Inspection, Inc. -2-,

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice", Part 2,
-Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,
. .

| ; ./ |' 3
~k Qj'A 4 s

i

.i ? ''R!

Hugh/L. T hompsory,y, AJr
Depdty Executive Direc r for
Nuclear Materials Saffty, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Enclosure: As stated -
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
Photon-Field Inspection, Inc. Docket No. 030-19660
1705 Boxwood License No. 21-21010-01

-Saginaw, MI a8601 EA 89-098

ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY

I

Photon Field Inspection, Inc. (the licensee) is the Mlder of Byproduct

Material License No. 21-21010-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission

(NRC/Comission). The license autt zes the use of byproduct material to

perform industrial radiography. The license was originally issued on

September 15, 1982 and expired or. September 30, 1987. A timely renewal *

application was filed, as of August 31, 1987, and the renewal is pending.

.

II

An inspection of the licensee's activities was concucted on April 6, 1989, at

the licensee's facility in Saginaw, Michigan. The results of this inspection

indicateo that the licensee had not conducted its activities in full

cosoplikt.ca with NRC requirements. A written Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty was served upon the licensee by letter dated

June 7, 1989. The Notice stated the nature of the violations, the_ provisions

of the NRC's recuirements that the licensee had violated, and the ancunt of

the civil' penalty proposed. The licensee rnponded to the Notice of Violatiun

and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penhlty (Notice) by letters received by_ the

8911070109 891030
NMSS LIC30
21-21010-01 PNU

i
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NRC Region 111 office on July 127 and Augus* 11, 1989. In its response, tne

licensee denteo Violations B.2 anc C and did not deny the rec.aining six viola.

tions. In addition, the licenste requested a reduction in the Severity Level

and a reduction in the proposed civil penalty.

Ill

After consideration of the licensee's response and the stateg4nts of fact,

explanation, and argument for mitigation contained therein, the hRC staff has

determined, as set forth in the Appendix to this Orcer, that Violations B.2

and C require further evaluation by the NRC staff and therefore are being

withheld from this escalated enforcement action at this time. The staff has

also determinec that the rtraining six viniations occurred as stated. After

considering that: (1) the civil penalty was assessed ecually anong the eight

violations, and (2) Violations B.2 and C constitute 25 percent of the

violaticns, the amount of the civil penalty has been reduced by $1,875 and a

15,625 civil penalty shoulo be imposed.

IV

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Secticn 234 of the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205, IT IS PEREBY

ORDERED THAT:

,
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The licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of $5,625 within

30 days of the date of this Order, by check, craft, or money order,

payable to the Treasurer of the United States and calleo to tha

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccneission,

ATTH: Docurent Control Cesk, Washington. 0.C. 20555.

V

The licensee raj request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this Order.

A request for a hearing shall be clearly marked as a " Request for an

Enforcement Hearing" and shall be addressed to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

Copies shall also be sent to the Assistant General Coucsel for Hearings

and Enforcerent. Office of the General Counsel, U.S. Nucle.t Regulatory

Consission, Washington, D.C. 20555 and to the Regional Administrator,

Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.

'If a hearing is requested, the Consission will issue an Order cesignating the

time and place of the hearing. If the licensee fails to request a hearing

within 30 days of the date of this Order, the provisions of this Order shall

be effective without further proceedings. If payrent has not been made by

that time, the natter may be referred to the Attorney General for collection.
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In the event the licensee requests a hearing as provideo abcve, the issues to

be considereo at such hearing shall te:

(a) whether the licensee was in violation of the Correr,ission's

requiresnents as set forth in the hotice of Violation ano Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty referenced in Section 11 abcve, with the

exception of Violations B.2 and C.; and

(b) whether, on the basis of the violations, this Order shoula te

sustained.

FOR THE AUCLEAR REGULATORY C0th!SSION

|| Y' yDq
Hugly L. Thompsork Jr,d
Depht) Executive Director for
Nuclear Materials Saf6ty, Safeguards,
and Operations Support

Dated At 'Rockv111e, Marylandthis,3f cay of October 1969

,
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APPEN0lX

EVALUATIONS AND C0hCLUS10NS

On June 7,1989, a Notice of Violation and Proposed ILpusition of Civil
Fenalty (Notice) was issued to Photon field Inspection, Inc. (licensee) for
violations identified ouring a routine NRC inspectiun. The licenste responceo
to the Notice in two docunwnts received by the Region 111 of fice on July 27
and August 11, 1989. In its response, the licensee denies Violations B.2 and
C, and of fers reasons why the Severity Level of all the violations should be
reduced and why the civil penalty- should not be imposed. The NRC's evaluation
and conclusion regarding the licensee's argurents are as follows:

1. Restaterents of Violations Suninary of Licensee's Response and NRC
Evaluation of Licensee's Response

Restaternent of Violation A

License Condition No. 10 limits storage of licensed raterial to a facility
located at 300 Ames Street, Saginaw, Michigan.

Contrary to the above, as of April 6,1989, the licensee has stored
licensed material at a location other than that authorized by the license.
Specifically, the licensee relocated its radiographic f acility from 300 Ames
Street, Saginaw, Michigan to 1705 Boxwood, Saginaw, Michigan in January 1989,
has stored licensed material at that site since January 1989, and failed to
infortn the NRC and obtain approval prior to the rove.

Surrary of Licensee's Response

The licensee does not deny the violation.

'NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

Since the licensee does not deny the violation, the violation renains as
_

stated.

Festatement of Violation B

License Condition No. 16 requires, in part, that the licensee conduct its
program in accordance with the stateinents, representations, and procedures
containe<i in the referenced application and certain listed docunants, and any
enclosures thereto.

The licensee's referenced application, which was amended July 1,1982,
transmitted to NRC as an enclosure a revised Administrative Manual.

Subitem B.1

Section 8.0 of this manual requires, in part, that periodic training te given
by the Radiation Safety Officer to update radiographic personnel at least
every 12 months and that the training be followed by a written and oral quiz.
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Coutrary to the above, as of April 6,1989, the sole radiographer employed by
the licensee had not been provided any periodic training and haa not teen
given a written and oral quiz curing the last twelve months.

Succary of Licensee's Response

The licensee does not deny the violation.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

Since the licensee does not deny the violation, the violation remains as
stated.

Subiten B.2

Section 9.8 of this manual requires, in part, that a quarterly management
aucit be conducted in accordance with For: 6 of Appendix 1, which incluces
audits of various recoros such as inventory, instrument calibration, and
receipt ano cisposal records.

Contrary 1.o the above, since October 5,1988, the itcensee has not cunducted
any management audits cf records such as inventor), instrument calibration,
and receipt and disposal records.

This is a *epeat violation.

Succary of Licensee's Response

The licensee cenied this part of the violation and stated that managen.ent
audits have been conducted since October 5, 1988. The licensee-steted that
after review of all files related to reciography, a recore of a quarterly
canagement accit accon.plished on January 3,15E9 was located. The licensee
statea further that this record was not available curing the inspection cue to
the unavoidable dDsence of the Reciation Safety Off1cer and the lack of
knowledge as to the wherectout? Of all recorcs un the part of the techniciar,
who representeo the licensee curing the inspection.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

The NRC is continuing to evaluate the licensee's response to this violation.
The licensee will be notifiec by separate correspondence of the NRC's
conclusion regarding this violation and the licensee's response.

Restatement of Violation C

10 CFR 34.26 requires, in part, that the licensee conduct a quarterly physical
inventory to account for all sealed sources receiveo and possessed under the
license. The records of the inventories shall also include the quantities of
byproduct neaterial.

Contrary to the above, between October 5,1988 anc Agil 6,1C89, the licensee
failed to conduct a quartecly inventory of all sealed source ; required. I,.
acottion, the quantities or iridium-192 and cobalt-60 lii k e a 1988 quarterly
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Appendix- -3-

inventory records are incorrect in that they did not correspond to source
manufacturer decay information cr tiRC calculated values.

This is a repeat violation.

S,upr.ary of Licensee's Responseu

The licensee denied the part of the violation that scated no quarterly
inventories were conoucted between October 5, 1988 and April 6, 1989. The
licensee stated that af ter reviewing all files related to radiography, a
record of a quarterly physical inventory acccoplished on January 3,1989 was
located. - The licensee stated further that this record was not available-

during the inspection due to the unavoicable absence of the Raciation Safety
Officer and the lack of knowleoge as to the whereabouts of all records on the
part of the technician who representec the licensee during the inspection.

The licensee further stated that' the source activity is not a requirement for
-quarterly inventory as per 10 CFR 34.26. The licensee clains that the
- quantity of material possessed is the requirement and, therefore, has
inetructed licensee staff when conducting inventories to record the quar.tity
of material (i.e., number of sources) possessed rather than activity .

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

The NRC is continuing to ev61uate that part of the licensee's response to this
violation-which asserts that inventories were conducted. The lice.csee will be
notified by separate corresponcence of the NRC's conclusion rcgarding this
part of the violation.

fiRC disagrees with the licensee's interpretation that the word " quantities" in
the phrase in 10 CFR 34.26 " quantities and kinds of byproduct material" refers
only to the number of sources. ' An inventory record must be complete and
accurate'as to the descripticn of the sealed sources being accounted for in
the inventory. This is especially true of inventory records required by 10
CFR 34.26 because the radionuclide of' choice in the rnajority of these sealed

: sources is iridium-192. Iridium-192 has a physical half-life of approximately
74 days,:which necessitates' exchanging a decayed source for a source of higher
activity at a freqwency of 2-5 times per yeer. Without a record of the
activity of each source the." quantity" of iricium-192 cannot be determined.

-

Therefore, the word " quantities" in the phrase " quantities and kinds of bypro-
duct matarial" as stated in 10 CFR 34.26 should be interpreted to include the
number of sources, the activity of each source at the; time of inventory or on

-

a specified assay cate, and the serial number of each source. In addition, the

licenste's example quarterly inventory form, submitted as attachment #4'in its
response dated July 26, 1989, clearly indicates that the activity of the scurce
in curies, is part of the information required to be recorded.

Restatement of Violation D

10 CFR 34.24 requires, in part, that each survey instrument used to conduct
physical radiation surveys be calibrated at intervals not to exceea three
months.
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Contrary to the above; on July 5,1988, acre than three nonths of ter
calibration, the licensee conducted physical radia+%n surveys with two sursey
instruments which were last calibruted on March 16, 1988.

Sunna ry of Licensee's Fesponse

The licensee does not deny the violation.

NRC Evehation of Licensee's Response

Since the licensee does not deny the violation, the violation remains as
sta ted.

Restatement of Viejation E

10 CFR 34.25(b) requires, in part, that sealed sources be testea for leakage
at intervals not to exceed six months.

License Condition ho.12.B esempts the licensee from the requirerents of
10 CFR 34.25(b) as to radiography sources which tre in storage and not being
used. Such sources must be tested for leaka9e prior to any use or transfer
unless they have been leak tested within s1x months prior to the date of use
or transfer.

Contrary to the above, an iridium-192 sealeo radiographic source, last leak
tested on October 9, 1987, wAs removed from storage and used for radiography
on ten occasions between April 14 and June 23, 1988, and transferred to the
source manufacturer ir. July 1988. Prior to such use and transfer, the scurces
hao not been leak tested within the previous six tenths.

Sucr.c ru of Lic(nsee's Response

The lict.nsee does not ceny the violation.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

Since the licensee does not deny the violation, the violation remains as
stated.

_ Restatement of Violation F

10 CFR 71.5(a) prohibits transport of licensed material outsice the confines
of a plant or other place of use, or delivery of licenseo material to a
carrier for transport unless the licensee complies with applicable

<

requirenants of the regulations appropriate to the moce of transport of the
Department of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR Tarts 170 through 189.
49 CFR 172.200-202 requires each person who transports hazardous material to
describe the material on a shipping papet. -49 CFR 172.203(d) describes the
required Edditional- shipping paper entries for radloactive materials.

Ccntrary to the above, in January 1989, the licensee transported curie
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quantities of radioactive material f rom its Arnes Street facility to its
Boxwood Street facility and failed to complete any shipping papers.

Sunnarv of Licwnsee's Response

The licensee does not deny the violation,

p,ricEvaluationofLicensee'sResponse

Since the licensee does not ceny the violation, the violaticn remains as
s ta ted.

Pestatement of Violation G

10 CFR 30.51(a) and (c)(1) require, in art, that persons who receive
byprocuct material pursuarit to a license issued pursuant to Part 34 keep
records showing the receipt of such byproduct material as long as the material
is in their possession.

Contrary to the above, a record of receipt for byproduct material (cobalt-60
sealed source) received in approximately 1983 and currently in the possession
of the licensee was not maintained.

Surnmary of Licensee's Response

The licensee ooes not ceny the violation.

-NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response

Since the licensee does not deny the violation, the violation remairis as
stated.

II. Licensee's Request for Recuction in Sev(r;;y Level and Reduction
of Proposeo Civil Penalty

Licensee's Request

The licensee protests the classification of Items 0, E, and f as Severity
Level !!! violations.: It states that. Severity Level III is unwarranted since
no personnel uere injured or overexposec due to radiation and that items 0,_ E,
and F are violations of a " paperwork nature" only.

NRC Evaluation

The license = is correct insofar as no personnel were injured or overexposed
- due to raatation, but is -incorrect in assuming Items D, E, anc f are each a
Severity Level III violation. The Notice of Violation and proposed Imposition
of Civil Pentity clearly states that "these violations have oeen categorizec
in the aggregate as a Severity Lael !!! problem (Supplement VI)." Separate
severity levels have not been assigned to the indivicual violations in this
case. The NRC enforcernent policy, as celineated in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
Section II.D.III, provides that violations may be evaluated in the aggregate
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anc a single severity level assigned for a group of viclations.
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Supp'ement VI(c)(8), states that Severity Level 1:!
can apply if there is:

" Breakdown in the control of licensed activities involving a nureer of
violations that are related or, if isolated, that are recurring
violations that collectively renresent a potentialb significant
lack of attention or carelessness toward licensed responsibilities."

The licensee is also incorrect in asserting that Items 0, E, and F are
violations of a " paperwork nature" only. Item 0 is a violation concerning the
use of a survey instrurent which had not been. tested for calibration at the
proper frequency and Item E is a violation concerning the use of a sealed
,ource overdue for leak testing. These items a Mress the licensee's failure
to perform certain required tasks within a spec Wied time interval and are not
" paperwork" violations. Item F is a violation concerning the lack of proper
shipping papers during the transport of sealed sources of radioactive
material. This violation could be viewed as a " paperwork" violation;
nevertheless, the requirerent to have shipping papers during the.
transportation of radioactive materials is one of significance. Shipping
papers are essential for regulatory acencies and for emergency response
personnel.who may be responding to an accident involving a vehicle carrying
radioactive material to ensure that hazards are correctly identified and
controlled.

III. NRC Conclusion

After reviewing the licensee's response to the Nctice, the NRC has ccncluded
that the violations were properly categorized in the aggregate at Severity
Level III. The licensee has not proviced a basis for mitigaticn of the
prcposec civil penalty. The NRC is ccntinuing its evaluation of
Violations B.2 ano C, which the licensee Ns cenied, and both of these
violations have been withheld from this enfurcement action pending completicn
of this review. The licensee will be notified by separate correstandence vi
the hAC's conclusion regaroing Violations B.2 anc C.

Since Violations B.2 and C constitute 25 percent of the 8 cited violations, we
have ceterminec that the $7,500 civil pencity should be reduceo by $1,875 to
$5,625.
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4.,,.. February 25, 1992

Docket No. 030-12948
License No. 48-17543-01
EA 92-026

Shared Medical Technology, Inc.
ATTN: Gary Johnson, M.D.

Radiation Safety Officer
1846 Moon Lake Lane
Rice Lake, Wisconsin 54868

Dear Dr. Johnson:

SUBJECT: NOTICE:OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTY - $2,500
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 030-12948/92001)

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted from
January 28 through February 5,1992, at the Forest Lake, Minnesota,
f acility of Shared Medical Technology, Inc. , to review the circum-
stances surrounding your temporary loss of licensed materials. The
report documenting this inspection was mailed - to you by letter,
dated. Febntary 13, 1992. A significant' violation of NRC
requirenents was identified during the inspection and, on
February 18, 1992,'an enforcement conference was held in the
Region III office. Attending the enforcement conference were
Mr. David Ricci,_your Supervisor of Nuclear Medicine;
Mr. William L. Axelson, Deputy Director, Division of-Radiation
Safety and Safeguards, and other members of the NRC staff.

The December 27, 1991, loss of licensed material concerned two
packages of _ technetium-99m, containing 76 and 78 millicuries,
respectively. A technician employed at the Forest Lake, Minnesota,
f acility placed two metal " ammo" boxes on the _ bumper of a vehicle.-

The metal-boxes were.never secured to or placed inside the vehicle.
One-container _later fell off the vehicle onte the roadway and-the
other 1 fell at a service . station. .The former was struck - by a
vehicle. , subsequent examinations and surveys of the boxes and
rtheir contents found no contamination and the packages containing
-the technetium-99m had not ruptured..

The violation described in Section I .of the enclosed Notice of
Violation concerns your failure, on December.27,1991, to secure or

~

- CERTIFIED MAIL
EET_ URN RECEIPT REOUESTE.D
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Shared Medica) Technology -2 February 25, 1992-

maintain surveillance of _ licensed material and represents a
significant- L f ailure - to control access to licensed materials.
-Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement- Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR
Part 2, Apper. dix C (199!), this violation _has been categorized at
Severity Level III.

The NRC recognizes that thic loss of control of licensed materials
did not adversely affect public health and safety because the
materials were in proper shipping containers and the containers did
not rupture and were in the public domain for a relative.y short
period of time. However, it should be considered fortuitous that
the technetium-99m contents of a severely damaged package did not
leak and cause unnecessary exposures to the law enforcement
officers who retrieved the packages and other members of the
public. The NRC is concerned about this failure to ef fectively-
control radioactive materials transported in the public domain.

The root causes of the violation and the subsequent corrective
actions were discussed during.the February lb, 1992, enforcement-
conferences -The- or factor contributing to 'the violations '

appeared to be t' 91essness of your employee in placing the
licensed material , te bumper of the vehicle and the failure of

. the driver of the vs icle to establish that radioactive materiale-
were secured to or within the vehicle prior to departure from your
facility. . The NFC recognizes that corrective action has = been
initiated and appears acceptable.

To emphasize the m.nificance of a violation that could have placed
the public at risk and ~ the need to effe tively implement - your
-controls over licensed materials, I am issuing the enclosed Notice
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in-

'

the amount of $2.,500 for the Severity Level III violation.

The base-| value _ of : a civil . penalty = f or a Severity Level III |

violation is $2,500. The civil penalty adjustment factors in the-
Enforcement Policy were considered. On balance no adjustment was
made to the amounw of the base civil pennliy because the amount of
mitigation permitted for ' your corrective actions and good past
performance was offset by-an equal escalating factor for the two
examples of the violation. .The civil _ -penalty was initially
mitigated 50% due to your corrective actions of hiring a
supervisory technician for your f acility at Forest Lake, Minnesota,

; 'and- for . instituting a - disciplinary policy for - the f ailure -_ to
control licensed materials. The civil penalty was' mitigated an
additional _ 50% for your prior. good per formance in transporting
. radioactive . materials for the last 14 years without incident.

,

1- Additional nitigation for past good performance was not appropriate

1

L
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Shared Medical Technology -3- February 25, 1992

because you recently had several violations which were indicative~

of inattention to detail- during the transport .of licensed
materials. The amount;of the civil penalty was escalated 100% for
multiple examples because__ control was lost over two packages of
radioactive materials on December 27,.1991. No adjustment was made
' for the identification and reporting f actor since the violation was
identified by- individuals outside of your organization. The
remaining _ factors in _ the enforcement policy, prior notice of
'similar' events and duration, were also considered and no further
adjustment to the baseccivil penalty.was considered appropriate.

-The v.iolations described in Section II of the enclosed Notice
concern your failure to adhere to the applicable requirements of
the U. S. ~ Department of Transportation (DOT) for transporting
-radioactive materials. The violations concern your failures -to:
(1) mark the labels - on the shipping package with the correct
radionuclide, activity level, and transport index; (2) mark - the
shipping papers with the prescribed hazard class; and (3) enter on
the shipping papers a 24 hour emergency response telephone number
for_use--in the event of-an emergency involving the material being
shipped.- - None of those violations contributed to the loss of
control of radioactiva materials on December 27, 1991. However,
continued violations of this type could cause a more serious
incident and could lead to the assessment of civil monetary
penalties.

You are. required to respond to this letter and should follow the
-instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. In your response, you should document the specific
actions taken and any -- additional. actions you plan to prevent ,

recurrence.- In addition, please ensure that you describe the
^ actions'you have taken to strengthen the management and oversight
of the| transportation aspects of your NRC licensed program. This
may- include. any' improvements needed in your procedures and
practices to. achieve and maintain compliance with DOT requirements
and-internal or external- audits % assess the ef fectiveness of your
program. Af ter reviewing - your response to this letter and the
response to the enclos.ed Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions . and the results of -future inspections, the NRC will
determine whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to
ensure-compliance with NRC regulatory-requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's:" Rules of Practice,"
a copy'of this letter, its enclosure, and your response will-be-
placed in the__NRC Public Document Room. ,

4
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Shared Medical Technology 4 - February 25, 1992-

The responces directed by this letter and the enclosed Notico are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management

,

and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

d$ks d -$ T et h
3. Bert Davis '

Regional Administrato'

Enclosures
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

ec w/ enclosure:
DCD/ DCB (RIDS)

s

/
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION -
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSIfION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Shared Medical Technology, Inc. Docket No. 030-12948 ;
Rice Lake, Wisconsin License No. 48-17543-01 1

EA 92-026 ;

During an NRC inspection. conducted January 28 through February.5,
1992, violations of NRC requitements were identified. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for
NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to 1.npose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy . Act of 1954, as
amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
-violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

I. Violation Assessed a Civil Penalty

10 CFR 35.80(c) requires,'in part, that a. licensee providing ,

mobile nuclear medicine service secure or keep under constant
surveillance and immediate control all byproduct material when

i in' transit-or at an address-of use.

' - Contrary ; to - the above, on -December 27, 1991, byproduct
material was not secured _or kept under constant surveillance
and immediate control of the licensee when in transit in that
two packages of= technetium-99m (containing 76 and 78
mil 11 curies, resrectively) fell from a vehicle operated by the
licensee upon a public roadway and were found by members of
the-public.

This is-a Severity Lcvs II violation (Supplement VI).
Civil Penalty - $2,500

II. Violations Not Assessed a 'i l Penalty

10 CFR . 71.5 (a) requires = that a licensee who transports
licensed ' material outside of the confines of'its: plant or
other places of use, or who delivers licensed material _to ar
carrier for transport, comply with the applicable requirements
of the regulations appropriate to the mode of transport of the

-- Department of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR Parts 170 through
189. ,

A. 49 CFR 172.403(g) requires that- the name of the-
radionuclides,- the activity level and the transport index

NUREG-0940 II.A-95
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Notice'of-Violation -2~-

of the radioactive material contained in the shipping
package, must : by entered in the blank spaces on the
RADIOACTIVE. label.

Contrary to the above, as of January 28, 1992, the
licensee routinely transpotted outside the contines of
its plant or other places of use licensed, radioactive
material, and the licensee did not enter the correc+,
shipping = name, the correct activity IcVel, and. the
correct transport index in the blank spaces on the
RADIOACTIVE label on the package. For example, on
December . 27, 1991, the- licensee shipped two packages
containing 76 and 78 millicuries, respectively, of
technetium 99-m with a transport index of O.1; however,
-the RADIOACTIVE labels indicated the contents of each
package as technetium-99m, iodine-131, thallium-201, and
indium-111, the activity level as 500 mil 11 curies, and
the transport indek of 0.4.

>

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement V).

B. 49 CFR 177.817(a) requirea that a carrier not transport
a hazardous material unless it is accompanied by a
shipping paper prepared in accordance with 49 CFR
172.200-203.

49 CFR 172. 202 (a) (2 ) requires, with certain exceptions
not applicable here, that.the shipping description of a
hazardous material include on the . shipping paper the
hazard class-prescribed for the material,

pursuant to 49 CFR 172.101, radioactive material is
-classified as a hazardous material.

Contrary to the above,. as of January 28, 1992, the
licensee transported _outside the confines of its plant or
other places of use millicurio quantities of technetium-
99m, a-licensed, hazardous material, and did.not include
on the shipping paper the prescribed hazard class,
" Radioactive material.",

This_is a severity Level IV violation (Supplement V).

C. 49 CFR 172. 604 ? requires, in part, that a licensee who
offers a hazardous material for transportation must enter
_on the shipping | paper - a- 24-hour emergency _ response
telephone number, including area code, for use in the
event of an; emergency involving the-hazardous. material.

.
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Pursuant to 49 CFR 172.101, radioactive matevial is
classified as a hazardous material.

Contrary to the above, as of Janua ry 28, 1992, the
licensee transported outside the confines of its plant or
other places of use millicurio quantities of technetium-
95m, a licensed, hazardsus matcrial, and did not enter on
the shipping pr 'er a 24-hour emergency response telephone

i number for use in the event of an emergency involving the
hazardous material.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement V).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Shared Medical
Tecnnology, Inc. (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written -

statement of explanation to the Director, office of Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co':tmission, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil penalty
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violations
(1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons
for the violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3)
the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achievoa,
(4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (5) the date when full coupliance ja achieved. If

an adequate reply is not received w thin the time specified in thisd

Notice, an order or a demand for information may be issued as to
why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or
why such other actions as may be proper should not be taken.
Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good
cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42
U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirmation.

Within the same time as provided f or the response required under 10
CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter
addressed to the Director, office of Enforcement, U S. Nuclear ,

Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, money order, or
electronic transfer payat q to the Treasurer of the United States
in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may protest
imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, office of Enforcement, U. S.
Nuclear Re ?"latory Commission. Should the Licensee fajl to answer
within the .ime specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will
be issued. Should the License- elect to file an answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesing the civil penalty, in whole
or in part, su6 ancwer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to
a Notice of Vio; . tion" and may: (1) deny the violatican listed in
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110tice of Violation -4 -

this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) chow error in this fic t ice , or (4) show other
reatsons why the penalty noculd not be imposed. In addition to
protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer raay
request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requenting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors
addrenced in Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),
should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR
2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or
explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate
parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of
the Licensco is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,
regarding the procedure for imponing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has
been determined in accordance with the appl _ cable provisiens of 10
CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and
the penalty, unicus compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be
collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the Act, 42
U.S.C. 2282c.

The responsen noted above (Reply to tiotice of Violation, letter
with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation)
should be addrersed to: Director, office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTH: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Adminintrator,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reg en III, 799 Roosevelt Road,j
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Qasn d' Ocu.L ~
hk.ne- Davis
Regiot.al Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this 25th day of February 1992
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Docket No. 030 005:6
License No. 09 10191-0;
EA 91 175

Ot. !csepn'. Hospital and 51ecical Center
ATTN: Sister Jane Frances Brady

President
703 Slam Street
Pater:on. New Jersey 07503

De..: Sister Brady:

Subjec:: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED thtPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTIES (NOTICE) . 56.250
(hTC Inspecuon Repon No. 030-005:6/91-003)

This .etter refers to the NRC inspeedon conducted en November 15. 1991. at St. Josepn's
Hospt:al and hiedical Center. Paterson. New Jersey. of actmties autnenzed by NRC License
No. :?.10191-02. The mspecuon report was sent to jou on Decemoer 9.1991. The
insoccuen was condue:ec to review the circumstances associated with a tnerapeuuc
m:sacmmistrauon that occurred at your facuity on October 25.1991. The misaaministranon
involves the use of a Stronuum 90 source on tne wrong patient resulting in a 1000 rad beta
dose to de patient's nght eye. Dunng the inspec: ion. two apparent violations of NRC
reautrements were idemijec. Se violacons involved: (1) the failure to review the patient's
presenption which resulted in the misadministrauon: and (2) the failure to report the
misadministration to the NRC within 24 hours of its discovery. On Decemoer 13.1991. an

'

enicreement conference was concuctea with Str. P. Scopac and other memoers of :our s:ati
to discuss the apparent vicincons. :ne causes, and your corrective aedons. A copy of the
Enforcement Conference Report is enclosed. The violauons are desenbec in the enclosec
Notice of Violation and Proposec imposition of Civil Penalties (Nouce).

Althougn the patient was seneduled for a localization x ray procedure (in preparation for an
ex:ernal beari therapeuuc treatment of the neck areal, :he procedure for repstrauon of
external beam derapy patents had apparendy been circumvented. The departmental
secretary incorrecdy direc:ec the patent to the beta radiation treatment roem even tnougn

CERT!FIED 5 TAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUSSTED
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St. Josepn's Hospital anc :
t

Mec::a1 Cema- '

she cid not recogniv the padent nor ask de pauent for proper :dend6caucn. At that ume. a !
patent chart did not accomt'any the panent to the treatment room The secretary had
mistakenly assumed that the pauent was there for als seconc beta treatment anc attemoted to
locate nis enart, However, aimouga sne was unacie to locate his enan mina.ily so as to
venfy me presenption, she nonetneless es:ened tne panent into me beta treatment room,
basec on de belief dat she would locate it later. Funter, the con 6ed tne Oncologist inat
me patient was in me room and the Oncologtst proceeded with me treatment.
Notwithstanding the mistaxen identity of the patient, the Oncologist should not have
proceeced with tne treatment unu! de secretarv had cotamed the patent's enart, wnten would

.

#

have allowed him to checx de presenpuon. He fa:t mat a beta treatment : nan had not
been generated for this panent, since he was not s=eculed for such treatment, would have
alenec the Oncoiogist to de c:screpan:y.

The fanure to properly idenufy the panent. =c resolve me discrepancy as to ahy a pauent
chart :ould not be located, pnot to admmistenng the dose, directly contnbuted to the '

misacmmistrauen and represents u signi6: ant regulatory concern. Giun the signi6 cant
- effe:t mat resulted from in:s fanure, me uoianon. anien is set forth in Section I of the
Nonce, :s classi6ed at Seve tv Level III in a: orcan;e with the " General Statement of Policy
and Procedure for NRC ' ict:ement Acuens.' 10 CFR Pan 2, Appencis C (Enforcement

'
Policy) d991).

The se:cnd violanon involved be failure to make a telepnene nou6 canon to the NRC cf de
- misaamin.;tracon within :s hours after its ciscovery. Upon compleuon of the treatment, tne
On:ciogist was immectate!y mformed inat he nad administered the dose to the wrong patient.
He men informed the Chief of 6e Radiaton Oncology Department, who reviewed the
incicent inat same day, ano determined dat it consututed a misadministrauon. Althoup the
Chief of Radiadon Oncology instructed the Oncologist to document the ine: dent the same i

day, me NRC is concernea tnat at no time dunng dat day did any m;moer of the iteensee
statiaue.npt to report tne m:sadministranon to the NRC. It appeared that ea:n ci &e i

individuals involved in de incident were aware dat a NRC nou6eaton was recuired, but
assumec dat someone else was responsible for the noti 6cadon, and did not ensure that such
a notiS: anon occurred. As a result, the misadministration was not reponed to the NRC until',.

a leuer, dated October 30,1991, was sent to the NRC Region I office. This violation, which
is set fenn in Section II of de Nouce, is classi6ed at Seventy Level IH in accordance with
the enforcement policy. As an additional concem, although the RSO was m the hospital at
me ume of the event. he was not nonfied of the misadministration until October 28,1991.

The NRC recocm:es that pner to tne NRC insee: don on November 15,1991, prompt
actions were imaated to ectreet de violations and affect improvements in 6e control and
implementauon of the ==on safety program These actions, which were desenbed at the
enict:: ment conference. n !;ced: I!) rev sion of 'he administrative procedure + such that no

.

J
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paten: wnl be cirected to :ne treatment room wunou: me pauent's ueatment :na~. 21 patent hN
char.s. re;ardess of 'he type of t'.e treatment. will have me patent's :ull fa:e Poiroic Q
pnoto: =d M1 Stronnum.90 be:a acplica:er treatments ' nl always ce a=ome=:ec 5v one 0: gg-
me pnys;es staff in orcer to assist me pnys:c:=s :n monnonng ine proper rea: ment "me: O ' -

re m:ement of te locks en me coor cf the Stronnum-?0 storace rea =c :me:emen*: con or
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'he NRC notui:auen rule.
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.". '....m. e ".... .. .. ce,.. .~. .

.-, , a ~ e r . ~. . .a . , . w 3,. - . . .~n - 3 . . w e. g . .u. . m. .. . a ~- m i t . , ~. ~~ .~m ~-, .
.. .. .. .. . . . . .. m . .. _ -.
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=c 'I of me enclosed Nou:e.

.ne case ::vil penalty amount fer a yesen:'. Leve! 111 violauen a a., ,U0. ,a. ,_ .

- .e escalauen. ..

. . . . , a t .' t *. a - . o r s ". ~ ~. ~. . . "m' e e ' c ~. - .e . . '. +. . . ". w e *. a. . - u c e. . . ~... . . .N R C ". a s. . . , . . . m . . .. o .
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deace; mat 2 0ml pena.:y n me amount of SM50 snould be issuec for m sese s Le.et
III :ecuen se: for n <n secuen I c tne Nou :. :.s wed as a :mi penany :n me case amoun:

. o r . . c .,s. e _. ., . , ., #. . I .,. . c m, . a , . .,, . . . ., Lw. ,.. ,n i I e t . . . o. c. . , _ .,d .c...... . .o ~ . . . . . . . . .. e. c. . . .e. n .-,
. . . . . . .. ..-

Wun re';oe:t to me s toiacen se: fann m Secuen I. "'e NRC has cetermmea tna:. on calance.
50 per:ent es:dadon of de av:1 penalty amoun: a wrt:.n:ec because; t'.) me e.ent =c :s
Cau!es Iwhi;h Constnu'e a s:ciauen of NRC recunements) were :denufica by your na:f =c

.M. , e ,. ~o... g . . n m .. o,.n o f 'u"~* '.' ". .' l l ^e a ' .. . a" .# 'vV. tv, ^ n ' ."d s 'm' .-' c r i s .V a.'". -'a .-* ' +"..~...n.. ct m.. n.. % -..m ..w...

min;ato:. is not warnn:ec smce tnis was a setf.d:s !csmg event: Q your :orie:nve a:nens,
as ces;ncec herem. re constcerec prompt anc 'nere: ore. 25 per:ent mmgaton or tne as n
pena.:s on mis fac:or :s wrr=tec: :.dl 50 per:ent mugauen on this faaer was not
,, - . . , . ~. . , d d t "a c - a; '.." o~.. . ,> '., a s ~. .v t ~, . ^.,v : c . ~ . . . s'a.t .' ..u or .... 3' . +..... nf ..u..w
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Janurv 1991. and :ct wnien correcuve a;uons were not c:fecuse to prevent simdr
preolems and terefore. ;00 per:ent es;aladon of 'he avil penalty on mis :amor is
warrr.:ec. Aldougn :ne avd "renalues for :ne vio!auons idenutled m :ne January 1991
inspecton were not issuca unul Decemoer i.1991. you were made aware of te
de:inences: (1) dunn; 'ne exu in:emew from me January 1991 inspeenon: Q m a Nouce

s e. ., . m. c. l . . q g . . - ~. .,n. g g. u . . . - - : s a_ w. s-. o . , w ap- ., 1 ye o om- . . , e. %.~ .sp C,
~ . . . a o.5s .. . . t. ..u.uuu . w n
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; St. Jose:h's Hospital and 4
'

Mecical Center

Office of Invesugations (Ont and m dunng an enforcement conference ca October !S.
1991. The ocer escalsuon and mmgat:en factors were considered, ano no adjustment on
mese factors was warTanted smce tne violanons did not mvolve pnor nonce, muluple

examp.es, nor exist for an cuencec curr.nen.

With respect to the violadon set ferin in Secuen 11,2e NRC has determ:ned inat, on
balance, no adjustment of the civil penalty amount is warmn:ed because. your correcuve
accons, althougn acceptacle, were not consicered prompt and comprehensive since at 'he
time of Se enforcement conference, only tne hospital's semor staff had been retramed wtth
respect :o Meir responstilides m the area of NRC nonficauens, and ceretore, no actustment
on this factor is warranted. De other etnianon and mingauen fac: ors were considered. and
no adjus: ment en these fac: ors was wa::=tec.

You are required to rescond :o this leuer and should follow the instrucuens spectned m the
enciosco Notice when prepanng your response. In your response, you snould document the
specinc acuons taken and any acditonal acuens you plan to prevent recurrence. After
:eviewing your resoonse to mis Notice, melucing your proposed correcuve acuens, and the
results of future inspecuens ce NRC wtil determme wneder further enforcement ac':on is
necessarf to ensure compti=ce with NRC regulatory requirements.

In acccidance with 10 CFR :.790 of *he NRC's " Rules of Pacuce,# a copy of this letter and
de enc;osures will be placed in tne SRC Puolic Document Room.

The responses cirec:ec by dis leuer =d the enclosec Nouce are not suctect to the clearance
procecures of de Office of Mana;ement =c Buc;e as required by 2: PaperwerK Reducuen
Act of '.980. Pub. L. M 511.

Sincerely,

f J 3.
,

f) /f jff
|0j,f}(t.hy fw .i

Thomas T. Marun
Regional Administrator
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1. Nonce of Violation and Proposed Impostuon of Civil Penalues
2. Enforcement Conference Repott )
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Public Document Room tPDR)
Nuclear Safety Informauon Center (NSIC)
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NOTICE CF VIOLATION,

'
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES [

St. Josepn's Hospital and Medical Center Docket No. 030 0:!:6
1

Paterson. New Jersey License No. 09-10191 0: i

EA 91-175 |

Dunng an NRC inspecuen conducted on Novemoer 15. 1991. violauons of NRC
requirements were identiiled. In accordace with Se " General Statement of Policy ad
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,' 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission proposes to impose civil penslues pursuant to Secuon 234 of the
Atomic Ener;y Act of 1954, as amenced (Act),4211.5.C. : 30. and 10 CFR .205. The
parucular violanons and associated civil penalties t.re set fonh below:

L VIOLATION INVOLVING A MISADMINISTRATION '

10 CFR 35.:!(a)C) recuites in pan dat a licensee that permits the use of byproduct
,

matenal by an individual under the supervision of an authonInd user shall rec,utre the ,

supervised individual to foilow the instructions of the supervising authonzed user. and
fo!!ow tne procecures established by the Radiation Safety Officer with respect to the.

use of byprocuct maten:.l.

The licensee's procecure wntien to meet the recuirements of 10 CFR 35.25. enutled '

' Radiation Therapists Responsibilities' wnica was approved by the Radianon Safety
Officer, states, in pan, dat the Radiation Therapists are responsible for the following:
(1) presenpuon for cally treatment complete ud signedt (2) the daily dose
administered is recorced with a signaturet and (3) any specific instrucuens imponant
to the patient setup or treatment.

Contrary to the above on October 25.1991. m Oncologist (Radiation Therapist)
working under me supervision of r.n authonzed user, administered a stronnum 90 (Sr.
90) beta treatment wid 95.5 millicunes of St 90. to the nght eye of a patient. without
first obtaining the patient's chart to ensure dat: (1) the patient's presenpuon for daily
treatment was complete and signed: (2) the daily dose administered was recorced wuh
a signaturet and (3) any specific instruccons important to the patient setup or
treatment were reviewed. As a result. the patent was delivered a dose of
approximately 1000 rad to the right eye, even thougli the patent was not scheculed
for such treatment.

This is a Seventy Level 111 violation, iSupplement VI)

|

Civil Penalty S3 ~50

|
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IL VIOT rnnN ivvni vivo vuc uruOPTINC' REQUIREMENTS

i0 CFR 35.3Nat requires, in part, mat wnen a misadmmistranon msoives any
therapy procedure, the licensee snall neufy by te!ephone the apprepnate NRC
Regional Of5ce. This noti 0 canon must be mace within 24 hours atter 'ne Deensee
dscosers ce misadmmistraton. 10 CFR 35.2 dennes, in pan, 'misaammistratien.
to mean be admmistrauen of radiaton to the wrong person.

Contrary to the above, albough the licensee discoscred on October 25, ' NI. hat a.

derapeuu: misadmimstrauen occurred at their facility, the licensee did not confy the
NRC Regional OfGee by telephone withm :4 hours of the misadmmistrauen, but
rather reported me misadmmistrauon .o me NRC Rec'c,n I etSce in a leuer datec
October 30, 1991. SpeciRcally, the misadmmistrauon :nvohed me use of a Sr-90

-

source on 2e wrong patient resulting m a 1000 rad be*a dose to the pat:ent's ngnt
eye.

This is a Seventy Level 111 violation. (Suppiement Vli

Civil Penalty 5:,500

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. St. .'esepn's Hospital and Medical Center
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a wntten statement or exp!ananon to We Director,
OfSc of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission within 30 days of *he date of
this Nouce of Violation and Proposed Impostuen of Civil Penalues (Nonce), This reply
should be c!carly markec as a " Reply to a Nouce of Violauon' and snould mciuce for each
alleged violauon: (1) adniission or denial of te alleged violauon, (:) the reasons for the
violauon if admitted, and if denied, the reasons wny, (3) the correcuve steps tat have been
taken and the results achieved, (4) the correcuve steps that will be taken to ascic furtner
violauons, are the date wnen full comp |ance will be achieved. If an adequate reply it;
not received .n the time specided in this Nouce, an order or a demand for informanon
may be issued as to why the license should not be mocified, suspenced, or revoked or wny _

such cmer action as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be gisen to
extending the response time for ; cal cause shown, Under the autnanty of Secuen !S: of
the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2:32, this response shall be suomiued under oath or affirmanen.

Within the same ume as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the
Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the Director. Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Re;ulatory Commission. with a check, draft, money order, er r

electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalties proposed above, or may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or m par',
by a wntten answer addressed to the Director, OfRce of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclur
Regulatory Comrmssion. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the ume spect6ed, an

NUREG-0940 II.A-105
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order impostna 'h c'e'1 ~ a'''sas will be iswea. shosid the Licensee e:ect to n!e an answer
in accordance wiA 10 CFR 2.005 protestm; the cml penalties, in whole or in part, such
answe should be clear'.y marked as an " Answer io a Nouce of Violation" and may: (1) dens
the violanons listed in th:s Neuce, m who'e or m part. (2) demonstrate estenuattrig.

circumsuuices, (3) show er*or in this Notice, er 'A cow ether reasons a ny :ne penalties
should wt be imposed, h addi' ion to protesung ine etul penalties in whole or :n pm. sutn
answer nay request remission or mitigauen or the penalues.

In recuesting mingation of me ;toposed penalues, de factors addressed m Secuon V.B or '0.

CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1911, should be addtessed. Anv written answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.005 should be set forth separately from the statement or explananon in reply
pursuant to 10 CFR :.:01, but may mcorporate parts oi Me 10 CFR :.001 reply oy specine
reference (e.g., clung page and paraprapa numbers to avoic repention. The s.itention of the
Licensee :s dirt:ted to the caer provistens of 10 CFR 2.205, regardine the procedure for
imposmg civil penalties.

Upon failure to pay any emi penalties due w hich subsecuently have been determined in
accordance with the apphcable provisions of 10 CFR 2.:05, this matter may be referTed to
the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated. may be
collected bv civil achon pursuant to Secuen 234e of de Act. 42 U.S.C. 228 c.

The response noted abose (Reply to Nonce of Violanon, letter with payment of civti
pena!ttet, and Answer to a Notice of Violationi should be addressed to: Director, Office of
Enlo.* cement, U.S. N : clear Re;ulatory Commisuon. A TTN: Document Control Desk.
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Reponal Admmistrator, U.S. Nue; ear
Regulatory Commission Repon 1. 475 Allendale Ro d, King of P ussta, Pennsylvano.
19406.

,

p

Dated at King of Prussia. Pennsylvama

this.u..dday of Decemeer 1991-

1

4

4

B
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7 UNif f D ST ATES'*

{ } ) .,,, ,
/ '* NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

l a tGioN :
o 8 475 ALLENDAd ROAD

th.a oF PEU$$t A Pf NNSv D ANIA tSW614Mj,

.....
hnuary 27, 1992

Docket No. 030-02941
License No. 37-00148-06
EA 92 004

Thomas Jefferson University
ATTN: Thomas J. Lewis

Senior Vice President and CEO
111 South lith Street
Suite 2024L
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 5096

Dear Mr. Lewis:

Subject- NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTIES (NOTICE) 58.750
(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-02941/91 003)

This letter refers to the NRC insp ction conducted from December 4,1991 to December 20,
1991. at "ihomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, of acuvines authonzed by
NRC License No. 37-00148-06, The inspection upon was sent to you on January 9,1992.
The inspection was conducted to review the circumstances assoelated with the loss of 3
r;tillicuries of radioactive matenal (sulfur 35) that was identified on November 18,1991, the
lack of security leading to tnis occurrence, and your acuons to prevent recurrence. The loss
was reported to the NRC by your Radiation Safety Off;cer on December 3.1991, after the
NP.C staff inquired with your radiation staff regarding the loss of mr_tenal. Dunng the
inspection, three apparent violations of NRC requirements were identified. On January 16,
1992. an enforcement conference was conducted with you and members of your staff to
discuss the apparent violations the causes. and your corrective actions. A copy of the
Enforcement Conference Repon is enclosed.

The violations, which are desenbed in the enclosed Nctice of \'iolation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penaiues, involved: (1) tne lack of secunty and control of licensed
material on seseral occasions, which resulted in the loss of the 3 millicanes of sulfur-35 on
one of those occasions; (2) the failure to promptly repon that loss of the radioactive matenal
to the NRC; and (3) the lack of proper labehng of containers that had been used to store the
3 millicunes of sulfur 35 prioi to the loss of that matenal. As a result of the:.e siolations, a
Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL l-91-019) was issued to you on December o.1991,
conritming your commitment to immediately initiate correcuve actions regarding certain
elements of your radiation safety program.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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De loss of the radioactive material was discovered when an authonred user was informed by
a laboratory manager that 3 mtllicunes of sulfur 35 were missing from a frecrer located on ,

the third Soor of the Bluemie Life Sciences Building in a common equipment room. ne
sulfur 35 was contained in three vials, each containing 1 millicune of sulfur-35, in a bound i

'

form, ad was stored in a cardboard box in the freezer. Immediate acuens taken to retnese
the racioactise matenal were unsuccessful. The apparent cause of this loss was the lack of
proper.secunty of the matenal to prevent its unautnonzed removal in that the storage freezer
containing the matenal was not locked. In addition to this exartple of material being left
unsecured, several other examples of siolation of NRC secunty requirements were identined
dunng the inspection, All of the examples are desenbed in the violation set fonh in Section

'

! of the enclosed Notice.

This violation demonstrates a lack of adequate control of radioactive matenal that you were
authonzed to possess under the terms et your license. The failure to mamtain such control
could hase resul',ed in misust sf the matenal by, anc created a potential for an excessive

- exposure to, members of the public. With respect to the matenal that was lost, although
sulfur 35, in its bound form, does not present an extemal radiation hazard, it does have the ;

potential for a signincant internal dose if ingested. In view of the above, the violation is
classi6ed at Sesenty Level ill in accordance with tne " General Statement of Policy and ,

. Procedure for NRC Enforcement ActionsJ 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement'

Policy) (1991);
6

The second violation, which is desenbed in Section 11 of the enclosed Notice, involved the
failure to immediately notify the NRC after you determined that the loss of licensed matenal

'

had oecurred. An authonred user.was informed by his staff on November 18.' 1991, that the
matenal was missing. The authonzed user. suspecting that the sulfur-35 was removed by a
facility researcher other than the individual who bad ordered the matenal, initiated his own
investigation and delayed notifying the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO), Apparently, the
authonzed user had intended to notify the RSO as soon as he had determined that the
matenal was actually lost and not bemg utilized somewhere in the facility. Although the
RSO contirmed, on December 3,1991, that the three vials were missing from the third Soor
freezer and notified the NRC on that same day, the RSO did so only after he was contacted
by the NRC on December 2,1991, concerning the status of the material. De NRC should >

have been noti 6ed of the loss of matenal on Novemoer 18, 1991, the date the matenal was
discosered missing by tne autnonzed user. Given the potential significance of this loss, the ,

!failure to report this matter to the NRC in a timely manner is classtfied as a Seventy Level
111 violation in accordance with the enforcement policy.

i

L
'

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the loss, you imtiated actions to correct the violations
and prevent recurrence. These actions included: (1) tmmediate attempts to retrieve the
matenal; (2) securing of all other licensed material in tne Bluemic Life Sciences Building;
and (3) ensuring proper labeling of contamers of racioactive matenal. In addition,

h
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subsequent to the NRC inspecuon on December 4,1991, other acuons were miuated to
improve the control and implementauon of the radiauon safety program, and to acoress the
comt4enon of the CAL commitments. These acDons. which were desenbed at the
enforcement conference, meluded, but are not limited to: (a) acuons to secure matenal by
k>cking reingerators, freezers, and utner areas of storage or radioactive matenal; (b) issuing
a memorandum to all employees informing them of the loss of radioacuve matenal; (c)
providing traming to all Bluemle Life Sciences Building employees concermng secunty
precauuons; (d) providing trainmg to authonzed users to instruct them on their duucs and
respmsibilitiest (e) completing a comprenensive inventory of matenal, the resu'ts of which
were submitted to the NRC on January 3,1992; (f) commenemg quarterly, unannounced,
secunty mspecuons at the facilityt (g) revismg the admmistrative policy to provide the RSO's
staff with the authonty to cont;scate unsecured radioactive matenal; and (h) plans to revise
the facility's enforcement policy to inc!ude a point system to track and deter violanons of
license requirements.

Notwithstanding the correcuve actions that have been takcn or planned, to emphasize the
imponance of; (1) ensuring proper secunty of licensed matenal in the future; and
(2) immediate notificanon of the NRC, when required, so that an appropnate response can be
imtiated, I have been authonzed to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civd Penalues m the cumulauve amount of $8,750 for the violations set forth
in Sectons 1 and 11 of the enclosed Neuce.

The base civil penalty amount for a Seventy Level III violation is $2,500. The escalation
and mitigation factors se forth in the enforcement policy were considered and the NRC hat
decided that a civil penalty m the amount ot 57,500 snould be issued for the Seventy Level
!!! violanon set fonh in Secuon ' of the Notice, as well as a civil penalty in the amount of
51,250 for the Seventy Level 111 violanon set fonh in S ction !! of the Nonce.

With respect to the violation set fonh in Secuan I, the NRC has determmed that, on balance,
200 percent escalation of the c:vil penalty amount is warramed because: (1) the majority of
the examples of the secunty violanon were identified by the NRC, and therefore, 50%
escalanon of the civil penalty on this factor :s warranted; (2) although the immediate
correcuve acuons taken in an attempt to recover the lost material were good, effective long
term acnons were not taken to improse secunty at your tactlity, in that additional secunty
problems were identitied by the NRC in December 1991, and therefore, no adjustment of the
base civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (3) your past performance in this area included
a pnor loss of radioactive matenal m December 1039 (Ref: Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil penalty, dated March 13,1990, EA 90-013); in addition, a total of
eleven violatio s were idenutied dunng the four NRC inspections in the past two years, and
therefore,50 percent escalauon of the civd penalty on this factor is warranted, and (4) the
vi'.auon contained live examples of the failure to mamtain appropnate security of radioactive
matenals, and therefore,100 percent esca! anon of the civil penalty on this factor is
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warranted. The other escalation and mitiganon factors were considered, and no adjustment
on these factors was warranted since the violation did not involve pnor notice, nor did the
violanon exist for an extended duration.

With respect to the reponmg violation set fonh in Section 11, the NRC has cetermmed that,
on balance. 50 percent mitigation of the base civil penalty amount is warranted because your
correct:ye actions, which consisted of training all authonzed users and strengthemng the role
of your radiation staff, were considered otompt and comprehensive and included actions to
prevent recurrence. The other escalation and mingation factors were considered, and no
adjustment on these factorr was warranted.

in addition to the violations set forth in Section I and 11 for which a civil penalty is proposed,
another violation was also identitled, involvmg the lack of proper labeling of contamers
designated to store radioactive material. This violation is set forth in Section III of the
enclosed Notice and is classi6ed at Seventy Level IV.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instnictions speci6ed in the
enclosed Notice when prepanng your response. In your response, you should document the
speci6c actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After
reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and the
results of future inspecuons, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements,

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 ot' the NRC's " Rules of Practice ' a copy of this letter and
the enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

,

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to the e!earance
procedures of the Office of Manacement and Budget as required by me Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96 511.

Sincerely,

' V

Thomas T Martin
Regional Administrator,

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalties
2. Enforcement Conference Repon

<.
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTlES

I
I

Thomas Jefferson University Docket No. 030 02941 !
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 License No.37-001484)6 !

EA 924)04

!Dunng an NRC inspection conducted between December 4,1991 and December 20, 1991,
violations of NRC requirements were identified. Ir accordence with the ' General Statement |
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Acucns," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C
(1991), the Nuc! car Regulatory Commissicn proposes to impose civil penalties pursuant to i

Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as mnended (Act),42 U.S.C. 2232, and 10
CFR 2.205. The pamcular violations and associated c:vil penalties are set fonh below:

1. VIOLATION OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

10 CFR 20.207(a) recultes that licensed matenals stored in an unrestricted area be
secured against unauthonzed removal from the piece of storage. 10 CFR 20,207(b)
requires that licensed materials in an unrestncted area and not in storage be under
constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee. As defined in 10 CFR
20,3(a)(17), an unrestncted area is any area access to whicis is not controlled by the

'

licensee for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation and
radioactive'matenals.

.

!
'

Contrary to the abose. at vanous times between Nosember 18, 1991 and December
18.-199L quantities of licensed matenal stored m numetous unrestncted areas were
not secured agamst unautnonzed ter:.ovai and were not under constant surveillance
and immediate control of the licensee. The <pectne cases of unsecured matenal ,

consisted of: 1

a. as of November IS,1991,3 millicunes of sulfur 35, located in an unlocked
~

freezer on the tnird floor, of the Bluemie Life Sciences Building m a common
equipment room, was not secured agamst unauthontea removal from its place
of storage, wnich resulted in the loss of this radioactive matenal;

b. on Decemoer 17,1991,30 microcuries of intium tincorrectly labeled as 30-
millicuries) located in a cold storage room adjacent to room 808 of the '
Jefferson Medical College Building was not secured against unauthonzed
removal, in that the cold storage room was unlocked and no licensee personnel
were in attendance:

._

.- :

i
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2

!
c. on December 17. 1991, 15 millicunes of sulfur 35 located in an unlocked ;

refrigerator, in room 719 of the Jetferson Medical Cuttss Building, was not ,

secured agamst unauthonred removal, in that the matenal was not under !
,

constant surseillance by the licensee; i

L

d. on December 17. 1991, a waste bottle containing tntium (less than .05
microcunes per gram) located in an unlocked laboratory in room 808 of the i

lefferson Medical College Building, was not secured against unauthonzed
,

removal, in that the bvttle was not unce, constant surveillance by the licensee:
,

and .

c. on December 18, 1991, a waste drum marked as containing tritium and ,

carbon 14 located in an unlocked cold room in room 447 of the Jefferson
Alumni Hall, was not secured agamst unauthorized removal, in that the bottle '

was not under constant surveillance by the licensee.

This is a Seventy Level !!! Violation. (Supplement IV)
Civil Penalty $7,!00

;

!!. VIOLATION OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ,

.10 CFR 20.402 requires, in part, that each licensee shall report to the Commission,
by telephone, immediately after it determines that a loss of licensed matenal has
occurred in such quantities and under such circumstances that it appears that a
substantial hazard may result to persons in unrestricted areas.

Contrarv to the above, on November 18, 1091, the licensee was informed that
a loss of 3 millicunes of sulfur 35 had occurred. and the licensee did not
report to the Comrmssion, by telephone, immediately aftet it determined that
the loss of licensed matenal had occurred in such quantities and under such
circumstances that it appeared that a substantial hazard may result to persons -i
in umestncted areas. Specifically, the licensee did not notify the Commission
of this less of licensed matenal unt'l December 3,1991.

This is a Seventy Level !!! Violation. (Suppiement IV)
Civil Peaalty - $1.250'

!!!. VIOLATION OF LABELING REQUIREMENTS

10 CFR 20,203(0 requires that, except as provided by 10 CFR 00.003(0(3), each |
container of specitied amounts of licensed matenal bear a durable, clearly visible
label identifying the racioactise contems,

,

1
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|
Contrary to the above, on December 4,1991. a fre~zer and the oos on the treezer) in '

the 131uemle Life Sciences Building, common equipment room, in which 3 millicuries !

of sulfur-35 had been stored, did not bear my labelidentifying the radioacuve
contents, not as con 6tmed by the licensee, had it ever been labeled, and the contamer

,

was not excepted from such labeling.
,

This is a Severity Level IV violation. (Supplement IV) .

I

Pursuant to the provmons of 10 CFR 2.201 Thomas Jefferson University (Licensee! is
hereby required to submit a written statement or esplanauon to the Director, Of6ce of >

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatorv Commission, within 30 days of the date of this
This reply shouldNotice of Violation and " reposed imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice).

be clearly marked as a ' Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged
violauon: - (1) admission or denial of the alleged violanon, Gj the reasons for the violation if i

admitted, and if denied, the reasons why,0) the corrective steps that hase been taken and
the results achieved. (a) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and
(5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply' is not received ;
within the time specirled in this Nouce, an order or a demand for information may be issued '

as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other
action as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause sLown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act,42

:

U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be s bmitted under oath or af6rmation. +

Withm the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the
ofLicensee may pay the cistl penalties by letter addressed :o the Director, Of fi. >

. Enforcement, U.S. Nuc! ear Regulatory Commission. with a check, dratt, money order, or
electrome transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalties proposed abose, or may protest imposition of w.e civil penalties in whole or in pan, '

by a wnnen answer addressed to the Director, Of6cc of Enforcement, U.S. Nucicar
Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time speci6ed. an
order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to die m answer-
in accordance_ w:ith_10 CFR 2.;0) protesting the civil penalties, in whole or in pan, such
answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny -

- - .

~
--

the violations listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, C) demonstrate extenuating -
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalties
should not be imposed, in addition to protesting the civil penalties in whole or in part. such
answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penaltics, the factors r.ddressed in Section V,B of 10
Any wntten answer in accordance' CFR Pan 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed.

with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the s:atement or explanation in reply
~ pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate pans of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by speci6c

_
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reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition, The attenuon of the
'

Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR .005, regarding the procedure for
imposing civil penalties.

,

;

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently have been determined in ,

accordance with the applimble provisions of 10 CFR :.005, this mater may be referred to
the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless compromised, remitted, or miugated, may be
collected by civil action pursuant to Section 34(c) of the Act 4: ' S.C. 228 c. ,

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil
penalties, and Answer to a Notice of Violat:en) should be addressed to: Director, Of fice of /

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comrnission, Region 1,475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania ;

19406.

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this 17%ay of January 1992

1

,

|
g.

|

|'

l
1
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Cccket No. 030-14659
Lic!nse No. 45-18209-01
EA 91-178

Triad Engineering, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. Randy L. Poulton

Vice President
2050 Garber Road
Wintnester, Virginia 22501

Gen tlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF V10LATI0h tNO PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY -
$500 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 45-18209 01/91-01)

This refers to the Nuclear Reaulatory Corrission (NRC) inspection conducted by
Mr. J. Ennis on Novemtee 19, $991, at the Triad Engineering f acilities located
at 2050 Gerber Road, Winchester, Virginia. The inspection included a_ review of
the facts and circumstances related to the f ailure to maintain control over
11cer ed raterial in an unrestricted area on October- 26, 1990. The report
documenting this inspection was sent to you by letter dated De: ember 6,1991.

..As a result of this inspection, a failure to comply with NRC requirements was
identified. An enforcement conference =&s conducted with you by telephone on
December 16, 1991, to discuss tne violaticns, their cause, and your corrective
actions to preclude recurrence.

The violation described in Part I of the enclosed Notice of Violation anc
Proposed laposition of Civil Penalty (Notice), involveo a significant failure
to maintain control over NRC licensea' material in an unrestricted area. On
October 26, 1990, a portable iroxler moisture / density gauge containing NRC
licensed material -(8 millicuries of cesium-137 and 40 millicuries of
americium-241) was damaged at a construction site in Woodstock, Virginia. The
damage resulted ahen the authorized user of tne gauge lef t it unattenced with
the s'urce in the shielded but unlocked position while he lef t the area for a
short period. When he returned, he discovered that the gauge had been run over
by a culldozer at the construction site.

This violation is of particular concern to the NRC because it could have
.resulted in unnecessary exposure of individuals to radiation had the gauge's
source been sevenly damaged and radivattise material released. it was fortui-
tous that even though a bulldozer ran over the gauge, the ground was sof t
enough to permit the gauge to be pushed into the ground causing only minor
damage. The violation indicates a seriot.s lapse of attention on the part of -
the authorized user which could have resulted 1n significant radiological
consequences'due to the failure to follow established procedures. Therefore,

.

in accordance with the "Ceneral Staterrent of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990),
the violation is classified as : Severity Level III violation.

.

Certified Pail Receipt

No. P 258 014'566
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Triad Engineering, Inc. 2 g g 3 1931 .

To e gr.asize tre .im::ortance of consistently 'ollcaing crocedures and corolying ,

.itn regulatory recuirements and license conditions, ! nave teen author 1:ec ic '

issue tne enclosed Nctice of Violaticn and Proposed Imposition of Civil Eenalty*

' in the ecant of $500 for tre Severtty Level 11! nolation.

?ne tota value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level ll! violation is $500. !
he escabtion and mitigation f acters in the Enforcerent Policy aere consid. ,

r veec. Seither escalation nor mitigatior .as warranted 'cr identification and
rJCortitig because the violation os self-disclosing. 'teither escplation n r '

o
rnitigatico was warranted for corrective action to prevent recurrence. Your
imFediatO Cnfrective action incluced securing the gauge bid emphasizing to.

other voers the need to mtintain ccntinuous centrol of licensed material. More
extensive Corrective actio,1, such as estcblishrtent of a fiels audit program by-
mana;e v nt to ensurc the poper use and control of licensed material, was not '

.ini iated until af ter the recent NRC inspection. Neither escalation ~ nort

.dcyation was warranted for past performance considering that your.last NRC
inspection in March 1988 resulud in the Mentification of several violations

'

and an:inscection conducted by the State of Maryland in June 1991 resulted in a
monetary fine tor. eight violations.. The other adjustment factors in the
Enforcement Policy were considered and no further adjustment of the base civil

,

penalty is ccnsicered accropriate. Therefore, based on the above, no adjustment
to the base civil penalty has been deerred appropriate.

,

The violations described in Part il of the Notice include the f ailure 1) to
perform tests of sealed sources for leakage and/or contamination at intervals [not to 4xceed six months, wnich aas a repeat violation, and 2) to post the
documents-required by 10 CFR 19.11(a) or to post a nctice which describes the
documents and states where they may be examineo which Wat also a repeat viola-
tion. These violations tre of- concern Decause licensees are expected to take '

effectiYe ccrrective action to preclude the recurrence of similar violations.
Violatier.s A and B in Part 11 of the Notice have been categorized at Severity
Level IV and Severity Level V respectively.

!au are recuired to respond to this letter and should' follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response, in your re-

.sponse, you should document the specific actions taken and any -additional
acticns you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice., including your proposed corrective. actions and the results of future
inspections, the-NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regul6 tory requirements.

In- accordance with 10 CFR 2J90 of the NRC's " Rules of' Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public. Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance ~ procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Papertork Reduction Act of 1960, Pub. L. No. 96,511.,

.

/
i

| -

!'
'

|.
!
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Triad Engineering, Inc. 3 DEC 2 31991

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please 'entact us.

Sincerely,

di .' E
egional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty __

4

C

=

t
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Noi!CE Cf dCLAi!ON
AND

N0 POSED iPF051i10% CF Civ!L FENALiY

iriad Engineering, Inc, Ecck et No. 02 '-1M 59
Winchester, Virginia License Ne. 45-?:Ci C1

EA 91-179

During an NRC 1rspection ccnducted en Nc e-ter 19, 1991, s ,1clat,cn of WC
reovirements was icentified. In accordance itt the " General State ent of
Policy and Procedure fer MC Enf orcerent Acticns," 10 CR Part 2, keercia C
(1990), the Nuclear Regulatory Cccc.ission proposes to ircose a c u ti renalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as aren:ed (Act),
42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations are associated i
civil penalty Sre set forth belcw:

1. Violaticn Assessed a Civ 1 Penalty

10 CFR 20,207(a) recuires that licensed materials stcred in an unrestric-

ted area be secured against unauthori:ed reroval f rom the plar.e of stor-
age. 10 CFR 20.207(b) requires that licensed material in an snrestricted
area and not in storage be tended uncer constant surveillance and irrect-
ate control of the licensee. As defined in 10 CFE 20.3(a)(17 ), an unre-
stricted area is any area to nh1th access is not controlled by the licensee
for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiaticn and

radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, on October ?5, 1990, licensed material (ctnsisting
of B millicurtes of cesium-137 and 40 millicuries of crerictum-241 con-
tained in a iror ter portable moisture / density gauge, Model 3411), locatec
at a field construction site on Reute 11 in 'noodstock, Virginia, a r.
unrestricted dres, was not secured against unauthor 1:ed receval, nor was
it under the constant surveillance and irrediate control of the licensee's

. authorized user who lef t the gauge unattended at the field ccnstruction
site.

This is a Severity Lesel Ill violation (Supplwents IV and VI).
Civil Penalty - $500.

11. Violaticas Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. Condition 12(a)(1) to license Nn. 45-1S209-01 requires, in part, that
the licensee test sealed sources possessed under the license for
leatage and/or contaminatien at intervals not to exceed six months.

Contrary to the above, between October 1989 and May 1991, the inter-
val between tests for leakage and/or contamination of scaled sources
possessed under the licensee exceeded six months en two occasions.

This is a repeat Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

NUREG-0940 II.A-118
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Notice of Violation 2

8. 10 CFR 19.11(a) ano (b) recutre in part, that the licensee post
current copies of 10 CFR Parts 19 and 20, the license, license
-conditions, documents incorporated into the license, license amend.
ments, and operating procedures relating to licensed activities; or
that the licensee post a notice describing the cocunents ano stating
where they may be examined.

Contrary to the above, on Novercer 19, 1991, the licensee did at
post any of the required documents or notices.

This is a repeat Severity Level V violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant -to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, triad Engineering, Inc. (Licensee)
'

is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Of rector.
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30 days
of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Notice). _ This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice

.of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted,
and if denied, the reasons why.- (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
and the results-achieved. (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and-(5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If

an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
-order or a Demand for information may be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other aution as may be
proper- should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the

.

Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232. this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

.W1 thin -the same time as provided for the response recuired above under.

110 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office :of Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check, draft, money _ order, or electronic transfer payable.to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is
proposed. or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the
. time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the '

Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the
' civil penalty, in.whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
'" Answer to a Notice of. Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation listed in
this Notice in whole or in part. (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances,-(3)

.

.show error.in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not
be imposed.. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, '

such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting. mitigation' of the proposed penalt
= Section- V.B of 10-CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990)y the factors addressed in. should-be addressed. Any-
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205'should be set forth separately
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Notice of Violation 2

I

l f rcm the statement or explanation in reply ;ursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but af
incorporate parts of it.e 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference ie.g. , cit 3r.g
page and paragrapn numeers) to avoid re:etition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the otrer provisiens of 10 CFR 2.:05, regarding the pr:ce:ure
for irrposing a civil penalty.

Upon failur! to pay any civil penalty due anich subsecuently has teen deter.
mined in accordance witn the applicable ;rovisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this tatter
may te referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromisee,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 224c
of the Act, 42 U,$.C, .282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter alth payrtent
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed
to: Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the
Regional Acministrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comissien, Region !!.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this23rfdayofDecember1991
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Docket No. 30-12319
License No. 35-17178-01
EA Ne. 89 223

Tulsa Gamma Ray, Inc.
ATTH: James C. Moss, president

,

'

1127 South Lewis Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $7,500
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT'89-02)

This is in reference to the October 2-4,1sB!', inspection of Tulsa Garsta Ray,
Inc.'s radiation safety program associated with its conduct of industrial
radiography activities. =This inspection, conducted by Ms. Linda Kasner of my
staff, disclosed a number of violations of NRC requirements and resulted in an
enforcement conference in NRC's Arlington, Texas office on November 20, 1989.
NRC has also taken into consideration Tulse Gama Ray's letter dated
November 17, 1989, ir. which you provided the reasons these violations occurred
and described corrective actions.

NRC provided Tulsa Gama Ray the results of its inspection in a report dated
November 13, 1989. As we stated.in the report and during the enforcement
conference, the number and nature of violations disclosed by this inspection
indicate to NRC a general weakness in the u.anagement of your company's
radiation safety program.

NRC's inspector observed 10 violations which, considered collectively,
indicate a lack of management attention to requirements in the following
programatic areas: 1) job-site radiation safety practices: 2) personnel
radiation exposure evaluation and recordkeeping; 3) radiography device
inventoriest and'4) transportation of radiography devices.

In the case of the violations occurring at a job site, NRC is most concerned
about the radiographer's failure to conduct surveys following radiographic

_

exposures. The failure to conduct a survey with a radiation survey instrument
following each radiographic exposure poses a serious risk of overexposure.
NRC does not consider the excuse offered by Tulsa Gama Ray -- that the
radiographer "apparently went into a state of shock" when he saw the insoector
and an official from Sun Refinery approaching -- as.a valid excuse for having
failed to perform this essential task. In fact, as documented in the inspection

CERTIFIED MAIL
htlVRN RECEIPT RE00ESTED
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report, the radiograpner edritted to the inspetter trat he did not routinely
perform a survey af ter each exposure as long at 4e dev' ? was operatinc
without difficulty in cranking the source. In addition "a failure to assure
that the radiography camera was properly secured within sehicle during

transport is of concern. This is especially of concern because vnu were not
aware of the recuirement to block and brace the canere durina transport.

*se violations and the rem iring violations, which were described in detail in
tne inspection report, point to a f ailure on the part of Tulsa Gama Ray to meet
its responsitai'ity to ensure that all license recuirements are being ret, in
addition, NRC is concerned about the declining nerformance of Tulse Gama Ray
with respect to NRC-licensed activities. in that seven violations were disclosed
in a 1988 inspection and three violatier., were fouad duriro a 1987 inspection.
Tulsa Gama Ray must recog-i:e that its responsibilities go beyond maintainiro
required records and correcting violations ciscovered by NPC. Tulsa Gamma Ray
must conduct effective audits or develop other rechanisms to assure itself thct
its personnel are complying with all requirements.

In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NPC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1989) (Enforcement Policy),
the violations described in the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) have
been classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem to focus on
the lack of adequate management oversight of licensed activities which
resulted in a number of violations representing a breakdown in control of
licensed activities. To emphasize the importance of strict adherente to
radiation safety recuirements and the need to have a program in place to
ensure that these requirements are being met, I have been autnorized, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Materials Saf ety, Safeguards and Operations Support, to
issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty
in the amount of $7,500.

The base value of a civil per,alty for a Severity Level 111 violation is
$5,000. The civil penalty escalation and mitigation factors in the NRC's
enforcement policy were considered. The Enforcement Policy allows for
mitigation of the base civil penalty by up to 50% for prompt and effective
corrective action. Prior to the enforcement conference, you did submit a
letter dated November 17 that described acceptable corrective act %n for the
seecific violations, and therefore mitigation by 25% is considered appropriate.
Further mitigation on the basis of corrective action is not considered
appropriate because your letter did not address steps to assure that management,.

including the Radiation Safety Officer, would provide sufficient oversight to
assure that the Assistant Radiation Safety Officer would carry out his respon-
sibility and to assure overall compliance with the regulations. Your
corrective action in that area has not been prompt given the previous concerns
about management control expressed by NRC in our letter dated January 10,19P9
and again in our letter dated November 13, 1989, which forwarded the current
inspection report,

Regarding past performsnce and prior notice, a prior inspection described in
our letter dated January 10, 1989 prompted NRC to express concern at that t'me
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at:ou t the implenentation cf your program in the otra of managenent contrM.
Also, as a result of that inspection, you were cited f or a rumber of
transportation violations. Transportation violations are again being cited in
the attached hotice, in addition, our letter dated Novemt'er 16, 1987
descrited violations involving the records required by 10 CFR 20.102(a) and
the signature rer.uir0d On form NRC 4 ,o assure the accuracy of the records.
Those violations were found to have recurred during the current inspection.
Furtte nere, NPC has issued Information kotices concerning the reed for adecuate
manage' tent oversight of licensed activities (IN No. 88-10, dated * arch 28, 19b8);
requirements for transportation of radiography devices, including the reouirement
to block and brace contairers during transport (IN No. 87 47, dated October 5,
1987); and the need to crcrerly survey for retraction of the source after each
radiographic exposure (IN No. 87 45, dated Septe-ber 25, 1067 and IN No. 88-%,
dated August 22,1988). Given the retice that you received NPC would have
espected sufficient improvement in the manaaement control of your licensed |

programtoself-id?ntifyandcorrectmosto7theviolaticnslistedinthe
enclosed Notice in advance of tne NPC inspection.

The lack of attention to NFC corrnunications is evident in your letter dated
November 17, 1989, in which you state that you were not aware of the requirement
to block and brace containers during transport. This violation is of added
significance because the inspector observed that the radiographer also failed
to secure the door at the rear of the vehicle and that the door flew open
several times during transport with the unsecured centainer inside.

The base civil penalty amount could be increased by 100% because of your past
enforse ent history, and beciuse you received prior notice oncerning the need
to effect proper management control over your licensed activities and concerning
a nurber of the specific violations listed in the enclosed Notice, in this
case; however, .'n unannounced inspection conducted at a temporary job site on
September 13, 1989 identified no violations or deviations and therefore,
escalation of 75% based on past enforcement history and prior notice is
considered appropriate. Balancing this against the mitigation allowed for
corrective action results in a 50% escalation of the base civil penalty. The
remaining escalation and citigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were
considered and no further adjustrent is deemed appropriate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
action! you plan to prevent recurrence, in doing so, you may make reference
to any correspondence previously submitted to the NRC. In addition, your
response should describe actions taken or planned to improve oversight of
licensed activities by management above the level of the Assistant Radiation
Safety Officer and to self-identify and correct violations of NRC requirements.
You should include actions to assure that the Radiation Safety Of ficer, as well
as the Assistant Radiation Safety Officer, are aware of and act on NRC communi-
cations such as bulletins and notices when they are sent to the address on your
license. In developing your response, you may wish to consider obtaining the
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services of a cualified .aultatit to conduct training and to develop or conduct
an effective audit program to assure that regulatory recuirements are understood
and are being met.

The NRC will review your response to this hetice, including your proposed
corrective actions, and the results of future inspections to determine whether
further NRC enforcerrent action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part ?,
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Rone.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Pudget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. Nn 96 511.

Sincerely,

jf'{' Robert D.} rthh ,sf ) 1
' mi

j Regional m nisJ ator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and

Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty

cc:
Oklahoma Radiation Control Program Director
NRC Public Document Room
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED !PPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Tulsa Gamma Ray, Inc; Docket: 30-12319/89-02
Tulsa, Oklahoma License: 35-17178-01

EA No.: C9-223 ,

During an NRC inspection conducted on October 2-4, 1989, violations-of NRC j

requirements were. identified, in accordance with the " General Statement of

Policy Fd-Procedure for-NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR-Part 2, Appendix C
(1989) (Enforcement Policy), the Nuclear Regulatory Cormission proposes to
impose a civil penalty aursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

1. Conduct of Licensed Activities at Temocrary Jobsites

a. 10 CFR 34.43(b) requires that a survey with a calibrated and
operable radiation survey instrument be made after each radiography
exposure to determire that the sealet source has been returned to
its shielded position. 'If the radiographic exposure device has a
source guide tube, the survey.must include the guide tube.

Contrary to the above, on October 2,1989, a licensee radiographer
failed to conduct a survay of the exposure device and source guide
tube af ter any of -four rac.posures observed by an NRC inspector,

b. 10 CF3 34.42 requires that-areas in.which radiography is being

performed shall be consp(icuously. posted as required by 10 CFR 20.203(b)and(c)(1). 5 20.203(c) 1) requires that each high radiation area'

shall be conspicuously posted with a sign bearing the radiation
caution syiahol and the words: " CAUTION HIGH RADIATION AREA." As
defined in 10 CFR 20,202(b)(3), "high radiation area" means any
area', accessible'to personnel, in which there exists radiation <

originating.in-whole or in part within licensed material at such
levels-that a major portion of the body could receive in any 1 hour
a dose in excess of 100 millirem.

Contrary to the-above, on October 2,1989, the licensee's
representatives failed, while conductingiradiography, to post a high

- radiation area with a sign bearing-the radiation caution symbol and
the words: " CAUTION HIGH RADIATION AREA."

2. Radiation Exoosure Evalut.tions, Records and Reports

a. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee make or cause to be
~

made such surveys as (1) may be necessary for the licensee to--

comply with the regulations in 10 CFR Part 20, and (2) are. reasonable
under the circumstances to evaluate the.exteht of radiation hazards

. that may be present. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey" means
an evaluation of the radiation hazards incident to the production,
use,' release,' disposal, or presence of radioactive materials or other
sources of radiation under a specific set of conditions.
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10 CFR 20.101(a) generally limits the permissible occupational
exposure to the whole body to 1 1/4 rems per calendar quarter.

Contrary to the above, the radiation exposure records for six
radiographers, covering the period from Pay 1989 through July 1989,
indicated that personal monitoring devices had been damaged and
could not be analyzed; and, as o+ Otteber 2, 1989, the licensee had
not perfomed evaluations to determine the radiation exposure
receiveo by these six individuals,

b. 10 CFR 20.102(a) specifies that each licensee shall recuire any
indivioual, prior to first entry into the licensee's restricted area
during each employment or work assignment under such circumstances _

that the individual will receivt vr is likely to receive in any
period of one calendar quarter an occupational dose in excess of
25 percent of the applicable standards specified in i 20.101(a) and

i20.104(a))thattheindividualhadnoprioroccupationaldose
to disclose in a written, signed staterent,

either: (1
during the current calendar quarter, or (2) the nature and amount of
any occupational dose which tne indiv Mual may have received during
that specifically identified current calendar quarter from sources
of radiation possessed or controlled by other persons,

Contrary to the above, as of October 2,1989, the licensee had
failed to obtain the required information concernino the current
quarterly occupational dose received by two radiographers prior to
assigning them work in restricted areas,

This is a repeat viohtion.

c. 10 CFR 20.102(b) recuires that before a licensee permits, pursuant
to 5 20.101(b), any individual in a restricted area to receive an
occupational radiation dose in excess of the standards specified in
i 20.101(a), the licensee shall ebtain a certificate on Form NRC-4,
or on a clear and legible record containing all the information
required in that form, signed by the individual showing each period
of time after the individual attained the age of 16 in which the
individual received on occupational dose of radiation, and perform
the dose calculations required by 10 CFR 20.102(b) (2).

Contrary to the above, the licensee allowed an individual to receive
an occupational radiation dose in excess of the standards specified
in 10 CFR 20.101(a), without having Form NRC 4 or other authorized
record signed by the individual to certify the completeness of the
record of accumulated dose. (The licensee had otherwise completed
the form, and the inspector verified that the individuals'
accumulated dose was rot in excess of regulatory stanh rds.)

This is a repeat violation.
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3. Inwentory Control

10 CFR 34.26 requires that each licensee conduct quarterly physical
inventories to account for all sealed sources received and possessed
under the license.

Contiary to the above, although the licensee had conducted quarterly
physical inventories, such inventories failed to include iridium-192
sealed sources removed from radiography exposure devices and placed into
source changers for storage. These sealed sources were still in the
licensee's possession when the quarterly inventory was conducted. For
example, the licensee did not account for two iridium-192 eealed sources,
Serial hos. 3031 and 3C66, during quarterly inventories ccnducted on
June 30, 1989 and September 30, 1989, respectively. -

4, Transcortatien of Licensed Material

10 CFR 71.5(a) requires that each licensee who transports licensed
material outside of the confines of its plant or other place of use, or
who delivers licensed material to a carrier for transport, comply
with the applicable requirements of the regulations appropriate to the
mode of transport of the Department of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR
Parts 170-189.

a. 49 CFR 172.403 requires that each package of radioactive raterial

labeled as "RADICACTIVE YELLOW II" include the following (informationentered on the label: (1) the nane of the radionuclide, 2) the
content activity expressed in appropriate curie units, and (3) the
transport index of the package.

Contrary to the above, on October 2,1989, the licensee's
representatives transported two exposure dcvices containing
iridium-192 sealed sources in packages that had "RADI0 ACTIVE
YELLOW II" labels without having the repaired information on the
labels.

b. 49 CFR 177.84?(d) requires that radioactive material packages be 50
blocked and braced that they cannot change position during
conditions normally incident to transportation.

.

Cantrary to the above, on October 2, 1989, the licensee's
representatives transported Amersham Model 683 exposure devices,
containing iridium-192 sealed sources, in the recuired overpack
without having blocked or braced the package within the vehicic's
darkroom where it-is routinely placed for transport.

c. 49 CFR 172.200 requires that each person who offers a hazardous
material for transportation shall describe the hazardous material on
the shipping paper in the manner required by Subpart C of
49 CFR 172. Subpart C, l 172.203(d) describes the required entries

.
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for_ radioactive material, including the transport index assigned to
each.'peckage-bearing RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW-II or RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW.III

. labels and,(USNRC) package approved by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
for a

Comission , a notation of the package identification
marking.

Contrary to the above:

(1) On October 2, 1989, the. licensee's representative carried
shipping papers incorrectly showing a transport index (T.I.)
of 1.8 for a package bearing a RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW II label that
the NRC inspector determined to have a T.I. of 0.5.

(2) On October 2,1989, the licensee's representative carried
shipping papers with package identification descriptions that
did not correspond with the markings on the package, and the
package was approved by the USNRC. Further, the package
descriptions.on the licensee _'s-standard shipping papers did not
correspond with any packages possessed by the licensee.

d '. 49 CFR.172.50?(a) states, with exceptions not applicable here, that
no person may affix or display on a transport vehicle any placard
;nless the placard represents a hecrd of the material being
transported.

'49.CFR 172.504 prescribes the' requirements for' placarding vehicles
used'to transport. hazardous materials. Specifically, Table I
specifies inat:the "RA3I0 ACTIVE" vehicle placard applies only to
transport vehicles containing packages of radioactive material
bearing the " RADIOACTIVE YELLOW III" label.

Contrary to the above, on October 2,1989, the licensee's'

representative transported a package appropriately categorized and
_ labeled as " RADIOACTIVE YELLOW II" in a vehicle bearing a "RADI0 ACTIVE"
placard. No packages. labeled as "RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW III" were
present in the vehicle...

These violations have been categorized in the aggregate-as a. Severity
Level III problem. (Supplenents:IV, V, and VI)

. Cumulative Civil Penalty - $7,500 (assessed' equally among the 10 violations)

Pursuant to the provisions' of 10 CFR 2.201, Tulsa Gama Ray, Inc. (Licensee);,
' -is hereby required to submit a written statement or' explanation to the

' Director, Office of Enforcement', U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within 30
days of the date of this. Notice. - This reply-should be clearly marked as a
" Reply to a' Notice of Violation". and should include for each alleged
violation: (1)admissionordenialof-thealleged; violation,(2)thereasons
for the violation if admitted, (3) the corrective steps that have.been taken

(4) the corrective steps'that will be taken to avoid
andtheresultsachievec]5)thedatewhenfullcompliancewillbeachieved.further violations, and

..
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Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response
shall be submitted under oath or affirmation, if an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to
show cause why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken, Consideration may
be given to extending the response time for good cause shown.

_

Within w e same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check, draft, or money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in
the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may protest the imposition
of the civil penalty in whole or in part by a written answer addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should
the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order imposing the
civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an. answer _in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in
part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of
Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in b is Notice in whole er
in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error-in this
Notice, or (4) _show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed, in
addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may
request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

~

In requesting initigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C shou S Te as essed. Any written
answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set crth separately from the

statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 3.201, but may(e.g.,incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attentien of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the

'_ procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due wnich subsequently has been
determired in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

.The responses noted above-(Reply to a Notice of Violation, letter with payment
~ f civil penalty, and-Answer to a Notice of Violation)=should be addressed to:o

~

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regior.al
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,. Region IV.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

!U., '

f5'

i obert D. J & +-R:
V Regional Admints#ratort -

Dated at Arling~ ton, Texas,
This 29 day of December 1989.

..
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Docket No. 30-12319
License No. 35-17178-01 ?

EA No. 89-113 ;

Tulsa Ganea Ray, Inc. (
ATTN: Jat:es C. Moss, Presicent
1127 South Lewis Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104

Gentlenen:

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL PONETARY PENALTY - $6,750

This refers to Tulsa Gama Ray, Inc.'s letter dated February 22, IS90, in
response to NRC's Kotice of Violation anc Froposed !cip a ition cf Civil Peralty
dated December 29, 1989. Our letter ana Notice described 10 violations
identified by NRC during an October 2-4, 1989, inspection.

.To emphasize the importance of strict adherence to radiation safety require-
ments and the need to have 6 pro 5 ram in place to ensure that these requirements
are being rr.et, a civil penalty of $7,E00 was proposed.

In response, you admitted 9 of the 10 violations ano provic'eo new information
in regard to 1 violation which would indicate that it did not occur. You also
requestcd reconsideration of the penalty because, in your view, the violations ,

were not serious and dio not warrant the assessa:ent or a $7,5CO civil penalty.
Ycu 'also adcressed NRC's escalation of the base civil penalty due to " prior
notice" and "past performance." After consideration of your response, we have
concluded for the reasons sii-1 in the Appendix attached to the enclossa Crder
Icpcsing Civil Fenalty that 1 of the 10 violations shculd be withdrawn.
Accordingly, we 'ereby serve the encitsed Crder on Tuha Carrea Ray, Inc.
imposing a civil monetary penalty in the aecunt of $6,750. We will review the
effectiveness of your corrective actions during a subsequent inspectior..

We note ycur apparent ccncern with respect to the size of the oroposed civil
pena l ty . Althctst we agree with your renu se that :ncividually these j
violations do not ncrmally rise above Severity Level ?V, in the aggregate,

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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these violations are significant. The fact that no overexposures have occurred
is fortuitous given the nuirter of weaknesses in the program at Tulsa Ganma Ray ,
Inc. In our view,- the fact that no overexposures have occurred does r.ot
faitigate the seriousness of our concern.

Ir. acccrcance with Sectico 2.790 of the NPC's " Rules of Fractice," Part I,
Title 10, Coce cf Feceral Regulaticr.s, a copy cf this letter and the
enclosures wil! be placed in the t:RC's Public Locument Room.

Sincerely,

-

Hyg. L. Thomps ,J
De ty Executive Di tor for
Nuclear Paterials Safety, Safeguards,

and Operations Suppcrt

Enclosures:
As Stated

CC:
Oklahoma Radiation Control Progruta Directer
hRC Fublic Dccun.ent Rcon.
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UNITED STATES
tUCLEAR REGLLATORY CCfEISSION

. Irr the Natter 'cf
Tulsa ~ Cansr.a Ray , : Inc. Docket No. 00-12319

'- Tulsa, Oklahusia License No. 35-17176-01
''

EA No. 89-223-

ORDER Ihf0$1NG CIVIL NCNETARY PENALTY

I
:

Tulsa- Gaasa Ray,. Inc. (licensee) is the holder of NRC Materials License

, ,

No. 35-17178-01 issued.by the Nuclear Regulatcry Coniissiur. (hRC/ Con.iss ur )

on January 26, 1977. The licer.se authorizes the licensee to possess sealed

radicactive' sources for use in various expcsure cevices in the ccnduct of.

-industrial radiography and to pcssess sealed sources for use in calibrating

radiation survey instrue:ents. The license was scheculed to expire cn

March 31, 1987,- but reir.aint valid while a. renewal ag ;1 cation is beir.g
1'

prorusec bi'NRC.-

I.

II

An inspection of the licensee's activities was ccnducted October 2-4,19tt.

' The results of.this inspection'indicatea that the licensee had mot corductec
~

-

-its activities in full con.pliance with NRC requiren.crts. A written Notice of.,

.Viciation and Proposed-Imposition-of' Civil Penalty was served upon the-

. licensee.by letter dated December 29, 1989. The Notice stated the nature of-

.the viclatior.s, the provisions of the HEC's requirecante that. the licenst.e had~

violated,|and the amount of the civil penalty proposed for the violations.

The ilir.ensee responded to the Notice of Violation and Proposed In positicn cf

Civil Penalty byLletter dated February 22, 1990.
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1I;

After ccnsiceration of=the licensee's response and the statements of fact,

explanation,-and argurents for mitigation ccntainea therein, the C(puty

Executive Director fcr Nuclear Peterials Safety, safeguards and Operations

Support bas-deterrained as set forth ir. the Appendix to Lt!s Orcer that 9 uf

the:10 violations occurred as stated, that i viclaticn should be withdrawn,

and that; the 17,500 penalty prcrosed for the violations in the flotice of

. Violation and Proposed Impositfor of Civi' Penalty sMuld be reduced by $750

to $6,750.

IV

-In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Sectico 23' cf the Aternic Energy Act
.

of 1954,' as 'arnended (Act), 42 t .S.C. 2282, and 10 CfE 2.205, IT IS HEREEY

ORDERED THAT:

-- The licensee pay a civil penalty in thc c..ctnt cf $6,7fC withir. 2C cays

- of. the date cf this Order, by' r.nf.ck, draf t, or money order, payable te
,

:the Treasurer of'the United States ar.d cellea to the Director. Office of

: Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrission, . ATTN: Cccument Control

Desk, Washingtcn, D.C. 2C555.

~

_The licensee may; request a hearing within 20 -cas cf the date of this Orcet .

A request for a hearicg shculd be cicarly marked as a " Request for an,

. Enforcement -hearing" and shall be addressed tc the Directcr , 0f fice. cf--
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Enforcement, U,5. Nuclear Pegulatory Cccaaission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,

Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regieral Acniinistrator, U.S.

liuclear Regulatory Ccar,ission, regicn IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Crive, Suite 1000,

Arlingtor., Texas 76011.

If a hearing is requestec, the Ccca.1ssion wili :tsue ar Crcer cesi r,a:.n.g tre9

time anc place of the hearing. If the lice.9see fails tc request a htaritc

within 30 days of the date of this Order, the provisions cf this Order shall

be effective without further procetdings. If payment has not been made by '

that titre, the matter may be referred to the Attcrr ey Ger,eral fcr cu1%cticn.
.

In the event the licenses reCuests a hearing as provided abObe, Lhe ihsue tc

be considered at such hearing shall te whether, on the basis of the

violations acuitted by the licensee, censisting of the violations set furth in

the Notice of Violation as modified by the withdrawal ct Violation 3, this

Order should be sustained.

.

FOR TKE !;UCLEAR RECLLATCD CCMISS Ch

/
'

:h t %
Eu L. Thctr4so , J .
Ceputy Executnc Di 'ctcr for
Nuclear Mater ials Saf ety, Safeguards ,

and Operations Support

Date gRockvi, i Marylanc,
this ca) c 990.
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EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSI0tl5

Appe.ndix to Order in. posing Civil Menetary Penalty

On Decester '29.1969, i.1:otice Of Viclaticn a ia Fropcsed ;r..psiticr. cf Civil
Perhity _(Nctice) was issuec for the viciutict.s idtritified duririg an

. 0ctet,t r 2-4; 1569, rcutire., ur.arnouncea inspection of Tul.;a Ganc.a Ray, Inc. ,
of Tulsa, Oklaher.ia. Tulsa Gama Ray-(the " licensee") res;.mced to the Notice
of Violation on Fe' ruary 22, 1950. The licer.see ace itttd 2 cf theu
10 violaticns but requestod reccnsideration of the civil penalty for a varit.ty ;

of reascus. The NT.C's evaluations ano conclusions regardit.g the licensee's
arguinents follow:

,

Restatemer.t of Violations

1. Conduct of Licensed Activities at Temporary Jobsites

a. 10 CFR 2,4.43(b) requires that a survey with a calibrated and
operable radiation survey ir,strurent be made after each radiography
exposure to determine that the scaled scurce has been returned to
its shielded position. If the radicgraphic exposure device has a
source-cuide tube, the survey riust incluce the guide tube.

Contrary to the. at+ve, on October 2, .1989, a licer,s(= raciographer
failed to conduct a survey of the ex Wsure oevice and scurce guide
tube af ter any of four exposures observed tv an NRC inspector.

'

10-CFR 34.42 requires that 6 teas in which diagraphy is beingb.
required by

performed shell bc consp(icuously postedI 20.2C3(c)(1) re. quires that (ach high10 CFR 20.203(5) anc (c) 1).
radiation area shall be ccr.spicuously posted with a sign bearing the

L radiation caution syntol and the words: " CAUTION hlGH RADIATION
AREA." -As defined in 10 CFR 20.202(b)(3), "high ractation area"
nrpns any area, accessible to personnel, ir. which there exists!

[. radiation criginating in whole or in part within lictnsed material
at such levels that a major portion of the body could receive in any

l I hour a' dose in excess of 100 niillirem.

Ccntrary to .the. abcVe, on October 2,1969, the licensee's
representatius failed, while conducting racicgraphy, to pcst a high
radiation area with a sign bearing the raciation caution symbol and
the words: " CAUTION HIGH RADIATION AREA."

2. Radiation Expcsure Evaluations, Records and Report:.

a. ~10 CFR 20'.201(b) requires that tach licensce-make or cause to be
made such surveys as (1) may be necessary for the licensee to con. ply -
with the regulations in 10 CFR Part 20, and (2) are reasonable under
the circurnstances tc evaluate the extent cf radiatior hazards that
may-te present. As' definic in 10 CFR 20.2CI(a), " survey" .n.eans an
evaluation of the raciation hazards incicent to the production, use,
release; disposal, or presence of radicactive materials or other
sources of radiation under a specific set of conditions.

|

|
|

l
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Appendix -2-

-10 CFR 20.101(a) generally limits the permissible c ccup6ticr.ai
exposure-to the whole bccy to 1 1/4 rer.4s per calencar quarter. ;

contrary to the atove, the radiation exposure records fcr six
radiographers,-coverin5 the perico frco' May 1989 thrcugh July 1989,
incicated that perscr.al monitoring devices bac Leen dar..agec urd
could not be analyzed; and, as of Octcber 2, lies, the licer.see had
not perforced evaluations to determine the radiation expcsure
received by these six indivicuals.

b. 10 CFR -20.102(a) specifies that each licensec shall require ar.y
-ir.divicual, prior to first entry into the licensee's restricted area
curing each empicyment er work assignr-ent urcer such' circun starces
that the incividual_ will receive or is _likely to receive .1 any
period of one calendar cuarter an cccupational dose in excess of
25 percent of the applicable standards speci'ied in 5 20.101(a) and

,

i 20.104(a), to disclose in a written, signed statement, either:
(1) tht the incividual had no gricr occupaticnal dose during the

_

currt calendar quer ter, or (2, the nature and amount of any
cccupational dose which the individual may have received during that
spe'ifically identified current calerdar quarter fren, scurces of
raoiation pcssessed or ccntrc11ed by other perscns.

Contrary to the above as of Octcber 2,19E9, the licensee had
failed to cbtain the required information ccncerning the current
quarterly occupationa i cose received by twc raciographers prier to
assigning them work ir restricted areas.

This is a repeat violaticn.

c. 10 CFR 20.102(b) recuires that before a liscnsee permits, pursuant
to 5 20.101(b), any individual in a restrictcc area to receive ar.
occupationel raciation dose in excess of the stancards specified in
i 20.101(a), the licensee shall-obtain a certificate on Form NRC-4,
or on a clear and legible record centainir.s all the information
rec,uired in that form, signed by the incividual shcwing each peiicd
of time after the incividual attained the_ age of 18 in which the
individual received an occupational cose of radiaticn, and perform
the dose calculaticr,s requirec by 10 CFR 2C.102(b) (2).

.

Contrary to -the abcie, the licensee allowed an ir.disicual to receive
an cccupational radiation cose in excess of the' standards specified
=in 10 CFR 20.101(a), withcut having Form NFC-4 cr cther authorized'

recerc signed by the incividual *a certify the ccepleteness cf the
record of accua.ulated dese. (The .icensee had otherwise corapleted
the fcrm, and the it.spector verified that the indiviouals'
accun.ulated dose was not in excess-of regulatory standards.) -

This- is a repeat violatier.,
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3. Inventory' Control i

10 CFR 34:26 requires that each licensee concuct quarterly physical
inventories to-account for all sealed sources received ano possessed
under the license.

Contrary to the' above, although the licensee had conductec quarterly-

physical inventories, such inventories failed to incluce iridium-19E
sealed sources-rcmoved frch,radic9raphy exposure cevices and placed into
source changers-for storage. These scaled sources were still in the
licensee's- possessicn when the quarterly inventory was ccncucted. For-
exan:ple, the licensee did not acccunt for two iridiutu-192 sealed'scurces,
Serial Nos. 3031 ano 3066, during quarterly inventories conducted on

June 30, 1989 and September 30, 1989, respectively.

-4. Transportation cf Licensed Material

10' CFR 71.5(a) requires' that cach licensee who transports licensed
material outside_ cf the confines of its plant er other place of use, or
who delivers licensed n.aterial to a cerrier for. transport, ccmply with
the applicable requireu>ents of the regulations appropriate to the n:cce of
transpcrt of the Departarnt of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR
Parts 170-189.

a'. L49 CFR 172.403 requires that each pck6se cf racicactive n.aterial

labelec as "RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW II" include the following (inforn.ationentered en the label: (1) the name of the radicnuclice, 2)-the
content activity er,vessed in appropriate u.rie units, and (3) the
transpcrt'index cf the package.>

Ccr<trary to the above, cr; October 2,1989, the licensee's
representatives transpcried twc expsure devices containing
' ridium-192 sealec sources in packages tnat had "RADI0 ACTIVEi
YELLOW II" labels without having the requit ed infcrmation cn the
labels.

.

-b. 49 CFR 177.842(d)_ requires that radicactive Jaterial packa5es-be so
- blocked and braced- that: they cannot -change- sition durin5
-conditions ncrr, ally incident'to transportat ion.

Ccntrary to the above, on October 2,1989, the licensee's
representatives transported Amersham Rdel 653 exposure devices,

-ccntaining iridicu-In2 su led sources, in the required overpack.
without having _biccka or braced the packh5e withir the vehicle's __

- darkroom where it is rcutinely placed for transport.

-c. 49 CFR 172.200 requires:that each person who offers a hazardcus
= material for:transportatien shall cescribe the hazardous material on
the shipping paper in the manner required by Subpart C of-

~ 49 CFR 172._ Subpart C, 9 172.203(d): describes the_requir -entries-
-for|redicactive n;4terial, inclucing the transport inacx o u igned_to
each package bearing RA010 ACTIVE YELLOW-II or RAD 10 ACTIVE YELLOW-III
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labels and, for a package approac ty the U.S. htclear Eegulatory
Cooraissien (USNRC), a notation of the package icertificaticn
marking.

Ccn.rary to the atove:

(1) On October 2,19?9, the licensee's representative carrie.c
shipping papt.rs incurrectly shcwing a transport index (T.I.)
of 1.0 for a package toering o FALICACTI'lE iELLCW II !cbel that
the NRC inspector ceterminec to have a T.I. of 0.5.

(2) La October 2,1989, the licensee's representative carr1ec
shipping papers with package identification descriptions that
cio cct correspond with the markings cn the package, and the
package was approved by the USNRC. Further, the package
descripticns en the licentee's standara shipping papers cid not
correspcnd with any packages posses ed by the liccr.see,

d. 49 CTR 172.502(a) states, with exceptions not applicable here, that
no person n.ay affix or display on a transport vehicle any placard
unless the placard represents a ha:ard of the traterial beir.g
transported,

a9 CFR 172.5Ca prescribes the requirerrents for placarding vehicles
used to transport hazardous n.aterials. Specifically, Table 1
specifies thet the "RADI0ACTI'vE" vehicle placard applies only to
transport vehicles ccntaining packages of radioactive material
bearing the "FADICACTIVE iCLLCW !!!" lutt.'

Ccntrary tc the above, on October 2,1969, the licensee's
representative transported a package appropriately categorized ar,d
labeled as "RACICACT!VE YELLOW II" in a vehicle bearing a
"RADICACT!VE" placard. No packages icbelec as "RADI0ACT SE YELLCW
III" were present in the vehicle.

These violations have been categorizec in the aggregate as a Severity
Level !II problem. (Supplements IV, V, and VI)

Curulative Civil Fenalty - $7,500 (assessea ecually ar..cng the 10 violaticns)

Sunznary of Licensee's Respense to Notice of Violation

The licensee acmitted 9 of the 10 violations, cenied 1 violation (Violatico 3)
and discussed its view of the significance cf 3 of the violations
(Violations 1.a, 1.b. anc 4.b.).

1. In response to Violation 1.a., the licer.see acmits the surveys were nct
conducted, but reQLests that NRC reevaluate the significance of the
violation. The licensee contends that, although the radiographer was
highly trained and outstanding in his training class, the presence of the
NRC inspector created a stressful environment which was respcnsible for
the viciation having occurred.
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The licensee also asserts that the radicgrapher raisund(rstctc the
inspector's question when the nciuyrapher rt.ptrtedly stated that t4 c'd
not reutinely conduct surveys of the expcsure cevice ord source guide
tube if he experienced nu dif ficulty in crorking out the sourct.
According tc the licensee, the radiegrapher understtcc that the cuestion
referreo to perimeter surveys that were to te perfort;ed only four titces
per shift.

The licensee adced that the sut;tct racivgrapher was oc lenger cmpicyed
by the licensee.

2. In response to Violation 1.b., the licensee acaiits this viol 6 tion, but

contends that the significance ci tr e f ailure to post a high raciation
area in this sp cific case is min 1 tral since f.o cne had enttreo the
restricted area, access to the area was iimited, the curation of the
exposure was brief, anc the area was ur der constant survei ltr,ce.

3. In response to Viciatien 3, the itcensee ackr.cwledges that one of the
sources, Serial hc. 2031, hac not been accumentea on a June 1989
inventcry, but asserted that it had detern.ined that the source was
located at the Fanama City, Flcrida, office at the time of the inventory
and shculd not have appeared on the inventcry list. The licensee also
provicec recoros documenting tbc return and receipt cf the secenc source,
Serial No. 3066, by the c:ar.ufacturer prior to Septurber 30, 1989.

4. In respcnse to Violutien 4.b., the licensee ocr/iu the violaticn, but

argues that it consicereo the failure to brace sr bicck such packages
acceptable to NRC, since it had cbserved that cuJ;.cn carriers did r,ct

'comply with this requiren4nt. The licensee 61ss ccr,tends that the methcc
it previously used to transport the exposure ces ice within a steel box
boltea to the vehicle provid(d greater protection than use cf the
required overpack, and accs that althcugn it was isstec a violation in
1988 for falling tc use the cverpack, there was ru n.ention of blocking

'
and bracing requirements.

-.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response to Nctice of Viulaticn

1. In regard to Violation 1.a., the HEC staff does rat dispute the
licensee's contention that its workers were ful') and prcperly trairac to
ccncuct the subject surveys. However, the fact t ec.ains that the ..RC
inspector observec the radiogr6phcr f ail tc ccr c=uct the surveys. Because
major raciation ex;csures car result fecra tailure to ccncuct this type of
survey, tne NRC expects racicgraphers to perfon the requirec sLrvey in
every instance. The fact that an NPC ir.spectcr was present has no a

bearing cn whether this viciation cccurreo and cets r.ct, in hRC's view,
alter its significance.

The licensee's statetAr t that the radicgrapher misunderstood the
inspector's questior, dces not change NRC's crigir.al assessment of the
violaticn. The violation is baseo primarily on what the inspector
cbserveo and not on what the radiographer stated to the inspector.
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Similarly, the statement that the radiographer is nc ict.pr employeo by
the licensee dces not alter the fact that the violation occurred.

TheiNRC staff concludes that the viciation occurred as statec ar'd that '

the =Aplanttion offered by the liter.sse does rot merit recensideration of
the significance of the violation.

2. In regard to Violaticn 1.b.. the f.EC_ staf f r.otes that the licenste
connitted in the license aglictticn to post the " CAUTION HICh TJDIAT10h ,

AREA * signs required tv 10 CFR 20.203(c)(1) fcr every radiography Jcb.
The licersee's operati.ig procedures reauire such postings.

,

As stated in tre licensee's respcnse, ropes and radiation area signs were
pcsted at;three: stairway access points tc the rcof tcp M.ere radicgrupt'y
was being/ conducted. Hewever, access 1to the roof top cr the tciloing
itself was=nct otherwise restrictec, the licensee's signs were not-

. inJneciately visible ~ frcm the ground, anc a plant QC inspector had
confirmed that employees were working ir the area,

1Although t:RC:acknowlcdges that no incident occurred on this date -the '

plant QC inspector did ir.oitate that, or,ncre than one occasion, a pirat
employee had crosseo a radiation area barrier at this plant. The design
of this plant (a refir.ery),_ prevents full visual surveillance because of- +

visual cbstruction by various structures in the area. Although two
licensee enployees were availatle, they were positioned side by-sice cn
the. rcof, thus - therf was- no surveillance of th(. area opposite structures

ilocated on the rccf.

= The NFC-staff believes that adequate posting is impcrtant to ensure that
individuals | approaching the area are alerted-to potential radiation
fields.

NRC concludes that the 'viclation occurred as stated, and the explanation
provided by the -licensee does not n, erit reccr. sideration of the
significance of the violation.

3.
-
In- regard to VioM ,Gri 3, the NRC staff has reviewed th'e documents
submitted with the licensee's respcnse, which were not available at the-

. tire of- the inspection. - Althcugh the assistant i.SC had stated that
Scurce Mc. 3C66 was still located at.the :licensev's facility on the date
of: the. inspecticn, the licensee ha_s provided ver:ficetien frcn. the
0driufaCturer' that the scurCO-had been received at its facility en-

3 September 19,~1989. The NRC accepts.the licens u 's explanation
. ,

'

concerning= the _ seconc: sealed scurce that had been previously transferred
to the licensee's facility in Florida.:

the NF.C staff- concluces that r.either of the sources in question was in!

- the' pssesilu ci the licu.sec at the tir..e!, the itur.tcries wtre
! perforn.ec and that thu, s iclation- should be withdrawn.
|-

p
;;

^
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4 _ In regard to-Violation a.b., NRC cotes that the use of the overpack
designed for use in transporting the raciography device is recuired by
NRC and COT reguietions (10 CFR 71.5 and 49 CFR 173.471(a)). The use of
the overpack, hchever, does not.satisf) the sep rate regulatory
requirement that pa,tages be blocked and braced (10 CFR 71.E and 49 CFK
177.84E(d)). Both requirements are applicable. This violation is of
increased significance because of the licensee's failure te secure the
door at the rear cf the vehicle. The inspector observed the decr fly
open several?tices during transport of the unsecured overpact cente,ntng
the scurce.

MRC conc % des that this violation occurred as stated and that theJ

information provided by the licensee does not merit reconsideration of
-

the significance of-the violation.-

Surmary of Licensee's Request for Mitigation

The licensee a:akes the folicwing points _ in requesting full mitigation of the
proposed civil penalty:

1. The licensee contends that the violations cited would normally be
classified at-Severity Le tel IV or V and do not warrant a civil penalty.
Of the 10--violaticr.s cio , th licensee contends that only 3 could be
considered-significant, W ile the rec.ainder were reccrdkeeping errcrs or
minor oversights.

2. - The licensee offers mitigating circumstances for the three more severe -
violations which it believes should be censidered toward the end of full

* n4itigatter. (the licensee's argte:ents in regaru st this ratter are
addressed above).

3. The licensee clains- that it has taken extensive ccrrective actions,
including reassignment or removal of the two individuals whom it be'ieves
were responsible for the majority of the violaticns. - The licenses diso
states that a replacen.ent Assistant Radiation Safety Officer has been
named. _

4. The licenseett:serts that NRC Infcrnticn Nctice (iN) 87-47 regarding
blocking and bracing was reviewed upon receipt and that prior to
instituting the use of the overpack. the licensd s previces c:anner cf
securing e.ipcsure cevices in the litersee's -transport kxes did satisfy
the requiremer.t for bit,ckiog anc bracirg. The litersee further asserts
that it did not receive IN 88-10, ' Materials Licensees: Lack cf
Management Controls over 1.icensed irograu:s."

hRC Evalu6 tion of Licensee's Ret,Lest for Mitigation

1. Although individudiy -thse viclaticns aay not warrant a civil per.alty ,
NRC believet that collectively.they represent a breakdcwn in control of
licensed activities which has been properly clasuficc at Severity
Level III in acccrdance with the Erforcement Policy. While some of the
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violations. represented documentation prcblems, the f. umber of vic;&tiens ;

'In spec'fic program ~ areas is indicatise of inadequate managentnt
oversight of licensed activities. hRC views the cumulatne effect of
these failures aro-the .ttntial consequences to ce acre significant than
theiindividual violatiors.

2. NRC'does not believe that the licensee's explanations for the failures to
conduct a radiation survey or to post a high-radiation area warrant
mitigation. The failure to-strictly achere to radiation safety require-
cents cannot be ovtrloclec. Strict echerer.ce to these rcquirements must
be obsersed'regardless of circumstances.

NRC alsc does'not believe that the_ licensee's statements regarding
package; blocking ~ and bracing warrant mitigation. NRC believes this
_ violation to have been significant in that on one occasion, the
licensee's empicyees were observec= transporting materici without havir.9
braced the package cr becurec the cccr tc. the ccrpartrent where the
package had betn placed. Adattiertily, the licensee states that it was
aware of the requirement. to secure a packago curing transport.

3 .1 NRC acknowledges the licensee's corrective actiers regarding the
viciations notec during the inspection, including additional training and
the reassignment of personnel. In fact, 25 percent mitigation cf the
baseicivil penalty was applied to'the criginal peralty in recognition of
the corrective action taken. However, at the time of the enforcement
conference, the licensee's corrective actics.s ciG not accress NRC's
concerns'regarding' lack cf sufficient management oversight to assure
c'cmpliance with regulatory requirements. Therefcre, in accordance with
the Enforcement Policy, additionul mitigation of the civil penalty based
on corrective: action 11s rct appropriate.

4. With regard to the-lictnsee's statements tchcernir.g past perfcreante and
'

. pricr notice, the licenses does ackr.cwledge receipt of Infort,.ation heticr.
87-47, which-describecithe requirement to bicck and brace radiography

- devices, as well as the separate recuirement to use a protective.
overpack, duris,g transport. In additicn, while ARC accepts the
licensee's statement that-it has no recorc of receiving.Informatica
Notice 88-10, " Materials Licensees: Lack cf Managen=nt Contrcls over

-

. Licensea:ProgramsJ'11n a previous . letter tc the licensee dated Januaryt

| 10,-1989, NRC 'cid express concern abcut the implther.toticri ct tho
;= licensee's program it. the area of nanagenent contrci. Theref.rc, tte
L licenste aid have specific prior.i.ctice cer.cerning this problem.
1 hitigaticn is cct consicered appropr.iate becaust the licensee shoulc have
h taien steps fcllchirg NRC's.19E8 inspection, curing which seven violaticns

were disccvered, to improve oversight cf its NRC-licensed programs.

I
!

*
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'

- NRC Conclusion

Based on NRC's evaluatior of the licensee's response, the KFC staff concludes
that 9 of the 10 violatfcns occurred as stated,:that one violatier. should be -

withdrawn and that Tulsa Ganna Ray has-proviced no inforration tut wculd
,

'

cause NRC to alter its view that the problem is a sishificant regulatory-
concern. NRC concluces that it has applied its Enforcement Po! icy ccrrectly
in determining that a mer,etaty civil per,alty is appropriate. based on 13'C's
review of the licensee's arguments regaroir.g the appropriatenetz, cf escAlat1r.g
the base civil penalty for prior notice or.d past perternance, NRC concludes -
that such escala".'on is appropriate. Applying a 10 percent rkoceticn due to
the withdrawal cf cne violation results in an adjusted civfi per.alty of $6,750.
Acccrdingly, th NRC staff conciedes that a civil penalty of $6,7E0 shoula be
imposed by order.

-
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Docket Nos, 030-13584 Licensa N . 52-01946-07
030-31462 52-01945-09
030-01183 52-01986-04
030-01182 52-01986-01
030-14313 52-10510-04
030-19550 52-19434-02

EA 91-089

University of Puerto Rico
ATTN: Dr. Jose M. Saldana

President
General Post Office Box 364984
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936-4984

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: 'iOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENAL.TY - $6,250
(INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 52-01946-07/91-01, 52-01946-09/91-01,
52-01986-04/91-01, 52-01986-01/91-01, 52-10510-04/91-01, AND
52 19434-02/91-01)

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) inspection conducted by
Ms. C. Connell, Mr. H. Bermudez, Mr. J. Ennis, and Mr. L. Franklin on June 17-21,
1991, at the University of Puerto Rico facilities located on the Medical
Sciences Campus, College of Natural Sciences Campus. Mayaguez Campus, and the
A ricultural Experiment Station, in Puerto Rico. The inspection included a9
review of the organization and administration of each licensed program,
radiation safety aspects of each program, radiation safety training of person-

| ne', and radioactive waste storage and disposal. In addition, the inspection
placed special emphasis on the review of management control and oversight of
licenseo activities. The report documenting this inspection was sent to you by

, letter dated July 23, 1991. As a result of this inspection, multiple failures
I to comply with NRC req'uirements were 'dentified. An enforcement conference was

behi on July 26, 1991, with Dr. Saldana and other members of your staff in the
Region Il office to discuss the violations, their cause, and your corrective
actions to preclude recurrence. A sumary of this conference was sent to you
by -letter dated August 14, 1991.

The violations in Section 1 of the enclo:ed Hotice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) wert . .ntified by the NRC during the

! inspection of the broad scope NRC license program at the Medical Sciences
Campus and include failures to: secure licensed material against unauthorized
removal, conduct leak tests of sealed sources at the required intervals,
propely evaluate dosimetry data, survey radiophartnaceutical waste storage
areas, properly label radioactive material containers, adhere to Radiation

| Safety Comittee meeting requirements, properly maintain sealed source inventory
!

l
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records, and maintain leak test recards- for sealed sources. Additional details
regarding the violations are described in the previously issued NRC inspection
report' referred-to above.

We are concerned with the results of the inspecticn of the University's Medical
Sciences Campus broad license, particular1/ the research program. A similar
concern was _made known to you previously as a result of an NRC inspection
conducted in April 1990 which resulted in the imposition of a civil penalty of
$12,500 for violations associated with both your broad license, specifically
the nuclear medicine program operated under that license, and the teletherapy
license. The 11 violations that were cited against-your broad license resulted
in a civil' penalty of $6,250. In our letter of July 19, 1990, which transmitted
the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties, you were
informed then of the NRC's concern about your inadequate management oversight
and control snd your apparent inability to assure lasting effectiveness of
corrective actions, in addition, you were advised that repetitious violations
were of particular concern and could not be tolerated. During this inspection,
however, there were violations cited that were similar to previously cited
violations.

It is apparent that the root causes of your continuing poor performance are
inadequate management oversight, your staff's lack of understanding of the
regulatory requirements associated with your broad license, and your failure to

- assure that corrective- actions to resolve violations in one area of your broad
license (nuclear medicine) were applied to other areas such as research.
Effective management oversight and control is extremely-important because of
the wide-range of authority associated with your broad license. Therefore, in
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforce-

- ment Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10.CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the
violations in Section.1 are classified.in the aggregate as a Severity Level !!!
problem.

To emphasize again the need for stronger management oversight, more effective
control-of your licensed radiation programs, and effective implementation of
corrective actions throughout the entire progrm so as to ensure that problems
and potential violations are self-identified, I have been authorized, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Materials . Safety, Safeguards, and Operations Support, to

_ issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposef imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice) in the amount of $6,250 for the Severity evel 111 problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 111 problem is $2,500.
The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered.
The bats civil penalty has been increased by 50 percent because the violations
were idantified by the NRC. Neither escalation nor mitigation was warranted
for corrective action to prevent recurrence because, even though innediate
corrective actions were taken for some of the violations, adequate long term
corrective action to address the root cause issues had not been formulated
and implemented at'the time of the enforcement conference (for example, actions
to asstre adequate understanding of the regulatory requirements associated with
yourbroadlicenre). Additional escalation of 100 percent was warranted
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because of your poor past enforcement history, it is apparent that the

corrective actions implemented in response to the enforce <ent action, EA 90-076,
which was issued on July 19, 1990, have rot been effective in presenting non-
compliance with the regulations as identified in Inspection Report 52-01946-07/91-01.
None of the other factors warranted further adjustment of the civil penalty.
Therefore, based on the above, the base civil penalty has been increased by 150
pe rc en t.

As discussed during the enforcement conference, the NRC einects the University
of Puerto Rico to bring its programs into full compliance. During the enforce-
ment conference it was evident that the University is ctrm tted to long term
program improvement and that you now recognize the importance of focusing
management attentien and resources on these problems. It is particularly
noteworthy that Dr. 3didana has decioed to appoint a high level official from
his imediate staff to provide the day-to-day management oversight and control
of licensed programs throughout the University system and that this individual
will report directly to Dr. Saldana. Also, Dr. Saldana's personal assurance
that there is full institutional comitment to the resolution of the problems
should have both an imediate and far reaching positive effect on your efforts
to achieve and maintain compliance.

The valations in Section 11 of the enclosed Notice were identified by the NRC
during the inspection perfomed at the College of Natural Sciences, Rio
piedras, and include failure to: check packages for contamination before
opening, perform and record surveys, and verify that foms for receivirg and
handling radioactive material were completed properly.

The violations in Section 111 of the enclosed Notice were identified by the hRC
during the inspection performed at the University's AgricJ1tural Experiment
Station, Rio Piedras, and include failure to: perform inventories to account
for all sources, properly secure licensed material, and properly post a
licensed material storage area.

The violations in Section lY of the enclosed Notice were identified by the NRC
during the inspection perforud at the University's Mayaguez campus, and
include failure to: perform annual audits of the radiation safety program,
perform inventories of licensed material, perform monthly surveys, conduct a
Radiation Survey Cconittee meeting during fiscal year 1989, and post required
documents and notices at the Marine Sciences laboratory.

Although the violations in Sections !! through IV were categorized at either
Severity Level IV or V and were not assessed a civil penalty, they represent a
lapse in attention to detail which, if continued in the long term, could lead
to more serious violaticns and escalated enforcement action, it is apparent
that the root cause of several of these violations is inadequate training, a
recurrent problem that was noted througnout the inspection. We do .ocognize
that there bas been some it;rovement as indicated by the inspection results in
the medical teletherapy license program. During the inspection in April 1990,
violatio..a associated witn that program also resulted in a civil penalty.
No violations associated with that program were identified during the June 1991
inspection.
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During the inspection at the College of Natural Sciences in Rio Piedras, the
inspectors noted that records of routine contamination wipe surveys were being
recorded in countc per minute (cpm) instead of disintegrations per minute
(dpm), and that licensee personnel did not know the efficiency of the counting
equiDment used to count the wipe test samples. This resulted in licensee
personnel not knowing whether they were exceeding their wipe test action
level, which is 100 dpm per 100 square centimeters. To preclude further
occurrence of this type of potentially significant problem, you should include
in your response to this letter actions taken or planned to assure that the
efficiency of the counting equipment is known for all contamination wipe
surveys perfonned in connection with licensed activities under all of the
University's NRC licenses, and that the results of the wipe test surveys are
recorded-in dpm per 100 squase centimeters, which is the unit of measurement
for wipe test action lavels. This issue was discussed during the exit
interview and identified as an apparent violation; however no violation is
being issued.

' lastly, but of no less significance, the NRC is particularly concerned about
the public health and safety implications associated with your lack of
aggressive action to resolve your radioactive waste storage and disposal
problem. Therefore, in addition to the information that you submitted in your
letter of August 6,1991, we are requesting the specific written information
identified below.

We emphasize that a license to use NRC regulated material is a privilege
granted by the NRC, and any further recurrence of violations or prcblems in
managing your licensed activities may result in escalated enforcement action,
such as higher civil penalties or modification, suspension, or revocation of
your licenses.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In addition to
this response, we request that you develop and submit to NRC within 60 days of
the date of this letter:

1.a. A-Radiation Safety improvement Plan, suitable for incorporation into
the terms and conditions of your licenses, that addresses those
actions necessary to ensure-timely and lasting improvement in the
radiation safety program, improvements needed in procedures and
practices to achieve and maintain compliance with NRC- requirements
and license conditions, and periodic internal' or external audits that

-you plan to implement to assess your program effectiveness.

1.b. A schedule for completion of all actions described in the plan,
including interim milestones for the more complex actions.

2.a. A description of actions that you have taken or plan to take to
ensure that radioactive waste at the University of Puerto Rico is-
properly identified, packaged, labeled, and stored; and that it is
secured against unauthbrized removal and disposed of in accordance.

with regulatory requirements.

2.b. A schedule for accomplishing the actions that you describe.
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NRC needs this information in order to have assurance that, in the future:
1) your licensed activities will be conducted in acccrdance with regulatory
requirements and 2) the existing radioactive waste disposal problem at the
University of Puerto Rico will be resolved in a timely manner and in accordance
with regulatory requirements, if you do not intend to develop and submit to
NRC the infonnation requested in Paragraphs 1 and 2 above, you are required,
pursuant to Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended, to provide
iri writing, under oath or affinnation, your reasons as to why you should not be
required to develop and submit the requested information.

After reviewing your responses, including your proposed corrective actions and
- the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory e
requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice " a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document " m.-

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notics are not suwject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96.511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

/ J
v

Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation anc Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty J
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

University-of Puerto Rico EA 91 089

Medical Sciences Campus Docket No. 030-13584
San Juan, Puerto Rico License No. 52-01946-07

College of Natural Sciences Docket No. 030-01183
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico License No. 52-01986 04

Agricultural Experiment Station Docket No. 030-01182
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico License No. 52-01986-01

Mayaguez Campus. Docket No. 030-14313
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico License No. 52-10510-04

During an NRC inspection conducted on June 17 - 21, 1991 violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C-

(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234=of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended _(Act),
42_ U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and asmiated
civil penalty are set forth below:

Violatio's of License Number 52-01946-07 (Broad License)1. n
(Violations Assessed A Civil Penalty)

A. 10 CFR 20.207(a) requires that licensed materials stored in an
unrestricted area be secured against unauthorized removal from the
place _of storage. 10 CFR 20,207(b) requires that materials not in
sto 'ge be' tended under the constant surveillance and imediate
cont.al of the licensee. As defined in 10 CFR 20.3(a)(17), an
unrestricted area is any area to which access is not controlled by
the licensee for purposes of protection of _ individuals from exposure
to radiation and radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, on June 18, 1991, licensed material consisting
of 250 microcuries of sulfur-35 located in an unlocked refrigerator
in Room 607A of the Medical-Sciences Building, an unrestricted area,
was not secured against unauthorized removal and was not ted:M under
the constant surveillance a'no tmediate control of the licensee.

This is .t second repeat violation (Inspections 90-01 and 89-01).

-8.. 10 CFR 35.59(b)(2) requires, in part, that a licensee in possession
of a-sealed source' test the source for leakage at intervals not _to
exceed six months or at other intervals approved by the Comission or
an. Agreement State.
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Notice of Violation 2

Contrary to the above, sealed sources containing approximately 150
microcuries of cesium 137 and 150 microcuries of barium 133 wit ** a
leak test frequency not to exceed six months were not tested for-
leakage between April 3, 1990 and June 18, 1991, an interval exceeding
six months.

This is a repeat violation (Inspection 90-01),

C. 10 CFR 20.201(b)-requires that the licensee make or cause to be made
such surveys as may be necessary to comply with the requirements of
Part 20 and which are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate
the extent of radiation hazards that may be present. As defined in
10 CFR 20.201(4), " survey" means an evaluation of the radiation
hazards incident to the production, use, release, disposal, or
presence of radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under
a specific set of conditions.

Contrary to the above, as of June 17, 1991, the licensee did not make
surveys to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.101(a) that limits the
radiation exposure of individuals in a restricted area. Specifically,
ir April and May 1990, the licensee's personnel dosimetry processor
notified the licensee that four dosimetry badges (three ring badges
and one whole body badge) were non-readable, and the licensee did not
make necessary surveys to evaluate the radiation dose received by the
individuals who used those badges.

D. Condition 12.C. of License No. 52-01946-07 requires that licensed
material for other than human use be used by, or unde. the supervi-
sion of, individuals designated by the Radiation Safety Comittee.

Contrary to the above, on June 18, 1991, a researcher located in Room
617A of the Medical Sciences Building was using sulfur 35 for other

- than human use and was not designated by the Radiation Safety
Cranittee to do so, nor was he using the licensed material under the
supervision of an individual designated by the Radiation Safety
Comi ttee. The researcher ordered and received licensed material

-under his own name and was not, at that. time, conducting his research
under the supervision of an individual designated by the Radiation
Safety Committee.

E. ' 10 CFR 35.70(b) requires the licensee to survey w".h a radiation
detection survey instrument at least once each wt t all areas where
radiophamaceutical waste is stored. 10 CFR 35. :( 0 equires the
licensec to retain a record of this survey with s. nific information
for three years.

Contrary to the above, between April 3,1990 - and June 19, 1991, the
licensee did not survey with a radiation detection survey instrument
at least once each week in areas where radiopharmaceutical waste is
stored.
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Notice of Violation 3

F. 10 CFR 20.203(f) requires that, except as provided by 10 CFR 20.203(f)(* ),
each container of licensed material bear a durable, clearly visible
label identifying the radioactive contents.

Contrary to the above:

1. On June 18, 1991, several containers of radioactive waste in the
waste storage building did not bear durable, clearly visible
labels identifying the radioactive contents and the containers
were not excepted from such labeling; and

2. On June 19, 1991, a container of radioactive materials located
in the sealed source storage vault below the Health Physics
Office did not bear any label identifying the radioactive
contents and the container was not excepted frt,r. ach labeling.

G. 10 CFR 35.22(a)(2) requires the Radiation Safety Comittee to meet at
least quarterly.

Contrary to the above, the Radiation Safety Comittee failed to meet
from December 20, 1989 th ough April 4,1990, and from December 19,
1990 through April 3,1991, periods in excess of one calendar
quarter.

H. 10 CFR 35.22(a)(3) '.equires the Radiation Safety Comittee to
establish a quo um in order to conduct business with at least one-
half of the comittee's membership present, including a m1nagement
representative.

Contrary to the above, on December 19, 1990, April 3, 1991, and
May 22,1991, the Radiation Safety Comittee met and conducted
business without first establishing a quorum in that a representative
of management was not present at those meetings.

1. Concition 2fs of License No. 52-01946-07 requires that the licensee
conduct its program in accordance with the statements, representa-
tions, and procedures described in the licensee's application dated
August 29, 1988.

1. Attachment 11. Subparts 11.1, 11.1.2, and 11.1.6 of the licensee's
application state that radioactive waste will be placed in
clearly identified receptacles which are appropriately marked
with the radiation standard tag or label and that under no
circumstance will radioact;ve materials be discharged into waste
baskets or other containers which would pennit the contamination
of the regular trash.

Contrary to the above, on June 18. 1991, phosphorus 32 waste
located in Room B-316 of the Medical Sciences Building was
placed in a receptacle of biological waste, without any radio-
logical warning signs, and was prepared to be disposed of as
biological waste.
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2. Attachment 10.6.A.3. of the licensee's application states that
all shipments of radioactive materials are to be received in the
Hot Lab -(Room R-133 of the Biomedical Building) and in the
Health Physics Laboratory (Room R-179 of the Biomedical Building)
and inspected by the Health Physics Office staff prior to
delivery to the user.

Contrary to the above, as of June 19, 1991, packages containing )
radioactive materials had been delivered directly to the
Neurobiology Laboratory and had not been-initially received and
surveyed by the Health Physics Office staff at the Central
Medical Science Campus prior to delivery to the user.

3. Attachment 8.2 of the licensee's application states that
candidates for use of radioactive materials in research should
submit evidence of-training and exterience equivalent to 40
hours of academic radiation disciplines including specific
subjects.

Contrary to the above, on September 19, 1990, November 8,1990
and November 30, 1990, candidates for use of licensed materials
in research were approved without submitting evidence of
training and experience equivalent to 40 hours of academic
radiation disciplines.

4 Attachment 10.12 of the licensee's applicatica states that the
= licensee will establish and implement the model procedure for
area surveys that was published in App *1 dix N to Regulatory
Guide 10.8, Revision 2 ( August 1987). Item 1.e.(Records)of
Appendix N specifies that the licensee will keep records which
include actions taken in the case of excessive dose rates or
contamination and follow up survey information.

Contrary to the above, as of June 18, 1991, records of surveys
perfomed in the researci, laboratories did not indicate the
actions taken and follow up survey infomation for cases
involving excessive dose rates-or contamination.

J. 10 CFR -35.22(a)(5) requires the Radiation Safety Comittee to
promptly provide each member with a copy of the meeting minutes.

Contrary to the above, as of June 17,'1991, the Radiation Safety
Consnittee was not' providing copies of the meeting minutes to all
committee. members,

K. 10 CFR 35.59(g) requires the. licensee to maintain inventory records
of quarterly physical inventories for all sealed sources and requires
those records to contain specified information including model number

- of each source ano serial number if one has been assigned.
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Notice of Violation 5 i

Contraiy to the above, as of June 17. 1991, the licensee was not
recording assigned source model numbers and serial numbers on its
quarterly sealed source inventor;/ records.

L. 10 CFR 35.59(d) requires the licensee to retain leak test records for
five years which contain specified information for ell sources
tested.

Contrary to the above, as of June 17.1/91, records of leak test,
were not maintained for the sixteen Cesium 137 sources received in
August 1990.

These violations have been categorized in the aggregate as a Severity
'

level !!! problem (Supplements IV and VI).

Cumulative Civil Penalty $6,250 (assessed equally among the
15 violations).

!!. Violations of License No. 52 01986-04 (College of Natural Sciences)
(Violations Not Assessed A Civil Penalty)

Condition 15 of License No. . 52-01986-04 requires that the licensee conduct
its program in accordance with the statements, representations, and ,

procedures described in the licensee's application received Novei,4ber 9,
1989, and letter dated July 24, 1990.

1. Procedure 5.c. of item 10 of the licensee's application states that
the' surface of the source container will be checked for contamination
using a cotton swab when initially opening packages containing
radioactive material.

Contrary to the above, as of June 20, 1991, the surface of source
containers received in Rocm ."0 217 were not being checked for
contamination when initially @enice packages containing material.

_

This is a Severity Level 1 vio?.,ticc (Supplement VI).

2. Procedure 5.d. of item 10 of the iicensee's application states that
the Radiation Safety Technicir is to be notified a n receipt of

ma terial .

Contrary to the above, as of June 20, 1991, the Radiation Safety
Technician had not been notified of all receipts of material in Rooms
JGD 107 and JGD 216.

This is a Severity level IV violation (Supplement VI).
.
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i

3. Procedure 10 of item 10 of the licensee's application states that
laboratories using radioactive material will perform surveys at the
end of the experiment and that a permanent record would be kegt of
all survey results, including negative results.,

(a) Contrary to the above, from <bruary 1991 until June 20. 1991,
req 11 red surveys were not performed in Room JGD 217 at the end
of the experiments. !

,

This:is a Severity Level !Y violation (Supplement VI).
|
t

(b) Contrary to the above, as of June 20. 1991, a permanent record
of results of all surveys in Room JGD 216, including negative i

results., was not maintained,

This is a Severity Lt.el V violation (Supplement VI).
.

!

4 The licensee's letter dated Ju.y 24. 1990, states that the Radiation '

Safety Technician will verify that the researchers complete forms for
receiving and handling radioactive material in compliance with the
standards _and regulations estabitsbed in the license.

Contrary- to the above, as of June 20. 1991, the' licensee's Radiation
Safety Technician was-not verifying that the 'orms for receiving and
handling radioactive material were completed properly. Specifically,,

the technician was not verifying that the forms demonstrated thit
packages were routinely survejed for contamination prior to opening,
that the technician was being notified of all materi&l receipts and
that laboratory surveys were being performed and recorded as required. j

This is a !everity Level V violation (Supplement V!). '

!!!. Viciations of license No. 52-01986-01 ( Agricultural Experimer.t Station)
,

(Violations Not Assessed a Civil Penalty) !
,

# Condition 17 of License No. 52-01980-01 requires the Itcensee to
conduct a physical inventory every 6 months to account for all
sources and/or devices received and po"sessed under the license.

Contrary to the above, from October 17, 1990 until June 20. 1991, an
interval in excess of 6 months, the licensee did not perform inven-
tories to account for all sources and/or devices received and
possessed.

*

This it a repast violation (Inspection 90-01).

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI).

,
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B. 10 CfR 20.207(a) requires that licensed materials stored in an
unrestricted area be secured against unauthorized removal ' rom the
place of storage. 10 CFR 20.207(b) requires that materials not is,
storage be tended under the constant surveillance and imediate
control of the licensee. Asdefinedin10CTR20.3(a)(17),an
unrestricted area is any area to which access is not cont 7olled by
the licensee for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure
to radiation and radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, on June 20, 1991 licensed material :onsisting
of eleven vials of carbon 14 ranging from 50 microcuries to 386
microcuries per vial stored in an unlocked refrigerator in an open
hallway, an unrestricted area, was not tecured against unauthorized
removal, and was not tended under the constant surveillance and
imediate control of the licensee.

This is a Severity Level !Y violation (Supplement IV).
1

C. 10 CFR 20.203(e) requires that rooms or areas in which specified
amounts of Itcensed material are used or stored be conspicuuusly
posted " Caution . Radioactive Material."

Contrary to the above, on June 20, 1991, a refrigerator which
contained eleven vials of carbon 14 ranging from 50 to 386
microcuries per vie,1 and which was located in an open hallway
was not posted as required.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement IV).

IV. Violations of License No. 52-10510-04 (Mayaguez Campus)
(Violations Not Assessed A Civil Penalty)

A. Condition 20 of Licerse No. 52-10$10-04 requires that the licensee
conduct its program in accordance with the statements, representa-
tions, and procedures described in the licensee's applir9 tion dated
August 9, '.983, which includes the licensee's Radiation Safety
Regulations Manual, and letter dated April 11, 1986.

1. Section 2.2.7.7 of the Radiation Safety Regulations Manual requires
that the Radiation Safety Comittee perform an annual audit of
the radiation safety program.

Contrary to the above, the Radiation Safety Comittee failed to '

perform annual audits of the radiation safety program for the
calendar jears 1989 and 1990.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI).
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Notice of Violation 8
'

2. Section 2.5 of Appendix 2 of the Radiation Safety Rrgulations
Manual requires that the Radiation Protection Officer perform
inventories of licensed material every six months.

Contrary to the above, between January 1989 and March 1990 and
between May 1990 and June 17, 1991, intervals which exceed six
months, the Radiation Protection Officer failed to perform
inventories of Itcensed material. '

This is a Severity Level !V violation ($vpplement IV).

3. Section 4.3 of Appendix 4 of the Radiation Safety Regulations
Manual require that laboratory areas where less than 100
microcuries of licensed material are ised be surveyed monthly by
each user.

Contrary to the above, from Janut.ry 1989 to June 17, 1991,
monthly surveys had not been performed in Biology and Chemistry
laboratories which frequently use licensed material in amounts
less than 100 microcuries.

This is'a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement VI). '

4 The licensee's letter dated April 11, 1986, states that the
Radiation Safety Comittee will meet no less than once each
fiscal year. '

Contrary to the above, the Radiation Safety Comittee failed to
meet during the fiscal year 1989.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement V!).

B. 10 CFR 19.11(a) ar>d (b) require, in part, that the licensee post
current copies of Part 19 Part 20, the license, licente conditions,
documents incorporated into the license, license amendments and
operating procedurest or that the licensee post a notice describing
these documents and where they may be examined. 10CFR19.11(c) 6

requires that a licensee post Form NRC-3, " Notice to Employees."

Contrary to the above, on June 19, 1991, the licensee did not have
posted any of the required documents or notices at the Marine
Sciences Laboratory.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement V!).
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Notice of Violation 9

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the University of Puerto Rico
(Licensee) is hereby required to sut*iit a written statement or explanation to
the Director. Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of |Civil Penalty (Notice). This rvply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) :

admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation '
,

' if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in '

this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license should nnt be ,

modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper
,

should not Le taken. Consideration nay be given to extending the response time '

for good cause shown. Under tne authority of Section 182 of the Act. 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall De submitted under oath or affir1 nation.

Within the same time as pruvided for the response required above under ,

10 JR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the !
Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a '

check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the
time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in
thisNoticeinwholeorinpart,(2)duonstrateextenuatingcircumstances,(3)
show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not
be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part,

,

such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.'

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalt
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1991)y, the factors addressed in -, should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may

: incorporate parts-of the'10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attentien of the Licensee
is dirtcted to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applica' ale provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter

NUREG-0940 II.A-157
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Notice of Violation 10

may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to 51ction
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of V'olation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission, Region 11, Suite 2900,
101 Mar'letta Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30323.

FGR THE NUCLEAR R(GULATOR'I COMMISSION
_

| b-4sva,
Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this2B4(dayofAugust1991

NUREG-0940 II.A-150
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Docket Nos. 030-13584, 030-31462, License Nos. 52-01946-07
030-01183, 030-01182, 52-01946-09
030-14313, 030-19550 52-01986-04

52-01986-01
52-10510-04
52-19434-02

EA 91-089

University et Puerto Rico
ATTN: Dr. Jose M. Saldana

President ;

General Post Office Box 364984
San Juan, PR 00936-4984

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONFTARY PENALTY - $5,830

This refers to four letter dated September 27, 1991, in response
to the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Notice) sent to you by our letter dated August 28, 1991.
Our letter and Notice described twenty-eight violations
identified during an inspection conducted on June 17-21, 1991 at
the University of Puerto Rico.

Secticn I of the Notice described fifteen violations associated
with activities at your= Medical Services Campus (License No. 52-
01946-07), for which a civil penalty of $6,250 was Jroposed.

In your response to Section I, (Violations assessed a Civil
Penalty), you admitted nine violations, partially admitted five
violations and denied violation I.D, and requested a reduction of
the civil penalty based on the corrective actions taken.

After consideration of your response to Section I, we have
concludei for the reasons given in the Appendix attached to the
enclosed order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty that Violation I.D
should be withdrawn but that,_with the exception of Violation
I.D, the; Violations occurred as stated in the Notice. Because we
have wi':hdrawn Violation I .D, the amount of the civil penalty has
been reduced by one-fifteenth. Hmsever, a sufficient basis was
not1given for further reduction of.the civil penalty.
Accordingly, we hereby serve the enclosed Order on the University
'of Puerto Rico imposing a civil monetary penalty-in the amount of

NUREG-0940 II A.159
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University of Puerto Rico -2-
,

$5,630. We will review the effectiveness of your corrective
actions during a subsequent inspectien.

In your response to sections II, III, and IV of the Notice
(Violations not assessed a Civil Penalty), you adnitted nine
violations, partially &dmitted three violations, and denied one
violation. out evaluation of your response to the violaticna
that were denied or partially admitted is provided in
Zi. closure 2.

In your respense to the Violattens of License No. 52-019?6-0;
(Agricultural Experiment Station), you indicated that the
Radiation Safety Officer is Dr. J. Singmaster and that he has not
received correspondence concerning NRC inspections since 1982.
In the license renewal request for License No. 52-01986-01, dated (
April 13, 1988, Victor Snyder was designated as the principal
Radiation Safety Officer, with nr. J. Singmaster and Ms. N. Aci:
as backup Radiation Safety Officots. Since Dr. Snyder aas not
available during the inspection on June 17-21, 1991, the
inspection was conducted in the presence of Dr. 91ngnaster. If

you need to change the RSO designated en tne license, you should
!notify NRC's Region II cffice.

Our August 28, 1991 letter requested a description of the actions
that you have taken or plan to take to ensure that radioactive
waste is properly packaged, labeled, and stored; and that it is
secured against unauthorized removal and disposed of in
accordance with regulatory requirements. In your response to tne
Nntice and in your Radiation Safety Improvement Plan dated
October 28, 1991, you discussed your plans to license a waste
incinerator and to procure equipment to identify the radioactive
content of the waste. However, you did not describe your plans
for temporary storage of waste until the incineratcr is
operational and NRC has authorized its use; and you did not
describe your plans for lcng term storage of waste that cannot be
incincerated. We request that you provide this information
within the next 30 days. NRC Information Notice No. 90-09
(enclosed) describes the specific information the NRC needs to
address your capabil!*.y to safely store waste for up to five
years. Address your response to the Regional Administrator, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II, Suite 2900, 101
Marietta Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30323.

NUREG-0940 11.A-160
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University cf Puerto Rico -3-

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the 14RC's " Rules of Practice",
a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the
liRC's, Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

I!A1 / /M M
Rug L. Thee so , gf.
On ty Executife Qirector for

fluclear Mate W is Safety,
Safeguards and Operations support

Enclosures:
1. Order Impcsing Civil Monetary

Penalty W/ Appendix
2. Evaluation of Violations !1ot

Assessed a Civil Penalty
. 3. Information tiotice 90-09

CERTIFIED MAIL
{tETURf1 RECEIPT REOUESTED

NUREG-0940 II.A-161
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UNITED STATES
14UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

i

|In the Matter of ) Docket tio. 030-135a4, |UNIVERSITY 0F PUERTO RICO ) License No. 52-01946-07San Juan, Puerto Rico ) EA 91-089

ORDER IMPOSING CI*/IL MONETARY PENALTY

I

University of Puerto Rico (Licensee) is the holder of Broad

Medical, Teletherapy and Research and Development License Nos.
h52-01945-07, 52-01946-09, 57-01986-04, 52-01986-01, 52-10510-04, ;

,

,

52-19404-02 issued by the Nuclear Re.Julatory Commission (NRC or
Commissiori) on January 3, 1978, March 8 1990, March 18, 1969, '

1

February 13, 2957, August 15, 1978,-and March 9, 1982,

respectively. The licenses authorize the Licensee to use
byproduct material |in accordance with the conditions specified
therein.

YI
!

I

^|

An inspection of the Licensee's activities was conducted on
June 17-21, 1991. 'he results of this inspection indicated that +

the Licensee had not conducted :its activities in full compliance
l- ,

L with NRC requirements. A written Notice.of Violation and
I
''

Proposed Imposition of Civil. Penalty (Notice)'was served upon the >

' Licensee'by letter dated August 28, 1991. Section I of the '
+

4

-

5

-' '

i
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Notice (Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty) states the nature of
the violations, the-provisions of the NRC's requirements that the

Licensee had violated, and the amount of the civil penalty

proposed for the violations associated with License Number 50- t

01946-07. The Licensee responded to the Notico by letter dated

LSeptember 27, 1991. In its response to the viciations in Section |

I of the Notice, the Licenseo admitted nino violations, partially

admitted five violations (Violations I.E. I.G, I.I.3, I.I.4, and

I . L) , and denied one "iolation (violation I.D). In addition, the

Licenseo requested that the amount of the civil penalty be ;

!

reduced.

I

III

'

1

After consideration of the Licensee's response and the statements

of fact, explanation, and argument for mitigation contained
therein, the NRC staff has determined, as set forth in the'

-

Appendix to this Order, that.the Violations, With tho exception t

of Violation I.D., occurred as stated. With respect to Violation >

I.D.,=the NRC staff has determined that the violation should be
,

withdrawn.

t

>

NUREG-0940 II.A-163
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IV

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Section 234 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as arended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2232, and
>

10 CFR 2.205, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

The Licencee pay a civil penalty in the amount of $5,830

within 30 days of the date of this Order, by check, drsft,

conny order, or electronic transfer, payable to the

Treasurer of the United States and mailed to the Director,

Office of Enforcerent, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

ATTN: Document Control Deck, Washington, D.C. 20555.

V

The Licensee may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of

this Order. A request for a hearing should be clearly marked as

a " Request for an Enforcement Hearing" and shall be addressed to

the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555.

Copies also shali be sent to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcement at the same address and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region II, 101 Marietta Street N.W., Atlanta,

Georgia 30323.

NUREG-0940 II.A-164
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If a hearing is requested, the Commission will issue an order
f

designating the time and place of the hearing. If the Licensee

fails to request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this

orderi the provisions of this Order shall be effective without f
|

further proceedings. If payment has .not been made by that time, i

the matter may be referred to the Attor?.a/ General for

c oll .3 c t ion .

In the event the Licensee requests a hearing na provided above.
|

the issues to be considered at such hearing shall be:

'(D Whether the licensee was in viciation of the Commission
equirements as set forth in Violations I.E, I.G.,

I.I.3.,-I.I.4, and I.L of the Notice, and

(b) Whether, on the basis of such violations and the

additional violations set forth in the Notice of
Violation that the Licensee admitted, this Order sihould

be sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COM.ISSION

//IMjlO'

L. Thomp/og( r. tHug 1

Qeputy Executiv . rector for
Nuclear Mater' s Safety,
Safeguards and operations Support ,

Dated at Rockville, Ms.ryland

thisjT1ayofDecember1991
_

4
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hPPEllDIX

;

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSION '

!

On August 23, 1991,-a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
!of Civil Penalty (Notice) was issued for violations identified

- during an-NRC ins 9ection. The University of Puerto Rico
responded to the Notica in a letter dated September 27, 1991. In
its response to Section I (Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty), )

the licensee denied one violation (Violation 1. D.) and admitted
in part five violations (Violations I.E., I.G., I.I.3., I.I.4
and I.L.). In addition, the licensee requested a reduction of
the civil penalty. The URC's evaluation and conclusion regarding
the licensee's requests are as follows:

opstatement of_Violatiert LD.
,

?

Condition 12.C. of License Fe. 52-01946-07 requires that licensed
material for other than human use be used by, or under the *

oupervision of, individuals designated by the Radiation Safety
u Committee.
, ,

'

Contrary to the-above, on June 18,-1991, a researcher located in
Room 617A of the Medical Sciences Building was using sulfur 35
for other than human use-and was not designated by the Radiation
Safety-Committee to do so, nor was he using the licensed material
under the super /ision.of an individual designated by the '

Radiation Safety Committee. The researcher ordered and received ;licensed material under his own name and was not, at the time.
tconducting'his research under the supervision of an. individual '

designated by the Radiation Safety Committee.
Surnary of Licensee's Response to Violation I.D.

i
The. licensee denied.that a researcher who was not designated by [the. Radiation Safety Committee had ordered, received and used,

11 censed' material. The licensee stated that during the NRC
'

~,

11nspection.the Radiation Safety Officer _ confused an unauthorized
individual withfan authoriz'ed individual having the same name,,

and thus, it1 appeared-that an unauthorized; individual had ordered i

and received licensed material when.in fact it was ordered and
. receive'd by an authorized individual. (The unauthorized
individual was in fact' working under'the supervision of an ?

authorized: user.).

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Resoons.2

The| inspectors _ acknowledge that during the inspection, they were )
aware thatLthere_were two researchers with the same last'name, ;-

and there|was a possibility for confusion.' ;

i

,

4
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f
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Appendix -2-

Therefore, the NRC is withdrawing this violation. Since the
civil penalty was assessed equally among 15 violations, NFC ic
reducing the civil penalty by 1/15, or $420, based on the
withdrawal of Violation I.D.

Peststg ent of ViS13dS_ W .c

10 CFR 35.70(b) requires the licensee to survey with a radiation
detection survey instrument at least once each week all areas
where radiopharmaceutical waste is stored. 10 CFR 35.70(h)
requires the licensee to retain a record of thic survey with
specific information ter three years.

Contrary to the above, between April 3, 1990, and June 19, 1991,
the licenceo did not survey with a radiation detection survey
instrument at least once each week in areas VSere
radiopharmaceutical wasto is stored.

Summary of Licensee's Resprnsf_to Violati2n I . E.

The licensee denied that radiation curveys were not being made at
least once each week in areas where radiopharmaceutical waste is
stored but admitted that the Radiation Safety Officer failed to
keep records of the results,

l@,g_ly.ahmtion of Licensee's Pesnonse

During the inspection, the Radiation Safety Officer stated that
he or someone from his effice visited the radiopharmaceutical <

waste storage area weekly and carried a survey instrument.
However, he indicated no measurements of radiation levels were
performed in or around the radiopnarmaceutical waste storage
facility (restricted and unrestricted areas).

Therefore, NRC concludes that the violation did occur as stated
in the Notice.

Eestatement of Violation 1.G.
10 CFR 3 5. 22 (a) (2) requires the Radiation Safety Committee to
meet at least quarterly.

,

Contrary to the above, the Radiation Safety Committee failed to
meet from December 20, 1989 through April 4, 1990, and from .

December 19, 1990 through April 3, 1991, periods in excess of one 2

calendar quarter.

NUREG-0940 II.A-167
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Eueearv oflissntgi'1 IeEstnEe t o Viplc!.isn L& ,

The licensee stated that the Radiation Safety Committee et !Our
times each year during 1989 and 1990, but failed to meet during
each calendar quarter which constituted only a deviation of i>
days. '

llPS l'a1M.0 t i en_tLit12_Litente e ' r PJtER2nDE I

10 CFR 35.22 (a) (2) requires the Radiation Safety Committen
~

meetings be held at least quarterly. The perleds of time between r

meetings (from December 00, 1989 thrcugh April 4, 1990, anJ
December 19, 1990 thrcugh April 3, 1993) are in excent of one
calendar quarter.

.,

Therefore, the !1RC concludes that the violation did cucur as
stated in the Notice. ' *

Eg.st a t enqnt _o f Viol a t i o n I L_;Lti

Condition 20 of License !!o. 52-01946-07 requires that the
licenseo conduct its program in accordance with the statements, a

representations, and procedures described in the licensee's .o

application dated August 29. 1988.
,

A*.tachment 8.2 of the licencee's applicatien states that
,

candidates for use of radioactive materials in rese:rch cheuld
submit evidence of training and experience equivalent to 4 0 hourc
of academic radiaticn disciplines including specific subjects.

Contrary to the above, on '3eptember 19, 1990, November 3, 1990 -

and November 30, 1990, candidates for use of licensed materials s

in research were approved without submitting evidence of training
and experience equivalent to 40 hours of acadenic radiatian
disciplines.

E1Ltaa rv e t' L i c m ass '_L SfJngns e 19 V i o l a_t.isn_L1J

The licensee stated that meat of the radioisotope users have been
on-campua for more than IJ years and have taken ccurses and on-
the-job training in radioisotope handling at the Medical Sciences
Campus, but no certificates have been issued, and that in the
past it was t'ot required to submit evidence of training.

UJ1.C Eveluit.icn of licensee's RetronEn
The licensee's procedures as written in Attachment 8.2 of the
licensee's application dated August 29, 1988, require research

NUREG-0940 II.A-168
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Appendix -4-

candidates for use of radioactive material to submit evidence of ,

'
trait.ing and experience equivalent to 40 hours of academic
radiation disciplines including specific subjects. The i

,

researchers who were approved on September 19, 1990, November 8,

1990 and November 30, 1990, were new candidates for use of
materials, and no evidence of training and experience equivalent,

to 40 hours of academic radiation disciplines, including specific
subjects, was submitted prior to their approvals.

Therefore, NRC concludes that the violation did occur as stated
in the Notice.

htqtaterenfa f violation I.I.4

Condition 20 of License No. 52-01946-07 requires that the
licensee conduct its program in accordance with the statements, ,

representations, and procedures. described in the licensoo's.
application dated August 29, 1988.

Attachment 10.12 of the-licensee's application states that the ,

licensee will-establish and implement-the model procedure for
area surveys that was-published-in Appendix N to Regulstory Guide
10.8, Revision 2 (August 1987). Item 1.e (Records) of Appendix N
specifies that the licensee will keep records which include
actions taken in the case.of excessive dose rates or .

contamination and-follow up survey information. .

Contrary-to the above,'as of June 18, 1991, records of surveys
' performed in the research laboratories did not indicato the
actions taken and followup survey information for cases involvings

excessive dose rates or contamination.
Surrary of Licengge's Resoonse to Violation I.I it

.The licensee partially admitted the1 violation and statad that
when high dose rates or contamination were detected, arean were -

initially. surveyed and decontaminated until-dose rates reached
approved levels; however, the licensee failed to knop records of
the action taken.

t

|NRC-Evaluation of Licensee's Resnonse

This citation was not for f ailing to survey An decontaminata
areas, but rather for not retaining records of| actions taken ar.d +

follow up survey information.for cases involving excessive dose
rates or contamination. Theilicensee admitted that it had n:t
kept these records.

.
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Appendix -S-

Therefore, NRC concludes that the violation did occur as stated
in the Notice. ;

4

E_estatement of Violation I.L.

10 CFR 35.59(d) requires the licensee to retain leak tent records -

for five years which contain specified information for all
sources tested.

Contrary to the above, as of June 17, 1991., records of leak tests
were not maintained for sixteen Cesium 137 sources received in
August 1990.

4

Summary of Licensee's Risconse to Violation I.L.
,

The licensee ctated that the sealed sources were leak tested as
required, but the new cesium.137 sources were not clearly

,identified in the form used as a permanent record. '

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response.

This citation was not for_failing to leak test scaled sources,
but rather for not maintaining leak test' records as required.
The' licensee's leak test records did not identify the sources
tested and did not contain the specified information on the
sixteen cesium 137 sources received in August 1990.

Therefore, NRC. concludes that the violation did occur as stated
in-the Notice.

Summary of Licensee's Reouest for Mitication.

The licensee stated that, as of September 27, 1991, more than
75 percent of the violations had already been corrected, and that
in order to develop a stronger Radiation Safety Program, the
University of Puerto Rico has initiated the acquisition of
personnel, equipment and materials._ The licensee requested that,
for these reasons, the-NRC consider reducing the amount of the
proposed. civil penalty.

URC Evaluation of-Licensee's Reauest for Mitication.

Corrective actions are always required for identified violations.r

As stated in the NRC letter dated August 28, 1991, neither
.escalationinor mitigation was warranted for corrective-action to
prevent recurrence because, at the time of the enforcement
conference, even though immediata corrective actions had been
taken'for.some of the violations, adequate long-term corrective

.

.

i
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i

! action to address the root cause issues had not been forrulated
; and implemented. Therefore, NRC concludes that the licensee haa

| not provided a sufficient basis for mitigation of the proposed

; civil penalty.

NRC conclusion

The NRC has concluded that, with the exception of Violatien 1.D.,

the violations occurred as stated, and that the licensee has rot
provided a sufficient basic for any mitigation of the civil
penalty. However, based on the withdrawal of Violation I.D., a

reduction of the civil penalty in the amount et $420 is
warranted.

Consequently, a civil penalty in the ancunt of SS,R30 cheuld be _

imposed.
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EllCLOSUPE 2
;

EVALUATION OF VIOLATIONS

NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PE!!ALIY
r

!

Of the violations not assessed a ci"il penalty, the licensee
,

admitted nine of the 13 violations (violations II.3.(a),
II . 3 (b) , 11.4., III.A., III.B., IV.A.1., IV.A.2., IV.A.3., and
IV.B.), denied one violation in its entirety (Violation III.C.),
and admitted in part three violations (Violations II.1., II.2., '

and IV.A.4.).
Restatement of Violation III.C.

?

10 CFR 20.203(e)-requires that rocms or areas in which specified
amounts of licensed material Tre used or etored be conspicuously
posted " Caution - Radioactive Material."

Contre.ry to the above, on June 20, 1991, a refrigerator which
contained eleven vials of carbon 14 ranging from 50 to,

386 microcuries per vial and which was located in an open hallway
was not posted as required.

Summary of Licengge's Resconse to Violation III.C.

The licensee denied that posting was required for this
refrigerator-. The licensee stated that the activities of carbon
14 stored in a refrigerator at the Agricultural Experiment
Station and recorded by the inspector were misread on the
container labels during the NRC inspection. By checking old

~

papers on the containers, the licensee found that the total
activity stored in the refrigerator was less-than 0.8 mil 11 curies
of carbon 14; therefore, the refrigerator did not require a sign
Warning " Caution Radioactive Materia]" in accordance with 10 CFR
20.203(e), which-requires posting for more than one millicurie of
carbon-14.

FRC Evaluation of Licensee #s Resconsg

The inspector agrees that the labels on-the containers were
difficult'to read. Since the licensee war able to check old
papers after the inspection and determined that the total
activity in the refrigerator was less than 0.8 millicuries, then
the refrigerator would.not require posting in accordance with
10 CFR 20.203(e). '

Accordingly, Violation III.C is withdrawn.

r
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2-Enclosure 2 -

Festatfment of Violation ILL
|Condition 15 of License No. 52-01996-04 requires that the

licensee conduct its program in accordance with the statemento, i
representations, and precedures described in the licenseu's ,

i application received November 9, 1989, and letter dated July 24 I

- 1990. |

!
Procedure 5.c. of Item 10 of the li;onsee's application states
that the surface _of the source container will be checked for icontamination using a cotton swab when initially opening packages'

containing radioactive material.
,

Contrary to the above, as of June 20, 1991, the sur; face of source
containers received in Room JGD 217 were not being checked for
contamination when initially opeTing packages containing '
material,

Summary of Licensee's Resoonse to Violation II.1.

The licensee stated that the incoming packages were checked for
-

contamination but negative renuits were not recorded. .

'NRC Evaluation of Licensee's ResRlDh3
1
' Based on a-telephone conversstion between the Radiation Satety
|

Officer and an inspector on November 4, 1991, it is our ;

understanding that there-was a misunderstanding as to what
constituted the required surveys on incoming packages. Tho

,

'

researcher in Room JGD 217 indicated to the Radiation Safety
Officer that.ho was performing the required surveys and not
recording negative results, Howevor, the Radiation Safety'

Officer indicated that the researcher had been surveying the
,

| exterior surface of the incoming packages for radiation levels
but had not performed the required checks for contamiration on

L the surface of the source containers when initially opening the
- packages.

Therefore, NRC concludes that the violatio. did occur as stated
in the Notice. ;

|'
.RgatAtement of Violation 11.2.

L
L Condition-15 of License;No. 52-01986-04 requirco that-the

licensee conduct its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures described in the licensee's~

L application received November 9, 1989, and letter dated July 24,
L .1990.

.

:

>
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Enclosure 2 -3-
,

Procedure 5.d. of Item 10 of the licensee's application states
that the Radiation Safety Technician is to be noti,fied open
receipt of material.

Contrary to the above, as of June 20, 1991, the Radiation Safety
Technician had not been notified of all receipt of material in
Rooms JGD 107 and JGD 216.

Surmiry of LiORTde_e# 9 ReGDon5e to V1213 tion II.2.

The licensee stated that the violation was due to a
I misunderstanding of the use of the form employed to notify the

RSO. The licensee stated that the personnel in Room JGD 107
i aisays notified the Radiation Safety Technician (RST) by

telephone of roccipt of material and the personnel in Room JGD
216 always notified the RST in writing and not by telephone. The
licensco also stated that the notification forms are available in
the RST's files.

URC Evaluation _ Qf_ldcensee's Resrd2nTdt;.

The informstion provided to the NRC inspectors concerning not
notifying the RST was obtained through interviews with personnel
in the laboratories during the inspection. There is a
possibility that other personnel in the laboratory who were not
present during the inspection may havo notified the RST of
receipt of these materials, and since the RST has forms in his
files which demorstrate that he was notified, we agree with the
licensee's conclusion that Item II.2. did not constitute a
violation.

Accordingly, Violation 11.2 is withdrawn.

Eq11atement of Violation IV.A.4.

Condition 20 of License No. 52-10510-04 requires that the
licensee conduct its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures described in the licensee's
application dated August 9, 1983, which includes the licensee s
Radiation Safety Regulations Manual, and letter dated April 11,
1986.

The licensee's letter dated April 11, 1986, states that the
Radiation Safety Committee will meet no less than once each
fiscal year.

H
@'f Contrary to the above, the Radiation Safety Committee failed to
ic meet during the fiscal year 1989.
$

L
: F

1
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Enclosure 2 -4-
.

Summary of Licensee's Renconse to Violation IV.A.4.

The licensee stated that the Radiation Safety Committee met at I

least once each year, including 1989; ho** aver no record of the ,

meeting held in 1989 had been kept.
,

NRC: Evaluation of Licensee's Rgynonst

At the time of the inspection, there were minutes for'other ;
'Radiation Safety Committee meetings, but no minutes for a meeting

held during-fiscal year 1989. Also, through interviews with the
'

'

Radiation Safety Officer, it was determined that no Radiation
Safety Committee meeting was held during fiscal year 1909.

Therefore,-NRC concludes that the violation did occur as stated
in the Notice.

NRC Conclusion

The NRC concludes that the' licensee provided an adequate basis
for withdrawal of Violations II.2. and III.C. of the Notice of '

Violation dated August 28, 1991. Consequently, Violations II.2
,and III.C are withdrawn. However,.the NRC concludes that the
, licensee did not provide an adequate basis for withdrawal of any
additional violations. Therefore, the NRC concludes that
Violations II.1. and IV.A.4. occurred as stated in the Notice.

|

.
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Occket No. 30 06415
ticense No. 42 08456-02
EA 92 031

Century inspection, Inc.
ATTN: David McCorkle, Presicent
P.O. Box 59126
10931 Indian Trail
0allas, Texas 75229-1126 -

Gentlemen:

SUBJECit NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NRC INSPECTION REPORT N0. 30-06415/92-01)

This is in reference to NRC's February 13, 1992, inspection at your offices in
Dallas, Texas. This inspection, which was described in a report issued on
February 21, 1992, focused on the circumstan',ts surrounding the failure of a
Century Inspection radiographer to comply with all radiation safety
requirements while performing radiography in a fabrication shop near Drudhoe
Bay, Alaska, on November 27, 1991. An enforcement conference was conducted in
NRC's Arlington, Texas offices on March 10, 1992, to discuss an apparent
violation of NRC requirements disclosed by this inspection and to assist NRC
in deciding what enforcement action should be taken.

On January 15, 1992, Century Inspection informed NRC's Region IV office by ,

telephone that a 15-rem radiation exposure had been indicated on an employee's
film badge, On January 16, 1992, Century Inspection informed NRC that it
appeared that the exposure had occurred to the badge but not to the individual
because the individual had not been wearing the badge at the time the exposure
occurred (during radiographic operations on November 27,1991). Subsequent
reviews of this event by both Century Inspection and by NRC revealed that the
radiographer in this case was not wearing a film badge, direct-reading pocket
dosimeter or alarm ratemeter while conducting radiography. This in a
violation of the requirements of 10 CFR 34.33(a), which requires that all
three be worn at all times during radiography operations. From all
indications, the f ailure to wear a film badge and pocket dosimeter was
inadvertant; the radiographer left both in his artic gear after entering the
fabrication shop. In the case of tbc alarm ratemeter, the radiographer taped
his to his radiation survey instrument, apparently because he believed this
afforded adequate protection.

NRC recognizes that in this case, these failures did not have an impact on the
safety af the radiography activities. However, because these devices are
important to saf t.ty -- the alarm ratemeter and the pocket dosimeter are there
to alert radiographers tc unexpectedly high radiation fields and to prevent
radiographers from receiving significant exposures -- NRC considers these
f6ilures to be a significant regulatory concern, Therefore, this violation has
been classified at $everity Level III.

NUREG-0940 II.B-1
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Century inspection, Inc. -2-

In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Ei orcement Actions," (Enforce ent Polic/) 10 UR Part 2, Accendia C (1991), a

'

civil penalty is considered for a Severity Level 111 violation. However,
af ter Consultation nith the Dircctor, Of fice of Enf orcement, I have cecided
that a civil penalty will not be proposed in this case because: this violation
appears inconsistent with Century inspection's past regulatory performance,
which has been good: becluse it does not aCCear to be indicativs of a broader
expliance problem with Century inspection personnel and because Century
Inspection took both prompt action to address this violation and actions to
preclude a recurrence.

NRC views Century Inspection's actions in response to this matter positively.
In addition to making prompt notification to NRC once you became aware of the
film badge resU ts, you arranged for a medical evaluation of the radiographer
to assure that he had not been exposed to significant radiation levels, took
imediate action to warn other employees against violations of this type,
conducted a safety audit of your radiography activities in Alaska, and
purchased belts to hold personal radiation monitoring equipment in order to
minimize the possibility of inadvertant failures of this type.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow thc instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice o' Violation (Notice) when preparing your
response. In your response, yea should document the specific actions taken
and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. To the extent that
you have already provided this information in previous correspondence, you may
make raference to such correspondence, After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the arc's " Rules of Practice " a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject i

to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as r ouirede

by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

&f|?/ h.y[f1"+/ z/ Robert D. Ma
Regional Adm'inistrator

Encicsurei
Notice of Violation

CCI
State of Texas Radiation Omtrol Prograin Directer
State of Alaska Radiation <strol Program Director

s

NUREG-0940 11.B-2
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; NOTICE OF VIDLATICN
,

Century Inspection, Inc. Docket No. 30-C6415
Dallas, Texas License No. 42 08456 02

EA 92-031

During an NRC inspection (investigation) conducted on February 13, 1932,
a violation of NPC requirements was identified. In accordance with the
9eneral Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10

CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the violation i, listed below

10 CFR 34.33(a) states, in part, that the licensee may not permit any
individual to act as a radiographer or a radiographer's assistant unless,
at all times during radiographic operations, the individual wears a
direct-reading pocket dosimeter, an alarm ratemeter, and either a film

~

badge or thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD).

Contrary to the above, on November 27, 1991, at a facility near Prudhoe
Bay, Alaska, a licensee radiographer did not wear a direct reading pocket
dosimeter, an alarm ratemeter or a film badge while conducting
radiographic operations.

This is a Severity Level 111 violation (Supplement VI).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Century Inspection is hereby o

required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Regional
Administrator, Regicn IV, with a copy to the U.S. Nuclear kegulatory Conmission.
ATTN Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, within 30 days of the
date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Nutice). This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should
include for each violation (1) the reason f or *5e violation, or, if
contested, the basis for disputing the viola. (2) the corrective steps that
have been taken and the results achieved, corrective steps that will be''

taken to avoid further violations, and (4) in. , ate when full comDliance will
be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be
modified, suspended, or revoked, or whv Such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, considefation will be given to
extending the response time. Under the authurity of Section 182 of the Act.
42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 17th day of March 1992

NUREG-0940 11.B-3
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Docket No. 7bl43
License No. SNM-h4
EA 91-186

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. Charles R. Johnson

President
Post Office Box 337, MS 123
Erwin, tennessee 37650

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 70-143/91 31)

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (hRC) inspection conducted by
Mr. S. Burris on October 26 - December 4,1991, at the Nuclear Fuel Services
facility located in Erwin, Tennessee. The inspection included a review of the
facts and circumstances related to an event that occurred on November 8, 1991,
and involved the transfer of 1 raffinate solution containing uraniun from a
f avorable to an unfavorable geometry vessel wie.out verifying tnat the uranium
concentration of the raffinate solution was safe for such a transfer. The
report docun'enting this inspection was sent to ynu by letter dated Decembe 20,
1991. As a result of this inspection, a violation of hRC requirements was
identified. An enforcement conference wat held on January 3,1992, in the NRC
Region 11 office to discuss the violation. its cause, and your corrective
action to preclude recurrence. The letter summarizing this conference was sent
to you on January 15,199?.

The violation described in' the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) involved
the inadvertent transfer of a raffinate solution containing a higher than
normal concentration of uranium frcm raffinata columns to a storage tank and
subsequently to the Waste W. iter Treatment Facility (WTF) on November 8,1991.
An accountability sample result found that the value of the raffinate solution
that was trantferred on November 8,1991, was 0.0324 OV/1 which exceeded the
established administrative limit of 0.03 gU/1.

The safety significance nf this event is cased on the fact thdt administrative
nuclear safety controls failed. The adminifitrative nuclear safety controls
in this case consisted of two required independent verifications of the
laboratory analysis results for the raffinate $Dlution wnich would permit the
transfer to the WTF if the solution was within the requirec limits. The
procedure required both the operator and the supervisor to independently review
the analysis to determine if the solution met the limits for discharge to an
unfavorable geometry vessel. In this particular event the wrong sample number
was inadvertently selected and reviewed by the operator and subsequently
verified by the supervisor. Sample number 899500, toe sample nunter for a
previous raf finate solution batch that had been analyzed and found to be within
discharge limits on November 7,1991, was inadvertently reviewed inst +ad of
sample number 899950 which was the stmple number for the raf finate solution

NUREG-0940 II.B-4 i
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Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. -2- E 2 9 1992

being processed fcr discharge on November 8, 1991. The analysis for sample
number 899950 indicated that the solution exceeded the control limit of 0,03

90/1 for transfer to an unfavorable geometry vessel, whereas the analysis for
sample number 899500 was within the control limit, Both ti.e operator and
supervisor verified the analysis for sample 7 umber 899500 as being within,

control limits, and the solution represented by sample number 899950 was sub-
sequently discharged to the WWTF after draw'ng an accountability sample. A
subsequent _ review of that accountability sample revealed that the raffinate
solution discharged on November 8,1991, exceeded the control limit of 0.03
gU/1. .

The root cause of this event was the design of the system used t,y operations
personnel in calling N and verifying sample nun.bers. This event clearly
highlights a system deficiency in that sample result 3 were called up on the
system computer screen by sample number but there was no requirement to
cross-match sample numbers to information regarding a specific raffinate
solution being processed. In this case, both the operator and supervisor
relied only on>the wrong samp'e-number called up on the computer screen without
checking against actal log s, .ets which provided additional- identifying
infomation relative to the raffinate solution and its assigned sample number.
Although the concentration and quantity of uranium transferred in this event
were well below the levels. necessary to initiate a criticalit*, the fact
remains that a solution with an unverified concentration of uranium was trans-
ferred to an unfavorable geometry vessel. Therefore, this violation has been
categorized at Severity Lesel III because of the failure of the administrative
nuclear safety controls that were relied upon to prevent a nuclear criticality
event.

In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1991), a
civil penalty is considered for a Severity Level 11! violation. However, after
consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards, and Operations Support, I
have decided that a civil penalty will not be prJposed 's this case. Full
mitigation was_ appropriate for your identitication of the event and reporting

' of the violation. Full mitigation was also warranted for your corrective
action to prevent recurrence, including your imediate actions to initiate an
investigation and evaluation of the event,~reinstructing personnel relative to
the 'importance of ensuring proper verification of sample numbers, a review of
other operational systems to determine _ whether similar problems could occur,
a u corrective actions to systems with the potential for a similar problem. In

cion,_ consideration was also given to your proposed long term corrective,

r _tions that include installation of in-line monitors, human factors evalua-
tions, procedural improvements, and computer hardware and softw ee enhancements.
Neither escalation nor mitigation was warranted for the factor of past perfor-
mance. Two escalated enforcement actions, EA 90-124 and EA 91-004, were issued
on March 20, 1991. These escalated enforcement actions addressed two events,
-the first of which occurred on. March 29, 1990, and involved the transfer of a
solution containing a high concentration of uranium to a waste collection tank.
The_second event occurred on November 28, 1990, and involved the transfer of a
solution containing a high concentration.of uranium to an unfavorable geometry

NUREG-0940 II.B-5
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tank. . Escalation, which is normally.considereo for previous escalated '

enforcement actions, was offset because of the significant overall program.

. improvements :that have been made at your facility. Spesifically, the reconfig-
uration of the piping system that was accomplished af ter the November 28, 1990
event which wat effective in limiting the potential consequences of the recent
event in that the reconfiguration eliminated potential pathways for-solutions
with high concentrations of uranium to enter unfavorable geometry tanks. Other
actions which have resulted from the Performance Improvement Program and have
improved criticality safety, including installation of in-line monitors, improved
operations and maintenance performanca, and recent completion of selective
Management Oversight Risk Tree (MORT) analyses, were also considered. The other
adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered, and no further
adjustments were appropriate.

Youlare required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your re-
sponse, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional'
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
irections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
net.essary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
-this letter and its. enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

'Should-you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,
,

/ /

r / '|, T
s

* 'yvM/ A1LLU
Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

'

Enclosure:
_

Notice of Violation

cc w/ecci:
State of Tennessee

i
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NOTICE OF V!0tATION

~

Nuclear fuel Services, Inc. Docket No. 70-143,

-Erwin, Tennessee License No. SNM-124
EA 91-186

During an NRC_ inspecticn conducted on October 26 December 4, 1991, a~ viola-
.-tion of. NRC requirements was identified, in accordance with the " General
' Statement._of Policy and Procedure fw NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
- Appendix C (1991), the violation is listed below:

Condition 9 of Special Nuclear Material License No.-124 (SNM-124),
requires that licensed materials be used in accordance with statements, '

representations, and conditions contained in Section 100 through 500,
700, and 1000 of the application dated August 30, 1916, and supplements
thereto.

Section 300, Subsection 376.01, specifies that " Solutions in which it is
credible that critical concentrations may accumulate and thus are con-
fined to safe geometry or fixed-poisoned vessels may be released to
vessels of unsafe geometry and volume only if t (a) safe concentration is
verified by. analysis of a -representative sample; or (b) the safe geometry
is a secondary criticality control and at least two separate stages
function between the potential source of fissile material and the unsafe
vesselito remove the fissile material."

-Section 300,. Subsection 376,02, specifies that "It is the foreman's
responsibility to ascertain that the' concentration is safe before author-
izing release to the unsafe geometry and volume."

Contrary _ to the above. -on November _8,1991, the licensee transferred the
contents of raffinate columns T-ll. -12. and 13 (safe geometry vessels

~

'

where it is credible that-critical concentations may accumulate) to
Tank T-3-(unsafe geometry _ vessel)'without ascertainirp that the raffinate
-contained a safe concentration that was verified by analysis of a repre-
sentative sample. Safe geometry was the- primary, not- secondary
criticality control,

This _it a Severity Level._II'l violation (Supplement VI);

Pursuant toithe prov_isions of 10 CFR-2.201, Nuclear Fuel Services. -Inc. is*

'hereby required to submit a written-staterrent or- explanation to the U.S.
' Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN: _ Document Control Desk, Washington,
D C. 20555 with a. copy to .the Regional Administrator,' Region 11, and a copy to
the|NFS-Erwin~ NRC Resident inspector, within- 30 days of the date of the letter
transmitting 'this Notico of-Yiolation (Notice). This reply should be clearly
marked as a " Reply-to a Notice of: Violation" and should include for each
violation: -(l) the:renon-for -the violation, or, if contested, the basis for
disputing'the violatiori, (2) =the corrective steps that have been taken and- the
results achieved, (3) the corrective steos that will be taken to avoid fLrther
violations, and-(4) the =date when full compliance-will be achieved. If an

b
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|- Notice of Violation -2-
4

adequate reply ~is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or demand for. information may be issued as to why the license should not
be modified, suspended. or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper

.should.not be taken. :Where good cause..is shown, consideration will be given to
extending the response time. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act. 42

,

U.S.C. 2232.-this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.
; ...-

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 29th day of January 1992

.

!

L-

L

|
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Docket No. 030-02539
License No. 29-11935-01
EA 92-022

Raritan Bay hiedical Center
Penh Amboy Division
Attn: Keith hicLaughlin

Chief Executive Of6cer
530 New Brunswick Avenue
Perth Amboy, New Jersey 08861

Dear h!r. NicLaughlin:

Sabject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-02539/92-001)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on January 30, 1992, at the aoove
me'itioned facility in Penh Amboy, New Jersey, of activities authorized by NRC License
No. 29-11935-01. The inspection repon was sent to you on February 19,1992. The
inspection was conducted to review the ciret:mstances associated with a missing cobalt-60
sealed source, as well as missing cobalt-57 sealed sources (which are regulated by the State
of New Jersey) at that facility, as well as your Old Bridge facility. This loss was identined
by your staff dunng a rouune inventory of your source storage area and reported to the
NRC. On February 26. 1992, an enforcement conference was conducted with his. 51.
Pagano and other memoers of your staff to discuss the loss, the related violation, its causes
and your corrective actions. A copy of the Enforcement Conference Repon is enclosed.

The loss of the radioactive material was discovered wt.t.. the required routine physical
. inventory of radioactive n.aterials was conducted at the facility. Although the sources were
being kept by the licensee m lead storage containers in a locked storage area. the inventorv
revealed that the sources, and their lead storage containers, were missing. The sources had
been last identified as being in your possession on August 8,1991, during a previous routine
physical inventory. Although immediate acnons were taken, upon identi6 cation, to attempt
to Iwate the radioactive matenal. those effons were unsuccessful.

CERTIFIED N1 AIL
RETURN RECEIN REQUESTED
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& The apparent cause of this loss was the lack of proper security of the matenal to prevent its
unauthorized removal in that the sources were stored in the Nuclear Medicine Hot
Laboratory, with the key to the laboratory located in an unsecured location (hanging on a
cord) in the adjacent scan room, thereby allowing access to the room. This lack of secunty.
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements and is described in the enclosed Notice.

This violation demonstrates a lack of adequate control of radioactive material that you were
authorized to possess under the terms of your license. The failure to maintain such control
could have resulted in misuse of the matenai by, and could have created a potential for an

iexcessise exposure to, members of the public. With respect to the material that was lost, the .j
-loss is significant because the sources have the p':aential to inflict radiation injury on any
person who kept the unshielded source close to the body a long period of time. In view of
the above, the violation is classified at Seventy Level 111 in ae ordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC En'orcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (Enforcement Policy)(1991).

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the inspection, prompt and extensive actions were
initiated to correct the violation and effect improvements in the control of these sources.
These actions, which were described either during the inspection or at the enforcement
conference, included: (1)immediate attempts to locate the sources, including a search of the

,

hospital facility, a review of the hospital disposal records, and a report of the loss to the
Perth Amboy Police who performed a joint investigation with the Hospital Security Director;
(2) purchase of a combination safe for storage of dose calibrator sources not in use: O)
removal of the master key from housekeeping; (4) changing the locks on the hot lab and scan
room doors; and (5) placing the hot lab key in a locked box in the scan room.

Normally, a civiI penalty is issued for such a violation in order to emphasize the importance
of implementing long-lasting corrective actions to ensure that (1) licensed activities are
conducted safely and in accordance with requirements; and (2) licensed materials aie
properly controlled to prevent their loss or theft. However, after consideration of the
escalating and mitigating factors in this case, I have been authorized to issue the enclosed
Notice of Violation without a civil penalty in view of your identit'ication and reporting of the
issue, your prompt and comprehensive corrective actions, as well as your past good
enforcement history. The NRC emphasizes, however, that any similar violations in the
future may result in escalated enforcement action.

.

= You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions specified in the
enclosed Notice of Violation when preparing your response. In your response, you should
document the specific actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent
recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions, and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

_

,

4
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in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, a copy of tMs
letter and the endosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The responscs direc:ed by this letter and Enclo;ure 1 are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

O'
Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosures: ~

1. Notice of Violation
2. Enforcement Conference Report

CC;

Public Document Room (PDR) <

Nu;1 ear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
State of New Jersey

. ,

7

|
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2. NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Raritan Bs.y-Medical Center - Doexet No. 030-02539
Riverside, New Jersey 08075 License No. 29 11935 01 :|

EA 92 022 '

: During an NRC inspection conducted on 'anuary 30,1992, a violation of NRC requirements
was identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC -

Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1091), the violation is set forth below:

10 ' FR 20.207(a) requires that licensed materials stored in an unrestricted area shallC/..
be secured against unauthorized removal from the place of storage. - 10 CFR
20.207(b) requires that licenied materials in an unrestricted area and not in storage
shall be tended under the constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee.
As denned in 10 CFR 20.3(a)(17), an unrestricted area is any area access to which is ,

nat controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure )

to radiation and radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, on at least one occasion between August 8,1991 and
November 14, 1991, licensed material consisting of a 19.3 microcune cobalt-60
sealed source, stored in the Nuclear Medicine Hot l2boratory, an unrestricted area,
was not secured against unauthorized removal from the place of storage, and was not
under constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee Specifically, the
key to the Nuclear Medicine Hot Laboratory was located in a visible location in the
scan room, thereby allowing access to the hot laboratory, and on Novernber 14, 1991,
the licensee reported to the NRC that the 19.3 microcurie cobalt-60 sealed source was
lost.

This is a Severity Level HI violation. (Supplement IV)

~ Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Raritan Bay Medical Center (Licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Regional Administrator,

_

. Region I, with a copy to the U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission, ATrN: Document
, _

Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator. Region
I,;within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice).- This
reply should be clearly marked as a." Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for-
each violation: (1) the reasons for the violation, or if contested, the basis for disputing theo

violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, and (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full.
ccmpliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order or a demand for information may be issued as to why the license should'
not be modifiedisuspended, or revoked, or why _such other action as may be proper should

I.

'NUREG-0940 ~ II.B-2
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- not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the
:esponse time Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C.

~

2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this So day of March 1992

.,.

t ..

I

._

.
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Dosket No. 40-8027
Lictnse No. SUB-1010
EA 91-153

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation
(Subsidiary of Ggeral Atomics)
ATTN: James J. Sheppard

Presidrat
P.O. Box 61C-
Gore,' Oklab a 74435

Genticaen:

SUOJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION (NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05. 40-802//90-04,
90-05, 90-06, 90-07, 91-01, 91-02, 91-05, 91-09, and 91-10)

This is in reference to several NRC inspections following Sequoyah Fuels
Corporetion's August 22, 1990 report to NRC that uranium-contaminated water was
found in at open excavation adjacent to the solvent extraction building at the
Sequoyah Facility. The inspections referenced in (nis document took place
between Aegust 1990 and July 1991.

Viciations of NRC requirements identified during these and other inspections,
as well n violations and concerns developed during investigations conoucted by
NRC's Office of Investigation <. (01), resulted in an Order Modifying License L
Demand For Infarmation (Order) being issued to Sequoyah fuels Corporation (SFC)
on October 3, 1991.

Several violations identified in other inspection reports resulted in Notice of
Violations to which SFC was required to respond. However, as indicated in the l

inspectic.n reports referenced in this document, NRC deferred issuing citations ,

!for certain apparent violations of NRC requirements and deferred a decision on
enforcement action while Ol's investigations were in progress. These app.srent
violations of NRC requirements were dest.ribed in NRC inspection reports i

40-8027/90-04, 90-05, 90-06, 90-07, 91-01, 91-02, 91-05, 91-09, and 91-10, |

which were isided, respectively, on October 11, 1990; November 20, 1990 |

February 21, 19911 March 1, 1991; April 5, 1991; May 3, 1991; June 11, 1991:- i

July .1,1991; accL July 22, 1991. |
'

These violations involved failures on the part of SFC to conduct radiation
surveys as necessary, to inform and instruct individ u ls working in restricted
areas of the fresence of radioactive materials and the precautions to be taken,
to exercise adequate radioactive contamination controls ever materials being
taken fram the facility, to report events to NRC in accordance

C_ERTIFIE0 MAIL
,

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED i
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Sequoyah Fuels torporation -2-

with established requirements, to establish procedures for all activities
involving radioactive or hazardous materials, to follow procedures that had
been established, and to comply with license conditions and requirements
designed to ensure the protection of the environment.

In the aggregat- these violations indicate significant weaknesses in SFC's
radiation safe,y a i environmental protection programs and a failure on the
part of the responsible SFC managers to ensure that such programs were
sufficient to ensure compliance with all NRC requirements and the conditions of
SFC's NRC license. Therefore, the violations in the enclosed Notice of
Violation are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level Ill problem.

in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part ?, Appendix C (1991), a

_

civil penalty is considered for a Severity Level 111 problem. However, after
consultation with the Director, Office of e forcement, the Deputy Executiven

Director for Nuclear Materials Safety, Saf eguards and Operations Support, and
the Commission, I have decided that a civil penalty will not be proposed in
this case.

This decision is based on the actions that SFC has taken to remedy these
weaknesses, the significant actions that SFC is now required by the October 3,
1991, Order to take to improve the radiation safety and environmental
protection programs at the Sequoyah Facility, and the fact that SFC is .

prevented from operating the facility until many of these improvements are in
place.

SFC is required to respond to this letter and enclosed Notice of Violation
(Notice) and should follow the instructions specified in the Notice when
preparing its response. In its response, SFC should docun'ent the specific
actions taken and any additional actions it plans to prevent recurrence. In
documenting the corrective actions for any particular violation, SFC may make
reference to information in other documents, including information provided to
NRC in response to other Notices of Violation issued since August 1990, and
information provided to NRC in response to the October 3, 1991 Order. Given
the significant efforts underway to respond to the Order, NRC is extending the

~

normal 30-day response to 60 days in this case. After reviewing your response
to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC anforcement
action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory recuirements.

Some issues identified as apparent violations in the referenced NRC inspection
reports were intentionally not included in this Notice of Violation and will
not be cited. These include the apparent failure to clearly delineate by
procedure the responsibility for identifying changing conditions such that a
cha-ge to a Hazardous Work Permit is necessary (Inspection Reports 90-05 and
91-02), the apparent failure to follow the provisions of Procedure G-160
(Inspection Report 90-06), the apparent failure to instruct a contract employee

NUREG-0940 II.B-1E
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Sequoyah Fuels Corporation -3-

in accordance with 10 CFR 19.12 ('nspection Report 91-01), and the apparent
failure to take proper mitigating actions in response to sample results that
exceeded action-levels (Inspection Report 91-05). These issues were not
included in the Notice because, upon review, they did not appear to involve +

violations of NRC requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerelyj
_

Y % / |

Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosure
Notice of Violation

CC:
Oklahoma Radiation Control Program Director

Diane Curran, Esq.
Harmon, Curran & Toutley
2001 S Street, N.W., Suite 430
Washington, D.C. 20009

Brita Haugland-Cantrell, Esq.
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard
112 State Capitol Building
Oklahoma City, OK- 73105-4894

James Wilcoxen, Esq.
Wilcoxen & Wilcoxen
Attorney for Cherokee Nation
P.O. Box 357
Muskogee, OK 74402-0357

Newman & Holtzinger, P.C.
ATIN: Maurice Axelrad
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 1000
Washington, D.C.. 20036

NUREG-0940 II.B-16
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Sequoyan Fuels Corporatioi Docket No, a0-8027
(SubsidiaryLof_ General Atamics). License No. SUS-1010
Gore, Oklahoma. EA 91-153

During WRC inspections conducted between August 27, 1990, and June 14, 1991.
viole; ions of NRt: requirements were identified. In accordance with the
"Ge'.eral-Statement of.Pelicy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix C'(199'.), the violations. are listed below:

A. '10 CFR 20,20libi requires that each licensee make sach surveys as may be
necessary to comaly with the requirements of Part 20 and which are
reas>nable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation <

hazurds th6t ma) be present. As cefined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey"
means an evaluation of the radiation nazards incident-to the production,

use, releJic,. disposal or presence of radioactise materials or other
sources of adiation Lnder a specific set of conditions.

1. Ccntrary to the abose, between August 1 and 21, 1990, during
excavaticn activities. adjacent to the solvent extraction (3X)-
Dufiding wnich placed individuals in close proximity to and in
corJ.act with uranium-conteninated soil ar ' water, the licensee did
not make such surveys to assure compliance with the requirements of

,Part 20 and:.which were reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate
the extent of radiation hazards that may be present, uas follows:

a. The licensee did not make surveys to assure comoliance with
10 CFR 20,203(e)(2), which requires areas in wnich natbral
uranium is used or stored in certain quantities to be posted as
areas containing radioactive materials. Specifically, the
' licensee did not evaluate the results of sample analyses to
determine uranium quantities in the excavation and thus to
determine whether the area should be posted,

b. The' licensee did not make surveys to assure compliance'with
110 CFR 20.203(b), which requires certain areas-to be posted-as-
radiation areas. Specifically, the licensee did not make._r radiation surveys of the walls of the excavation to determine
radiation' levels and thus whether_the area should be posted as a
radiation area.

.

:(Reference NRC Inspection Reports a0-8027/90-05 and 90 06, dated
-November 20, 1990, and February 21,-1991, respectively)'

.2. Contrary:to the above, on June 5, 1991, during work _in an enclosure
in which airborne uranium was present, the _ licensee did not make - __
surveys adequate:to assure compliance _with-10.CFR 20.103(a)(1), which-
limits the amount of licensed mate *ialtan individual may-inhale or
absorb through the skin. Specifically, the licensee did not make

_

I
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Notice of Violation -2-
;

surveys to determine airborne radioactivity levels during work in the
Depleted Uranium Tetrafluoride-(DUF4) f acility. (Reference NRC
-inspection Report 40-8027/91-10 dated July 22, 1991.)

-3. Contrary to the above, between October 27, 1988, and September 20,
~

1990,' the licensce did not maxe surveys to assure compliance with
10 CFR~20.106; which limits releases of licensed material to
unrestricted areas. Specificall). the licensee-did not evaluate the
migration of. licensed materials to unrestricted areas, despite the
fact that licensee managers and staff were aware that environmental
contamination existed inder and around the SX and mai. process
buildings. As a result, licensed materials were found to heve
migrated into unrestricted areas through the bedding surrounding
underground piping, (Reference NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/90 07
dated March 1, 1991.)

B. 10 CFR 19.12 states, in part, that all individuals working in any portion
of a restricted area shall be kept infonted of the stcrage, transfer, or
use of radioactive materials in such nortions_of the restricted area;.

< shall be instructed in the health protection problems associated with
exposure to such radioactiv~e materials and in-the precautions or
procedures to minimize expcsure; and shall be advised as to the' radiation
1 posure reports which workers may request pursuant to 10 CFR 19.13!
Furthermore, 10 CFR-19.12 states that the extent of these instructions.
shall'be commensurate with' potential raciological health protection
problems in the restricted area.

Contrary to-the-above, from August 1-31, 1990, at least five individuals-
who worked on the excavation project in that portion of the restricted
area' adjacent to the SX building were not informed that radioactive
materials were present in the excavation, were-not instructed in the
health protection problems associated with exposures to such radioactive
materials, were-not instructed in the precautions or procedures to
minimize exposure to those radioactive-materials, and were not_ advised as
to_the; radiation exposure reports which workers may request pursuant.to
10 CFR:19.13. (Reference NRC; Inspection Report 40-8027/90-06 dated
February 91, 1331.}

'C. License Condition 9 offMRC License SUB-1010 authorizes use of licensedi t

materials-in accordance_with the statements, representations, and
conditions contained in-Chapters 1 through 8 of the license renewal
application-dated August'23,:1985,zas supplemented.

[ Chapter 1,.Sectionfl.~ofthislicenserenewal1 application,asL 1. 8
l' supplemented, states,-in part, thtt articles which may have been

-contaminated:with-source uranium materials in the facility-shall.be
'

-disposed of'or transferred to persons not licensed to' possessp

radioactive materials when certain release criteria are satisfied and
[
,

.

l-

L - .
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Notice of Violation -3-

that generally, the following conditions must be met: surveys of
accessible ~ surfaces by:-Sequoyah faci'ity personnel verify that the
beta-gemma radiation is not in excess of one millirad per hour with
an average not in excess of 0.2 millirad per hour as measured by an
open-window beta-gamma survey meter with.a window thickness of not
more than seven milligrams per square centimeter.

_.

Contrary to the above, between October 27, 1988, and November 28,
1990, Sequoyrh Facility personnel did not perform surveys of
accessible surfaces of articles to verify that the beta-gamma '

radiation was not in excess of the limits specified. Consequently,
articles that had been used in the SX excavation activities and that
were contaminated to a. level of at least 8 millirad per hour were
released from-the facility and were found at a private residence-
offsite. (Reference NRC Insoection Report a0-8027/90-06 dated

-February 21,1991.)

2. Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4.7 of this license rer.ewal application as
" supplemented, states, in part, that decontamination shall be
performed on personal clothing, when ieaving restricted areas if
contamination levels' exceed a total of 100 dpm/100.cm2.

-Contrary to the above, on June 5, 1991=, an SFC employee left the' site
and went home with a contaminated wristwatch that SFC personnel later
surveycd and measured 380 dpm of alpha activity on contact, and
4000 dpm of beta activity on contact (both readings were under the
probe face; an area of approximately 15 cm2). ' Reference NpC
Inspection Report 40-8027/91-10 dated July 22,1991.)

3. Section 2.7.1 in Chapter 2 of this license renewal application, as
supplemented, states, in part, that.it shall be the responsibility of
the Senior Vice President to see that written operating procedures
are. established, maintained, and adhered'to for all operations and
safety-related activities involving source or hazardous materials,

a.. Contrary to the above, the Senior Vice President did not see
that written operating procedures'wera established-for all
operations:and safety-related activities involving aource or ._
hazardous waste materials. Specifically, as of-October 1, 1990',

.SFC did not have adequate written operating procedures to
prevent SFC personnel from using specific metals in . areas of the
plant that were not intended for their use. As'a result, a
monel valve stem, which-had incorrectly been used in the
digestion;arer, failed on September 27, 1990, spraying a worker
in the face with a solution containing source and hazardous'

,

materials. (deference NRC-Inspection Report 40-8027/90-05 dated
Novemoer 20,1990.)

!NUREG-0940 11.8-19
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Notice of Violation 4-

b. Centrary to the above, the $enior Vice President did not see
that written operating procedures were adhered to fcr all

i

operations and safety-related activities involving scurce or
ihazardous materials. Specifically:

(1) Section 4.0 of Procedure G-113, "Ncn Routine Handling of ,

Radioactive Materials," requires that a full face
respitator be used in the nonroutine handling of
yellowcake.

Contrary to the above, on November 23, 1990, a member of
the licensee's staff did not wear a full face respirator
during the handling of yellowcake, when performing
nonroutine work to unclog the feed conveyor that ,

transports yelicwcake from the sampling plant to the
digestion area. (Reference NRC Inspection Report
40-8027/90-06 dated February 21, 1991.)

(2) Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of Procedure G-114, " Charge
Room Procedure," require, in part, that workers monitor
at the change room frisker station prior to exiting the
change room.

Contrary to the above, on December 1, 1990, two workers
did not monitor at the change room 'rlsker station prior
to exiting the change room. The radiation detector had
malfunctioned and was turt.ed of f. (Reference NRC
Inspection Report 40-8027/90-06 dated February 21,
1991.)

(3) Section 2.6 of Procedure G-304, " Hazardous Work
Permits," requires, in part, that all perstanel must be
cognizant of present ccnditions and report any changes
that affect permit conditions immediately to the shift
supervisor and to Health and Safety. Also, Section
4.1.4 requires that a copy of the HWP be at the work
site.

Contrary to the abcve, on June 5, 1991, two workers
changing out filters in the DUF4 facility encountered
changes to expected working conditirns that affected HWP
clothing requirements, but did not report the citanges to
the shift supervisor or to Health and Safety. Also, a
cooy of the HWP was not at the work site. (Reference
NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/91-10 dated July 22,
1991.)

(4) Section 3.3.2 of Procedure HS-506, " Laundry Facility
Operations," requires that approximately two pieces of

NUREG-0940 II.B-2C
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Notice of Violation. --5-

protective clothing per dryer load-be monitored for
- fixed contamination.

- Contrary to the above, as of June'4, 1991, protective
- clothing-had not been routinely monitored for
contamination for a period of about a' year. (Reference
NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/91 10' dated July 22,
1991.)

4. Chapter 2.-Section 2.2 of the license renewal application,'as.

supplemented, states-in part, that the Manager, Health and Safety
shall be responsible for developing and implementing programs,
procedures, and_ guidance in the functional area of health physics.

a. . Contrary to the above, as.of-June 5, 1991, the Manager, Health
.

and Safety, did not develop and implement programs, procedures,
and guidance in the functional area of health physics.
Specifically, no programs, procedures or guidance existed to:

~

(1) ' Prevent the spread of radioactive contamination by
personnel exiting areas of higher contamination toa

' areas of lower contamination.

(2) Describe when and how workers should wear and remove
protective clothing to prevent both skin contamination
and the resuspension of loose contamination on
protective. clothing.

'(3) Describe'when'and-how temporary enclosures should be
used for work having a potential to generate airborne

L radioactive material.

(Reference NRC Inspection Reports 40-8027/91-09 and 91-10
dated-July I and July 22, 1991, respectively)

b. Contrary to the above, as of May 17, 1991, the Manager, Health-
and Safety, had not. developed procedures or guidance that-
addressed 69t a-gamma ccntamination limits for the controlled-and
semi-controlled areas of1the plant inside the restricted area,4

,

even though SFC hcd-identified'this as a problem in early summer
1990. (Reference NRC Inspection Report 40-8027/91-09 dated
July 1, 1991.)

: 0, 10;CFR 23.409(b)- states, in part - that when a licensee is required
pursuant to.10 CFR 20.405 to report to_the Commission any e posure of an
individual to radiation or radioactive material, the-licensee shall also

notify the individual, :td states that such notice shall: be transmitted at
a time not.later'than the transmittal to the Commission.

- NUREG-0940 - II.8-21
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. Notice of Violation -6-
veJ n

-=. . .

Contrary to the above, on. October 9,1990, and as amenced on November 9
and 30, 1990, the licensee reported, sursuant to 10 CFR 20.405, esposures
to 43-individuals :but failed to notify-at least El of said individuals of
-their_ exposures.at:the time the notification was transmitted to the
. Commission, Notifications to these individuals were transmitted
approximatelyf2 months later. _(Reference NRC Inspection Report
40-8027/90-06 dated February.21, 1991.).

-E. 10 CFR=20.403(b) states, in part, that each licensee shall, within
~24 hcurs of discovery of the event, recort any event involving licensed
material possessed by the licensee that may.have caused or threatens to
cause damage to property in excess of $2000.

~ Contrary to-the above, on August 17, 1990, the licensee did not report,
within 24 hours, the discovery that the soil around the SX building was
signific'antly: contaminated with licensed material, to the extent that a
reasonable estimate.of the costs of characterization and remediation
' clearly threatened to exceed $2000. (Reference NRC Inspection Report
40-8027/90-05 dated November 20, 1991.)

:This is a' repeat violation.

Collectively,- tnis is a Severity Level III problem (Supplements IV and VI).

' Pursuant:tolthe provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Oequoyan Fuels. Corporation is
-hereby required to-submit a-written statement or explanation to the Regional
Administratori Region IV,'with.a copy to the.U.S. Nuclear-Reculatory
Commission,>ATTNp . Document Control Desk, Washington,;0.C. 20555, within
60 days of.the date of the: letter transmitting this Notice of' Violation

.(Notice)' Thisireply should be clearly marked--as a " Reply to a Notice of.-

Violation".and should include for each violation: (1):the reason for'the
-violation,'or, if contested, the basis for disputing'the' violation,'(2) the
ccrrective Stepa-that have baen taken and the results, achieved, (3) the
coriective steps. that will be taken. to avoid further violations, and (4) the-
date when: full complianceiwill be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the timalspecified in this Notice,=an order or demand for
information may be1 ssued as to-why the. license should:not be modified,1

suspended.: or-. revoked, or why such other action .as'may be' proper should not be-
:taken.T Where1 good cause:is shown,-consideration'will be given to extending the,

'responsestime. ;Under the authe-ity of=Section 182iof the Act,-42 U.S.C. 2232,-
.this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

I' Dated-at: Arlington, Texas
b this 27thEday of January 1992
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Office of Enforcement Technical
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,, ,

Office of Enforcement
-

U.S. Muclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

9 SPONSORING ORG AN1? ATION N AME AND ADDRESS in Nuc env ~sanw a erme ^ o, coerwsor. p,oww Nac o,sem Ono o,hevn u s Nuen +, %ga,ou ca~,wu
and martess aw,en i

Same as above

10 SUPPLEMENT ARY NOTES

II. ABS T R ACT (zw woros e, em

This compilation summarizes significant enforcement actions that have been
resolved during one quarterly period (January - Ilarch 1992) and includes
copies of letters, Hotices, and Orders sent by the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission to licensees with respect to these enforcenent actions, it is

anticipated that the information in this publication will be widely
' disseminated to managers and employees engaged in activities licensed by
the HRC, so that actions can be taken to improve safety by avoiding future
violations similar to those d , cribed in this publication.
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Unclassified
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